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REVIEW OF TIE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER
SATURDAY, XAY 15, 1954
UNITED,) STATES SENATE,
ON FOREIGN RELATIONb,
Suicic4M mrTrEF ON InE UNITED NATIONS CIIARTEK

COMMIrrEE

Greensboro, . V.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a. in., in the
auditorium of the senior high school, (,reen.sboro, N. C., Senator
Alexander Wiley (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Sena tor Wiley:
Also present: Hon. Robert I[. Frazier, mayor of Greensboro, N. C.
(The pastor of the First Baptist Church gave the invocation; after
which Mayor Frazier was introduced.)
WELCOMING ADDR&-LS OF TIE MAYOR

Mayor FRAZIER. Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, it gives me
a great deal of pleasure on behalf of the city of Greensboro to welcome
this Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee to Greensboro to hear
testimony and evidence upon the revision of the United Nations
Charter.
Senator Wiley, I think that this is a spot that could give you no
greater welcome than any other spot in America, perhaps, but a spot
that is unduly interested in all matters, we think, sometimes. Then
again we think they are just duly interested.
We are larticulere ha ppy to have you because we recognize this
morning you are here with this staff ot yours on a (lay that Government workers ordinarily do not work, so you come to us giving its an
added honor in that respect.
Greensboro, and this community, is a spot that takes a little pride in
its position, in its understanding of things and its environment. It
is a place that was settled some two centuries ago by Scotch-Irish
Presbyterians, by English and Irish Quakers, by German TAttheran
Reform, so we think of it through the years as having been a strongly
religious community. .
It is a cultural center. We have three colleges for our white. residents, and we have three colleges for our Negro residents. One of
our white colleges is the largest resident women's college in the world.
One of our Negro colleges is the second largest Negro college in the
world.
We are an industrial center, having the largest denim mill in the
world, and a number of other very large industries, including the
largest insurance company in the South.
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This is the pivot of the Piedmont, the center spot of a circumference that has a radius of 50 miles within which there are more
pople resident than in any other similar spot in southeastern United

states. So we think of this as a cultural, a religious, an industrial
center, but above all, as a friendly center.
We are delighted that you are oiltlis mission because there are
those of us who think that the Senate is the body that is one of the
great protectors of America.
I am very fond of making a little coImnelt from the writings of

Winston Churchill that I think is very good for leading a group of
this kind.
In his roving commission, he made this statement:
Those who can win a war can rarely make a go(l pence, and those who could
make a good peace would never have won a war.

Therefore, I think that men such as you and members of your con-

rettee, leading us to the way to peace, is a most i'neouraging sign for
America.
izens
I g-eet you, I welcome you lmost heartily, on behalf of the cil
of Greensboro. [Applause.]
OPENINGil STATEMENT 4)F TIlE 4if1IllMAN

The CIIAIRMAx. Thank you, Mr. Mayor; and thank you, our good

friends of this great and wonderful city: and State.
We have already found, sir, that inanifestation of friendliness and
friendship of which you have spoken.
We, ill) North more aind more. r alize the virility and the dyllalic
qualities of the Sonth. We recognize as lile goes on that out of this
great section ci1ne not only statesnei but also great material wealth
and great spiritual ideas;'so I assure you on behalf of the staff and
myself f, that we are happy to be here with you.
TRIBUTE TO SENATOR IICEY

But we conic at a solelmni hour. Last Wednesday atgreat Senator
and a great North Carolinian embarked on the long journey, which
sooner or later we all must take.
When I learned of the la.,iiig of Senator Hoe', I consulted with
you, sir, and your committee as to whether or not ihis meeting should
be canceled, indtogether we decided that the most fitting tribute we
could pay to this Outstanding American and to his full life of service
to his country would be to Carl,% oilas lie would have us carry on, its
nelt'stuall. just a
shall be delnonstrated ly a letter that lie wrote Ie
few days ago.
The Senator had his heart set on this nlrvt ing today. lie hind spoken
to Ine oilseveral occasions of the importance of this work, the inportance, I saiy to his Government and mire and yours, and to mankind.
He felt that si
5 own State had a real contribution to make.
As I stated, I have here I letter rcei, ed from him just a few days
before his passing. I am going to roa(l it into the record at this point.
It contains some of the last words N ritten by a man whose great heart
and mind were with us in this work. We shall continue to draw
strength from his encouragement in carrying out the tasks with which
we are charged.
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Today, in another part of the State, as they hty his mortal body to
rest, I think we C.tI, sense that his spirit carries on, and that it is with
us today. I lere is his letter add messed
to me:
IPAIt I..NAUI0 WILL.Y: I thlank you for your letter of April 27, 1,_4. und for the
copy of lielore.s release Ili connection with the holding. of a public hearIsig in

Greensboro, N. C., onl May 15 upon the invitation of Mayor Robert I. Frazier.

I am so delighted that your committee has decided to hold one of these heartigs ii Norilh Vnrotia Ibvause our ieoiple nre treu, iduu.ly intterested i these
rovte dii.4 andi
I . re lsboro has i[eeiil -%es
c.lily o nixlous to lhuve ole of the
lkariag

tid

l hvre.

1 doubt serlowudy If I shiall loe able to attend the hearings In Greensboro but
I wish you t kuW [HOW
much 1 appreciate the invltatiorn and how plead I an
that you lre holding. this meellilg in Gretnshoro.
With l bst willies, I 1a
Yours vry truly,
CLYDE R. Ho.

Let tile say again, Mr. Mayor, aid ladies and gentlemien, that we are
lionored to be here.
This is the first time that a Senate committee in the field of foreign
relatits has ever met in North Carolina. May I say, with all due
respect to the other fine cities of this great State, that we could not
have chosen a more appropriate location.
I am told that (reetAoro was kILoWNV
as the pivot of the Piedihont,
and you used that expression today, I believe.
That sounds like it very apt namte to ie. If I may, I should like to
borrow the phrase and mtply it to your inttor and his stuff. '[They
have been the pivot of the subcommittee in this area.
Ma3 or Frazier, Major Mclendon, Mr. 'Moseley, anti many other
have eeu mIost helpft in setting up this hearing, and I want them
to know, and I want the people to know, tlat we deeply appreciate
their efforts. Appreciation is a thing that we all appreciate, and life
would be a little sweeter if we indulged in it wherever it was merited,
and it is certainly merited here.
PURPOSE OF SUBCOMMITTIEE HEARINGS

Before proceeding to the business at hand, I want to sa) a few
words about the purpose of this subconmmittee. We are not here to
take it Gallup poll; we are not counting heads as to who likes or does
not like the United Nations or any )art of it; that is not the business
of the subcommittee, and I do not propose to engage in it.
We have come to Greensboro for one purpose: It is the purpose
that led tus to visit Akron and Milwaukee earlier this year; it is a
purpose that will take its to other parts of this great country of ours.
We are here because the United States Senate has instructed us to
make a study of proposals that would amend or revise the United
Nations Clrter.
As most of vol know, in late 1955 or 1956 a generall conference
for review of time charter is likely to be called. T'Iis conference will
.ye the nations of tile world a chance to take a fresh
look at the
united Nations. They can see whether the United Nations is serving
the interests of world peace, and if not, why not.
We can see if it is serving the interests of our Nation; we can see
where we can better the med ianism.
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We are justified in participating in the United Nations or in NATO
or any other international organization only if such participation beat
serves the interests of this Government and this people.
We want the advice and guidance of Americans on a matter which
is of tremendous importance to us all, a matter which may very well be
of life and death importance to each of us, and to our beloved country
in this day of atom, hydrogen, and cobalt bombs, of jets and rocket
planes.
As you know, the Senate advises the President on the conduct of foreign relations and this subcommittee has been established to help the
Senate formulate its advice on one aspect, a very vital aspect, of those
relations, and that is our participation in the United Nations.
What we seek is enlightenment; enlightenment comes through ideas,
right ideas. We want you to assist us to find ways in which our policies
with respect to the United Nations can be improved, ways, if they exist,
in which the United Nations Charter can be improved so that we can
better protect the interests of our country, and strengthen the hope
for peace in this war-weary world.
I hardly need stress the urgency of this assignment. We must find
ways of safeguarding our freedom and our way of life in a world at
peace or we may very well jeopardize both in a world at war.
We have come to" Greenboro to listen and to learn. I hope you
peo )le will help us.
Because of t-e number of citizens who have asked to be heard today,
I have asked that the witnesses limit their oral statements to 5 minutes,
and their written statements, if longer, can be filed.
We know that out of this visit, we are going to profit-mind ;id
body and soul. We are very happy to be with you.
We will carry on now with the first witness.
Will Mr. 11. W. Rollman, of llazelwood, N. C., take the chair, please.
It is good to see you, sir.
STATEMENT OP HEINZ W. ROLIMAN, WAYNESVILLE, N. C.
Mr. Romi.3r,%'. My name is Heinz Rollman. I am a shoe manufacturer in Waynesville, N. C., and I an president of the Wellco Shoe
Corp., as well as of World Construction, Inc.
The CHAIRMAN. Speak into the micro phone, please.
Mr. ROTA AN. I am president of Wellco Shoe Corp., Waynesville,
as well as Ro-Search, Inc., both of Waynesville, N. C.
I have devoted the last 26 years to work out a plan that will abolish
the reasons for war; and-the main reason for war, as well as for communism, in my opinion, is, one, that fear that, the reason that half the
world's population goes to bed hungry every night-that is a hick of
education and a lack of religious freedom.
CREATION OF A PEACE ARMY

I believe that we, the United States, cannot forever help the world
only with charity. We have to help the rest of the world to help
themselves so that the rest of the world can achieve the unbelievable
which has been achieved in the United States and to this end I propose, and have written a book, about it and have made speeches all
over the world-to this end I propose that the Congress of the United
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States would consider to establish a peace army consisting of 8 million able-minded and able-bodied men- that we fight for global peace
and the eradication of starvation and disease and communism and
dictatorship like we fight for winning a war; that we at the same
time train in our country millions of people from all over the world
so that tihe rest of the world, using their own God-given resources,
will accomplish what we have accomplished in our country and in
our Nation.
I believe that communisni can only be stopped if we take away the
reasons that push people into conmnunism, the fear, the hunger, and
the sickness. We can show them without emptying our pockets how
togo about doing it with their own resources all over the world.
Ido not speak for an organization; I speak for myself as founder
of the mnovenment called World Construction. However, I think I can
say that many thousands of people all over the world to whom I have
spoken in the last 2 3ears agree with me that it is only the United
States, only our country, that can set the example to stop communism
and do away with the reason for war.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you,.sir.
Mr. ROi.LMAN. Thank you, sir.
(Additional material submitted by Mr. Rolhmnan is on file with the
subconnnittee.)
The Cmm.nuiA.,'. Rev. John H. Carper, North Wilkesboro, N. C.

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. CARPER, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
WORLD PEACE, THE WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE,
THE METHODIST CHURCH
Mr. CARPER.. Mr. Chairman, Senator Wiley, Mayor Frazier, members of the Senate Committee on Foreign elationn, distinguished
guests I am John Ioward Carper, pastor of the First Methodist
Church of North Wilkesboro, N. C.
I wish to speak as the chairman of the Committee on World Peace
of the Western North Carolina Conference of the Methodist Church.
This conference embraces a membership of 244,900 members, as
stated on page 77, Journal of 1953 Session of the Western North
Carolina Conference of the Methodist Church.
However, I feel that I can give the official position of our church
and a fair cross section of the thinking of the membership of this
conference.
AIMS OF 3IETHODIST CHURCH

First, the Methodist Church is a connectional church moving jointly
and concertedly with other churches in its body to accomplish the aims,
ideals, and properly constituted laws of our general conference.

Therefore, the Episcopal addrem on the "Crusade for World Order"
adopted by the last general conference, May 22 1952, and the statement of th.e general conference "The Methodist Church and War
and Peace" adopted May 6,1952, becomes the basis for our church's
action in this 1952-56 quadrennium.
At present the council of bishops, utilizing the existing agencies
of the church to implement their vital leadership toward peace. are
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acrusade for world order in
of tile
church ill
leading tile nIlellibel4si
1or major ilnteriesls to be elniilasized is1954)-455. One of the
A study of mljvlfle questloins of illequate United Nallolt Ihnrter revision, nd
tht 1inlted Nattonm a more
eicewiry to nitake

the taking of all affirmative stem
efftilve titsirtieit of peace.

On )ecember 10, 19.,:0,the council of bishops adopted the following
act io,. and rtollilnelids thatFour futidnillithil liules be. sttl:

The ieardlnig of I wa'e. the I tiited Natlomp,

charter review and revision.
To hi's end from April 22 timugl Mav I 19.1. Ilie district collielree
fetlces oil ('ilri-l1ln edlucatlol were Iei. illwhich tile Collft
worul peace had a prominent art.
cotllitlee oni1
Second. these baslc princiiles lnotivale Mvetlhoists ili their action
bht i elief and doct rine is flip fathierhood of (Iod
basie
fir ipeace.
and the brotherlood of man. From t hese, beliefs springi11. p1rilinunder I le law.
'iiles of fr,dolli. jl.ct', and ijstice
VWe Methodists believe God is ready and willing to help men work
olit 'ajust and rig i'oiis slulion to ilin' ol)e s of Oilrworld. To
hold Ihat war is itwi ailble is ho negate all Ilat (iuiul has shown uls
of ile ('ristlsal tl Clt.
tIl'ilgh ('hristIholt-cat eti Irough lil it iacion
We believe tlat what i'4 right canlhe dolle. This is oir faith.
illraiinit.

StP'lIUr OF 1'. N.

Third. Methoiliss would have oir (lov'erunent take lie sieps con(,etring the UuTiled Nationls aid lllatels relevant tieneo:
its support of tle 1lited
A. The 17Titt41 Staths i1Ult- lht hiesilate ill
Nal imls. Sit( must have flie craigtg'e to IlUopose Stich changes in
fhe U. N. harderer that we believe arei'ighl, tind telllip world wat
her cit izels want based 111)011tle (lristian coucelpt of ile wilth of
men. and our inshakable ind 1mlterable faiti in lie democratic way
of life.
Regardle... of expected olipositiou front any qullt, sh temust st rive
fulfill Ihose
to Initl--'p and .streligtlel tile U. N.so t'hal it IllaNt
arltice I Oif tt [Titled Natioils ('harter.
l)tl)to.'s, as described ill
B+E.NEFITS OFt

., 7%, lP.\XlICll'Vrioxq

Bi. Or (iovernnent nutst take into accoivit that real beitelits wtill
have resulted from its participation in the United Nations.
Without the Tnited States moral and physical support of the U. N.
aI re.adv the world would probably be en,,aged in it third world war.
Increasingly our Government must give her financial support to
such agencies as UlNESCO, the World ]teallh Organization, the
Food and Agricultuial Organization, International Refugee Organization, and so forth.
Through these we lift the climate of the world from fear, suspicion,
and hate to understanding, mutual result, and love.
C. The United States itust take into account the fact of international suspicion and selfishness which makes it imlpossible to achieve
all its objectives immediately.
The United States must continue working and looking forward to
the day when all nations shall be members of the United Nations.

ItEVIFW OF TIlE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER
A M ENDMENTS IELtM
MI

EN)ED

cii1i tlfid Might to Is' Hs confidence replaces fear nd as just
and fair dealings Iconte tile rile in international agreements rat her
11hlIi liie except il.
D. 'Tile United Slates (Glver'nmiii should work for tihe following
itV Oij islilnwits I]roigli (lie United Nations:
L Iliv''sill g'reltlt, oi
ol en for.Tal)H'lrim control ILA
1( reduIction
udliertl United Nations inspection tilt, tllOllIlt
nIecessa,' for miuilllai
niig iluilnial oder and by which no llition could
reate tile
seculriityv
of other liatiios.
2. 'Ile establishment of :Oiinlerliati(11al police force which could
deal adcqulel' wliliisslues of illterntlioll aggression.
:1. Stlrive foi lol'e realistic hall need voling in the Ge leral Assembly of tile
It. N. 'l'iis
is to be bed in part upon such factors (is
't'Olioll|ii strellgilh,
hmiland Ipotlitial, rather tllit11llt I oeseilt
'
svslell.
I. Set Ill)
noi|clinerv for (lhe estlablishlment of o world court witl
legated oltlily
to4 try and pIish individuals and/or nations
found to be( Ilirealcii g the apiece of tile world conimity.
;0. S114o14ulit Iwvocate 011iro)ol t aiioiig Owhlint ionjs tile aillocatinig of
I heir subhstantlial part. of their savings realized froml armament con.
Iro]ilo hellilug improve the living stitards of tie peoples of the.
wol(. Tils is Ilft charity fnor emissions, but enlightened sel f-interest.
;. Ive nuist llot bie lisliam(I to state to the world our dependeice
Ulipoll 11111
eilla
faith il divide gulidance ill these 1111aill
other mnte.'s of
.I(t'h. Wei,
Iiist work pal ielIt
ly and ollrageouslv pointing mankind
to tlit Way of peail
Oif1sed1ll
lil' Presildenlt in his el)ih-imlaking
itlireies of 'Decemel'r 8, 1953, wien lie proposed to use receilt s'ienti fic
li-s'overies for the benefilg of allmankind through the creAtion
of an international tomie agency rather than drifting alililessly toward total lestriletion a114 pssil;le a ullilation of man lis;elf. aild
the obliteration of civilization as we know it.
7. To work for the total interests of mankind. We must be willing
iis

to pav tiltcost, of iintelIltonal cooperation in patient,(nd
1
.o1iti ii{its

clrol'. Ti'hroughithe efforts of the United Nations there is emerging
a larger vision of the total interests of mankind. We must keep the
world united; it must not be split politically as it is liow split ideologically. We iotst not withdraw from the U. N., nor must we become
atparty to organize the U. N. wit hout Russia.
S. Provide adeluote finoncial strength and give full moral sul )Olt
to the 1tillagencies of the U. N. We Methodists believe that " .'o"
110llliC Iissistilli'e which 'seeks to make the benefits of our scientific
advances and industrial progress available for tie improvement of
underdeveloped areas' is the strongest combatant to the elements
of revolt ion found in our times."
9. Lay tie foundations for permanlent world cooperation through a
world federation of nations. In section I1,paragraph (e), page 9,
the Methodist Church and War and Peace, there is stated what most
Methodists believe:
Peace can only come from (od, expres.o(d through all peoples. World peace
is bigger than any single nation, single ecomlic system, or single religion. The
United Nations, If peace is to be achieved, must he developed into a world federation of nations. To Insure such Investment of national sovereignty as will lay
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the foundations for permanent world cooperation and peace, we must have a
wider recognition and acceptance of God as sovereign over all nations. We call
for revision of the United Nations Charter In such manner as to enable that
body to enact, interpret, and enforce world law against aggression and war.

10. Universal membership in the United Nations. When any
nation ineets the requireineits laid down in article 4 of the United
Nations Charter they should be admitted, not being sulbject to the veto.
In concluding my remarks, I wouid use the words of President
Eis*nhower, as quoted in his state of the Union message on January 7,
19M. The United Nations providesthe only real world forum where we have opportunity for Internallonal presenta.
lion and rebuttal,

The Clarion Voice of the Methodist Church affirms, "Our best
political hope of peace lies in the United Nations."
Thank you.
The CIIAmMArX. Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Carper follows:)
TmTimomyrM
ar Rrv. JoHnr II. CAuPIIt, NvATi WIT. RHnonLo. N. C., CIVAIBMAN,

C:

71

CoUirrrIM ON WOPU.D
PKACF, THil WFSTRn NORIC CAROLINA CoNrvIxNcrI, THE
MrueIoT CHc
Mr. Chairman, Senator Alexander Wiley, members of the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations, distinguished guests, I am John H. Carper, pastor. First
Methodist Church, North Wilkesboro, N. C. I wish to speak as the chairman
of the committee on world peace, the Western North Carolina Conference, the
Methodist Church. This conference embraces a membership of 241,000 members
as stated on page 77, Journal of 1953 Session of the Western North Carolina
Conference of the Methodist Church. Although I am serving in this capacity
for the sixth year It would be presumptuous for me to slate that I can speak
individually for all these persons. However, I feel that I can give the official
position of our church and a fair cross section of the thinking of the membership
of this conference.
1. The Methodist Church is a connectional church moving jointly and concertedly with other churches in its body to accomplish the aims, Ideals, and
properly constituted laws of our general conference. Through duly elected
representatives empowered by each local church, district, and annual conference
we get representative action. Quadrennially we hold a general conference where
the memorials, requests, and issues facing the church and society are debated
and pasad upon, making them the law and discipline of our church.
Therefore, the Episcopal address on the Crusade for World Order adopted
by the last general conference, May 2. 1%)52, and the statement of the general
conference. The Methodist Church and War and Peace, adopted May 0, 1952,
becomes the basis for our church's action this 1052-51% quadrennium. (See
attached copy.)
At present the council of bhshops. utilizing the exislig agt-ncles of the church
to Implement their vital leadership toward peace, are leading the memberships
of the church in n crude for world order In 1951-5.
One of the four major
interests to he emphasized is a study of the specific questions of adequate United
Nations Charter revision, and the taking of all affirmative steps necessary to
make the United Nations a more effective instrument of peace.
On heember 10, 1NV. the council of lishops of the Methoilist Church adopted
the following action and recommends that four fundamental issues be studied:
The meaning of peace, the United Nations. disarmament, Charter review and
revision. Each bishop in his own area or within his annual conferences will
bring these tbemeb to his people In such fashion as he may deem wise. Thus
to this end from April 22 through May 6. 1914, 10 dIstrict conferences on Chris(Ian education were held in which the conference committee on world peace had
a prominent part. These conferences were held in Winston-Salem, Salisbury,
Asheville. Waynesvile, Greensboro, Morganton, Statesville, Thomasvile, Gastonis, and Monroe. Plans were set in operation whereby each local church in
the conference is requested and expected to bold between now and September
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15 a study on the policy and action of the Methodist Church. Then under the
snpervislon and gulhlan(e of the tolshop and district superiltendents studies
are to Ice mnade in lhe four icnajor fields listedl above prior to March 1, 1955.
'lie entire nouth of February 1955 IN the designated thie for con'wertsl action
Icy nil the ninistera in Methosldsm.
II. These balsic Irinciples molivite Metollisxis iI their action for peace. The
liash, ieiiet mnildc(iclrini, is
Fatlierihood( of (od ictid the icrctheriocl of liian.
Froic Ihese beliefs illring our prlincllsi' of fritlolil. ilice, and juslie under
law. Metiolists sialliwiri the (loverclncent (of tlie i'4lted inta,
ts slideiloily
slrlves to realize these lirinciples oln the pofiltIhal level, We are indeed grateful
for all effort and treasure expended to achieve this end. Yet we Insist on the
right io Intelligently suggest. and instructively crIti(,Ize, our Govermiiniit thus
ieililrig er Ito cclileic these pli tihal endils. I'roerfuilly we seek to tildergird
i1tid provide her withi the moral and spIrltual strength enabling lher to furnish
ltsttilll hnleadershlp for our world. This we belleve to ice the ieiChing ind will
of Jetsus Christ, Ihe 'rince of l'eave. We
tlelcllilsts believe (od Is ready and
willhig Ic help ian work out a Jiist alid righteois solution to 1t, problenas
if oiur woril. For Mehiilists to liIhld that war Is lnevlthtlPh, Is to negate all
tit
(ol lints siowii its through 'hrist 11ll created through theiet lon oif the
Cihristian claurc.
We lcellev thait wlllat is right can ie olle. T'his is ocur falth.
We are actively engaged li seeking I, know (ol' will and tbiroueh ills spirit
Iw Ills niisiriitniits ic i bring It about.

Ill. lel lillsts ivcuild havei our Gocvernenit lake these steIps ,oncerning the
I TliiiNt alttils and mcatters relevalit Ilereto:
ti) The Uhnted States Imllh
dst li 40t Nifitate In, its suilimirl of the i'nlldl Nitins.
Sh illUSt have Ila coillrccgei timlircdlsc' scllh
I flcags
iat- unitld Nti ions Chlirter
tli we lcelleve ritcright tumidtell11Me wrll wiat ier ,itizcns wccnt lamel cicini the
('rlstian v'on'elit if ilce cirill
a ticili
invl ipur unshakmtlile lid liaiterlble falth
In the democratic way of life. She should lift up our Ideals and work toward
inic regardless of fit( price liece-,Silry to Iw' paild lIn ialn. til,1 or treasure.
Ilcgardless (if exieclt'd lplisc~tion froin tny quarter. she iust strive tic Improve
atli st re itlien 1li'
iliited Na;tlics so ihat It may fulfill thc, I;Url5 ,i's hceserlhel
i icrtli'ie I (f ihe Uniitcil Natilons ('holrler : (I T ilaIntain lnt-rnitlhinal p,ice
lnii Iseetirlt y *
',
12) Io levelil frluidly relhtloais ning miinm linw l ilion
resis'ct for lice lprincliple of ecjul rights an) s if-deii-rulination of peoiles i 4 0,
(i) to ichleive liternational
icunieration
c
lic solving Internatiional lroibelics of an
tcticcitnc', soc-ial, (uhiiurail. cr lcnuanirlan character, * 0 0 (4) to be a center
for hnrmonhiig the actions of nations in the attalnnent of these common ends.
41) Oulr 0overzliit li ulst icke Into uciocUcit that real btenefits liccVec
resulted
front Its litclillialt Ii in tlie I ilted Sci ti lls.
VIticicil t Icc'UnIled Stcates' moral
and physical stuplrsrt of the IT. N. alreicly t1h woll wuid tprobmably te ellgilged
In a third worhl war. 'lTl I'niltd iites miust increasingly give her finanlcal
support to suclh igencles ias UNE-SCO, itheWorld Health (rganizatlon, the Food
and Agricultural Orgaiization, iterncitlonal Refugee )rganlzatlion, and others.
Through these we lift the clicnite of tice world from tear, suspicion, and hate,
to understanding, tnutual respect, and love. Also In keeping with the officially
stated purpose of technical assistance prograit: "to start where people are, to
help them solve their own problems In their own way without imposing Ideas or
nlco'tiods upon them which are allen to their charatt'r and desires; to work with
others, to cooperate and not to dominate," we Methodists believe this Is the way
to peace, goodwill. ani] nderstandlng.
(c) The United States must take Into account the fact of International scuspldlon and selilsitie.s which iiai'kes it Impossible ctoachieve ill Its bjecilves
Immediately. The United States niust continue working and look forward to the
day when all nations shall be ceinUters of the United Nationms. Mettiodists believe
In unlver;al membership in tice U'. N. but we are sufficiently realistic to realize
this cannot and ought not to happen overnight. This can and ought to be as
confidence replaces fear and as Just and fair dealings become the rule In inter.
national agreements rather than the exception. We look confidently toward the
day when we can have international organization based on Justice, governed
by laws, and enforced by the joint power of the governed.
(M) The United States governmentt should work for the following accomplish.
ments through the United Nations:
(1) Universal agreement on enforceable arms control and reduction under
United Nations Inspection to the amount necessary for maintaining internal
order and by which no natIon could threaten the security of other nations.
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could dealtilet2) The establishment of an international police force whi'h
quately with Issues of international aggression.
(3) Strive for more realistic balanced voting In the General .Assembly of
the U. N. This to be based In part upon such factors is economic strength,
actual and xtential. rather than ulon present system of I nation I vote. Upon
accomplishment to such a formula move toward unIversolity of memlbership in
the U. N.
(4) Set up machinery for establishment of world court with delegated authoritYto try and punish individuals and/or nations found to be threatning the
peace of the world community.
(5) Should advocate and promote among the nations the allocatinr tiftheir
substantial part of their savings realized from armament control to helping
Improve the living standards of the peoples of the world. This is not "charity"
nor missions but enlightened self-interest.
(6) We must not be ashamed to state to the world our dependence nom and
our faith in divine guidance in these and all other matters of state. We should
declare our faith in the basic, undergirding principles of our Nation given us
by our forefathers. We must work patiently and courageously pointing mankind
to that way of peace proposed by our 'resident In his epoch-making address.
December 8. 1953, when he proposed to use recent scientific discoveries for the
benefiting of allmankind though the creation of an International Atomic Energy
Agency, rather than drifting aimlessly toward total destruction and possible
annihilation of man himself, and the obliteration of civilization
as we know it.
(7) To work for the total Interests of mankind, we must be willing to pay the
cost of international cooperation In patient and continuous effort. Through the
efforts of the United Nations there is emerging a larger vision of the "total interests" of mankind. We must keep the world united. It must not be split
politically as it is now split ideologically. We must not withdraw from the
U. N. Nor must be become a party to organize the U. N. without Russia. "God
has made us of one blood for to dwell upon the earth." We must learn to live
and help others learn to live together.
(8) Provide adequate financial strength and give full moral support to the
many agencies of the U. N. We Methodists believe that "economile as.lstan e
which '* * t seeks to make the bWnefits of our scientific advances and incustrial
progress available for the improvement of underdeveloped areas t to' Is the
strongest combatant to the elements of revolution found in our times." More and
more our Nation must channel its assistance funds through U. N. channels for
this isthe way of lifting the scourage of hunger, pain, sickness, war. and death
from the earth. The statement of the Prince of Peace still stands: "In as much
as ye did it unto one of the least of these, ye did It unto Me."
(9) Lay the foundations for permanent world cooperation through a world
federation of nations. In section II,paragraph (e), page 9, the Methodist
Church and War and Peace, there is stated what most Methodists believe.
"Peace can only come from God, expressed through allpeoples. World peace
Is i)igger than any single nation, single economic system, or single religion. The
United Nations, if peace is to he achieved, must be developed into a world
federation of nations. To insure such investment of national sovereignty as
will lay the foundations for permanent world cooperation and peace, we must
have a wider recognition and acceptance of God as sovereign over all nations.
We call for revision of the United Nations charter in such manner as to enable
that body to enact, Interpret, and enforce world law against aggression and war."
(10) Universal membership in the United Nations: When any nation meets
the requirement laid down in article 4 of the United Nations Charter, "Membership * * * is open to allother peace-loving states which accept the obligations
contained in the present Charter and, in the judgment of the Organization, are
able and willing to carry out these obligations," they should be admitted not
being subject to the veto.
In concluding my remarks I would use the words of President Eisenhower
as quoted In his state of the Union message on January 7, 1954. The United
Nations provides "the only real world forum where we have opportunity for
international presentation and rebuttal." The clarion voice of the Methodist
Church affirms, "Our best political hope of peace lies in the United Nations."

The Cntn.x. Mr.Henry Brandis, Jr., Chapel Hill, N. C.
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STATEMENT OF HENRY BRANDIS, JR., DEAN, SCHOOL OF LAW,
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Mr. Brn-mSas. My name is HenryV Brandis, Jr. I reside in Chapel
Hill. At present I am dean of the School of Law of the University
of, North Carolina.
I sl)eai- here as an individual citizen and I do not purport to speak
in any way for the law school or for the university.
'The American people want security even more, and very properly
so, they want to preserve their personl freedom and to live in a
world in which the individual man has a dignity to which his soul
entitles him, and inlwhich the ideal of justice lprevails, and clearly
the major task which is faced by this subcommittee and by the entire
world is to provide such a world in which Americans and other

people miiay live.
NEED F' R UNIVERSAL DISARMAMENT

It is my belief that no such world can be provided without universal disaanainent, backed by enforceable law, or to put the matter
another way. there (all be no security in the world as long as any
single nation, without effective restraints from other nations, can
set ill inotioii its own ariled might which carries a catIIstrophic
potential for (lest ruct ion.
It seems to me as we think of revising the U. N. Charter. that any
effort merely to nibble at the edges of this problem is bound to fail.
For instance, if we merely abolish the veto in the present Security
Council, it seems clear that this would make little, if any, contribution
to American security, because the abolition of the veto would have
no effect whatever u1pon Russian control of Russian armies.
SERIOUS AMENDMENTS

REQUIRED

If we are to tackle this fundamental problem it will require rather
serious amendments to the present U. N. Charter. Those amendments must deal with the executive, the legislative, the judicial, and
the military powers of the United Nations.
O%6,iously, if I had a good deal more than 5 minutes I could not
undertake to outline details for specific amendments. I believe that
the best single attempt to propose detailed amendments of this general nature yet made is the little pamphlet published by Grenville
Clark, and Professor Sohn, of the Harvard Law School, and I am
sure that the members of the subconfnittee are familiar with that
work.
In general, I would say only that the l)rinciple must be followed
that in any area of U. N. power the least authority should be given
which is consistent with this goal of eliminating the ability of a single
nation to bring war and catastrophic destruction upon the rest of
the world.
JUDICIAL AMENDMENTS

NEEDED

I would, however, like to look very briefly at the nature of the
judicial amendments which would be needed.
In the famous trials at Nuremberg and at Tokyo, we have recognized the principle on the international scene of individual responsi-
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bility. We have tried and condemned individuals for crimes against
humanity.
I do not propose to enter into the controversies formed around
those trials. I cite them merely to bring out their recognition of the
principle of individual responsibility.
It is a strange, a phenomenal thing that having recognized that,
and having been joined by other nations in its recognition, the United
Nations, Which is the organization established to keep the pence of the
world, does not have a court capable of trying an in ividual for those
same crimes nor a law creating those same acts crimes, making them
crimes against the United Nations. And so, I say it will be necessary
to establish, as every organized society has had to establish, a court
which can deal with the individual man who violates or attempts to
violate the law.
Now, of course, the power should be limited.
The CHAIRMAN. If you will tell us how far you have gotten in
your statement, we will put the rest of it in the record.
Mr. BRANins. All right, sir; I am approximately down to the last
full paragraph of page 2, sir.
The C1AIRMAN. Do you think that Russia would come into a world
orgaiiization under la%:l How would you get her in?
Mr. BRANDIS. Sir, I wish there was a pat answer to that question.
I do not know. If I had to make a final answer upon the basis of
all the evidence so far accumulated, I regret to say that I would say,
"No," I do not believe Russia will at this moment coine in if America
makes such proposals. But I do not believe, sir that it is a wise
policy for America to refuse to make proposals ii America believes
those proposals to be right for fear that Russia will not participate.
The CHAIRMAN. Your statement will go into the record. Thank
you very much, sir.
(The'prepared statement of Mr. Brandis follows:)
SrATiAMFST OF

iIx.NUv IN.

IS. is1

N. C., and at present I
My nane Is llenry lirandis. Jr. I live in 'hael 111111.
am dean of the school of law of the University of North Carolina. I appear
here as an Individual citizen avd do not speak In any way for the law school or
for the university.
ABSUMPTTONS

My statement is predicated on the following assumptlons, which I believe are
demonstrably correct:
1. The United States has no real security as long as atomic weapons and the
means to deliver them are in the 4iands of those who may decide to use them

against us.
2. Necessarily. under present conditions, our primary reliance Is placed upon
our ability to retaliate. On this date. which Is Armed Forces Day, it Is highly
appropriate to reiterate that we must maintain this ability until some.better
system Is devised. But history demonstrates that it Is not enough to provide
security or to prevent war. particularly while it reniains possible for a megalomaniac to obtain dictatorial powers in some of the world's powerful nations.
3. Americans can have no security except under a system giving other peoples
equal security. 4. Worldwide security can be achieved only by ellimilnating the power of every
nation, Including our own, to wage atomic war or large-scale war of any type.
5. This cannot he done by conventional treaty. No sane American would stake

the entire future of our country on the good faith of a Communist promise.

6. This can only be done by a plan for enforceable disarmament, backed by
world law.
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7. This does not require a central world government with unlimited power.
it does require a U1eited Nations strengthened sufficiently to permit it, within
the limited area of control of armaments and prevention of aggression, to promulgate laws and to enforce those laws by an inspection system made as foolproof as possible, by reasonably safeguarded Judicial processes which can operate
against individuals, and, if all else fails, hoytbe use of an armed force.
TIN KERINO 15 NOTENOUGH

We cannot, by slow and comfortable stages, creep up on a Solution to the
problem of world security. It Is already quite apparent that Security cannot be
achieved without eliminating the right of a single national government to set
In motion an armed might with a catastroplc potential for d,,structlon. Therefore. any realistic thinking nlseut revision of tle U. N. Charter should accept the
fact that charter changes which stop short of this goal cannot honestly be 4iffered
as designed to achieve security.
For example, an amendment which merely elinminted the veto in tice Scurity
Council would make little, if any, contribution to American security, because it
would have no effect upon Russian control of Russian armament.
GENERAL NATURE OF REVISION PROPOSALS

Charter revision designed to achieve disarmament backed by enforihlbe world
law will necessarily Involve changes lit the charter provisions dealing with
executive, legislative, Judicial, and rnelitiry powers. It is obviously not possible
for me to undertake here to spell them nut In detail; though, In general, I wish
to state that in every area sich changes should accord the U. N. the least amount
of pe wer which Is consistent with achieving the necessary goal.
Probably the best detailed statement of proposed changes, designed to achieve
that goal, Is the Digest of Peace Through I)'sarmanment and Charter Iltevislon,
authored by Grenville Clark and Louis B. Bohn. I am sure the members of the
subcommittee are familiar with It. Even if there is some disagreement with
some of their proposals, their work clearly demonstrates that the problem of
world security Is one capable of solution.
Against the background of the Clark-Sohn proposals. I am sure that others,
both here in Greensboro today, and elsewhere on other occasions, will make
statements regarding desirable changes In those parts of the charter dealing
with executive, legislative, Judicial, and military powers. I would like to deal
specifically with judicial powers.
DESI1AnI+E C(HANOES IN TIE JUDICIAL iOWFaa Or TIM V. X.

At Nuremberg and at Tokyo we helped to establish and to staff courts which
tried and convicted Individual men for crimes against humanly.
I do not
propose here to dIscuss the criticisms-such as those Involving the problem of
ex post facto laws-which have been leveled against t1hoe trials. My sole
reason for mentioning thein Is that In those trials the principle of individual
responsibility Is recognized.
The entire history of civilization demonstrates that this is a sound principle.
No organized society, whatever Its geographical boundaries or the size of its
population, can maintain Internal law and order without a judicial system
capable of dealing with those Individuals who violate or attempt to violate the
law. The unit within which law and order must be maintained has now become
the entire world. It clearly follows that the world must have a Judicial system
with the necessary power to deal with individuals.
Of course, the power should not be unlimited. The crimes which a U. N.
court may try must he carefully defined, in advance of their commission. And
every effort must be made to prevent arbitrary exereI of Judicial power. As a
major contribution to this end, there should be a bill of rights, comparable to the
great bill with which we are familiar, for the reasonable protection of those
accused. (In perhaps an unnecessary effort to avoid misinterpretation, I
would like to point out that this does not raise the same problems as are raised
by present proposals for a Covenant on luman Rights, because those proposals
attempt to deal with rights not covered by our domestic 11ill of RIghts and
because they also attempt to provide protection for the Individual against action
by his own national government.)
42485--pt. 4-2
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REVIEW OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER
NO

DRAWSTC
REVISIONS ADVOATKD

The following statement. was adopted at, the 12th International
Congress of the Women's International League for Peace and Freedoni held at Paris, August 4-8, 1953:
Wbille recognizing the continuing necessity for revision of details of the Charter of the United Nations In the light of experience, we believe that the funda-

mental character of the United Nations as a mean whereby conflicts between

sovereign states may be peacefully solved, human rights upheld, and nations work
together for the mutual benefit of men everywhere, should not be changed.

In sum, the Women's Internatiomil Leaguo for Peace and Freedom
recommends review of the United Nations Charter, but no drastic
revisions.
UNIVERAL DISAMAMENT

RECOMMENDED

The United Nations Charter bears the same relation to th, necessary machinery for maintaining international order that the Golden
Rule bears to law. There is nothing wrong with the Golden Rule. It
covers the content of all laws a Imore, if people would honor its
provisions, but since at all levels of society the maintenance of
order has been found to require something more than a morally binding principle, law has been (eenmed necessary, it is resonable to suppose that law is also necessary at. the international level.
. Therefore, I am recommending as a citizen, a member of the
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, total world
disarmament, the necessary machinery to carry it out, and the use of a
United Nations Charter review conference for reexamination of the
United Nations Charter to this, and either by reinterpretation of
article 26 of the charter, to allow for limiting national sovereignty
in this matter of arms, and the setting up of the necessary machinery
for disarmament or minimumm revision of the charter fr doing this,
if revision seems necessary, and it may well be since the United
Nations Charter is now based on the concept of the unlimited national
sovereignty, and this seems incompatible with the kind of machinery
necessary to make world (lisarmament legally binding.
Thank you.
The CuAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. David Judson, Charlotte, N. C.
STATEMENT OF DAVID TUDSON, CHARLOTTE, N. 0.
Mr. JuDsoN-. Senator Wiley, Mai-or Frazier, ladies and gentlemen, I am a businessman, a smiiall employer of America, I guess you
would call me, incorporated.
In successful business operations one must follow certain rules and
conduct of the game or he will fail. The same is true of political
structures.
INTERNATIONAL 1POIICE FORCE NEEDED

The preamble of the United Nations sets forth man's aspirations.
The Political structure for implementing the preamble is baked on an
association of nations and unanimity of opinion in the Security Council. The time has come for us to know that government, and not association, is one basic rule of successful political structure. This state-
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inent should be given to tileworld now, as a fundamental part of

American foreign policy, regardless of revision outcome. The Artides of Confederation taught us that much about political structure.
Tile world's people long for justice and freedom. What chance have
liy to achieve it, or we to promote it, save under a government big
enough to do the world's job? there are not enough American citiZ,,ns
to do a world policing job, nor should we expect to, nor should it
be required of us. In our present attempt to do that however, we are
reaping all of the (idsalvalitages and too few of the advantages of such
an effort. Collective action under government order is effective, but
Korea should have taught us that collective action under association is
disappointing, if not clearly unfair.
I wouldI be the first to idinit the difficulties of decision inherent
in making the Inited Natioiis elective through law, hut what other
com's, oth.'s ally iueia
iite e'liane of itchievinig a semblance of
pen(e IWe
tween natlins.
Believing that allsti'ctssftil signs point
toward hw, 11i1d not lawlessness, between nations, our course should
he in Ihat direction. To le perfectly clear about it, that law must
be based on justice 1d not force. Force in support of justice under
the law winIs ien's hears, but force milone, no matter how justified.
makes envnit's.
TI' United States (overnmnent is ours for national affairs; North
Carolina is ours for State affairs; Mecklenburg County and Charlotte
N. C., are two more levels of goverment to which I am subject
But whose governmental job is it to protect us and the rest of thworld from a MuAsolini, a Hitler, a Stalin, or a Malenkov'?
It is not a question of whether one likes or dislike's the U. N. Th'
tiestion israt ier: Are we going to give it the power to do the biggest
ob in the world, or aren't we? I am convinced that until the United
tons
givenwill
thewe
powers
of government
affairs,
t
that is1oi1g
Americans
continue in
to international
be cursed with
our
koseas, our lndochinas, and a bone-crushing national armament taxation load as a prelle to worhl war III. God grant us to see the
path of law and order international,
and to do something almut
it in time to enjoy our pursuit of happiness.
The CIIA1RM.A.
Your basic suggestion is that we create in the
United Nations an international police force that would really be
effective; is that it?
Mr. JunsoN. Exactly.
CIIANCE

OF Sl'U'CESS OIF ESTABLISHMENT

OF PiT011CF FORCE

The ('n.-'r.xN'. Now, then, ,uppose that the nations will not agree
to it I
Mr. JuostoN. Well, who would disagree except those that would want
to break the established law, and, of course, that brings to mind the
only people in the world that do not seem to care niuch for law and
uist ice, and I would presmne ie atrtalking about the Russian rulers,
lit
that still does not iiean that the idea is wrong.
The difficulties are tremendous, but you do not back away from
what you know is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, your suggestion is basic, of course, and we
are not here to argue it. ,Apparently the reason such a force has not
been established is the question of ihe transfer of sovereignty.
Mr. Jrnso-N. Well, that is true.
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The Ci.iRsitx. One nation is not willing to trust other nations.
We have had the experience of Korea, and we have seen what we
have contributed and what others have contributed. I was wondering whether you had any idea whereby we could get a consensus among
the nations on this subject, because th~at seenis to be the basic problem.
Mr. JuDsox. Well. sir, we, as nations, have been appealing to the
nations' heads, but I have yet to -ee an attempt on the part of our
Government to translate what people have in common. We are on
trading on differences, but have we gone out after the people of the
worll on the basis of what we have in common in our attempts to
strengthen the U. N.? In other words, we assume that the sovereignty or top sovereignty now is the National Government level, but
we both know that national governments are incapable of protecting
their citizens from attacks b other nations who have other ideas
about peace.
The CHAI.tMAN. I see your point, and it is a point that is having,
of course, very serious comlsideration. There are 2,300 million peolpe
on this globe at various levels, political. economic, and religious.
Only about 300 million of us really want the kind of democratic
government where the people have something to say. That is the
basic problem on this earth.
The next witness is Mr. Charles F. Blanchard, of Raleigh, N. C.
I wonder whether whoever is operating this microphone can turn
it up a little louder so Mr. Blanchard can be heard out there. He is
a good-looking chap, but people do not want to look at him; they want
to hear him. If you will speak into the microphone, you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES P. BLANCHARD, RALEIGH, N. C.
Mr. BL.xCJ.%RD. Senator Wiley, Mayor Frazier, distinguished
guests, at the outset I would like'to emiphIasize that I am speaking
only my personal sentiments and not those of any group with which
I night be connected.
The ChAIRMAN. You do not speak for your wife, either?
Mr. BL.NCmrRD. Not even for my wife. [Laughter.]
The CHAIMAN. You are like the rest of us. [LaugiIter.]
Mr. BI.ANCHARD. After the most. devastating of all wars,.all the
significant nations in the vorld, 51 in all, excluding the aggressors in
World War II, joined together at San Francisco to pledge themselves to a covenant to build a new order in which peace. freedom.
and justice would be secure.
U. N. ShOULD BE STRENOTHENFED

But today, in 1954, 9 years after the formation of the United Nations, the obstacles to the attainment of such goals loom so massive
that it is obvious that the United Nations, as now constituted, is not
strong enough to assure peace throughout the world. It is becoming
increasingly apparent that the United Nations should be so strengthened as to make peace more assured so that law and order may prevail
in world affair., The United Nations Charter was adopted in apreatomic and prehydroen age and does not now meet the needs of the
midcentury.
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S'GCGESTED REVISIONS

Several basic features should be adopted in the revised charter:
1. A more dejitocratic svsteln of representation by countries in the
United Nations -rivimi- weight tI such factors as industrial, cultural,
an'(l population factol's.
2. 'Fle World ouit given sufficient jurisdiction to determine conIroversies in which potential or actla conflict has :liiseii with the
right to adjudge one or hoth the individual leaders of the nation and
the nation itself, the a gressor.
3. General ietubly given exclusive jurisdiction over control or
eXcesi ye att~ll)lniits.
4. The establishment of a permanent police force under the control (of the General Assembly and a requirement that there be comlplsory conltrilution by each' nation to this police force to be used in
Ihe event of aggression by any nation.
As .a lawyer. I am well awul'e that the law is that which the courts
will enforce, and without a World Court, there can be no world law.
The absence of world law means world aarchy, culminating in world
war II, a war which may well render this planet void of civilization.
if not life. I hasten to voice ny opposition to any world supergovei-nment that some people feel necessary to accomplish the above
objectives.
Finally, I a11 in agreement with the late Senator Taft's statementthat in the ing nin te only way too establish j ae Is to wrile a law agreed
to by each of the nations, to govera the relationships of wih nations with
Pach other and to obtainn the covenant of all such nation. that they will atlide
ly the law an Ity the decisions made thereunder.

This is from a statement from a Foreign Policy for Americans. in
1951.
The CI.AItMAX. It cailnot be that you are a Republican?
fr. BlANCIIARD. No, sir; I cannot agree to that. fLaughter.]
The C(.tiAsxt,.
I agree. sir, that that is a very good statement of
Senator Taft. There is just one element in there which is missing,
and that is the keeping of agreements. Hitler and the Kaiser said a
treaty was a scrap of paper. You not only have to have the faith
which the agreement is based but you also niust show by acts, absolute
and subsequent to the agreement, that you intend to keep tile faith;
isn't that right?
Mr. IILANCJIARD. Correct, sir.
The CH1AIRMAN.%.
Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. James McMillan of Charlotte, N. C.
STATEMENT OF JAMES B. MoMILLAN, CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Mr. MCMILL.AN. Senator Wiley, Mayor Frazier, ladies, and gentlemen, I am a Tarheel by birth, a lawyer, a Democrat, a Presbyterian,
and an Ainerican Legionnaire by choice, and a very poor golfer because
of a very bad slice.
The CHAIRMAN. Wait a minute, you are all this by choice?
Mr. MoMlLAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a remarkable person. [Laughter.] I
thought environment had something to do with it.
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Mr. MCMILLAN. Well, Se.'P.sor, I mentioned it by way of argument
that I was like a lot of other people. Your statement shakes my faith
in that.
The CEAIRMAN. You mean the percentage of Democratic voters had
nothing to do with it?
Mr. McM21LuN. Well, that I do not believe is what I came here to
testify about. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. All rig t

Mr. McMILLAN. I speaf for myself and my wife, but I hasten to say

this is the only subject on which I would venture to speak for her, and
by her express authority.
The CHAIRMAN. Behold a man. [Laughter.]
FACTORS IN CHARTER REVISION

Mr. M cMILIAN. In discussing charter revision, I think there are
four points at least on which everybody here would agree: that is, that
America must remain strong in a military sense until some foolproof

disarmament can be accomplished; second, that we continue to negotiate patiently and firmly from positions of military and moral
strength, and to support the nations that think like we do, third, that
in discussing charter revision we make it perfectly clear that we are
not trying to scrap the United Nations and that if no revisions are
accepted we will carry on as is, and try to continue the progress that
has been made under the present charter.
Fourth, that no changes should be considered unless they carry with
them guaranties of our personal freedom.
I believe it is fair to say that America, in the main, has rejected
isolationism. There is a course which is different from that which is
sometimes referred to as the course of moderation, that is, that we
preserve the U. N. as it is without any serious changes and try to
develop it over the long pull.
I am a lawyer; I have spent almost a decade in trial practice, a God
deal of it representing casualty insurance companies, and my wvhole
background is that of a person who seeks a compromise between any
two apparent extremes. But this is a situation in which I fail to see
how a worthwhile compromise on charter revision is reasonably
practical.
As Dean Brandis mentioned a while ago, we could approach the
veto power and try to eliminate it, but I, for one, would not wish to
see it eliminated unless there was some adequate safeguard of our
own position, and we seem to be about to get into a minority position
on the question of China.
The same, I think could be said about other piecemeal attempts to
amend the charter that they might, some of them, either accomplish
peace or freedom, but neither-none of the piecemeal suggestions
shows any real likelihood of accomplishing both those aims.
.

LAW AT WOR14D LEVEL IS NEEDED

Therefore, I believe that our goal ought to be to revise the U. N.

insofar as is humanly possible so as to give it, give to it, the necessary
powers, as was mentioned by an earlier witness, the detailed powers
necessary to make of it a machinery for settlement of disputes; to
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establish through it law on a world level in a field limited to Inatters
relating to international disputes.
There are a number of detailed matters in which the charter ought
to be amended, I feel. I believe one of the earlier witnesses, I have
forgotten who it was, referred to Grenville Clark's study on the
subject, and I believe Mr. Clark's study is the most thorough and
detailed and careful analysis of how the charter could be amended
to accomplish the purpose of establishing law in the limited field of
international disputes, and I urge that study upon the committee for
its consideration.
Now, I believe everybody here would agree that, we need law on the
world level just as much as we need it in Greensboro, but it is thought
by some to be an impractical ideal, and I believe honestly that whiat
people say when they assert that wholesale revision of the United
Nations Charter is impractical, what they really mean is it is a hard
job to do, and we do not want to tackle it.
I believe this committee, by tackling the problem of specific charter
revision has indicated that it is willing to attack a hard problem and
try to solve it,.
Americans have ways of making their ideals turn out to be facts,
if they are given an incentive for it. I believe that the incentive exists
today, that the pressure of destruction which our scientists have provided for us is enough of a pressure to provide us with the steam to
accomplish those revisions that are worth while, to bring about a
system of law in the world, and a system of disarmament under which
not only peace, but peace without slavery, that is peace with freedom,
could be accomplished; and I have a great deal of faith that this
committee will come up with a system of proposals for the amendment
of the charter which, if accepted by the world, will provide guaranties
of the sort that Iam talking about.
ThelHAaRMAw. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. McMzLLAN. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. McMillan follows:)
STATEMENT OF JAMES B. McMILLAN, OF CHARLOTTE, N. C.

I am a North Carolinian by birth; a lawyer, a Democrat, a Presbyterian,
and an active American Legionnaire hy choice, and a mediocre golfer by unavoidable necessity. For 5 years I was judge pro tern for the Charlotte city court,
the largest criminal court in North Carolina. My ancestors fought in the American Revolution and the Civil War. My youngest brother and I fought In World
War II. He did not return. The foregoing brief statement is given to indicate
that what I say is from a background similar to that of millions of Americans
who are concerned about the basic problems of war and peace and the problem of
revision of the United Nations Charter, which seems to be the most important

single issue now facing our Nation.
In discussing charter revision, I assume that the members of this committee
feel, as I do, that (1) until general disarmament is accomplished, the United
States must maintain and develop its military strength, as a matter of commonsense self-protection; (2) that we should maintain day-to-day negotiations with
other nations from positions of military as well as moral strength, and should
encourage and support those nations friendly to our political and moral philosophy; (3) that it should be made char that the United States, In thinking about
charter revision, is acting within the United Nations Charter, is continuing
its support of and leadership In the United Nations, and will continue to do so
even if all proposed charter amendments are rejected; (4) that no changes should
he agreed to unless they carry with them adequate guaranties of the present
economic, religious, and other freedoms which our Constitution protects for us.
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Some well meaning people would have the United StateF, withdraw from the
United Nations and abandon efforts toward collective recarlty. I believe that
not only our wisest leaders but also the vast majority of Americans have
rejected that philosophy. A recent public opinion poll by Elwo Roper appears
to bear out this impression.
Many American leaders advocate what appears to be a middle of the road
course. These leaders would wish to consider only a few charter changes at
this time, would wish to continue the United Nations In the main as It now Is and
rely on our military strength, on continued unilateral or multilateral agreements
within and outside the United Nations, and upon the hoped-for discretion of
the men in the Kremlin, to keep us out of a hydrogen-bomb war.
My entire background, training, and experience Impel me in any situation to
seek the moderate course of compromise between any two apparent extremes.
Almost a decade of trial practice representing various casualty insurance companies has strengthened that Inclination. Therefore, I have sought and wished
for some moderate, intermediate approach toward charter revision which would
offer a real promIse of lasting peace without sacrifice of freedom.
However, I must confess that I do not see much to be gained by anything
less than a thoroughgoing revision of the charter. For example, I would be
unwilling to see the rule of unanimous consent in the Security Council (the
veto power) eliminated, without adequate safeguards to protect the United
States if its position of shrinking majority leadership should become a minority
position, (The present question of admission of Communist China to the United
Nations Illustrates this.) An international Inspection force to control atomic
energy is urgently needed and has been needed for many years, but it could
not be effective unless the world were disarmed, and it would not be acceptable
to us in any event unless its powers and duties were rigidly defined and controlled under elaborate safeguards. These are simply two illustrations of the
proposition that although pie tmeal amendments might (in theory) be easier
to achieve, they would in fact be hard to accept, and they could at the best bring
6lther peace or freedom, but not both.
Therefore, I believe our objective in considering charter revision should be to
modify and improve the United Nations in a number of important and detailed
particulars, so that, i the limited tield of internatioial disputes, only the
General Assembly can enact laws, the United Nations (,lorts tt interpret thest
laws, and the executive branch of the United Nations can enforce these laws.
The' powers necessary for these limited functions should be delegated to the
United Nations, and all other powers should be expressly reserved to the peoples
of the separate nations of the world.
Several detailed studies have been prepared describing amendments to particular sections of the charter which would be necessary to accomplish these
purposes. One such recent study is the study of Mr. Grenville Clark and Prof.
Louis B. Sohn, entitled "A i)gest of Peace Through Disarmament and Charter
Revision; Proposals for Revision of the United Nations Charter." Space does
not here permit detailed summary of the amendments which I believe are
advisable. In outline form, however, such a revision of the United Nations
Charter ought to provide for(1) A revised General Assembly, with voting rights determined In proportion to population and possibly other factors and with a maximum celIlag on the number of votes allotted to the more populous nations.
(2) A delegation of strictly limited authority to the General Assembly to
make laws regulating settlement of International disputes.
(3) A system of courts to interpret these laws, with decisions which could
be enforced by the United Nations security forces.
(4) A security force to carry out necessary inspections and to apprehend
violators of United Nations laws and enforce court decisions.
(5) A carefully limited taxing power.
(6) A detailed plan of progressive disarmament should be Incorporated In
the charter. Without disarmament no law could be administered on a world
scale and none of the desired benefits, economic, taxvise, or otherwise, of world
law could be obtafiled.
(7) A bill of rights, perhaps similar to that of our own Constitution, to
protect citizens of Individual nations from loss of liberties now guaranteed by
their own governments, is an absolute and indispensable prerequisite to any
consideration by Americans of these proposals.
Amendments to the United States Constitution" would be necessary before
the United States could participate In such a revised United Nations.
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What the above changes would accomplish is the substitute of law for chaos
in International relations. Peace among strong neighbors has never endured
except under law, whether the neighbors were the Philistines and the Children
of Israel or all Presbyterian elders. Law among the nations Is just as essential
for peace and justice as law among the citizens of Greensboro. Few people will
seriously challenge this proposition.
However, many people, although conceding the need for world law as an
abstract Ideal, seem to think it "Impractical" by which they mean it is difficult
or impossible as a goal for their generation. I would to this extent agree with
them: agree that it will be a tough job to do. and that the betting odds on
its early accomplishment are low.
But it Is my faith that America has lint grown so staid and steeped in Its
own luxuries and accomlpllshments that It will reject a worthwhile and challenging ideal merely because It is hard to accomplish. Furthermore, hydrogen
bomb development has made the age-old ideal of peace a 20th century necessity.
When nit ideal becomes a necessity, Americans in times past have sought ways
to transform ideals Into reality. I believe they will give their leaders the support necessary to accomplish their ideal. And I can think of no action by
our Govcrnment more calculated to solidify America's position as leader of
the free world than an announceent of its willingness to explore United
Nations Charter revision along the above lines.
I believe that there are Americans here today wliowill live under world
law-whether it comes about by flat of the chief survivors of an atomic war,
or whether it comes about through orderly character revision Is up to us. I
congratulate the members of this cointittee on their courage and intelligence
In being willing to tackle the details of sol~inug this, the most urgent problem
of modern civlliatlon.
The CnntI,.. All witnesses who are scheduled to appear should
cheek in with Major McLendon at the right-hand corner of the
auditorium at the front down there. If you check in with hitn, we
can accelerate the pace that is necessary in order to hear all the
witnesses.
The next witness is Mt-s. Hattie May Pavle of Rye, N. Y.
STATEMENT OF HATTIE MAY PAVLO, PRESIDENT, WOMEN FOR
UNION OF THE FREE, RYE, N. Y.

Mrs. P.i.vLo. Senator Wiley, members of the staff, Mayor Frazier,
ladies and gentlemen, can you hear all right or is it too loud? How
is that?
BACKVAUUND OF WOMEN F1lt UN ION %W" THE FREE

I an here-i am Mrs. Hattie Mfay Parle, international president
of a group known as Women for Uniion of the Free. We are 1 year
and 3 months old. We have 16 chapters throughout the United
States, and we have groups in France and ETigland.
It is our purpose as soon as possible to have groups of women in
the 17 democratic nations of the world. We plan to have the greatest lobby in the world, a lobby of free women, who will do the grassroots work so that we can say to all men who r un for offices in these

democratic nations, "We sAtN1 insist that you no longer depend upon
alliances- for our, freedom, bitt that you will sea that these democratic
nations form a federation of the free."
The reason that we do this is that we are students of history and we
have, let us say, just plain common sense. We think women are neora
practical than men on many occasions.
The CHTAIMMAN. You admit that, do you?

Mrs. PA.LO. We do. [Laughter.] May I state that in addition
to speaking for Women for Union of the Free, I am speaking for the
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2 men in my life, my husband and my 15-year-old son, who would agree
with these statements, that only byThe CHAIRMAN. You do not suppose you influence them to the contra ry,do you? [Laughter.]
Mrs. PAvW. I would, if it were necessary, I admit; it has not been
difficult to do.
UNITY TJIIROUGH FEDERATION NFFDED

We believe that when every leader of the Western World has stated
that unless the democratic nations keep unity we will go down before communism, that it is then necessary to answer the $0-4 question,
how you keep that unity.
We have a feeling that the statesmen of this free world, by aid
large, have refused to face the answer, which is federation; that means
government.
Now, when we say a democratic nation, we have two tests. They are
simple but very important: The people elect their representatives to
the government and the government guarantees individual freedom.
5HOULDN'T RISK CHANGING CHARTER

NOW

We do not believe that the United Nations Charter should be
amended at this time. We feel that the risk would be terrible, far
greater than we would dare accept. We believe in keeping the United
Nations for the good that it can do. It is a forum of the world, it
is the only basis upon which all of the nations of the world, with varying political philosophy can come together.
They can do good things, and they have done good things with the
smaller nations, but as for keeping the peace between the two great
powers, we have seen tragically in Korea the United Nations could
not do it, and they have not been able to do it, and we are faced now
with Indochina and further Indochinas throughout the world, and
so we say there are two ways of getting this federation: We can do it
by the Atlantic Union method. by the President calling this convention to see if we cannot set up Witiin the United Nations Charter,
tinder articles 51 and 52, a federation of the democratic nations.
Many of us believe the more practical method by which we can
get this federation is by changing NATO, which is now lurely a military alliance, into a federation. That would have the advantage that
Russia could do nothing about it; Russia could not walk out on that.
We dare not risk changing the charter now. We know that Russia
wonld walk out, all of the satellite countries, many of that neutral
bloc, including India, and certainly we are not for world government.
we are not world government people. We do not believe in federating
with nations of the world who do not know even what you mean when
3 ou say "freedom."
The issue in Women for Union of the Free is how to keep our freedom and keep the peace. We are not pacifists, make no mistake about
it. We believe that peace is a byproduct of freedom, and we know
that with 15 percent of the population in these nations, but 80 percent
of the industrial power of the world, if we have a federation we will
stop this tragedy of England's recognizing Communist China, and we
do not, the tragedy of England trading with Russia. this division by
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which the simple and deadly plan of picking us off one by one is succeeding, and that is what we are for, what our program is.
We believe that we are going to save not only America but freedom.
because we do know that you gentlemen in Washington do listen to
what the ladies say when we talk sense.
The ChAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Mrs. Pavlo follows:)
MAY PAVIJA.i'itYsIDYNT OF WOMEN FOR I, ION OF THi
STATE:MENT Ot MRS. IIATTIEIM

Fit=
Mrs. ilattle 'May Pavlo, president, respectfully slimlts to the Committee on
Foreign Relations of the IUnited States Senate at the Greetisboro Senior High
School, May 15, 1954, the reasons why it is opposed to changes being made to
the charter of the United Nations.
Women for Union of the Free have as their purpose the uniting of the free
world against Communist aggression to prevent World War Ill by atfederation
of the democratic nations. By democratic nations is imeait countries where
people elect their representatives to government, which In turn protects the
rights of the individuals. Present alliances will not keep the democracies
united; only a federation can.

Every responsible leader of the West, starting with our own President Eisenhower, has stated that unity of the democratic nations is our only means of survival. But the practical means of how to keep this unity has not been answered.
The answer Is federation. This is the great lesson to be learned from America's
own glorious history.
before 1787 under an alliance--the Articles of Confederation-America with
all the same great leaders was falling apart. The blueprint was wrong. Once
we adopted our Constitution and became a fedleration we found the means that
made us the greatest political-success story of all times. Now the time has
arrived when the citizens of the 17 democratic nations must elect their representatives to a federation, %Union of the Free. Then we will have the means
to stop the present division in foreign policy among the democracies. England
recognizes Communist China and we do not. This way communism wins. Only
a federation will give us the collective security to deal with our present tragic
situation in Korea, Indochina, and other trouble spots on the globe.
Communism is united-one-third of the entire world-and is therefore strong.
The free world Is divided and therefore weak. Communism Is winning the great
battle against the free nations by picking them off one by one. Although the
democratic nations have but 15 percent of the population of the world they have
80 percent of the industrial power. If united, Russia would not dare attack
them. Even a dictator does not attack unless there Is some chance of winning.
What happens to the free world happens to every American citizen. What happens to America happens to every citizen of the free world. We are all in the
same boat together. We will have the political intelligence to federate with
the free nations in time or we will die.
This federation can be brought about in I of 2 ways. The President of the
United States can call a convention of the free nations to see if they cannot set
up a federation similar to our own within the United Nations. The other means
is by changing NATO, which Is under Articles 51 and 52 of the United Nations
Charter, into a federation. At present NATO is merely a military alliance. If
Russia moved tomorrow General Guenther would have to consult the defense
ministers of 14 sovereign nqtions with 14 different defense policies, and then
the decision would have to be unanimous. This illustrates the weakness of
alliances. Only a federation has the power of creating a common foreign policy
against a common enemy. United we stand, divided the free world commits
suicide and Russia takes over.
We believe the United Nations must be maintained as the only means of
bringing all the nations together to discuss the problems of the world. It can
herald the conscience of the world. It can solve disputes among the smaller nations. It can accomplish things nt the cultural level. But Korea pointed out
how tragically the United Nations cannot keep the peace between the two great
forces, America and Russia. NATO must be changed from the mere military
alliance it is at present into a federation of free nations. This would mean a
common foreign policy, a common defense force, an area of free trade, common
currency, and a common citizenship.
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Since NATO Is a part of the United Nations, Russia could not prevent Its
change from an alliance to a federation. An attempt at the present time to change
the United Nations charter would mean Russia walking out of the United Nations
and taking with her all of her satellite nations as well as many of the neutral
block such as India. This must not be risked in our present time of crisis.
The purpose of Women for Union of the Free is to do the educational Job at
the grassroots level. Once women find that federation is the answer to stopping
communism there will be no limit to their devotion to spreading the Idea because
they naturally and deeply hate war. They have the drive, time, money, and
power to do an effective job. Foreign policy is every individual's job, and since
women have the vote now In all free countries (Switzerland excepted), they
can have the same power as men In shaping foreign policy of the world. They
are determined that men's mistakes of the past shall not be perpetuated into the
future. They are deternalned to stop communism and world war III by keeping
unity among the democratic nations by a federation. America has a rendevons
with destiny. Women for Union of the Free will see that America keeps this
rendevous.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is J)r. Braibanti, of Durham,

N.C.
I am going to ask the witnesses hereafter, as they talk, to keep their
eyes on the lady at the end of the table. When sle holds up I finger
that means that there is 1 minute left of the 5.
Carry on, sir.
7

STATEMENT OF RALPH DRAIBANTI, PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL
SCIENCE, DUKE UNIVERSITY

MOM

Mr. BTIJBIANI'T. Mr. Chairman, this is a very brief statement.
My nae is Ralph Braibanti ; I am associate professor of political
science at Duke University. I have here a statement priared and
subscribed to by a group of professors of the department of political
science of Duke University in Durham, N. C.
The CHAIRM.N. Let me interject: Is this statement the result then
of the thinking of a number of professors-you have met, and these
are your conclusions?
Mr. BRAIBANTI. Yes, Mr. Chairman; that is right; that is to say
there are 12 professors of political science at Duke University. This
is a statement prepared not by me but by specialists in the field of
international law and international polities, and I have been asked
to come here to read this statement.
The CHAIRMAN. That is very interesting, sir, so carry on.
UNITED STATES SHOULD NOT WITHDRAW FROM U. N.
Mr. BRATBANT.

The United States should not leave or weaken the

United Nations.
Since, in spite of its shortcomings, the United Nations represents

at present the best hope for a world more peaceful than it would be
possible to have without such an organization, it is important that
retention and strengthening of the United Nations should be empha-

sized. No amendment should, therefore, be advocated which would,
for example, seek expulsion of the Soviet Union from the organiza-

tion. Since such an amendment would, when presented, probably be
defeated by the Soviet vote in the Security Council, this might be

the prelude to United States withdrawal.
The point, Mr. Chairman. I would like to emphasize there is that

we take a rather dim view of withdrawal by the United States from
the United Nations.
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SOME 1,IMITATiONS ON VETO

The second point, some limitation upon the types of questions on
which the veto is permitted might be attempted.
The United States might well advocate the eliminations of the veto
in the Security Council on (1) the recommending of new members,
and (2) actions looking to pacific settlement of disputes-as distinguished from forceful procedures--for the maintenance of international peace and security. This should not involve any change of
attitude toward the rejection of Communists as representatives of
China in the United Nations bodies; the latter matter does not involve
the admission of new members, hut decision as to which government is
the acceptable one to represent a cont inuing member.
C IA NES P01SSIBldL OTIIER TiIAN BY FORMAL A.MFNDMENT

And the third point, constructive changes through methods other
Iian that of formal amendment should be carefully considered.
Through usage, interpretation, and supplementation-by multilateral and bilateral treaties--evolution of the charter may be usefully promoted. The uniting-for-peace resolution provides an example. Where some other nations are prepared to cooperate through
agreements which do not do violence to the charter, the United States
should be prepared to venture for a more peaceful world. Wider use
of the processes of mediation, concilation, arbitration, and judicial
settlement might be possible without formal amendment of the charter.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think, sir, that the Kremlin, as it is now
constituted would be likely to accept some of the suggestions yohave made
Mr. BRAzmNTr. No, sir; I doubt very much if they would be likely
to accept some of these suggestions.
The CHAiRMAN. Then if the charter remained substantially as it is,
it is still your opinion that, after all, the United Nations is a crossroads
of the world or, as Senator Vandenberg called it, the town meeting,
and we had better continue in it and do the best we can to improve
operations under the present charterI
Mr. BRAIBANTI. Yes, sir; yes, Mr. Chairman, that is the point of
view.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
The next witness is Mr. Robert M. Farmer, of Columbia, S. C.
Carry on, sir.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. FARMER, COLUMBIA, S. C.
Mr. FARMER. I am Robert M. Farmer, of Columbia, S. C., employed
by the Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co., and I am an engineer, not a lawyer.
I want to thank yoit for allowing me to testify before this important

subcommittee, and congratulate you for devoting your time and energies to the most important subject in the world-world p-ace.
For many years I have been terribly concerned over the increasing
cycle of world wars, the increasing destructiveness of each, and the
complete helplessness of each nation to prevent them. I think it is
obvious that no nation is strong enough to offer security to its owr
people.
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inent, then you do have a measure of world government whether you
like to use that word or not.
If you put this as an amendment to the U. N. Charter, then you no
longer have a charter, you have a constitution.
WOULD TRANSFER POWER FROM[ SECUiTY COUNCIL,

2. Thej)rimary responsibility for the maintenance of international
peace and security should be transferred front the Security Council
to the General Assembly or to some committee or body controlled by
(he General Assembly.
3. It follows then that if the General Assembly is to be given this
great responsibility it must have the authority to carry out this responsibility. This authority must include the raising of the U. N.
army, the passing of binding legislation respecting armaments, agg ression and the common security, and the power of enforcing the
aws it passes in these restricted fields.
CHANGE IN REPRESENTATION SYSTEM

4. If the General Assembly is to be given the power to legislate
then the present representation system in the General Assemblay oi
one nation-one vote must be done away with. We submit that the
formula for representation in the Assembly should reflect as nearly
as possible the present day relative strengths of the various nations,
whether the formula be based on military power, economic powe,
or some other factors; otherwise, there is no hope in getting the nations to agree to a change in the representation system unless it does
reflect the present world power.
SOULD FORBID U. N. INTERVENTION IN DOMESTIC AFFAIRS

5. Assuming we do get a General Assembly with legislative powers
and without the veto power resting with any nation, let us consider
what safeguards would be necessary to assure that the assembly would
not legislate outside of the limited areas assigned to it by the charter.
That such safeguards would be necessary, I think, has been borne out
by the last two sessions of the General Assembly.. Delegates of the
General Assembly have adopted the practice of introducing resolutions into the Assembly on extraneous and highly controversial subjects regardless of their right to do so under the charter. The best
example, I think, is the complete disregard for the law of the charter
in respect to article 2 paragraph 7, forbidding the U. N. from intervening in domestic affairs of individual nations.
In 1952 in January, India introduced a resolution directed at criticizing South Africa for their treatment of the dark-skinned people.
The South African delegate protested vigorously that the U. N. did
not have jurisdiction where as Mr. Nehru says the fact alone that
they had passed it indicated jurisdiction.
This is a bid situation, I feel, and in a strengthened IT.N. we must
have some amendments to prevent this.
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AND PRIOVII)E LATER JUDICIAL

I think that a good niendieilt would be spelling out a requirement
for judicial review, to rule oni the constitutionality after the act is
passed and, furthermore, a pro vision for Iassing ol a legislative act
before it is considered by the generall Asseni bly; in other words,
setting up a body to screen legislation before it is allowed to be introduced into the General Assembly of the U. N., to consider the question
of jurisdiction, whether they have the power to coLsidler it or not.

1 have one more, buyt I am sure that the gentlemen of the committee
can refer to the draft and get that.
The CHAIRMAN. lou have just covered No. 5, in your prepared
statement.
Mr. EVANS. That was No. 5; and No. 6, 1 do not have time to cover.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; No. 6 will be incororated in the record.
TRANSFER OF NATIONAL SOVFEREIGNTY

I just wanted to ask you a question. First, let me preface it by
saying that you can have the best automobile in the world, but if you
put it in the hands of a crazy driver pretty soon it will not be a good
automobile.
Isn't the mechanism being overemphasized instead of the drivers,
in most of these statements? In other words, do you think for 1
minute, that the American people will consent to virtually abolishing
the Constitution of the United States?
Mr. EVANS. I do not think they would consent at all to abolishing
the Constitution of the United States, sir. I do not think that the plan
which I have briefly outlined here would amount to abolishing it. In
fact, I think it would add to the sovereignty of the people. It would
only take away from our National Government the power to declare
war and to raise arms; that is my understanding.
.AW MUST lIE ENFORCEABI.E

The CIJTRIAN. But again you would put the power in the hands
of the international drivers who so far we have found would not drive
very well at times. In fact, we would not need any mechanism if
people wanted peace, the world wanted peace. That not being the
case, we set up a mechanism like the U. N., andi we try to get all the
parties to it to agree to certain things, and play ball together.
Mr. EvANs. MIy understanding, sir-I did not mean to interrupt.
The CIIaIA-,. Go ahead.
Mr. EvANs. My understanding of law, as I have been tau ght, ts that

law assumes that you always are going to have people who are not
going to play ball. We cannot expect the nations of the world to agree
with each other all the time, 'lst like we cannot expect in Rocky

Mount that every citizen will piay ball and be a good boy. We have
to have law to coerce those who will not. We have to have force for
them; and I feel that we must have the same thin, on the international
level.
We are always going to have disputes between nations, we are always going to have some nation like Germany under Hitler or Mussolni, and you have got to have some means to control those birds.
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(The prpamed statement of Don T. Evants is as follows:)
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My nlllle Is 1jIt T. E'lllls.
M1yhone Is IRocky 11tit. N. C. I lint it lawyer
engaged In the general iritilhe, of law.
I ant speaking for tit., Norlh CarolIlna branch of theI1'nited World Flhedrnllsts.
Inc., of which 1 n presently the ehirmn,. our organization, f4ornd it) IM47,
has its
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North Carolina brallch now has 500 members.
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But there tire certain ehnnges In the 11. N. Charter I will suggest whihh almost
all of our meuliers regard is ftimllaenltal ani4 liion which ilIOst of tlheill woull
algre.
1. The U. N. illlst income oil organizallon baitsed on law. ellfort-vblbh

law.

By

now it should le clear that, lit order for the U. N. effectively to aintaln law nlid
order, It litist be m1ade stronger; that for the U. N. to have tiny power. each
nation must transfer too It some control. We must abandoll tit' (concept of Absolute, unlimited national sovereignty. Sone attacks on the U. N., like one by the
Chicago Tribune, denounce tie IT. N. as "utterly inieffective In plrevelting war
* * * It highly dangerous to the liberties of Anitrlcanis."
'hat kind of doubletalk is that'. A 1i. N. too weak to keep the peae, but strong enough to overthrow
the United States Constitution. You can't have your 4llke and eat It too. You
can't have effective law In the world without some means of enforcement. You
can't have enforcement and have unlimited national sovereignty at the same
time. The concept of unlimited and absolute sovereignty of the nations is
oe1 of tlne most Insidious of contemporary political anachronliys. It might have
had Nome validity In a horse-and-huggy society, but ha's little place in an era of
lI-bombs and of Jet aircraft capahle of delivering these bombs at the speed of
sound. Even Time magazine las recognized the Inconslstency between world law
anti unlimited national sovereignty. In the April 12, 19f54, Issue It stated :
"The H-bomb'eexistence requires the United States to put much more strongly
the case for international control of atomic weapons. Such control might Impair
nnlimited national sovereignty as the world now knows It. It might Imply a
Imeasure of world government, liut the United Slates need not flinch at this
prospect. Its own political history encourages the chance of a constitutional
solution of a force so big that it calls for supranational control."
If you set up International control of atomic energy, with foolproof Inspection
and enforcement, then you've got a measure of world government (whether you
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5. A ,innlniling that we do get a general assembly with limited legislative
Ipi'wers- und without line veto piwer renting with any nllon-ltt us consider
what safeguards would be ne-essary to assure (lat the assembly could not
leglshntte outslde of tiii' limited areas given it by the charter. For exannple,
thing lie last two sesslonts of lite Oen'ral Assembly sonie of its delegates,
realllg that tme Geieral Asscinbly Is powerless uider the prtusent charter
itn act itn niatern dealing with luternational peace and security, have adopted
the pro'(llce of introduntlig resolutions Into the assenibly oni extraneotis and
highly controversial subjects, regardless of their lack of right to do so under
tine charter. The best example of a disregard for tie iiw of Ihe charter Is
with respect to nallh'h 2, paritgraplh 7, foorbiddlng the U. N. from Intervening In
the domitile affairs of individual nation,
Delegates have been unwilling to
subrilt to this article (or to other restrictive clauses) ; they have plunged into
the domestic treatment of nationals of Indian origin In South Africa, Into the
domestic question of the relations between the Netherlanuds and ier colony
Indonesia, and into the region of Franco In Spain; on other occasions, under
varlous clauses of the Charter, they have taken action when their right to do so
was challenged, and without making a decision, much loa asking the court, as
to their constitutional right to proceed. In January of 10M2, India prodded
the General Assemly Into passing n resolution directed toward getting South
Africa to give better treatment to Indians living In South Africa. The South
African delegate protested that the U. N, had no right to Interfere in the internal
affaira of his country, and that the assembly had taken for granted Its competence
to do so. To this Mr, Nehru replied that the fact alone that the General Assembly
had Iassnedl the resolution proved that It had the competence. This tendency to
disregard legal restrictions is widespread today. It Is taught in the United States
by a school of thought headed by Morgentbau and Kennan. and preached abroad
by Mr. Nehru, who regard reliance upon law and morals In Internattonal affairs
as an error to be avoided In the future. In the IT. N. It Is often argued that the
world cannot afford to let progress be stayed through legalistic Interpretations.
Not only was the Indian-South African resolution a bad legal precedent, but such
resolutions result In much unnecessary bad will being created within the U. N.
With their Introduction every nation in the I. N. Is forced to aline Itself, pro
or con, on one side or the other. In the case of the Indlan-South African resolution the United States was put on the spot. The anticolonial states have, for
the most part, been on our side in the struggle against communism; it Is important
that we not turn against them. Yet the colonial powers are our chief allies.
Now, our first reaction to this situation may be to condemn the U. N. Orgaunlm.
tion as such. But before we do, let us examine the history of legislative bodies
In general. American history Indicates that this proclivity to ignore constitutional limitations is not restricted to the U. N. General Assembly: it appears to
be a characteristic of all legilalative-type bodies: legislatures are traditionally
poor Jidge. of the limits of their own power; it is inherent In human nature to
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Ignore legal limitations when a badl situation cries out for remedy (e. g., Con.
gress paying depression legislation, much of which was struck down by the
United States Supreme Court). Fortunately, In our country we developed, early
in our history, the doctrine of judicial review as a means of halting runaway
legislatures. This doctrine Is not spelled out In our Constitution: John Marshall
more or less Invented It . Considering the Impetuosity of the American people,
it Is doubtful If our country could have developed along orderly lines without
this principle of Judicial review.
With this background in mind, why not consider an amendment to the U. N.
Charter spelling out a requirement for Judicial review, providing that any nation
may have the constitutionality of any act of the General Assembly tested in the
International Court of Justice without waiting for a case In controversy to occur
under the act. Could we not further provide that, before legislation can even be
Introduced Into the General Assembly. it must be first screened by some independent body (a court or other organ) whose duty It is to determine whether
the General Assembly even has the jurisdiction to discuss the matter. This sec.
ond provision would eliminate the situation described above of nations being
forced to choose up side on unconstitutional matters brought before the
Assembly.
0. To protect our citizens from arbitrary action by a strengthened U. N. there
should be a bill of rights to as.sure that the U. N. shall not Infringe upon certain
baste Individual rights: but the bill of rights should not guarantee protection
of Individuals against action by their own national governments. This bill of
rights should Include, among other things:
(a) The right to a fair, speedy, and public trial for these persons accused
of violating the Charter or laws relating to peace and armaments enacted
thereunder, Including the right to be tried by a jury of the nation wherein
the crime shall hare been committed.
() Right to be informed of nature of accusation.
(o) Right to be confronted with adverse witnesses.
(d) Right to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses.
(e) Right to counsel,
(f) Right against being depriced of life, liberty, or property without due
process of law.
'A large part of this discussion has dealt with the question of safeguards which
would he needed In the Charter, assuming the other suggestions (or some of
them) for strengthening the United Nations were adopted. We should recognize,
however, that the greater danger is not that the nations will give the U. N. too
much power, but that, In their reluctance to relinquish any of their national
sovereignty, they will refuse to give the U. N. the necessary powers to do the job
which must be done. If adequate powers are given the U. N. then, as our ederal Constitution of delegated but limited powers brought law and order to these
United States, so the U. N. Charter can bring peace under law to all mankind :

The

CIAIRMAN. Mr. Claude H. Richards of Wake Forest, N. C.

Carry on, sir.
STATEMENT

OF CLAUDE H. RICHARDS, JR., PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL
SCIENCES, WAKE FOREST COLLEGE

Mr. RIcrA ns. Senator, members of the committee, my name is
Claude H. Richards, Jr., professor of social sciences, at Wake Forest
College. I am speaking only for myself and not for the college in any
way.
U. N. HAS SERIOUS INA.QUACIF
There is little doubt that there are serious inadequacies in the Tnited
Nations as an organization for preserving peace in the world. This is
true of any sort of organization which is organized on a confederate
basis as, I believe, the United Nations is.
However, there is little hope for a real world government of any
sort that can enforce peace through law, it seems to me at the present
time, because of the fact that we do not have a world community based
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on a common snse of values anod itcommon ideology and because of

the imlplossible breal ch between the Soviet world and the West, and
because of the accepted theory of national sovereignty in the world
today.
iKAL S'i'IIENGTIENINO AMENDiME.NT% oUl

(OF IiFAI.M tio' IOSSlIlITY

Perilaps, short of Soni sort of world 'overlment the U. N. could
be strengtliened. Ve iiight, for exiinl)le, do sometling to limit the
ise of the veto power. We could establish a world police force; we
cold like the Assebiiily itreal legislative body, but this again wouhl
iealli the l
dliedilg
of tle Clirter in a way wh ich1 would not, be iacptable, it seitiis to iei, to the leading powers in the United Nations.
So it seems to li that these proposals for making the Assenibly a
real lawiaking body, for estabilishing an international police fo rce
or eliminating tlhe veto power are out of tle realm of possibility.
ANSWr IS
8 EVOLUTIONARY

INTERPRETATION

orF

IIRESYNT CIIARTER

So, my suggest ion is that we should live with the United Nations as
it is, try'to work within the scope of tIhe
charter as it now exists, to try
to foster.s be st we call
the aslie of world peace.
We have seen through evoliitonary Interpretation already that
something along this line can be done. rhe use for exaille, of the
little asseibly, the ise of the assembly to consider matters oilwhich
the Securit, (ouncit is deadlocked, that citi be done. Also it seems to
ilee
that we imiglit work within tile friaiework of the charter through
regioial orgiiiziitions iaswe ire doing itthe present time through
NATO, lind that this proes, then, of evolutionary intereretation
sholild give lis its
iiuch iswe cai hope for at the liresent time in trying
to strengthen tle
iUnited Nations.
U. N. A (OOD

AST-WIEST FOi iJM

I wolild not for a moment agree to the Uritcd States withdrawal

front tihe Uliitel Nations. I vould not propose any plan which would
force Soviet, hisii out of the union, eithner, for it seems to inethis
is the otie forum ill
which the East tiie( West may meet, as inadequate
as it might be, and still it is tle oily plhce where we can meet today
and discliuss coniiion problems.
Thai, sir, is tie substanice of iy statement.
Iiil more ofia realist, I think than nill
idealist, and I think we have
to work with what we have, ind attemlilt to iliiprove the situation as
best we cal within the charter iasit exists today.
The CHAIIMAN. Thilk you, sir.
The nlllyor would like to ask i question.
UN IVF.USAL MEMItERIIIP

Miavor FIL%zI.i. I would like to ask yoil whether you feel that the
United Nations should be made more universal? Ought. some steps
be taken to bring nore nations iiito tie United Nations?
M. RICiiARDS. That would be very desirable sir. If we can get
Russia and the West to agree on the admission ol those members, t liat
is one of the big difficult llroblems, it sees to tiie, at. the present time.
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But certainly, as a principle, I would favor it, of as wide an inclusion
of members as possible.
SHOULD BUILD COMMON MORAl, PRINCIPLES TIIROUGIOUT WORLD

The CHAIRMAx. The sum and substance I get of your suggestion is
that we should not make a fetish out of the U. N.; we should use it the
best we can. In the meanwhile we should use all our moral forces,
the churches and other organizations, to get humanity itself on a basis
where it will strive for peace and keep its obligations.
Mr. RICHARDS. That is it exactly, sir. It is not only through that
but it is through building a common ideology and common moral
principles throughout the world, I think, that we can foster the cause
of world peace.
The CIA1RmfA-,. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Charles Graham, Linwood, N. C.
STATEMENT OF MRS. CHARLES GRAHAM, PRESIDENT, NORTH
CAROLINA FEDERATION OF HOME DEMONSTRATION CLUBS
Mrs. GRAHAM. Senator Wiley, members of the committee, I am Mrs.
Charles Graham, president of the North Carolina Federation of Home
Demonstration Cibs.
I would like to say to you, Senator, that I am representing 47,000
women, and I certainly think that I can speak for 47,000 of these rural
homemakers in North Carolina who make up the North Carolina
Home Demonstration Clubs.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you keep so young and good looking repre-

senting 47,000 peopleI [Laughter.]
Mrs. GRAHAM. I do not; this is camouflage. [Laughter.]
The CHAIR1A-N. What firm are you advertising?
Mrs. GRAHAm. Dairy products; I am

a dairy farmer's wife.

[Laughter.]
INTEREST OF 1OME DEMONSTRATION WOMEN IN STRENUTHENINO U. X.

Mrs. GR.AHAM. As you may or may not know, our program is a program of education designed to make of us not only better homemakers,
but also better citizens of our homes, of our communities, and of the

world. Naturally, that brings us to be interested in the United Nations in all of these aspects.
As a practical evidence of our interest in the United Nations, last
October 108 home demonstration women from North Carolina went
to the United Nations on a study tour. One of those women is with
me this morning, and if you have time to hear her speak, I should
certainly appreciate your doing so.
This was primarily a study tour of the United Nations. These 108
rural women from North Carolina came back to North Carolina, and
since October have talked to over 20,000 persons, telling of their
experiences and of their observations of the U. N.
Naturally, our organization is not set up for any technical study
of the United Nations or any of the workings of it, but I am here
to testify that the 47,000 Home Demonstration Club women of North
Carolina are in favor of anything that will strengthen the United
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Nations, and are against anything that will weaken it as a world
instrument for peace.
A second practical evidence of our interest in the United Nations
is the fact that we were a participating organization in a conference
on world affairs at Chapel Hill in February. Members of our organization attended this 2-day conference in large numbers. The theme
of the conference was, Should the United Nations Be Strengthened?
In summing ipthe viewpoint of Home Demonstration Club women,
I think that might point to the fact that 11 of us attended an international meeting of country women in Toronto, Canada, last summer.
There we mingled with women from 26 countries of the world.
We came away from that conference realizing that it is the little
things of life that create differences. In the bigthings of life we are as
one, and we know that the women of the world want peace.
Thank you.
The CilSlm. w. Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. C. Harry McCall of Marion, N. C.
STATEMENT OF C. 'TARRY McCALL, MARION, N. C.
Mr. MCCALL Senator Wiley, Mayor Frazier, ladies and gentlemen, I wish I had tine to talk a good while, but realize I have not,
so I will make mine very short.
TIlE CHARTER

When I first read the United Nations Charter in 1946, 1 was convinced that this was no forum but contained all the implications of a
government.
When I read article 17, paragraph 3, the expenses of the organization shall be borne by the members as apportioned by the General
Assembly, I thought' we would be the ones to bear the financial burden; andwhen I read the list of the nations and saw the U. S. S. I.,
with Byelorussia, U. S. S. R., and Ukraine, U. S. S. R., I knew we
would be outvoted by the Russians 3 to 1, to say nothing of the other
nations sympathetic with Russia.
Then when I read paragraphs 43 through 45, I knew this thing
would have power, and by the time I got to article 55, it expected to
have jurisdiction over every activity of everyone in the world.
Since 1946, I have asked many people with whom I have come in
contact if they had read the charter, and up until the writitig of this
statement I have talked with only one person who has. I am confident
that the public generally does not know what the United Nations
means, and they cannot know until they have read the text.
We are told that a revision of the United Nations Charter must be
made in such a manner as to enable that body to enact and interpret
and enforce world law against aggression and war, and with many
of our citizens have subscribed to this through organizations whose
members, as a whole, do not even know what they are subscribing
to in any such pronouncement.
Some who do know about this have consoled themselves because
ion and war" is used, not realizing
of the phrase "against ag
that a world government with that much power would have all the
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power there is. Any government with that much power can do
anything it wants to do with any citizen of any country.
THE HERITAGE OF OUR REPUBLIC

Now, do we want peace at any price? Gentlemen, I say to you
that the founders of our Republic and the patriotic public servants

and officials who have preserved this Republic and have given this

present generation, which will soon pass on, the greatest heritage
that any generation has ever received from their forefathers, did not

build all of this by having been afraid of the future.
They did all of this because they had an objective and faith in
God, an objective they knew was right.
They set out with a determination to face the dangers and threats,

and if need be, fight, and fight they did.
Were they intimidated to be submitting to British tyranny? No;
they were not; they were not intimidated by the inventions of more
modern guns and fighting equipment, which were new in that day,
and if we are to be worthy of the names that we bear, we will not be

intimidated and railroaded into any entanglements of any kind by
the threat of any atom bomb or hydrogen bomb or any other kind.
A quick clean death by some sort of bomb would be better than passing
a heritage of slavery to our children under some despotic world

government.
Thank you.

[Applause.]

(The prepared statement of C. Harry McCall is as follows:)

STATEMENT BY C. HA;RY 31CCALL, MARION, N. C., RELEVANT TO THE OBJECTIVES

OF THU SUBCOMMITT--NAMELY To OBTAIN IDEAS ON WHAT, iF ANY, CHAN'gES
THE CHARTER OFTHE UNITED NATIONS WHICH WOULD BE IN INTERESTS OF THE
Urnr= STATz AND OF Wow PAcc GEznAILY

It is with deep appreciation to the subcommittee of the United States Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations that I hereby present my remarks on the

United Nations Charter. I come before you as a Christian citizen and patriot
of the United States and proud to be loyal to the United States and its Constltution. I am glad of the opportunity to express my views because I am alarmed
at the turn events have taken in regards to our relations with the rest of the
world and I hope that I can make suggestions which will help us all see where
we are heading and enable us to take a good "hind sight" and then go forward.
Our Nation was founded on Christian principles and for that reason; if for no
other, our Nation, regardless of what anyone or group may say is no threat to
world peace. Our Nation can become a threat to the peace of the world only
when it abandons the basic Christian principles upon which our Constitution
and laws were based. The only wars we have found were against tyranny and
slavery and we have fought no wars of aggression.
We are told today that we must further entangle ourselves in, and with, the
internal and domestic affairs of the other nations of the world and expend our
resources and the lives of our sons and daughters and in behalf of the rest of
the world In order to have world peaee.
We are told that a revision of the United Nations Charter must be made "In
such manner as to enable that body to enact, interpret, and enforce world law
against aggression and war," and many of our citizens have subscribed to this
through orgauntions whose members, as a whole, do not even know that they
are subscribing to any such pronouncement. Some who do know about this
have consoled themselves because the phrase against aggression and war are
used not realizing that a world government with that much power would have
all the power that Is. Any government with that much power could do anything It wanted to with any citizen of any country. Nor do we want peace at
"any price Gentlemen, I say to you that the founders of our Republic and the
,patriotic public servants and oScials, who preserved this Repible and hve
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given this present generation, which will soon pass on, the greatest heritage that
any generation has ever received, from their forefathers, did not build all of
this by having been afraid of the future. They did all of this because they had
an objective and faith in God, an objective they knew was right. They set out
with the determination to face the dangers and threats and if need be fight, and
fight they did. Were they intimidated into submitting to British tyranny? No,
they were not. They were not intimidated by the inventions of more modern
guns and fighting equipment which was new in that day and if we are to be
worthy of the names we bear, we will not be Intimidated and railroaded into
any entanglement of any kind, by the threat of any atom bomb, hydrogen bomb,
or any other kind of bomb. A quick, clean death by some sort of bomb would
be better than passing on a heritage of slaving to our children under some
despotic world government.
I wish to quote from an address given by Senator Benjamin Harvey Hill,
March 27, 1878, before the United States Senate. "But, sir, I have said that I
do not dread these corporations as instruments of power to destroy this country,
because there are a thousand agencies which can regulate, restrain, and control
them; but there is a corporation we may all dread. That corporation is the
Federal Government. From the aggression of this corporation there can be no
safety, if it is allowed to go beyond the bounds, the well defined limits of its
power. I dread nothing so much as the exercise of ungranted and doubtful
powers by this Government. It is, In my opinion, the danger of dangers to the
future of this country. Let us be sure to keep it always within its limits. If
this great ambitious, ever growing corporation becomes oppressive, who shall
check it? If it becomes wayward, who shall control It? If it becomes unjust,
who shall trust it? As sentinels of the country's watchtower, Senators, I
beseech you watch and guard with sleepless dread that corporation which can
make all property and rights, all States and people, and all liberty and hope,
its playthings in an hour and its victims forever."
One hundred and fifty years ago when our country consisted of 21 States and
5,300,000 people, President Thomas Jefferson wrote, "Our country is too large
to have all its affairs directed by a single government. Public servants at such
a distance, and from under the eye of their constituents must from the circumstance of distance, be unable to administer and overlook the details necessary for
the good government of the citizens, and by the same circumstance, by rendering
detection impossible to their constituents, will invite the public agents to corruption, plunder, and waste."
It is more true today, when our borders encompass 48 great States and more
than 150 million people and now the attempt to change the United Nations into
a world government.
How strange that the American people-a people constitutionally Jealous of its
prerogatives and historically hostile to the idea of central government-have not
seen central government entrenching itself deeper and deeper.
Big central government gets big by siphoning off the tax sources that should
support local and State governments, and now there Is already talk about a
world income tax to support world government.
The end product of Federal Government domination of tax sources is first the
eclpse and ultimately the engulfment of all other levels of government.
That will spell the destruction of the American system of local self-govern.
meant.
That will banish all hope of a return to the road which has thus far led these
United States of ours to the highest levels of living standards, people in all
human history have ever known.
Let's get government back home-back to the place where it was born-the
place from whence it obtains Its strength and the place where It can be made
to serve the people instead of dominating them.
These statements by Senator Harvey Hill and President Thomas Jefferson are
true. Since they are true right here at home in America they are true as regards
the world.
At this point I wish to incorporate a small pamphlet entitled, "One World
Church and One World Government" by Reverend Ebernezer Myers, retired
Methodist minister, Western North Carolina Conference.
Now, I am in favor of revision of the United Nations Charter and I insist
that it be revised so as to put it back in its place. It was originally to have been,
so we were told. a world forum, where nations of the world could air their
differences, and that it was to have no Jurisdiction over anyone.
When I first read the United Nations Charter, In 1946, 1 was convinced
that this was no forum but contained all the Impilieations of a government.
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When I irait artile I?,piragraph n, 'The expenses of the Ornilatio shall
be borne by the member as allortioned by the Oeneral Assembly," I thought
we Would be [h otes to bear the financial burden and when I read the list
of nations and saw U. S. S. It., llyelorusain K4.5. It..
and Ukraine K. .. It..
I knew we coltd be outvoted by Itussla 3 to I to start with, to msy nothing of
other nations who are syploathetic to Russia, Then when I read iaragraph 4H
through 43, 1 know thin thing would have power and by the time I got to
artielo
55 It expected to have Jurisdiction over every activity of everyone In the
world.
Since 1040I1 have asked many pople with whom I have come In contact
If the), had reid the charter and up until the writing of this statenwnt I have
talked with only one person who has, I atm confident that the public genorally does not know what the United Nations means and they cannot know
until they have read the text.
We are the last goodI hope for freedom atit ChritianIty on the ftce of the
earth, but we will be litno limillon to do the rest of the worhl aniy good by
sulbtxing ourielves to any government or any other kind of aIny organlri.tton
that onll dolllnale us. I beg of you, Senators, to watch anti guard, with
sleepless dread, any revision of the United Nations which Wouhl Ilerease their
Jurisdiction and to do all In your iower to have the United Nations Charter
revIied to set us free front any dolinatlOin In any atroclty by tihen. I most
earlestlY pleatd with you to got us out of the United Nations and the United
Nations out of thetiUnitl States. Anti may God have mercy on us for having
made such a tblunder as to get into It in the first place.
N.

MAMION,
Ve. the undersigned

tiiretis of Mel)well countyy , N.

C,,

May II,

1954.

0., upon having bIIt

infornied that there would be a hearing relative to the sullhjiet if the reviNtoll
of the Uniteld Nations Charter before, a subcommittee of the Senate F'oreign
Relation
Commnittee at Oreenseonr, N, .. on May I15,hereby g) on r(eord
as backing those leakers, who may be allowed to spak lit ftor of the prt, ervation of our Otnstitution and our American frio-enterprise system alld the preo-

ervatIon of all those freeloms whith we hold doer, aftopposed to any chnligi,
or adjutment of otir (Omstitulon to conform with any United Nations or world
government revisions which elmower any forelnp power. whatsoever to have
any powers or jurlsiictton whatsoever over the lives or liberties and general
welfare of any citl ins of the United States. We wish to go on record an being
patrlotle only to the sovereign United States of Aamertea unit we feel that the
United Nations already has too much Jurisdiction over our lives and that If any
revision at all li to be madle that it should have lops jurisdiction rather than
more.
Mrs. Marguerite Ward. Mrs. Jessie P_ Morgan, ld llolllfield, F. H.
Waycaster, Ruby Waycaster. RtllsDixon. Tom Willis. Norman
HollIfleld, Alvin lIenson, Mrs. N. Barlowe. PattiFrady, Mairgh,
McKinney, Floyd Withrow, Faye Jenkins. Mrs D.
D 1. Long, Mrs.
Ben llsIkins. Mrs. Earnest Baynard. Mrs. EIugene Crisp, Mrs.
fay lfolllfield, Mrs. tiuy Ellis,. Lllile Greigory, lien Huakins,
Nellie Plittnman, Mrs. Iuby Morgan, Billlniskhis, Bill Stnton,
Mrs. T. 1. Whitson, Dora Gregory, Miss Gladys Davl, Mrs. W. A.
Whlbinnt. Ova Lewis, Iliorence Davis, Edna Black, Mr. and Mrs.
V. It. Mc(ail, J. L. Waters, Charles G. Mr~all, Edith Kates,
Grace Young. Paul Withrow, Mary Lea Withrow, Justine Itowland, Margie Lee Crisp, Mrs. Lester Plyatt. Jessie Wiseman, Mrs.
Frank lobtrson, Mrs. Charles MeKinney, Mrs. Made Stepl.

Oa.-WoaR.e CRCH AND ONIO-WOILD OOV2INM2NT
(By Xt. Myers, Lenoir, N. 0.)
1. Queston the promoters of the one.world government:
2. What kind of government will It be?
(a) It cannot be a democracy, a kingdom, or a monarchy.
(&) Then it must bea dictatorship I
2. How sll It be formed?
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inheritance, or by ijlniolntment.
(a ) Not by an election,
:1. Where will tie meat of government Io? Who will decide that?
4. Who will be the ruler:
(a) Will Bitalenkov Agree for anyone lo be a ruler Iildeirmimself?
tlie,;e
answers I want to see them. The only world
(b) When souniorle les fill
government I see I ii lied one. RevelationA 17 ;3.
church:
tir"
on,-worhl
alwittt
I alsli wanlt to know
1. flow will tids church Ie formed?
(a) You trnawer :Ilythe organic union of toll churches.
of them will trot. Then
It, rtind n
(b) ]lit suppose they wit not Allgo fIito
will the organization be a world chuireh? Cert.'!y not. Is this not nisnag that
preci.lds the Iossiblitty of such lift organization. They will never get the SonthBible Blnttnu, llil'reshyterlana, or
lrinrrrchem,
era Italitists. lIhe ltollhinn
Rvalugelienl Mtboillots Into such it church.
dreams come true),
N. Stnnley ,leaisnad Ilnihop Oxiii think ti at when (their
all 'roteslant nhturhem have Inenonie line, that Ihi lenders call"sit down at til
Catholics ,ud talit I w ill have enough religion to
tine iHoltninll,
Salne ttlol, %%,fitl
1ir hurch for the whleh worhl,
,ngre Aini frin
liltSt iee it liht-id, ,,leader.
Let t suIppose thy do. The iew world ihuirch
linktihat nil rounann (hnt
Who will lie Ib? llahole (lixnnIn mr the lPole? I
Ila"
theitlop
wiirlol have In yleld, flor on-n. TIre Inpe wouhi pay. "My dreflnn
omlo holmie lit ,ist."
roni' true. tho children have fill
get together Ii orgaiIc unlon. Will there be
No*w, let til supiom- thlat they (Ito
real unity? Whh't really Ih ,norre tin lie desired thein urniion. Twn fititllles aS
house will
neighbors miay get along nicely, [lit when Ihey allurenne Ilnt.. li' 1,ile
there lie ience?
Will tine tproarons Holiness people and flt,Inllsropnllans, aId Lithernno. have
ifninilanentAl MPIhiodmlts have
perfect inity; or will the ,inOlern ltnral
inlty? Thy do not nigree and never will. How long wouln it hr. until there
wouhl iea faction pulling out ani starting a new church?
have to give tuporAbandon alltheir acred beliefs
Is It not a fact thant all wmill
and convictions if they go Into such innorganization? I think any senstline man
can love that such an organization would destroy nil the unity we now have and
crenhn a ('nnglonwtrl,ed iinif tfrellgonlm, a Tower of Ballel.
that?
Wlt Isntine matter with leaders that Start working up a shelne lilke
it s-nins thit when lltli.
Inen get up toward tie tip rnunis of power and inftu.
and
hig
things,
and
they
Iegin
to
dreamnt
of
more
power
e'ir,( their lieads get dlzyr.
their vain visions mut be wintched by level-headed pe-ple. Some people need
their thinkers sharpened.
The three larger Methodist churches got together In organic union, making
a chur-h whih now ellamsn between i or 10 million members, and this fact has
almost ruined some of tile preachers. So now they are In for big things. They
are not content to get out In the little churches and hold revivals and get people
saved. The poor weak ego Is so easily Inflated, that It will Ptll many of thpen
to rush into it one-world church, without ever reallying what It will mean.
The purpose of the Christain religion Ir to product' In nien clear thinking,
sound drttrine, Aind holy living. This can be accomplished belier In the small
group where there Is unity and harmony, than In a world church of Fiabel.
The soul-saving churches will continue as they are. They will not rush Into a
Tower of lahel.
All who studied world history know very well the meaning of a world governnent and in worlh church. loth have been tried. Nebuchadneser, tire first
ruler failed. Ills sof ItelshAzzer and a thousand of Ilil lords, their wives and
concuines were taken lin a great drunken spree: and (in down to th Iron Romani
governmentt; with recklessness and persecutlon.
The one-world church: The Itosnan Catholic Church of the Western World. had
a thousanul years of persncntlona and tortures; Iurnlng Christians anilother
oes any sensible nin want Another world government or world
atrocities.
church?
The order of churreh matters for the last 80 years has been come-out-Ism. A
one-world church would not last a year. till there would ben many groups conning
out. It looks like that sensible mei would see that. All tins effort through tile
church school literature, woman' society and other literature, to force the members to work for a one-world church and a world government is contemptible ani
wrong.
If the world Is ever saved It will be by come-out-iam. Reformations have saved
the church: Luther, Zwlnglee, Calviu, Knox. and Wesley. The present is being
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taken care of by sound saved men coining out of the decaying churches, the modern alIofacy, anti organitlig smell groups or ciurehes and preaching a pure gos110. Most of llem are little Wealeys, going out wl.h Wesley's inessage which
modernists have discarded.
Oxitnin, Jones, sld their followers will wake ili sonic ilny to find their diennlis
have crashed. There will be o onoeworld chrdinor world government ihlis sli
of the great tribulation.
sM lahliin and co111ninilnlin both stet out of class halired. Teir clilin to lring
all liito one class and thus cure class distinction shows then up elelirly. They
want to dispossess capitalists and bring then down' (, their level. They Sri
as a class undeveloped Intellectually and front nucestors who had but little,
were not thrifty, and well developed, and Are govern by Jealousy, envy, and
prejuidlct. They are Il every country. This develolped Ili Europe, lld lnily
of thin class had been Inspired by Stalln, llitler, and others: coinilng tuuthi
United States tind lany that are ready to tell In with their ideology, Unit take
coInintunlaiu to heart at oie.

go

go, coimUunlitsn finds sullable moll In every 4.01nn.

try, which accounts for Its rapid spread It| nil Innds. Ho, we nn easily see why
they hate the American way of life--the ownership of property and the capital.
Istlc way of life. They cannot see that our enpltnllsts are furnshinig millions
of men Jobs that would have none: and that Atmerlan labor heo better wages
than any people In the world. They are simply blinded hy prejudilce anid envy,
till they cannot see the bhilng In the privilege and opportunity they have.
But the pity of it all Is seen In leaders of the Methodist Church trying to take
the whole church Into this satanic conspiracy, and wreck our Nnton as well is
our church.
The greatest force in I ie world Is a group of preachers wh 111vo no gospel to
preach. They deny ihe Wor of lol rnd hliepersonality and power of the itoly
Spirit, when tie two conilneul make the gospel. I Peter, I : 12: "They preached
the gospel with Ih lHoly Ohost sent down front Ileaven," and Vaul aid (Homan
10), "The goslel Is the power of ood unto salat ll, to every one who Ie,.
lieveth."
These nen are described In Jude 19, "These be they who separate themselves,
ha"Ing not the Spirit." That means they are running on their own steam, their
own howers, wIth their own message or some other false message.
They do not have the Word of Ood or the Holy Spirit to Interpret It to themn.
So there Is absolutely no gospel message. Then why are they preaching? That
Io the main reason they must send out laymen to talk people Into Joining the
church, and why they condemn revivals of religion.

Tue CRA InMAN. Mrs. Itlaynond A. Snith, (ireen sboro, N. C., League
of Women Voters of Greensboro.
STATEMENT OF MRS. RAYMOND SMITH, PRESIDENT, LEAGUE OF
WOMEN VOTERS GREENSBORO
Mis. Kmi-ili. Senator Wiley, athoigh I grew up in the State just
to the south of yourtri and in reading distance of the Chicago Tribune
I aimi not nit isolationist. I ai now president of the League 01
Women Voters of (Greensboro. I know you have heard front the
League of Women Voters in various places, and know something of
their attittide.
This afternoon you will hear from the president of our State organi.
ration. Logical iiv statement shoul follow hers because she will
give a broader view of the point of view of tite League of Women
Voters of North Carolina, but since I nlutist speak first, I will proceed

to "ay that we of (reensboro, of course, agree with the general prin-

ciples and thoughts of the League of Wonten Voters on this subject.
V. X. sUmamI

We, like other local leagues and our State organization, also want
to affirm our faith in the possibilities of the United Nations to carry
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that we are
intended
fim in
guemlttiOl
of
this a(lhe United
] field!
ilt
fil with
it is,
either to
iL9imply
pas t accomplishNations
asnot
satis
s it must be
We feel deflnitel that
melsior its present poilniliti.
roblens that face the present world.
s
trnghenet to cope with te
dfgulties hrve emerged since the days
New dangersonduforen
when te f United Nations Cthharter was being avetben prut to
ge thtr,dlgers find difficulties that it was notplanned to meet. I
lot
made strong filepable to deal with them,
tioe United Nations is
tied Tight wreck its all.
i his m hld
the League of Women Voters feels that it sees clearly.
So it can saty thIat if, general it would favor measures that would

Nations in handling the world problems
United
surely strensgthelv the
for which it was designed. As to specific measures, it would necessarily have to study them before going on record as favoring them.
Aside from the revision of the charter, there have been proposals
made that would facilitate and improve the working of tits United
Nations. It appears highly desirable to explore these and institute
immediately any that are feasible, so that any possible increase in
effectiveness could be made without waiting for a Charter Revision
Conference.
Finally, I should like to repeat that we of the League of Women
Voters of Greensboro believe in the United Nations and want to see
it strong enough to keep this world of ours in peace and harmony.
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The CHA1MAN. Thank you very much.

Mrs. Milton Weinstein, Greensboro, N. C.

STATEMENT OF MRS, HILDA WEINSTEIN, GREENSBORO CHAPTER,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN
MItrs. WEINSTEIN. My name is Ililda Weinstein, hosewife, and I am
a representative of the Greensboro Chapter of the National Council
of Jewish Women, which has a membership locally of 175 members.
For more than 50 years, our national organization of over 100,000
members, has taken an active interest in all major efforts toward the
attainment of world peace through international understanding. Our
national organization's position is to support and strengthen the U. N.
and to support efforts toward the transfer of sovereignty by member
nations to the U. N. in those fields of activity where concerted international action can advance the peace and welfare of the world.
IUNI1F.tSSAL MEMXIER8inSP AND wEIGonTF

vOTING

As to the means of attaining these goals, I am speaking only for the
study committee appointed by the Greensboro section to make a statement on this occasion, not for the entire section itself. First of all,
it seems to us that charter revision is not only desirable, but neces.
sary to keep the world free from self-destruction. Therefore, every
effort must be made to make the U. N. a body capable of securing world
peace. In order to so strengthen the U. N. it appears that there are
two basic changes prerequisite to all others:
(a) Universal membership, in its complete sense: Without this disarmament and its controls would be impossble.
(b) A more representative method of voting: No major government would conceivably give more power to the U. N. unless voting
were made equitable by some weighted system. This might also entail
making the General Assembly the only legislative body and changing
the Security Council into an executive one. If this could be achieved
then ideally the veto would be eliminated completely. If not, the
veto should surely y be given up on the pacific settlement of disputes
and on the admission ofnew members.
DIUARMAMENT

Assuming the attainment of universal membership and weighted
representation in the legislative body, the revision conference could
then turn its attention toward the matter of prime considerationdisarmament. This goal is no longer a daydream of visionaries, but
rather a stark necessity that almost all today recognize as such. We
believe that all arms, conventional and atomic should be reduced to
the bare level required for internal policing. df course this is possible only with enforceable and continual inspection. This matter of
control is indeed a major problem, and would require an inspection
and police force, the latter to be composed of individual volunteers
from all nations, and responsible to the General Assembly. Under
these conditions it would seem that collective defense pacts are no
longer needed or desirable.
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0f equal imporlance is tie establishment of binding international
laws an1d cvollits (f jlst ice. Otherwise, no really rational and lasting
world order cul t-volve. It would seem desirable that world law be
enforceitble on individuals its well as nations, or there would be no

way to enforce the law short of warfare.
CIIARTVR NEFI),S EFFECTI'E IMPLEMENTING MACHINERY

Fiinally, we feel that a detailed plan for carrying ott these proposed
changes s'hoihl Ib incorp)orated into the charter itself.
There will probably bf the greatest chance of reaching agreement
it. a revision conference, with the eyes of the world upon it, than at
ItnV subsequent time. We have the' provisions in the present charter
for much of this to be developed, but the charter does not provide the
effective machinery necessary to implement these provisions.
We must surely hope that world opinion and atomic developments
will see that much is accomplished at a revision conference.
Senator WILEY. Thank you very much.
We have now been in session nearly 2 hours, and there has been
considerable repetition in the oral presentations.
We have many witnesses to be heard. If any of these believe the
points they wish to make have already been covered they may elect
to file their statements rather than testify orally. Such statements
will be printed in the committee record.
This would be very helpful to the subcommittee in view of the
number of witnesses.
At this time we will hear Dr. Philip Furnas of Guilford College, N. C.
STATEMENT OF PHILIP FURNAS, GREENSBORO MONTHLY MEETING
OF THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
Mr. FuRNAS. Senator Wiley, Mayor Frazier and guests, I am speak.
in for the (reensboro monthly meeting of te Religious Society of
Friends. Most of what I say I suppose, will be acceptable to them,
but it is my own statement and it is very short.
I may say I have one idea that I think might be, worth presenting,
but I have a little introduction.
BRIEFS OF SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

For more than 200 years, the Society of Friends has actively es.
housed the cause of peace as a Christian principle.
Friends have advocated persuasion not coercion, negotiation rather
than dictation, reconciliation rather than dissension, and peace rather
than war.
We believe that machinery like tha# of the United Nations for settieing disputes, without recourse to violence contributes to the attainment of our ideals.
Most of our members put their faith in good will and this world organization, but in good will also.
4243"-4-pt 4-4
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A balance of the vitriotis aidivities and piuit'el af I lkiio-giut, siuuijhir
to that bet ween thie diffrenut biruanis tif hlit, ( 1overmun iw Of ounr
1Unitett States, it plan wi di hits worked tinul oilily iI Itn til pitit it',
should, we think, be kept in mind. Th'le condcit jtiisi Iutuler011. t'all Isit
fide nat ions can becIx'111 ue iibers of ( lie United Nttolis ititsls, thlrotigh
aunenliient. be 1ibeoralived.
VARIABLE, WK10l I TI) VItI

At pr'~itcertaiti nations whiCh call exercise tin' veto virtually
have it vote that i,4 far Inloir heavily weiglitea thlni the voate of Ithe
great nimber of the nations.
Tris weun to be it very impllortanit mid it very udiffilcult. lirtilein.
The weight of the vote ofi a tii Iased upon palit ion will never
lbe acceptabhit to anii t the 101ineities. Somei Sort of it vaioilble
wreightfinj (if the vottI' might, be invented. it wNeight Capablie of beiiig
iiirea.-,NI or eceedinl proportion to threev things: First, perhaps,
to the('
popula111tionl scOtild, to (I th
e t tOf
orediteationl With.
01ric
in a nation; and, third, this is tlie implortAnt idea, ls'rhtohiS, I hlope, to it
given nation sulckvms over it period of eill i maintiinlg 111d uasinig it
government bziml onl deinecrittic principles at honie.
For example, a nation with a given population and a given jeiveut*
aige of literacy, plus a history of I50 or 100 years of stuecessfut dem~tiocrattic government, would lie given a vote moro heavily weighted than
.a nat ion with an ispial poKpuaimit n equal percentage, and~ 1n0such 1his.
tory of suez
eftdeniocratice government, at home.
tOndoubtedly, at ;eheipm much better than this one suggested above
could be devi-let bitt this sujgests an approach to the problems. A
nation like SWen or the I riited States would never agree to an
amendment which tended to give to the illiterate hordes of India or
China a vote weighted in piroportion to poputlationi. and yet the
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weight of 111e, vote syliliozrii Iiy th veht Iinlist be re,(ic'ed
in so1m1wity in fiivir (t fh nu
ii ip ious sriilhr miioils.
lI'lhi s iislii o i
(lply
, whih thliie
ip ver (if 'ir
,.,'hiitiillp Iht you
s1 oke ahoit Iilst 114'vat inIt(h 1 1l a FooI 1i iivei, i gooI iiuelhi rn will
work lx, tfer thnii t Iily built iiachi n .
Filviliv, if Iie danger is sei.ii from n srlonger or miore efficient
IUnited Nations, still gretier dil uige s Itii'elltvil wli vo 1 ileali
i
1re0
aviailtabe to ieivi'ilt tli world (ro d11iiri bug intio will'.
As it governnid
ta orgai i, Iii
I oware I
,l
a nile
rrilt
towi'd revol ili tio111i
cool 'lt-irii , it Ujnit d(1 N t in,
h i wis.y
1tr'ellgithelled is .urlips aidl ll imost onir ,llY. hope,.
hei'(iA IJIMAN. 'Itnimik you i'yr imuc, sir.
(1il1rlillllS

Miss ]It t ih
]liiain ('arter of (reiasboro, N. C., carry oni please.

STATEMENT OP RUTH HINMAN CARTER, OREENSBORO, N. C.
Mrs. CAR r i. 801ior WilVy aitd memiirs of the coimitlee, Mayor
FIrizier, aimld 11111
s l genuttiii'l ( Ifth alid ience , 1 n1 it busine.s.
woiiiii ii, with if son in th Ilnited States Air Force.
As Uniteil Nit iuls ,11 i'mnn of the American Iederation of Sorop.
tinlist (luibsh'lie('SrMA.tN, ljoik rI it little louder, please.
Mrs. ( Alc'iT.. As I iiled Nt ioiis hiiic
ui
of fihp American Fiteration of Soroptimist ('hlts, I have inaite linic i .stuilv of ftie carterer
front H halyniii's viewpoint.
I iave ai tei(ed aliet ings of lthe ('lleilal Assrnlity, I htve rend statenienis from you genlleiien, I have colihteel foraiini, uniidI ltIcted
paiel si3SoSiflis; so ily stlt vl'lent is bused oi a di. corisidteration of the
reait ies of the sit nat ion, but I speak for myself personally aind not for
ally organization.
U. N. TlEl It)UNIiAiON FOR A PEI1.I,

WOlll)

It is my deep conviction that the limited N1tion,1 historically the
greatest effort ever iiiiicte by inta to work cooperatively for at peaceful
world, is potentially IIe foiditmi ol wlhhiii peaceful world can be
built, and a iiachiine, a ,imehimism, without whih peace in the world
will not become a reality.
U. S. 811oULD NOT WrrITAW FROM U. N.

li view of the actual interdet eieice of all countries in the world
today-economially, politically, socially-we must under no con.
siderntion even think about. withdrawal from the U. N., but rather
bend all of our energies to strength lien it, by channeling as much of our
busiiiess and discNions with other countries as is practicable through
the IT. N.
HOULD KREP U. S. 8. R. AND SATELLMtES
r
N U. X1.
Wo must exercise extreme care not to do anything that might cause

the U. S. S. I. to withdraw from the United Nations, and set up an

opposing organization, with the probability of drawing within her
orbit of cont-rol some of the weaker neutral countries that up to the
present time have taken no positive stand. An organization without
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Russia and the satellite countries would not eliminate them Irom the
world with which we must deal, and would in fact make our association with them in one world more difficult.
Two major issues, of vital importance to world peace, that have
proven not capable of solution under the provisions of the present
U.N. Charter are: (1) armaments control; (2) admission of new

members.

CREATION OF U. N. POLICE FORCE TO ENFORCE ARMAMENTS CONTROL

In tlie light of world history, and of our own United States history, it is increasingly evident that we must have international law

.0

in order to adequately control excessive armaments, that this must
be enforceable-through a U. N. police force empowered to act against
individuals making excessive armaments in preparation for aggression as well as against governments, and that a substantial, dependable source of revenue must be provided for. This international law
should be restricted to the area of armaments control.
I would like to say just a point here relative to sovereignty that has
been brought out here a number of times. In considering the understanding of the word "sovereignty" which means authority, implying
authority to make one's own decisions, whether a person or a nation,
thereby inferring that we control our destiny in a measure, brings
us to a consideration of the fact that actually the world realizes that
it is the Kremlin, and the men in the Kremlin, who have been making
these decisions and been making us expend enormous human and
natural resources in an effort to stem the tide of this domination.
UNIVERSAL MEMBERSHIP

My second point is that unless all sovereign states are members of
the United Nations, thereby signifying their acceptance of the obligations set forth in the IT. N. Charter, a world at peace cannot be
attained.
I know there have been a great many fears under the present
Charter, but to date none of them seem to have found a solution
NEW VOTING PROCEDURE ON MEMBERSHIP

I would suggest specifically that as the effort to establish the fivepower unanimity which seemed necessary when the Charter was formulated in 1945, has actually brought frustration and ill will. Many
means have been explored, to date unsuccessfully, and it is my belief
that we consider proposing that new members be recommended by the
Security Council for admission on a vote of 7 of the members, 3 of
whom must be permanent members, that when approved by the
necessary maoriy in the General Assembly would reflect the judgment of the overwhelming majority of the world community.
VETO POWER A SAFEGUARD

I believe the veto power must be retained by the United States

as a safeguard, and I believe that Communist China must not be
accepted as the. representative governing body of the Chinese
people at the moment.

REVIEW OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER
UNITED N4TAT.S SHIOUIiJ) LEAD WODRI, r1NI
m

o

isr
WISE l4TANDARDS

In the final analysis a charter of any social institution is only a
collection of words out of tie ,ictiolary until the principles and purposes set forth in the charter are translated into action by the peoples.
We must evaluate, of course, these principles and purposes carefully,
praying for divine guidance in our decision,
As atnation we must, as our first President -aid, "raise a standard to
which the wise and honest may repair."
God works through man to bring peace on earth. We must not
falter, but with courage and faith and determination exert every
effort to lead the free nations wisely in a vigorous campaign for
victory in the strategy of fighting for world peace.
I do believe that world public opinion will influence the peoples
of Russia and the satellite countries if we rally the peoples of the
world through the wise standards that we set up.

'lie

(uARInd AN.

Thank you very much.

DEMOCRATIC APPROA('I OF SUICOMMI'PIFE

Mrhs. C.irrmx. Senator Wiley, may I just add to this audience here
what I wrote to you personally
ien I invited you as Soroptomist
representative to come to Greensboro: So far as I am personally
aware, this is the first time in the history of the United States that
such a truly democratic approach has ever been made to finding the
unswers. No better illustration of democracy at work could possibly be nade thani this committee sitting here asking the people
what they think and how they feel before they themselves make
the final determination of the propositions to be presented regarding
this U. N. Charter revision.
I hope that tile people of the world note what you men are doing
here this morning in Greensboro.
The CRAIMAx. Thank you very much.
rApplause.]

l'he

CH.IRMAN.

Mr. John Withers, Greensboro, N. C.

STATEMENT OF JOHN L. WITHERS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
POLITICAL SCIENCE, AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
GREENSBORO, N. c.
Mr. WIT11IER1. Senator, Mayor Frazier, and members of the committee, ladies and gentlemen, my name is John Withers, associate
profe.or of political science at the Agricultural and Technical College of Greensboro, N. C.
ay I say at the outset, Senator, that if I may refer to your analogy
of a few moments ago, that we of our committee representing the
faculty of the college are not so much concerned with the mechanics
of tile vehicle as we are with the morality of the driver, and our
statement is largely based upon that point.
U. N. SHOULD HE SUBSCIBM)D

TO IN

OOD FAITH

It is the position of our committee that the United Nations Charter,
as how constituted, or as it may be revised, cannot be an effective
instrument for the promotion and maintenance of international peace
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iilem those nations subscribing to such a docutiment do so with good
faith and with the fervent desire to take those actions necessary for
implementation toward that end--even, if need be, to rllinquishing
a portion of their sovereignty.
May I say here we get inlto out' first enigma because, of course,
we cannot unilaterally relinquish any of otir sovereignty without,
of course, such a step being taken by potential enemies; so, of course,
this is our first enigma.
An action toward the goal of collective world pence and security
atssqulles a basic willingness of the iarticiplants to cooperate with
each other and to exhibit toleration for each other's fundamental
institutions.
I think this, that all other nations of the world, including ourselves,
have
to consider,
because we have certain obvious weaknesses
in ourmuch
practices
of democracy,
and we are not objective inlooking at
the needs and institutions of other nations.
Further, it is the conviction of this committee that if the United
Nations is to insure world peace by prompt and effective action, it
should reevaluate and strengthen its ways and means of informing
and arousing the world public about the objectives, problems, failures,
and accomplishments of the ulited Nations Organization.
For the sake of brevity. may I say that several of the persons who
have preceded me have touched iupon~some of the administrative
mechanics that might in Onie way improve the United Nations;
avoid repetition. Let
therefore, I will not go into them in detail, ind
me say simply that we of the committee endorse these simpl)v to show
'hat We are on the same side as persons who believe in these ideologies.
UNIVERSAL MEMIERSIP

First, we believe that the United Nations should not only subscribe
to, but actually practice the principle of universal membership of
nations. Governments that assess de facto control of nations should
be given admission to niembershi p, inasmuch as it is inconceivable
that a worldwide jurisdiction of law can be established and maintained, while excluding some states from the jurisdiction of the very
organization which is responsible for the promulgation and enforcement of that law.
ENIF)RCEMENT PROVISIONS

Second, we reslectfully call for united and sincere action by the
members of the United Nations to enforce its decisions through the
provisions set forth in articles 39 through 51 of the charter of the
United Nations. We believe that these provisions constitute a clear
and precise statement of the intent and methods of enforcement action.
therefore, not in the express provisions of
The present weakness lies,
the charter, but in the strife and dissension that has attended efforts
to apply the enforcement provisions.
DISARMAMENT

Third, we believe that the United Nations should immediately
consider and follow a comprehensive policy of complete disarmament,
excepting those light weapons necessary for the maintenance of in-
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I iat iollal order. Sich it policy, of coitise, lltiit lie auconilnied
Ity aleqilate safeguards.

terilli

lASI'

NEEIiS 1%NT'1INATIONALIIAIIMONY

Howi'wver I 1.11 are mere aninili1st tati ,e iNuiviNa tihes. a211d it is the
tenor, IIt1 fi111 b1iPf, tit Ieall CrIX of 0111 belief, tjIit the.W Udinlliistrative rlecha it's tire not pmrliculrly i iporllt . They mIvay Ihelp
il
at
in some Small degree. but if it general will to j)t'Olllit in1ernti
ca I, developedIlml long the poweets, the present United
11111iol (ll
Nati ons Chrter or. for that 2nn2ter, ally dociuienit or 21( written
document At all, will prove sufficient to provide for permanent peace.

Butt lacking this continion desire, no written document can affect
thl will to power of the various nations, including ourselves.
'l'reaties have failed not beca.lse Iheir all ichis ure impoperlv drawn,
or it rule of gJaillitlar is iilfl'ngell, or this or that right is iiatreilpiately
delineated, bilt because governments did not honor their promises.
This is the bitter, old, and wrinkled truth. This is the basic, problem,
we feel, that faces the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much sir.
I reiterate what I said before, that if there is anyone who wants to
put his written statement in, we will be glad to get it. Time is running
out on us.

Mrs. William I). Snider, Greensboro, N. C.
You may carry on.

STATEMENT OF MRS. WILLIAM D. SNIDER, CHAIRMAN, PUBLIC
AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, YWCA, GREENSBORO, N. C.
Mrs. SNIDER. Thank you very much.

The public affairs committee of the YWCA, 314 North Davie Street,
Greensboro, N. C., submits the following opinions to the Subcommittee on United Nations Charter Review of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF U. X.

We believe that the United Nations is the world's best hope for
peace without tyranny. We commend its accomplishments in the
settlement of disputes in Indonesia, Palestine, and elsewhere. We
praise the efforts of its specialized agencies to raise living standards,
wipe out disease, improve working conditions and techniques, educate
the illiterate, feed the hungry, and promote internatiormal cooperation.
DISARMAMENT

We regret that the United Nations has not been able to release the
world from the threat of war. The armaments race has become so
intense and the weapons of destruction so horrifying that we sincerely
hope that it will be in this area of security that the United Nations
can be strengthened.
We believe that the value of the United Nations as a forum for
mankind is great, and its contributions toward removing the basic
injustices which lead to war are so large that no revisions should be
considered which would cause any of its present members to withdraw.
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We believe the control of armaments is the most necessary step toward
peace, and that it can be achieved only if all nations agree to the
methods of control. The United States Senate through te Vandenberg resolution in 1948, declared itself in favor of removing the veto
on admissions to the United Nations. We admit that this poses great
problems now, but we do restate that to the effective disarmament
enforcement must be agreed to by all governments capable of making
arrfs.

We intend to continue to study all plans describing possible mechanics of disarmament. We are certainly no authorities now and
have no particular plan to proposes but we hope that the United Nations Charter Review Conference will attempt to find a way to control
all weapons of mass destruction and control all other armaments so
that no nation can consider force as a means to settle disagreements.
THE VETO POWER

We support the Senate proposals in the Vandenberg resolution to
remove the veto from peaceful settlement of disputes. We feel that
the United Nations is the proper body to hear such differences and
hope that elimination of the veto on this point will increase the num.
bar of cases which can be heard and the effectiveness of the United
Nations as the focal point of world public opinion in peaceful settlement. We would not favor abolishing the veto completely until control of armaments has been effected so that there would be no occasion
for the Armed Forces of the United States to be called upon to take
action by a majority vote in the Security Council ainst the will of
the United States. We do not believe the United States would take
armed action against its will and it is better to retain the veto on this
point than have the United Nations weakened by having nations refuse
to follow the majority opinion.
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Should it be possible to set up effective armament control we would
like to see the tremendous savings in manpower and money used,
as President Eisenhower has suggested for the extension of the work
of the specialized agencies. We-woulA like to see the United States
increase rather than decrease its appropriations to the United Nations.
We would not want the United States to appear to be dominating
the United Nations. However, we feel that our contributions toward
technical assistance and all other attempts at raising living standards are more effective when made through the United Nations.
Especially is this true when direct aid appears to those on the receiving end to be tied to military and economic considerations of importance to the United States alone.
REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

As long as other nations are armed we do not see how the United
States can refrain from taking part in regional organizations such
at NATO. We look forward tothe time when these regional arrangements will serve economic, political, social, and cultural purposes
..
rather than primarily military necessities..
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Except in the areas of armament and aggression we would leave
the power of the United Nations as it now is in its effectiveness as
an agency of public opinion and negotiation.
The CHAiRmAN. Thank you very much.
Dr. A. I. Newlin, Guilford College, North Carolina.
STATEMENT OF A. I, NEWLIN, GUILFORD COLLEGE,
NORTH CAROLINA
SUPPORT FOR THE U. N.

Mr. NEWLIN. Mr. Chairman, I think I can speak for my collea es
on the faculty of Guilford College, which is a small school only a
few miles from Greensboro, when I say that I believe they strongly
support the United Nations and wish to see its ideals and purposes
given a governing position in the affairs of the world.
I believe that they feel with millions of people in the world that
today the overall problem of the entire world is to save mankind
from obliteration; its solution calls for the supreme effort of government and all people.
In efforts to keep off this tragedy, the United Nations has been,
and must continue to be, indispensable. Its central organs, and their
subdivisions constitute.the world's best means of holding in check
the forces which threaten to blot out life on this planet.
UNITED STATES DOES NOT TAKE UNITED NATIONS SERIOUSLY ENOUGH

I am glad for what the United States has done to give the world
greater hope in the United Nations, for its efforts to circumvent, to
some extent, the veto power, and for its support of the movement in
favor of calling a conference in 1955 to review the charter of the
United Nations. I am glad for the preparation which is being made
for this conference by the Committee on Foreign Relations of the
United States Senate. But those of us who belong to the ranks of the
ordinary citizens of our land have the feeling that our Government
does not take the United Nations seriously enough. Too small a percentage of the energies and resources of the United States go into
the work of the United Nations.
As far as we can see, the staff which devotes itself entirely to our
Nation's work in the United Nations is too small in number. I hope
this review of the charter and work of the United Nations will cause
the Government of the United States to make a careful review of
its relations and work with the United Nations. I am anxious to
see all those who are entrusted with the responsibility of guiding the
destinies of our Nation dedicate themselves to the continuous task
of giving the ideals and purposes of the United Nations the place
and force of law. in United Nations circles, in the halls of our Government, and in the thinking of the American people.
DISARMAMENT

At this stage in the struggle for the survival of the human race
the control of the most deadly instruments of destruction which the
nations now have in their possession is the most urgent task. The way
must be found for getting governments to give up the instruments by
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which whole nations and all of mankind could be destroyed. I do
not se the spcifie steps by which this can be done, but I (10 see that
our (lovernnent, the Executive, and,( the Congress, should work dillgdtly and continuously with other governments to establish safeT uards against this menace. Tie isue should be kept alive in the
seinbly of the United Nat ions. 'lho Assembly should be the world's
foruni in which all nations may be heard on this subject. I don't
believe any nations cal lo]g remain coil letely deaf to the Voice of
world opinion. h'lieITnie,1Nations slould devote tinle and effort to
propagating t4 idea that armianitents are t iencte to the security of
11an a,1d should b banned.
11.

N. Sii(.U.

It CD MORN XM i'i.nsi

ox
N " m% i Ifmr v, IlsIrItA. .

N

IGNqUilANO,

"Nations light for bIreld." Access to the natural res)lrces and
markets of litworld is vilal to the life of every milton today. From
rivalry over these wars have ariSen ilk tile p).1t, and threaten the world
tmlay. The United Nations should be equipped to atlak this problem before it, exphKle into Wiar. throughh (11 trade conferences of
iiuch was ncomilished, but their fruits to not go
194 and 19-18
far enough to volie to pips wilh this vital problem.
I believe the United Nat ions should show iore interest inl the forces
which hold more than half of the humn race in poverty hunger,
anld ignorance. Through such specialized agenties as FAO, WHO
and UNES('O much commewinbl, work has been (tone, but the central
organs of the halted Nations have given relatively little thought to
aIM ajor campaign against either hunger, disease, or ignorance.
When the people of the world the Ulnited Nations seriously attacking the problems which affect them their faith in the United Nations
will be stored and their support of it will increase.
The CAltrMRSIN. 'Tliank you very nmuch, sir.
Mr. C. Y. Nanney, ,h.,Union Mills, N. C.
STATEMENT OF 0. Y. NANNEY, JR., UNION MILLS, N. C.
Chairman, I am C. Y. Nalmuiey, Jr., of Union
,M'. NANNE.Y. 'It'.
very small businessman.
Mills, it
I would like to state for the record, so the Senator will not feel that
ho is utterly let down iy the Republicans, that I am currently the
Republican cmndidaite for the louse of Representatives from my own
county , Rutherfordton.
I wiIl confine my remarks very briefly, not referring to the filed
statenmelit, but cover a Coupol of *points that I feel are important to
the grasaoots, as I understand, this committee is directing its evidence toward getting the information from, people that I feel that
my county represents.
LACK OF KNOWI00F.io

OF CIIART. R

I ani utterly alipalled at the lack of knowledge of the actual United
Nations Charter itself.
You can question most anybody that you care to and about the only
answer you get. from then is that it is some sort of superworld organupon the Constitution of the United States, but it has
ization based
to (1o with world government rather than state governments.
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'I'he grassroots' people, I think, are not concerning themselves with
tho aclaiil lrovision-s of lihe charter; I (10 not tlhik they know nil
thiunF about it. I think it is onos of the liuin functions-it should be
o f this coiuniithi--is (i) objeLtively tell lheipeilo of this country
wlat the United Nations Clauter is, as it affeetk them.
'The (',AIRMAN. May I s y in (lhil. connecltion thit anyone who is
pmrticularly inltrested in tli United Nations Charter can write to the
foreignn lR liti(in ('oliiittee iandil, I .iti )O.(,, to the Foreign Affairs
Connittee of tihe House, 1i4d gel piilll ets on that subject.
I have it fake exception to
stlteieit tlat the
fiourpirpo." of this

con llmmittee is to runn out nt this tne and preach on thescharter.

O)r pu.Ir wse, i T ,mled in fhe beguuing, is to get the grassroots'
I, liever wo e,, get it i 14)what should
don to change
like (liliter in the event a charter review conference is held in 10.116.
Mr. NA r NEX. I feel, si r, Ilmtlt (I at.rage person will not go through
te Charter itself as SuCII. 'They depenil somewhat on interpretations
of ex)erts on the suhject. Those interpretuttions that we get from experts that we trust are wlhere we based our opiions on whether the
(lii rter should be revised or whether it Should not.

relict ion

I NDIVII)IAL AMERIICAN FIIEIOMS

I think the eharter, perli-.lis, wilh in itself does need revision but I
do not think it, ,eeds revising to the extent that it would interfere in
any way with tie constitutional rights of any American citizen anywhere, and that is applausef ihe ,real reasoi that I think this coinlit tee, your Colinllttee, sir, sioul make sure in your report that no
suggestions are made in revising this cliriner that would in any way
encroach U1min the rights of tin individual its provided for in the Constitution of the United States.
Now the one thing that, people do in the grassroots' area-and I
think, Ly the way, that Mrs. Grahm of the National Federation of
Home 1einonstration Clubs comes as near representing the grassroots at this meeti ng as anylody has yet appeared W-for--- am quite
sure, that Mrs. Gin in's 47 ,0g) rural women in this country are as
iiiuch concerned or ierhiaps iore so with file future of this Nation

tlIan, perhaps, sonie of th so-voe!ed intellectual boys who make it
their business to know what the 1ihited Nations is all about, and "
think Mrs. Grahii's group lias given the grassroots' people basically
what they should know in relation to) the charter.
I (to not think you will have an exp'esmioi from the majority of
then] in iny area about tile Ihited Nations, because they have not yet
got hot under the collir about tie inter, Tliey have heard that a
Californiah court has ruled that the charter itself i's to be construed as
being ia treatty. Well, iI it is a teity thien it is the supreme law of
the lail(], nd then they bepin to isk themselves a question as to
whether or not the supremeliaw in this treaty does not supersede the
Constitution, and if it dots, RnIl if it begins t4 affect my people in my
county, thn you will hear ta oi them, but, you will not hear from them
until it does.
So if this committee make.%any recommendations for revision striking out or putting in anything within the United Nations Charter
that will supersede, exclude, prechude, or otherwise take away from
the American people any oi their basic freedoms uider the Consti.
tution, then you will get a definite reaction.
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I think that isabout all I have to say. I have iore, hut I think il
the interest of tine I will stop there.
The CHAIRMAN. I think t lIat stattiet t you made is good. I think
that in what we want. We want to know the reaction of thipeople
in relation to any itodification of the eltrter.
Mr. N, rNjy. Sir, I nm not 9itailied to tell yo where the charter
should be revised; I do not know. I do not know where it shold be
amended. I have read it, but I (10 not understand it, to be perfectly
frank with o..
The 0tCuiltMN. Thank vou, sir. [Applaime.1
(The prepared statement of Mr. Non ey follows:)
FITATrINT 11Y C. Y. NANNI:Y JR.. 17NION MIms N. V.

Mr, chairman and members of this COlininittee. It is with humble gratefulneAs

that I have this opportunity to appnr before your committee and make sonme
remarks for your consideration relative to the possible revision or amending of
the United Nations Charter. As I understand it. this committee is endeavoring,
by holding open hearings here ani at other widely separated points throughout
the ITnited States, to get the views of the average American citizen upon the
effectiveness, or lack of It. within the U. N. organization as It Is now functioning
under the original charter.
I may stay at the outset that I am not a student of governments by constitutions or International organizations as such but rather will attempt to Plate In
simple language the conclusions that I have drawn as a layman who Is profoundly interested In preserving the freedom of man. I might add, also that
the preparation of my remarks were effected without the use of source material
to any great extent. hut Is rather a construction of my conclusions based upon
Information In the public press and other day-to-day methods of communication
that Is available to everyone.
I must confess that I nm In grave doubt, as of this moment, that the results

so far obtained by the United Nations has made any great contribution to world
peace. Whether this Is the fault of the United Nations Charter or is tip fault
of those leaders who are charged with the responslitity of admitilstering the
provisions of the charter, I do not know. lint I do know--and I think most
people will agree-that the United Nations has nmls.ed the mark. And I also
know that during the 157 years that the Constitution of the United States has
baeen in effect, we have remained free, we have prospered, and we have every
reason to expect that this Republic will continue to survive notwithstanding the
world danger of communism that now threatens the destiny of all the free
peoples of the world.
In his state of the Union message to Congress on January 7, 1054, President
Eisenhower stated: "No government can inoculate Its people against the fatal
materialism that plagues our age. Happily, our people, though blessed with
more material goods than any people in history, have always reserved their first
allegiance to the kingdom of the spirit, which is the true source of that freedom
we value above allmaterial tbinga."
Men of all recorded ages have had a deep and burning desire within their
hearts for Individual freedom for themselves and their future generations. The
same recorded history tells us that men have had within their grasp upon
many occasions brief tenures of freedom only to lose these gained freedoms
because of clashem between the various Social orders that were evolved by
men who could not attain power and material goods without suppressing the
will of the Individual and of the social order that he represented.
It was not until modern times, relatively, that the "allegiance to the kingdom
of the spirit," as President Eisenhower so aptly put it, which the President
called "the true source of freedom," again fanned the flame of liberty within
the hearts of men." This event took place on June 15, In the year 1215 when
King John of England granted to the English barons the Magna Oharta. This
document embraced for all time the fundamentals of English constitutional
liberties.
We all know that the Magna Charta did not within Itself guarantee subsequent generations that there would be no abuses of individuals nor of organised
societies by tyrants of every hue and color and of every age since that date:
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but the Magna Charta lid furnish the yardstick whereby men, In their struggle
for freedom, could shake offthe chains of oppression and restore the dignity
of men. Witness the Constitution of the United States and the Bill of Rights
therein.
Neither the Magna Charts nor the Constitution of the United States were
gained without a struggle with those who would retain their feudal tenures or
colonial exploitation by abridging the rights of men who were destined to be
free. It was the American Declairation of Independence from the shackles of
the English Crowni that held "these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rights, that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
It was this declaration that led to the establishing of our cherished Conati.
tution and Its Billof Rights. A constitution Is a system of law established by
a sovereign state for its guidance. Our Constitutilon is not an ordinary constitutlon but Is rather an extraordinary constitution, to which all laws of the land
must conform.
The Constitution of the United States has met the acid test qnd has prevailed
to the extent that the system of government that has been created by It stands
today as the greatest symbol of liberty and fretedom the world has ever known.
No one can deny that the Integrity of the executive, legislative, and Judicial
branches of our Government have fostered and promoted, within tie framework
of the Constitution., the will of the people during all the years that the Con.
stitutlon has been In force with the result that the United States has had govern.
meat "of, by, and for the people."
It Is because of this success, that was Inspired and Implemented by God-fearing
men, that we are looked upon by the few remaining free people of the world with
envy and by the totalitarian aggressor states with disdain.
In the past decade or so we have seen the rise and fall of totalitarian and
Ideological government concepts entirely foreign to our republican form of
government. This threat to free peoples of the world Involved In a global conflict
that once again tested the mettle of freedom-loving people. At the conclusion of
a successful defense of these principles, the governments of the world began
to cast about for an organization whereby a repetition of a military struggle
to settle the complex differences of opinions of the nations of the world. The
United Nations was then formed to insure the peace of the member nations, and
of the world of nations and peoples.
The Charter of the United Nations was based upon the proven workability of
the Constitution of the United States and most of Its basic concepts were In.
corporated within the framework of the United Nations Charter. As a member
nation, the United States and all of itspeople supported, not only by deeds and
actions but by Itsmeans as well, the purposes and principles as enunciated
by the charter.
It was the fervent prayer to God by all Americana that the United Nations
would be the vehicle that would carry mankind on a permanent road of peace.
But, as the record now shows. dark clouds of aggression began to cast their
shadows upon a world so lately at peace in the form of communism that was
born In the minds of Marx and Lenin and nurtured by Stalin and his mccessor.
The Intent and purpose of the Soviet Union was now crystal clear to the free
peoples of the world. It was also becoming increasingly clear to Americans
that the threat of communism to America was not only encroaching from abroad
hut wamsniso undermining the structure of our own Republic from within.
It Is thi. dllemunma that Is cnusing the Amerlcan people great concern and It Is
this concern that makes it necessary to reexamine the United Nations Charter and
the results attained by It.
Admittedly those charged with the responsibility of administering the provislons of the United Nations Charter have been sincere in their approach to the
world's problems and have tried vainly upon many occasions to effect reconciliations between the nations in dispute only to have their efforts blocked by a
member nation, the Soviet Union. Therefore, for the purposes of my argument, I
will concede that human element of administration was as good as, or better
than, we could have expected tinder the circumstance.
It follows, then, that
the charter itself ls at fault.
The only trouble about this conclusion Is that no one seems to know what the
trouble is. This is due In part-from the viewpoint of the average Amereanto the lack of understanding of the charter Itself. It is appalling to inquire of
any eltisethat you meet as to the provisions of the charter and he will stare
blankly into the distance and mutter something about the charter being 'omjwhat like our own Constitution only that it affects nations rate than states.
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I must confess that I haven't taken the time to really get into the provisions
of the charter. I have, like many other Americans, accepted the interpretations
of the so-called experts on the subject and have only concerned myself with
the charter when one of these trusted experts raised some question that the
U. N. Charter was beginning to encroach upon my own and my fellow Americans'
liberties.
It ls the efforts of the World Federalists and other groups and their Insistence
that the United Nations be turned into some sort of super world government
that has caused a lot of people to begin to ask questions about what the ultimate
effect the United Nations will have on them as Individuals and upon this Nation.
This condition Is brought about by recent United Mtates court rulings to the
effect that the United Nations Charter Is not a charter at all but a treaty. And
as every school boy or girl should know, treaties are the supreme law of the land;
therefore, the provisions of the charter then becomes of vital interest and
concern to each and every American. lie wants to know what is going to happen
to his liberties here at home while we try to save the world abroad.
The majority of tho average citizens of this land leave ii up to their elected
representatives to act for them. 'that, gentlemen, I take It, is why you are here
today. But your average citizen Is not here In great numbers und If lie were
he wouldn't know what to tell you until lie haid It explained to im what it is
all about. He hasn't yet gotten "hot under the collar" about this pIrolpistion
and therefore has failed to try to Inform himself about the matter. But you can
rest assured on one ulointand that Is this: If you act in his behalf and make a
mistake that will take away some of his liberties and usurp his freedoms and
use his tax money to finance some wild scheme that will ultimately lay this
Nation prostrate financially and morally, then you'll hear from him In no
uncertain terms.
You can be sure that any revision in any wise of the U. N. Chtrier will cause
a single syllable of the t'onstituhion to become null aid vold and lake away 11
single privilege that is now afforded him by the Constitution, then you will hear
deep and effective rumblings from the grass-roots of this Nation.
The average citizen of this country wants the least amount of government Ihat
is Ipssible to keep an organized society functioning. And lie wants his government close home. North Carolina has perhaps a population of the purest stock
that America has produced. The settlers of this section of the Nation were
aniong the very earliest to arrive In the new world and carve out a free home in
the wilderness. They have been patriotic to the extent that It is an obsession.
No section of this Nation has given more of Its blood for the cause of freedom
than has North Carolina. Their early tssoclalion with government started
within their own community as they depended upon a constable and n justice of
the peace to maintain law and order. The evolution of government then went
to the county seat and a court of trial by jury after first having been arraigned
before one of the world's greatest of human institutions-the grand jury. TIy
exercised their right of habeas corpus. Their rights were further protected by
their own State government and finally the extent of being governed ended with
the Federal Government. This much of government nnd their responsibilities to
It is known by experience to all of our citizens. As to their responsibilities of
protecting their Government, It has been demonstrated many thnes that men of
North Carolina, and of the South In general, know, respect, and filtil their
obligations. Therefore, for any liberty whatsoever to be taken away from them
by any provision of the U. N. Charter past, present, and future would not only
be reprehensible but Intolerable.
The proponents of world government, come what may to the American people
notwithstandine. are busy night nnd day chanipplonig their ease: hut there Is
little, if any, effort on the part of the congressional and executive branches of
our Government to enlighten objectively the proposition that now confronts thls
Nation with respect to Its obligation to the U. N. organization. This. gentlemen,
Is mainly a Job for the elected representatives--the Congress-and more Iprth'ularly this committee, to do a selling Job, If you please. without sugar-coated and
unrealistic doubletalk. I am firmly convinced that once the American people
know the facts ahd thoroughly understand a proposition, then they will make a
decision for their own best Interest.
The average American has seen the failure of the U. N. to resolve the Korean
conflict to the satisfaction of all concerned and they have seen the utter failure of
our efforts in Indochina In recent days. They are weary of police actions that
are supposed to be fighting communism on the battlefields mainly with American
blood and money, while we tolerate within the U. N. communistic Russia and the
Soviet satellite@.
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The Amrterican 1*4oI)le want to be consistent-they want to give the Communists
hell (onevery front In and out of the U1.N.; in and out of their own Government;
and they want allies who will subscribe In both spirit and action to this theory
that i free ieole so dedicated to freedom willi prevail. On tilis very day It looks
as though America is standing almost alone In the world and the question arlseslow long can we continue to pole the world That Is a question that is on
the minds of every thoughtful American. To my way of thinking, Thurman
Sensing-and I haven't the slightest idea who the gentleman Is imut I take it that
he knows what he is talking about since the Southern States Industrial Couicll
has distributed his paniphlet-pretty much sums up (limeway I feel we average
Americans would like to approach the question of iol icing the world. I read now
from Mr. Sensing's recent statement which Is already conclusive in regard to
the Indochina question.
(A brochure of, Call We Police the World' by Thlurman Sensing, 1, utinchted
and is to be nade a part of the record.)
In conclusion, I would say as I attempt to speak for what I think to) be the
sentiments of at least a small. segment of our great cNmntry, that a revision of
the U. N. Charter is needed to make the U. N. more effective and realistic; but I
had rather see the 11. N. go the way of the Leaguie of Nations than to see one
single American right as provided by our Constitution violated In any manner
whatsoever. I do not subscribe to the thmory that you can extend the right of
peoples In the other nations of the world by limiting and denying rights already
gained through countless struggles of the American people who have succeeded
In keeping the torch of liberty burning brightly In the twilight of an uncertain
future.
CAN Wr. Poi.te. 11i1mWottittl
By Thurman Sensing
Vice President Nixon as said, apparently with administration approval, that
If the French quit In Indochina it may be necessary for us to send our soldiers
in and take on the war by ourselves. Ile didn't say we would have to help the
French; he didn't say we would have to have the assistance of other nations;
he didn't say it would be a United Nations war-be just said we would have
to take over.
The fact that Mr. Nixon made this statement off the record; the fact that he
said he didn't think this step would become necessary; and the fact that his
statement may have been made as a trial balloon to get public reaction do not
lessen the seriousness of the problem. In fact, the statement simply emphasizes
the necessity of our facing realistically a problem we have needed to face up
to for i long time.
Have we learned nothing from the police action In Korea-the third largest
foreign war In which the United States has engaged-where we suffered more
than 140,000 casualties, with more than 30,000 dead?
The Korean war was a United States war-gotten Into by Presidential diree.
tlon-annd nothing more. We went through the farce of labeling It a United
Nations war-but that's where we made a big mistake. If we had kept it as a
United States war, we would have won it-at least we could have won it and
It Is our tradition to win wars. But while we furnished the men and money
for the war, we let Its outcome be decided by a body of nations none of whom
except the United States had a major part in the war and most of whom bad
no part at all.
We did finally wangle a truce. But we were supposed to be fighting commu.
nism-and the truce was all to the benefit of the Communists. It gave them a
chance to divert their men and materials elsewhere-while we must keep our own
troops tied down in Korea. In this manner, Russia, the throne of communismand a member of the United Nations-could eventually bleed us white without
using up any of her resources at all.
Maybe we did learn from this experience that the United Nations is a useless
agency to ward off aggression. Certainly the effort of the Communists In Indochina, masterminded by Russia and cooperated in by Communist China, is aggression, and the aggression Is against France, a member of the United Nations as
is Russia-but where is the United Nations in this war?
But this doesn't mean that the United States must act as the world's police.
man; it doesn't mean that the United States of America Is the United Nations;
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it doesn't mean that it is the responsibility of the United States to stop communism throughout the world all by itself.
ommunism must be stopped all right-but let's be realistic about it. Can
the United States, with 6 percent of the world's population, police the whole
world? Can the United States, with all its great productive capacity, continue
to pour out its resources all over the face of the earth? We well know we
cannot.
Are there no others in the world who want to stop communism? We know
there are others-so let's ally ourselves with them I If the United Nations Is
vot interested In stopping communism, It the United Nations is to be completely
Ineffective in warding off aggression, then let's recognize that fact.
Let's form an alliance with all nations that want to stop Communism and
want to defend themselves from aggression--and face the realistic fact that
this Is the way to handle the problem and not through the illusory situation
of alinlng ourselves with a group that talk one way and act another, that are
divided rather than united.
It is hardly to be believed that the great majority of the nations of the world
would not be interested In such a mutual alliance--certainly the nations of the
Western Hemisphere, and Great Britain and Turkey and most all the nations
of western Europe, and by all means Nationalist China and South Korea and no
doubt Japan and many other nations of the Far East. In this way, communism
could be contained.
We can either be realistic-and live; or we can be unreallstle--and die I

The CrAIRMAN. Mr. Dabney White.
STATEMENT OF DAINEY WHITE, GREENSBORO, N. C.
Mr. Wiurrr,. Senator Wiley anA members of the committee, Mayor
Frazier, ladies anld gentlemen, I am sales representative for a cor-

respondence school; I speak for myself and my wife.
believe it, Senator, you can ask her downstairs.
First of all-

If you do not

CHAIRMAN. I did not get what you said.
Mr. Wlirrn. I said I speak for my wife as well.
The

The CIAIMMAN. What a man.

[iughiter.]

sUBcOMMI T

's WORK

Mr. WIMrIE. First of all, let me tell you, sir, you are looking in the
wrong place there; I want to tell you what a wonderful, wonderful
thing it is to permit us, who have ideas, who have worked for years
getting those ideas, to come here and blow off steam here. It is a real

privilege.
It is awfully hard to get people to listen to you when you have got

a radical idea, and some of us have had ideas'that were radical, and
we just want to thank you for this opportunity.
As I understand it, you have two purposes in coming here: One
is to destroy the apathy of the people in regard to the United Nations.

and the other one is to get ideas. You -have had several hundred
people here this morning; you have destroyed that apathy to some

extent, and we hope that you have gained from what we have had to
say, a few ideas.

Now, because I think this is a wonderful thing you are doing, a very,
very wonderful thing, I want to suggest a new and radical idea at this
time, that what you are doing be extended, not-don't make this the
end of it; don't just have this committee meeting here with Greensboro for 1 day. It would be wonderful if you would go all over the
country.to do this, but you cannot.
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U. N.-SiPONS01FD) ESSAY CONTEST SUGO'STED

So what I am suggesting is that you extend this idea of getting ideas
from the people and destroying their apathy by having an essay contest, sponsored by the United Nations, olcn not to the Government or
to the representatives of the Government, Lt to the individual citizens
of our country; that each essay be written on this subject: What kind
of world do we want, that subject and that subject alone.
Let the prizes be rich enough and numerous enough so that it will
lure into the competition the best brains of the world, the Walter
Lippmanns, the Einsteins anybody who might have an idea or a
thought; let them be offered weekly for the best idea week after week,
year after year; let them be offered.
Let those new contestants freely use the ideas of the past; let the
judges be appointed by the nations, all who will cooperate in that
effect but let the essays and the judgments of the judges be pub.
lished so that the world public pinion can judge the judgments.
One billion dollars spent in t e next several years wfll probably
do more to give us security, prosperity, progress, than the $110 billion
i year which are now being spent on armaments.
If there are any questions, I would be glad to answer them.
SPIRITUAL IDEAS FOR TIlE MINDS OF MEN

The CHAIRMAN. I think that you have brought a very fine idea, of
course, before this committee. It is really reiterating the age-old
fight for the minds of the men. You would "brain-washI people with
constructive ideas, with things of the spirit instead.
Mr. WIimiT.

Not "brain-wash" them; I would stimulate them, put

some fertilizerThe CHAIRMAN. Well, I will accept your phrase, but we have seen
so much "brain-washing" now that we cannot confine it entirely to
what happened in Korea; we get a lot of it over here, too, you know.
Mr. WiuTE. Yes sir.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you very much, sir.
(The communication of Mr. White to the Greensboro Record, dated
May 14, 1954, follows:)
(From the Greensboro Record, May 14, 19541

SuaOaaTiw Oux U. N.
EDITOR, THE RECORD:

Since Senator Wiley and his subcommittee are interested In the opinions of
individual citizens, they may find the following thoughts on the U. N. worth readIng and perhaps worth acting on.
It seems to this writer that, with both Itussia and America armed with atomic
weapons, and threatening each other with massive retaliation if the other doesn't
behave, the U. N. needs something more than legal sanctions and military might in
order to stave off world war 11I.
Back In the 1860's the United States had a system of laws plus military might
to enforce them, but that did not prevent our Civil War. Neither will U. N.
laws plus military might necessarily prevent world civil w'r.
We need something more * * * something to capture the minds and Imaginations of mankind * * * some goal toward which we can all aspire * * 0 toward
which we can all work in cooperation. Therefore the following suggestion is
made:
4243--54--pt. 4-5
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Let the U. N. sponsor an essay contest, open not to the governments of nations,
but to all individual citizens. Let the prize offered for the best essays be rich
enough and numerous enough to lure into the competition the best minds of the
world.
Let the subject of each essay be this: "What Kind of a World Do We Want?"
Let prizes be awarded for the best essays submitted each week. Give permission
for contestants to freely use the best points of previous prize-winning essays,
so that better and better essays will be evolved. Let the judges be chosen from
all nations willing to appoint them. Let the prize-winning essays be published
together with the opinions of the judges so that world public opinion can Judge
the Judgments of the Judges.
Today the opinion is held not only In the United States, but in every country,
that what is good for the world Is not necessarily good for the United States or
for Russia or for any nation. however, as the essay contests continue week after
week, and year after year, it will become increasingly clear that what Is good for
the world 18 good for the United States, IS good for Russia, IS good for England,
France, Germany, India * * * all nations * * * all people.
The Bible says, where there Is no vision, the people perish. These suggested
essay contests will give, not only the people's leaders, but the people themselves.
new and grander vision of the world that can be * * In 3000 A. D. *** in 2500
A. D.** * n2000
* in 1980$ * * 190
*1956.
One billion dollars spent on these worldwide essay contests in the next several
years, might easily 4 * 0
---change world apathy Into intense Interest In creating a better world.
-get centuries of thinking done In a few brief years.
-- destroy much of the fear abroad in the world today.
-create visions that will multiply the production of material
wealth.
-create visions that will lift the standard of living everywhere.
-discover ways and means to enlarge freedom and prevent depressions.
-permit real disarmament without fear, thereby saving hundreds of billions.
-permit growth and development of a really effective U. N. police force.
-permit permanent prevention of world war III.
In this day of danger, what else offers the key to so much for so little In so
short a time? Isn't it possible this is the real solution you seek?
D.HNIY WHITE.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Harry Ganderson, of Greensboro, N. C.
STATEMENT OF HARRY GANDERSON, GREENSBORO, N. C.

Mr. GANDERSON. I certainly thank you for this privilege.
The CHAIRMAN. Carry on.
Mr. GANDERsoN. Senator Wiley, your staff, Mayor Frazier, the

United Nations Charter should be amended in the following respects:
SUGGESTED AMENI)METS

1. Steps should be taken to prevent any disloyal persons or any
persons of Communist leanings from having employment in the United

Nations furthermore or primarily to protect the host nations of the
United Nations headquarters and auxiliary agencies.

May I interpolate, Senator, that this does not necessarily oust Russia

or its satellites since diplomatic representatives are not employees

of the United Nations.
2. That security steps against aggression should be participated in
by all of the free nations without the expectation that the United
States will carty the load.
3. No more Communist nations should be admitted to membership
under any circumstances and, of course, may I interpolate, that I am
unequivocally opposed to the abolition of the veto power for that
reason, if for no other reason.
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4. The United Nations should abandon its do-good missionary programs and limit itself to matters of developing ultimately a world
government, the preservation of peace, and the resistance to all aggression.
I would like to interpolate once more, that history records an experience that new forms of government are only developed under ad hoc
planned or what we might call bit-by-bit conditions and I see nothing
in the history of the world or the United States development of its
Federal Oovernment or any other federation that indicates that there
will be any departure from that course of history as it relates to the
United Nations; Nye must develop it bit by bit.
5. Abandon all such matters as the Genocide Convention whereby
American citizens can be tried in any foreign court. (Applause.] I
think that every lawyer, I being one myself, will recognize the importance and the meaning to every American citizen that he is protected by the rights of justice under the Constitution of the United
States which do not prevail in virtually-they only prevail in the few
countries of the wor d.
6. Take steps to make sure that international programs promulgated by the United Nations do not become matters of internal law in
the United States. [Applause.]
Senator Wiley, I believe I have taken just a couple of minutes. I
want to conclude this statement by saying that I want to compliment
our Government, the United States Senate, our American delegations
to the United Nations for fostering such moves to limit armaments,
bring about international control of atomic energy, and so forth.
I am not at all opposing all of those efforts, because I know our
Government is working in that direction.
Now, finally, I refer to the citizens of our community something
that I am sure the Senator here is familiar with, the reports of the
Internal Security Subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee of the
United States Senate which warns the American people, and cautions
us, about the fifth-coiumn activities which were developed within the
United Nations at its very inception, and which our Government at
this time is taking steps through legislation and other means to
eliminate.
Thank you so much for this privilege, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. [Applause.]
Mrs. Walter Hunt, Jr., Atlantic Union Committee.
STATEMENT OF MRS. WALTER HUNT, 1R., ATLANTIC UNION
COMMITTEE
Mrs. HuNT. Senator Wiley, Mayor Frazier, and guests, well, first, I
am Mrs. Walter Hunt, Jr., as you just said.
The CHAIRMAN. Aren't you Mrs. Hunt, first and last, tooI
DANGER IN CHARTER REVISION

Mrs. HuNT. Miriam Hunt. I am representing the viewpoint of the
Atlantic Union Committee, and we are very much concerned for fear
the charter may be revised; that is, we are afraid a conference may be
called for the purpose of attempting to revise the charter, and the
U. N. may be wrecked.
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We are supporting the United Nations; we believe in it, and we
have every intention of doing everything we can to strengthen it
through a federation of the free countries under section 52 of the
charter.
We do have the statements of several men whose opinions we respect
about what should be done about revising the charter. One of these
persons is Dr. Clark Eiehelberger, who is the director of the American
Association for the United Nations; and another is Dr. Ernest Lefever
who is a representative of the National Council of the Churches oi
Christ in America.
These men were present at a world affairs conference at Chapel
Hill in February, and they told us-that is, why we were there was
to learn that it would be very dangerous at this time to revise the
charter because there was a great danger that it would be weakened
and possibly even destroyed, and since we know that there are sore
spots amon the 5 great powers, we feel that there is quite a great
likelihood that these 5 powers might walk away from such a conference leaving no U. N. at all. So, for that reason, we are opposed
to revision of the charter at this time until there is some certainty that
it can be revised satisfactorily.
If there is any chance of destroying it, I feel sure that no American
would wish to make an attempt to revise it.
Now, there are in the world today a lot of people, and a lot of them
are here today, who are real sure enough honest, upright Christian
people and they really want to do what they think is right, as all of
us do, but the thinking of these people who seek to escape the realties
of life seems to us to be based on a fallacy, the fallacy being that peace
is something that you can go out and create maybe, out of thin air.
We know that peace is not something that you can create; it is something that is the result of something that takes place; it is like happiness: You cannot create happiness, but happiness is the result of a way
of life or a policy, so we feel that the issue is not peace but the issue
is freedom.
PEACE THooUGH rEDERATION OF TH

FREE COUNTRIES ADVOCATE

There are means of making peace by dictatorships, which we definitely do not want, and there are means of being happy and having
peace under our own freedom, our system of free Government; so
we advocate a means of making peace, having peace, through a federation of the free countries, and we hope that we keep our eye on the ball,
so to speak, and remember that freedom is the issue, and not peace,
because actually you cannot make a choice. There is no choice; everyone wants peace, no one wants war. So if we keep this in mind and put
the weight of the free world on the side of peace and freedom, then
we feel that we can have peace.
The CHAmMAN. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Mrs. Hunt follows:)
STATmnnVT Or MeS. WALTER HUNT, JL
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I represent the Atlantic Union
Committee which, for two reasons opposes revision of the United Nations Charter: (1) because it would endanger the United Nations organization; and (2)
because it would endanger the free world.
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Most people agree that wve need the United Nations and most certainly our
foreign policy supports it. 'In order to emphasize the Importance of the U. N.
to the United States and to the world I quote below some excerpts from Henry
Cabot Lodge's article in the New York Times Magazine (November 22, 1953) ;
"(1) The United Nations is a place where public opinion is developed; (2)
it is a communication center for the ideas of the world; (3) it Is an agency for
dealing with problems of world economic development; (4) it is a medium for
working out the political advance of the more than 120 million people now
living in trusteeship territories and non-self-governing areas; (5) it is a headquarters for developing whatever united action the world is capable of taking
at any given moment in the face of an aggressor's threat to peace.
"The United Nations is not perfect (but) * * * In the long view, it is a fact
that the United Nations stands between us and world war III."
Now admitting this factual evidence that the U. N. is important to us, let
us see some comments relative to revision of its charter.
Dr. Clark Eichelberger (director of the American Association for the United
Nations) : "At San Francisco it was assumed that success of the United Nations
would depend on agreement of five great powers and they were given seats
in the Security Council with rights of veto. In order to get around the veto
on the Security Council, the General Assembly had acted against aggression
as in the case of Korea. This has been accomplished by a very liberal inter[,retation of the charter, which is legal. A conference to revise the charter
should only be held when we are sure the United Nations willbe a stronger,
not a weaker organization."
Dr. Ernest Lefever (representative of the National Council of the Churches
of Christ in the United States of America) : "The United Nations is the most
significant instrument for peaceful change the world has ever had. We must
recognize, however, that it is not an instrument replacing ordinary international
diplomacy. It can facilitate diplomacy by helping to create a climate of conciliation. The United Nations is a ladder down which nations can back gracefully when the world climate of opinion indicates they have taken a wrong
position. The United Nations is valuable Just as it is, but if possible it should
be strengthened along present lines. Ernest Gross thinks that we cannot at
this time strengthen the U. N. by significant charter revision. Any revision at
this time might weaken it instead of making it stronger. Should a formal
conference be called to perfect this kind of revision? Gross thinks not.
"Among the problems of significant revision is the question of the veto. A
thange in the veto provision would certainly be opposed by the U. S. S. R. and
probably by the United States and Great Britain. We must remember that there
already exists a political veto as well as an actual vote. Aggression in Korea
It an example of the political veto at work.
"The reason we cannot have significant charter revision is that we live in
a divided world and the U. N. reflects the nature of this world. If we could
write a charter to our hearts' desires, we would still
have a divided world."
Let us agree, then, that if charter revision offers any threat to the United
Nations the risk is too great to take. Let us use the provisions and agencies
that the U. N. now provides rather than risk the destruction of allthat has
already been accomplished by it and all that it promises to accomplish.
DANGER TO FREEDOM

Implicit in discussions of revision of the U. N. Charter is the establishment of
a limited world government. The second reason the Atlantic Union Committee
does not now favor revision of the charter is that freedom-not peace--is the
issue we face. We need to remind ourselves that we could have world peace
today by abandoning our love of freedom and acceding to the demands of the
Communists. But we have sacrificed peace three times In the past generation
In order to keep our freedom-that same freedom that is the Issue today.
The fact is, that the world is full of upright, Christian people who admire
freedom. They deplore the fact that dictatorship is a menace to it. But they
cannot bear to face the stubborn, painful fact that inexorably they must choose
between these 2; accept the 1 and reject the other, totally and without reserve.
To avoid this unavoidable choice these people declare themselves in favor of
peace. Wishing to believe that freedom and dictatorship may somehow be compatible with each other, they advocate a world government, compounded of
democracy and dictatorship, recognizing the legitimacy of each.
Since it is very jarring to think of a government whose objective is the
preservation of freedom and tyranny at one and the same time, the escapists
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escape all such thoughts by imagining a government that steers strictly clear
of doctrinal battles and has as its sole objective the creating of peace, without
regard for freedom.
When these 2 opposite principles come into conflict and a person is afraid to
choose one for fear of offending those who support the other, it becomes necessary
to straddle and wish.think that the 2 can be harnessed together to pull for peace.
The fallacy in this notion that freedom and dictatorship can be harnessed
together in a world government making peace its sole objective is not hard to
find. Peace is like happiness; it cannot be made the object of direct search.
And like happiness, it cannot be "created" out of thin air. Peace is not a policy,
It is the result of policy. It is not a way of life, it is the product of a way of life.
It is the product either of a shared political theory put freely into practice, or of
a political theory imposed by the minority on the majority.
That is to say, peace is the result of freedom put in practice, or of dictatorship
put in practice. It is strictly an effect, not a cause, and to have it you must first
choose the way of life which is capable of producing it. You must choose the
means.
There is no issue in the world today as between war and peace, for everyone
desires peace, and to choose it constitutes no choice at all. The issue is: Which
way of life-the way of liberty or the way of slavery-is preferable as providing
the means to peace?
In summary, because (1) there is a great need for the United Nations and it
most likely would be weakened rather than strengthened if a conference for
revision of the charter were called; and (2) freedom would be endangered if the
charter were revised to establish even a limited world government, the Atlantic
Union Committee opposes revision of the charter.
AN ALTERNATIVE

As an alternative, and in order to strengthen the United Nations so that Its
purposes and principles may be enforced, we recommend that the free world
unite effectively under the provisions of article 52 of the U. N. Charter.
To form a federal union of the free people of the world is to make a frank,
unequivocal choice of freedom as the only tolerable means to peace. This places
freedom absolutely first as progenitor of peace, not the offspring.
We do not avoid upholding the theory of human liberty, without ifs and ands,
without apology. We recognize that freedom and dictatorship are competing for
the world's favor; that out of this competition ultimately will be decided which
of the two will be the world's sole means to peace. We believe that each man
must make this choice between two opposite principles, and we choose freedom.
Those who are "for freedom, but--" have raised objections to a union of the
democracies on the ground that it would split the world in two. Hesitation has
served to give the dictator the initiative to do the splitting himself.
It would be Just as well to have an end of quibbling about what the attitude
of the Soviet rulers would be toward a union of the democracies. Certainly, they
would resent it. Why shouldn't they? Several of the most probable reasons why
the Soviet dictatorship would resent union of the free deserve to .be briefly
examined.
In the first place, the preponderance of military power given to the union by
reason of integration would totally eliminate any prospect of the dictator's
winning a quick victory by aggression. The hard, cold fear of losing by war
would force the dictator to accept his only other alternative-viz, trying to
win the world to dictatorship on the sheer merits of his proposition. Whatever
else he may be the dictator is no fool, and one thing he positively does not
want is to compete with a free society and be judged strictly on the basis of social
and economic results produced.
In the second place, a union of the democracies would tend powerfully to spark
up and revitalize the processes of democracy and Justice. Who of us will deny
that democracy needs a rebirth, a clearer meaning, a keener sense of purpose
No one knows better than the dictator that today democracy is enervated by
the poison of nationalism; that the civil liberties peoples are a congeries of "nations" proclaiming freedom and justice, but unable to practice them effectively
because of wasting their energies in witless economic rivalries and potential
enmities among themselves. He would prefer that democracy stay disunited
just as it is-at its worst and feeblest. He wants to see no reawakening of the
democratic spirit such as a union of free people would inspire.
Democracy at Its weakest is hard enough for the dictator to compete with,
and he very naturally would resent our efforts to give It a moral energizer. He
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would call a democratic revival a threat. And in a sense, it would be a threat.
We have to face up to that.
A third reason is that democratic federation would enormously advance the
economic well-being of the people participating in it. This would mean that
the living standard of the free people would grow more and more disproportionate to the standard of the people who have been forcibly united under
dictatorship. And this again is something the dictator can III afford. He likes
to thake it appear that democracy is washed up economically. A large, new
democratic federation prospering on a broad scale almost under his nose would
be a source of endless worry and irritation to him.
The dictator would much prefer that our democracies continue divided and
reduced to a sort of economic paralysis by the present perverse and doltish
worship of nationalism. And the further this paralysis proceeds, the more it
affects our several internal economies adversely, the better from the dictator's
angle. For then it not only worsens our own morale, but it throws multitudes
of other peoples less fortunate than oursel ;es--peoples who would like to look to
us with hope-right into the dictator's arras.
Finally, the dictator would resent d.emocratte federation because it would
break the logjam of nationalism. National sovereignty Is the world's No. 1
fetish and its one great obstacle to political and economic progress. This obstacle
must absolutely be broken down before worldwide peace Is possible.
But it is a great mistake to underrate the power of nationalism. Its emotional
hold is an adverse proportion to a people's political maturity. It is weakest
among democratic peoples, strongest among autocracies. As a breeder of fear,
it is the dictator's rock and fortress, and he welcomes no meddling with it outside of his sphere of power. If it were broken down among the democracies,
where this is easiest to achieve, its gradual disintegration on a worldwide scale
would set in.
But someone must set an example, break the ice. Plainly it is the duty of
the democracies to make the start As for the dictator joining in, it would be
an insult to his intelligence even to ask him. (Just as it was an insult to the
intelligence of the NATO members to have Russia ask to join NATO.) For to
ask a dictator to relinquish a portion of his sovereignty to a power higher than
himself, would be tantamount to asking him to begin the dissolution of his dictatorship.
We must understand that anything we do involving the perpetuation or the
further extension of human liberty will, of necessity, be displeasing to the
dictator, that be will not-indeed, he cannot-underwrite anything that has the
preservation of individual freedom mixed in with it.
We must understand that trying to contrive something that will assuage the
dictator's fear is seeking the impossible. It Is of the essence of a dictator's soul
to be harrassed with fear which nothing can allay.
It is necessary necessary to understand that talking abstract peace is only
getting our eyes off the ball. There is no such thing as simply peace. It is either
freedom-made1 peace or dictator.made peace. We must choose this day which
we will serve

The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. George G. A. Kernodle, State Regent, North
Carolina DAR, Burlington, N. C.
STATEMENT OF MRS. G. A. KERNODLE, STATE REGENT, NORTH

CAROLINA DAR, BURLINGTON, N. C.
frs. KERNODLE. Senator Wiley, Mayor Frazier, and gentlemen, on
behalf of myself personally as a North Carolinian intensely interested
in the welfare of my State and the country, as well as the National
Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution, well known for
historical studies educational projects, and patriotic services, I wish
to urge the special committee appointed from the United States Senate

to study proposals for the revision of the United Nations Charter in

1955, (1) please to retain the veto power in the Security Council and

(2) to please retain the first part of chapter I, article 2, section 7, of
the United Nations Charter.
IFreedom Is the Issue, by Lester B. Vernon.
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As for the veto power, our National Society of the Daughters of the
American Revolution unanimously passed on April 22 1954, at our
63d Continental Congress in Washington, D. C., a resolution setting
forth that we believe it to be essential that the veto power be retained
in the Security Council. This is for the protection of our United
States Government and the preservation of its principles, in case
of emergency or difficulty, should other nations outvote our representatives in the United Nations along some important line we hold in
sacred trust for the retention of our sovereign rights and constitutional
liberties.
DOMESTIC JURISDICTION

As for the first part of chapter I, article 2, section 7, of the United
Nations Charter, the Daughter of the American Revolution, in general, and I as their North Carolina leader, particularly, stand firm on
the conviction that the following provisions should be retained in any
charter revision, and that its intent and spirit should be carefully
abided by in all United Nations treaties, conventions, resolutions, and
sections to wit, nothing contained in the present charter shall authorize the united Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of any State.
Chapter I, article 1, section 7, of the United Nations Charter--consequent loss of our elected representatives of the constitutional right
to make domestic laws and declare war; and be it further resolved
that we believe in the essential that the veto power be retained in the
Security Council.
The CHAIRhAN. Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. I want to say to the audience that at this point we
will have the reporter insert in the official record of the subcommittee
written statements filed by the following persons, R. Flake Shaw,
North Carolina Farm Bureau Federation; Thomas L. Robinson, the
Charlotte News; Miss Gertrude S. Carraway, president general, National Society, Daughters of the American Revolution; Mrs. Carl A.
Plonk, president, North Carolina division, American Association of
University Women; then there is a statement, a very important statement of your distinguished jurist, the Honorable John J. Parker,
United States circuit judge, a man known all over the United States.
They make them no better than Judge Parker. (Applause.]
I also wish to insert statements from Mr. Clarence Poe of the Progressive Farmer, Mr. P. H. Goodwin, Mr. Frank L. Smith, and
a telegram and statement from Mr. Virgil L. Sturgil.
(The statements referred to follow:)
STATEMENT OF FRANK L. SMITu

I am Frank L. Smith, secretary and treasurer of the North Carolina Granite
Corp. at Mount Airy, N. 0.
The opinions I express are my own and not necessarily those of the corpora.
tion.
The United Nations in its present form has accomplished much, but it is apparent to all that it has not been able to prevent war.
Our own military leaders advise us that science has now made it possible for
potential enemies of our country with sumelent guided missiles and long range
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bombers to deliver devastating hydrogen bombs on the people of our country.
Our admitted defense is In a devastating retaliation.
I want to make it clear that In this world of anarchy I certainly favor having
all such weapons that we can provide.
As long as we have sensible enemies our retaliatory defense might be effective,
but unfortunately, mad-power dictators are not always rational people, and Invariably overestimate their own strength. That was the case with Napoleon,
Mussolini, and Hitler, and it may well be the same with any other powerful dictator. They are willing to destroy the world in order to gain or preserve power.
Our Federal Government is responsible for the defense of the American
people against foreign aggressors. In its almost desperate effort to provide this
defense, the Federal Government has to usurp many of the freedoms of the
people. It is ever conceivable that if the defense situation should become sufficiently grave, we might even have a dictator (and God forbid) !n our own
beloved country.
As a business man, I would say we are paying a high price at the risk of our
freedoms, for security which our Federal Government can no longer provide.
The lives of our people, our industry, and our very civilization lie exposed to the
whim of any dictator with the necessary weapons in any part of the world.
This is a disquieting fact. World anarchy has become an intolerable thing.
The answer to anarchy has always been, and will always be, law.
Therefore the United Nations becomes more important to the people of our
land. It should be fully supported and if possible given the authority to control
aggressive armaments In all countries and to Inspect and prosecute violators.
I do not know the feasible legal steps required, but I feel that any steps
affecting the sovereignty of the American people should be submitted to the
people in the form of a constitutional amendment. I also feel that any proposed
strengthening of the U. N. should be as fair to all countries as it can be honestly
determined.
Such seemingly new and radical proposals may be hard to sell to the American
people and harder still to sell to the Russian leaders who have already expressed
opposition to changes in the U. N.
I feel that the subcommittee is faced with the same problems as were the
drafters of our Federal Constitution.
When nothing could be agreed upon by the delegates for fear of political
repercussions, George Washington observed "It is too probable that no plan
we proposed will be adopted. Perhaps another dreadful conflict is to be sustained. If to please the people, we offer what we ourselves disapprove, how can
we afterward defend our work? Let us raise a standard to which the wise and
honest can repair. The event Is in the hand of God."
I am sure that with the counsel of our leading educators, lawyers, and
preachers, our administrative and Senate statesmen will make a proposal that
is right and one that they can later justify before the people. We can all then
well afford to place the event In the hands of God.

[Telegram)
AsuviLLx, N. C., May 18, 19S4.
MaJ. L. P. McL.-iwos,
Greefoboro, X. l.:
I advise United States withdraw from U. N. unless world court provisos are
changed to limit Russia's majority voting ioc over Western Powers. Also
urge abolition of treaty powers under Charter which would negate constitutional
rights of United States nationals on trial before world court. Detailed statement follows for record. Copy being sent Senator Wiley.
VIRGIL L. STUROIL.
STATZZeN

BY VIRGIL L STUROILL, Cinuzzs AND TAIpA~i,
ol THE UrrM NAIoNs

A@HvzLz

N. C.,

Gentlemen, like so many well-meaning Americans, I hailed the creation of the
United Nations as a great landmark In human advancement, and a new hope for
peace In the world. Like so many other Americans during the 9 years that have
intervened since Its inception, I have been greatly disillusioned at Its failure to
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bring either international understanding or peace. Even a cursory study of the
United Nations Charter, and the events involving the member nations, reveals
flaws in the organization which render its continuation in its present form untenable to all liberty-loving peoples all over the world. Unless these flaws are
corrected immediately, the existence of the United Nations is no longer assured
nor is It desirable. For this statement I submit that:
1. Among those who wrote the United Nations Charter were three enemies
of America: Alger Hiss, Molotov, and Weiss (alias Harry Dexter White). Need
one say more?
2. In the text of the final draft adopted at San Francisco June 26,1945, we find
these words: "We the peoples of the United Nations determined to"-etc. This
is a lie of the first water, because "the peoples"-nor their duly authorized representatives in Congress or other similar legislative bodies-were ever consulted
on this matter. No elections were held at which the people could express themselves by ballot on this issue. It was not even debated by us.
3. Though the U. N. was organized in the United States, and though the
palatial building which houses it today is also in the United States, Russia has
been able to dominate and to retard by means of the veto and other devices, most
constructive measures proposed and now being proposed by that body. The
U. N. is and has been from Its beginning, a modern Tower of Babel. The confusion created by it is misleading the world and aiding (not stopping !)Communist revolution all over the world.
4. Itinvolves a basic moral flaw. Liberty (about which the charter prates in
such glowing terms) cannot be defended with this arch-enemy of liberty (the
U. S. S. 1L) still a participant in it and its deliberations. Russia has not and
does not honor the provisions of the Charter, yet still
retains her position in the
U. N. with the consent of all
5. The U. N. as presently organized, is an Instrument for Red prestige and
propaganda. Communists have infiltrated Its departments to the detriment of
the United States-a veritable Trojan Horse we have not only taken to our breast,
but which we continue to nurture I To add insult to this injury, the American
taxpayer has-and will-continue to carry the greater share of its staggering
costs-Mrs. Roosevelts's glib statement about its costing each American only a
few cents per year-to the contrary notwithstanding.
6. Any organization that falls to acknowledge God is doomed to failure.
7. It offers a vain hope. "Peace" cannot be secured when conflicting concepts
hide under a vague phraseology. Like oil and water, Christian idealism and
dialectical materialism cannot and will not mix. Of course the three notorious
enemies of America who had so much to do with this phraseology, were liberal in
their usage of such cherished phrases as "human rights," "equal rights," "Selfdetermination of peoples," "higher standards of lh 'ag," "economic and social
progress," etc.-It was no accident that much of the ,)braseology employed par.
allels the Russian constltution-a constitution which grants "rights" to the people
instead of protecting the people who hold those "rights" as under the Constitution
of the United States. Should we as a nation be so stupid ns to accept the U. N.
covenants, they would become "the supreme law" of the United States. Thus,
from the viewpoint of the Kremlin, it would be easier to have the Communists
indirectly write our laws than to achieve the same objective by military approach.
8. It will undermine the integrity of allwho support It, for nations and men
build upon a corrupt and contradictory foundation.
9. Among its unholy offspring is UNESCO, and two major goals of that organisation are: (a) To force (we Americans hate that word) treaty adoption of the
Declaration of Human Rights; and (b) revision and rewriting of every American
textbook now in use. I am informed that the present committee to rewrite our
history books is headed by four leading atheists, Julian Huxley, A. L. Kroeber,
Bertrand Russell, and chairman Ralph Turner. Christian America--as well as
the peoples of other Christian lands-revolt at the thought. Thus again, our
people are being misled and their liberties threatened.
10. I object strenuously to the plan being promulgated to establish a world
dictatorship through the United Nations. In 1953 at a meeting held in London,
England, two schemes for the revision of the United Nations Charter adopted and
approved (plan A and plan B) proposed by the Second London Parliamentary
Conference on World Government. Either of these plans is deadly-and an outrageous sellout of all that western civilization holds dear. Each of them is but
another of the age-old trick of dictators everywhere-the nefarious means by
which the Irrevocable authority to control the world would be placed in the
hands of a few. Should that day come, we shall have permanent and total peace
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and slavery, In place of our hard-earned and blessed American freedom under
God.
11. In my telegram to you of even date, I stated: "I advise that the United
States withdraw from the United Nations unless the world court provisos are so
changed as to limit Russia's majority voting bloc over western powers. Also
treaty powers under the U. N. Charter which would negate the constitutional
rights of United States nationals on trial before the world court. Detailed statement follows for record." For all these reasons-and many others, I respectfully
suggest that you and your conmit tee give serious study to this matter of revising
the United Nalions carterer, and possible withdrawal of the United States from
participation In it and all other "foreign entanglements" which offer much but
give little assurance of permanent world peace in our day.

TESTIMONY SuBMiTrED BiY IPAlSFY HARRY GOODWIN, MEMBER OF WORLD FLDERtRFsDomASSOCIATION
ALISTS, AND At.so M'EIBER OF AMERIOAN

As we continue to seek peace "over the grave of a dream and through the
malice of time," my especial interest is not In revising the United Nations
Charter-as excellent as most of the revision recommendations are-but in
making effective a certain article already in the charter that alone can give
force to the charter and that was put in the charter for that specific purpose.
I refer to article 47, which provided for the setting up of a permanent
military staff under the Security Council which would make It possible for
the Council to immediately call up the necessary quotas of men and armament
promised by Individual nations toward an International army or police force
for keeping the peace whenever and wherever the peace of the world was threatened. When Russia was allowed the misuse of her veto to abrogate this military
staff and ito plans for the resultant, police force, the United Nations Organization was automatically rendered as powerless to enforce law and order to bring
peace as was its predecessor, the League of Nations. Thus Jan Masaryk in
the captive republic of Czechoslovakia threw himself from a window to shock
us into seeing that this was so. Thus Korea called into being a semblance
of the International army or police force once provided for in the charter, but
in the tragic role of attempted cure rather than cooperative prevention. Thus
the Security Council, originally termed "the repository for the use of force," was
bereft of all but a verbal power. Therefore it seems to me that first in Importance in any consideration for strengthening the charter should come the
demand for reestablishing an international police force along the lines laid
down by the military staff under the Security Council.
THE PROGMSasVxFARMER,
Raleigh, N. 0., May 1, 1954.
Maj. L. P. McLxsNoN,
Greensboro, N. 0.
DFAR MAC: I appreciated the invitation to attend the meeting Saturday on
proposed amendments to the U. N. Charter, and while I cannot attend in person,
I will mention now a couple of points about which I feel some interest.
Of course there are undoubted disadvantages as well as advantages In the
following suggestion made by Secretary Dulles in his speech on January 18 this
year, but I believe it deserves very serious consideration and should be adopted
with such additional safeguards as may be found advisable:
"In the General Assembly each nation has one vote-is this the best arrangement? If the General Assembly isto assume greater responsibilities, then should
there not be some form of weighted voting, so that nations which are themselves unable to assume serious military or financial responsibilities cannot put
those responsibilities on other nations? Should there be, in some matters, a
combination vote whereby affirmative action requires both a majority of all
the members on the basis of sovereign equality, and also a majority vote, on a
weighted basis, which takes Into account population, resources, etc.?"
In the same speech Secretary Dulles had an interesting paragraph on universality as follows:
"It is useful that there be an organization which Is,generally speaking, universal and whose processes run throughout the world. Otherwise the association
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takes on the character of an alliance. Of course, universality inevitably means
bringing together nations whose governments may strongly disagree. This has
disadvantages. But such an organization maintains contacts between poten.
trial enemies, affords opportunities to dispel unnecessary misunderstandings,
and, as President Eisenhower said in his state of the Union message on January 7, 1954, it provides 'the only real world forum where we have the opportunity for International presentation and rebuttal.'"
Personally, I have long felt that membership in the U. N. should be universal,
including every nation as far to the right as Fascist Spain and every nation
as far to the left as Communist China. I do not believe that any very great
harm would come from admitting China, for example, while I do feel that very
great harm is resulting from its being continually excluded by our vote and
made to feel that its only safety lies in binding its 400 million people closer
and closer to Russia as Itsonly reliable defender and friend. It seems to me
that some plan should be worked out whereby China would be admitted to
!the U. N. but not given a place on the Security Council until it has had at
least 10 years' trial to determine the peacefulness of its intentions and attitude.
The News and Observer, as you may have noticed, had a strong editorial
in support of this same idea only a few days ago. In the long run China will
undoubtedly be admitted, and I am afraid that our present attitude accomplishes
mighty little except to make Its 400 million people more and more convinced
that we are their enemy and not their friend.
Sincerely yours,
Ct. UNCE Po..
CtAaLoTrz, N. C., May 18, 1955.
Maj. L. P. McLxwoow,

Greeboro,N. 0.

Dura MAJON McLzNnoq: I am sorry that I shall not be able to get up to the
hearing Saturday, but I think I should attend the funeral of Senator Iloey. I am
enclosing original and two copies of the statement that I would have made if
present.
With high personal regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
JOHN J. PAaIKsa
STATEMENT Or JUDGE JOHN J. PAaIra, GuxEMSBoao, N. 0.

I appreciate the invitation to appear before the committee and express my
views relative to calling a conference for the purpose of reviewing the Charter of
the United Nations. I seriously doubt the wisdom of calling such a conference
at this time. If the purpose of the conference should be merely the consideration
of minor matters, it would hardly be worth the effort which It would require
and It would furnish opportunity for those who are hostile to the United Nations
to make dangerous attacks upon it. If the purpose of the conference should be
to make fundamental changes In the structure of the United Natons, it might
very well precipitate a struggle which would result in the destruction of that
organization. World conditions being what they are, we are getting along
under the present provisions of the charter about as well as we could hope
under any plan of international cooperation; and, while there are a number of
features of the charter which I feel might be Improved, I ant Inclined to think
we had best leave well enough alone. I do not wish, by calling a convention,
to give the isolationists an opportunity to destroy the organization that we have,
nor do I wish, by attempting too much in the way of organization, to come up
with a result that would be unworkable under present world conditions or one
which the people of this country would be unwilling to accept.
I do not share the view that the United Nations under the present charter has
been a failure and that it must he strengthened or abandoned. On the contrary,
I shudder to think what might have happened during the stormy years following
the last world war, if the United Nations had not been In existence. It has
at least given us a world forum in which the conscience and Intelligence of
mankind can find expression with respect to world problems. It has provided
an International Court of Justice in which many international controversies
have been settled on a Juridical basis instead of on the basis of force. It has
furnished a pooling of International force which has done more than most of
us realize to preserve a measure of peace and order In a world greatly disturbed
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by political, social, and economic forces. As Secretary Dulies has recently
pointed out:
"The United Nations has a record of conspicuous accomplishment. Among
major political results which flowed from its processes may be mentioned:
"The withdrawal of Soviet forces from Iran; the support of Greece while under
Communist attack; the conclusion of a permanent armistice between Israel and
the Arab States; the establishment of the Republic of Korea; the disposition of
the Italian colonies Iii Africa, td the creation of the State of Libya; the estabIlshment of the Republic of Indonesia; the organization of effective resistance
to the armed aggression in Korea."
The United Nations is not a supergoverntnent. It is a cooperative organization of the civilized nations of the world for the purpose. of preserving peace
and order in the world community. Peace and order can of course be preserved
only by organization on the basis of law, which prescribes rules of action to
be observed in the world community.
Tie United Nations provides this organ.
Izatlon on the basis of cooperative action among existent nations, not by surrender of sovereignty on their part or by the creation of a superstate modeled
upon our Federal Union. In my humble judgment it approaches the problem
of world organization upon the only basis which, In the present state of world
affairs, presents any hope of success or which the Congress or the people of this
country would be willing to accept.
i.OIMLATXVmr MACHII'Mzy
It has been suggested that the charter be amended to vest In the Assembly of
the United Nations power to enact laws in a limited class of subjects and that the
present system of unit voting be supplanted by some form of weighted voting.
The great nations would certainly not he willing to give legislative power to the
Assembly so long as unit voting prevails; for this would give undue power in such
matters to the smaller nations. On the other hand, weighted voting seems
almost impossible of attainment. If weighted in accordance with population,
India would have twice the voice of this country, and we would never agree
to that. If weighted in accordance with wealth or military power, it would be
practically Impossible to arrive at standards. I agree that legislative machinery
is necessary In the world community for the settlement of International problems.
There have been many of these growing out of the last world war and the postwar
developments, and they will increase in number rather than diminish as time
goes on and the life of the world grows more interrelated and complex-problems affecting International trade, travel and communication, problems arising
out of the use of the air and the seas for the purposes of commerce, problems
arising out of the exchange of goods and commodities, problems of Internatinal
finance and credit, international labor problems, etc. The settlement of these
cannot be left to the Individual action of nations nor allowed to await the judicial
action of courts or couniils or arbitrators. Rules for their solution must in some
way be laid down in advance by the legislative process; and this means that
an assembly must be provided in which representatives of the constituent nations
may be heard and may take action or make recommendations with respect to the
problems that confront them.
The Assembly of the United Nations provides just the sort of legislative assermbly that the world must have; and it is no objection that it has not the power
to enact laws by majority vote as does Congress or a State legislature. In the
Assembly and in the Economic and Social Council the world's problems are
debated and explored In the view of all mankind, and world public opinion is
formed with regard to them. When the adoption of new and binding rules is
necessary, this can be accomplished by the negotiation of multilateral treaties
based on the conclusions which have been reached in the Assembly with regard
thereto. This is the traditional legislative process In the international field. If
the rule desired is a sound one, It will be adopted in this way by the great majority of nations and wiU soon gain universal acceptance. If nations are un.
willing to adopt it by treaty, they would probably be unwilling to
enforce it If adopted by vote over their protest. It is said in the Declara.
don of Independence that governments derive their Just powers from the
consent of the governed; and certain It is that acceptance of a law by those
to be governed by it is essential to its successful enforcement. This is particularly true of international law, the enforcement of which must depend in large
measure upon the nations to which it is applied. Real legislative power In the
Assemhly will be developed by experience and as a result of the evolutionary
process which will unquestionably take place. Until such development does take
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lace, the Assembly provides a forum In which the world's Intelligence can be
brought to bear on the world's problems--in which matters affecting the peace
and happiness of mankind can be openly discussed, not settled in the dark by
secret treaties.
One of the most Important quasi-legislative functions of a world organization
is the setting up of commissions to make studies and recommendations as to
matters which are Important to the development of world life but which are left
entirely within the sphere of national control. Studies and recommendations
with respect to education, labor conditions, currency stabilization and exchange,
agricultural development, production and distribution of food and raw materials,
public health and control of disease, regulation of the traffic in narcotics, etc.recommendations of this sort are being made under the authority of the United
Nations and are of the greatest value to the progress of mankird. I do not Iiiean
that an international organization should be given power to legislate with respect to these matters, but merely that It should set up commlsiohs to make studies and recommendations with regard thereto, to serve as a basis of international agreements or legislation by the member countries.
MACHINERY FOR SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

The United Nations has given us In the International Court of Justice a beginning In the creation of the sort of judicial machinery that the world community needs for the establishment of the reign of law and order In the world,
just the sort of machinery that Is provided by our Constitution for the settlement of disputes between the several States of our Union. The permanent Court
of International Justice set up pursuant to article 14 of the League of Nations
functioned successfully In the Judicial settlement of International controversies.
It was manned by judges of outstanding character including among others Mr.
John Bassett Moore, Chief Justice Hlughes, Secretary Kellogg and Professor
Hudson, and made a real contribution to the law of the world. It has been suc.
ceeded by the International Court of Justice created under the Charter of the
United Nations and the jurisdiction of that Court has been accepted by practically all the civilized nations of the world including our own country.' There
Is no reason to think that justiciable disputes between nations will not in the
future be settled by this Court.
From experience under our Constitution, I make another suggestion. 1 believe
It would be well to create a system of inferior international courts, to be composed of not less than three judges each and with appeal to the International
Court of Justice, to hear cases arising between citizens of different countries
involving large amounts or delicate International questions, as well as cases
arising out of the exercise of power by the United Nations. One of the fertile
sources of International conflict is alleged injustice to nationals, as where contracts are not properly enforced or property is confiscated by unjust decisions.
One of the reasons for the establishment of extra territorial courts has been the
fear that justice would not be properly administered by the courts of the countries where they were established. It seems to me that such a system of international courts would command the confidence and respect of those who trade,
travel, or Invest their money in foreign countries, and would thus do- much to
extend commerce and unify commercial and business law, as well as avoid some of
the most fruitful sources of international conflict. A question may be raised as
to the enforcement of judgments of courts of this character, but I see no reason
why the countries which are members of the United Nations would not be willing
to provide that Judgments of such courts be registered with the courts of general
jurisdiction of those countries and enforced as though they were judgments of
the latter.
The jurisdiction to be exercised by courts of this sort would correspond In
a general way to the diversity jurisdiction exercised by the Federal courts
where the parties litigant are citizens of different States. It finds analogy also
in the jurisdiction formerly exercised by extraterritorial courts such as the
United States Court for China or the Mixed Court of Egypt. Such courts were
recommended In the report of the committee of the American Bar Association
composed of some bf the ablest lawyers of the country, among others Mr. John W.
Davis, former Senator George Wharton Pepper, and former Attorney General
William D. Mitchell. They have been ably advocated in articles by Dr. James
Oliver Murdock, who served as chairman of a committee of the section of inter3 61 stat. 121.
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national and comparative law (If the nssmiation. Suich a system of courts
would greatly strengthen the reign of law In international affairs and would
provide a method for the settlement of disputes IhNtween nationals of different
countries far superior to the present system, which requires one who thinks
that he has suffered Injustice to sek redress In the courts of the country of ils
adversary or have his Government seck redress for him through diplomatic
channels with all the delays aid pitfalls laddent to diplomatic procedure.
Provision should lie made, also, for the sett in, up of criminal coirts for
trying war crimes and other criminal offenses aatrst internalonai law. in the
past, persons accused of stch crimes have IsR-i-itried, ex neesslitate, In national
courts; but it Is highly desirable that on Internaltonal court ie created for
trying crimes of this character, or at least that provision lie made for the setting
up of such a court If occnsLou for the exercise of Its Jhrlklletion should arise.
Through lack of such a court, those charged with the tunesl helions war cries
during thi%First World War were allowed to escape punishment ant) Ihe world
was deprived of the salutary Influence that sutch a trial would have had upon
world opinion. Crimes committed in the Second World War were brought to
trial and punished before the International Military TribinRal arid military
courts established by the several victorious nations; hit imuch litter controversy
would have been avoided anti the results would have [en more readily acepta.
tie, certainly by the conquered nations and isessbly by the world at large, if
the courts which conducted the trials lead been set up heyan existing international
Institution such as the Internattonal Court of Justice.
Adequate machinery for the judicial settlement of justlhlable disputes between
nations and their nationals, witlh arbitration of dispintes that are not of a
justiciable character, and nmarhinery for the trial of criminals who commit
offenses against the law of nations wiil not only help preserve the world's peace
but will also lead to the healthy growth and expansion of international law.
Every lawyer knows that the most Important developments of the law have
coe, not from action by a legislature. lint from court decslons-from the application of reason to the settlement of actual controversies. It is not necessary,
however, to amend the charter of the United Nations to provide the judicial
niachiriery to which I refer. It can te provided by statutes under the present
charter, which. of course, would have to Is' ratified by lhe constituent nations
before hecomning effective. A draft statute providing the machinery of an international criminal court has already been proposed by a committee of which
Mr. George Maurice Morris Is chairman.
THE %ETO AND TitE USE OF FORCE

The much discussed and much abused veto power is contained in section 3 of
article 27 of the United Nations Charter, which provides that, except with
respect to procedural matters, decisions by the Security Council shall be made
by the affirmative vote of seven members, Including the permanent members,
which are the United States, Britain, France, Russia, and China. Russia has
abused the veto power outrageously and to our great disgust; but I am not certain that we ought to abandon It. We may need it ourselves to prevent the
admission of undesirable nations as members, as in the case of Communist China.
We may need it, too, to prevent the use of force in an enterprise in which we might
iot wish to engage. In this connection it should be remembered that even where
the veto Is used to prevent action by the Security Council, the Assembly may
make recommendations under article 14 of the charter, as was done In the uniting
for peace resolution of 1950. I realize, of course, that the veto power effectively
prevents the use of force against any of the great powers; but I am not persuaded
that this is an objection to it. The use of force against any of the great powers
unquestionably means a world war; and, If the purpose of the United Nations is
to preserve the peace, the use of force in such way as to cause a world war must
)e avoided.
Although the use of force by the United Nations against one of the great powers
Is not feasible, and we should face that fact realistically, there can be no question
but that the future of civilization depends upon the organization of the force of
the free nations for the purpose of collective security and self-defense. This Is
being done within the framework of the United Nations by the organization of
defensive alliances such as NATO, the Western Hemisphere Pact and our pact
s 8e 4 Federal Bar Journal, I. 123 et s q also International Justlce, by Jams Oliver
urdock, being lectures delivered In 1943 before the Iter-American Academy of International and ComParative 1Aw.
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and should
with nations In the Pacific area. Under the existing charter we cati
organize an international police force for dealing with troublesome situations not
amounting to major warfare. All of this, however, can be done within the
framework of the existing charter and requiring no amendment. It seems to me
to be perfectly Idle talk of attempting to vest In the United Nations the power to
use force to coerce nations in the way that force can be used by the Government
of the United States to coerce the States of our Union. When occasion arises,
the United Nations can organize and direct the force supplied by Itsmembers
as In the case of the Korean war; but this is a very different thing from surrendering to an International organization the right to make levies and raise armies
within our country. It is foolish to think that the American Congress or the
American people would give their consent to that sort of thing at this time.
Let me say, In conclusion, that we have not had a conference or convention to
consider the Constitution of the United States since the one that drafted it in
1787. A constitutional convention Is an invitation to meddlers and dreamers
and doctrinaire advocates of allsorts of political nostrums as will as an opportunity for subversive elements to strike at the foundations of the existing
organization. Such a conference Is unnecessary in the case of the United
Nations; for opportunity Is afforded for needed amendments at any time by
section 2 of article 100 of the charter. It Istrue that such amendments would
have to receive the approval of all of the permanent members; but so would any
amended charter proposed by a conference. It would seem to me to be the part
of wisdom to go ahead for the present under the exiting charter, making any
amendments which may be necessary, rather than to add to existing world
problems those to which a proposed general amendment of the charter would
almost certainly give rise. I am satisfied that under the existing charter the
associated nations have power to do by way of International cooperation all that
they would be willing to do In any event.

AMERIiAN AssocrATioN oF UNnivSirr
VOMEN,
NORTH CAROJNA STATz DIvIsION,

Asheville, N. C., May 1, 1954.
MaJ. L. P. McLrxwog,
Gresboro, X' 0.
DiLAR MAJO, McLENDoN: In fairness to the North Carolina divlson of the
American Association of University Women I believe I should state our position
In regard to possible revision of the United Nations Charter before you appear
at the hearing of the Senate subcommittee headed by Senator Wiley on Saturday,
May 15. 19M54.
We have not requested time to be heard at the meeting but for the record I
feel that we should make our position clear.
In the program of the American Association of University Women passed by
members at the national biennial convention In Minneapolis, Minn., June 195,
the following Items appear:
"Current Items: International relations-- * * 4. Support of measures for
effective participation In and strengthening of the United Nations and Its
aftiliated agencies.
"Statement of principles--Resolution,--International relations--** S. Recognizing the responsibilities attached to the position of the United States as a
great power, we reaffirm our faith In International cooperation as the beat
means for the preservation of the free world. We will support the United Nations and its affiliated agencies and will study ways of making their functioning more effective."
The North Carolina division of the American Assoclation of University Women In convention in Charlotte, N. C., April 23-24, 1954, passed the following
items:
"International relations--Current Items- * * * 2. Encouragement of community education programs on International relations and world understanding
with particular emphasis on the study of the United Nations and the possible
revision of the charter by 1155."
We are committed to study and action to strengthen the United Nations and
therefore very much concerned with the North Carolina hearing in Greensboro
before the Senate subcommittee which Is headed by Senator Wiley even though
we are not seeking time to speak.
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. CA= A. PlONx, Pretidest.
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STATEMENT FILED NY MISS GERTRUDE S. CAIRAWAY, NATIVE AND LIFELONG haiXDENT OF NEW BERN, N. C., AND P5ERiIDENT GENERAL, NATIONAL SOCIETf, DAUHTxE. Or THE AMERICAN itEVOLUTION, URGING THE SENATE COMMITTEE TO
CONSlWE I'5OIpoED REVIsIONs OF TIE UNITED NATIONS CHART& IN 1955

On behalf of myself personally as a North Carolinian intensely interested
in the welfare of my State and my country, as well as on behalf of the National
Society of the Daughters of the American revolution, well known for their
historical studies, educational projects, and patriotic services, I wish to urge
the special committee appointed from the United States Senate to study proposals for the revision of the United Nations Charter In 1955.
(1) Please to retain the veto power in the security council; and
(2) Please to retain the first part of chapter 1, article II, section 7, of the
United Nations Charter.
As for the veto power, our National Society of the Daughters of the American
Revolution, unanimously passed on April 22, 1954, at our 63d continental con.
gross in Washington, D. C., a resolution setting forth: "That we believe It to be
essential that the veto power be retained in the Security Council."
This Is for the protection of our United States Government and the preservation of its principles, in case of emergency or difficulty should other nations
outvote our representatives in the United Nations along some Important line
we hold In sacred trust for the retention of our sovereign rights and constitutional
liberties.
As for the first part of chapter 1, article II, section 7, of the United Nations
Charter, Daughters of the American Revolution in general and I as their leader
In particular stand firm on the strong conviction that the following provision
should be retained In any charter revision and that Its Intent and spirit should
be carefully abided by in all United Nations treaties, conventions, resolutions,
and actions; to wit:
"Nothing contained in the present charter shall authorize the United Nations
to Intervene In matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction
of any state" (ch. I, art. II, se 7, of the United Nations Charter).
The last two continental congresses of our National Society, Daughters of the
American Revolution, in 1953 and 1954 at Washington, D. C., have passed resolutions against any 1955 revisions of the United Nations Charter which might
have the effect of superseding our Federal Constitution or limiting our National
and State liberties or freedoms or which might attempt to bring about through
the United Nations (or any other medium) a world government or partial
world government.
Portlova of the above paragraphs are quoted from our 1953 resolution along
that line. We do not think that in these crucial days of international crises
and confusions It would be practical, wise, or advisable even to consider any
form of world government. We wish to retain our sovereign rights as a nation,
with independence of action, especially since so much of the world today is
under the domination of an Implacable foe.
A full copy of our resolution passed April 22, 1954, follows:
"Whereas revision of the charter of the United Nations Organization Is
scheduled for consideration in 195 and many groups are already endeavoring
to convert the United Nations into a world government or partial world government, despite its basic concept as a federation of sovereign nations: Now,
therefore, be It
"Resolved, That the National Society, Daughters of the American Revolution,
reaffirm its opposition to any change In the United Nations Charter which might
cause the surrender of the traditional sovereignty of the United States of Amer.
lea and consequent loss of our elected representatives of the constitutional
rights to make domestic laws and declare war; and be It further
"Reeolvcd, That we believe it to be essential that the veto power be retained
In the Becurity Council."
THE CHARLOTTE NEWS,

Charlotte, N. C., May 10, 1954.
Maj. L P. MoLV'woN,
Greensboro, N. 0.
DAn MAJou McLzNooN: The Charlotte News is extremely interested in the
Wiley subcommittee hearings on Saturday, May 15. Although we will not be
able to have a representative there to testify, we would like to submit a state.
ment to be placed In the record.
42495---4-pt. A-a
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The enclosed editorial reflects the thinking of the Charlotte News' editors on
U. N. revision and attendant issues, and I wish to submit it as our statement.
I understand that 12 copies of each statement for the record are desired. Therefore, I am sending you 12 copies of the editorial.
Cordially yours,
THOMAS L. RoiNsox.
[From the Charlotte News, May 11, 19541

F]az

Wosw UNiTY, A.umissiox oy ALL COUNTRIES,

ARE THE U. N.'S NEEDa

Next year the United Nations will become 10 years old. Automatically, because of a provision written into the charter, the 1955 General Assembly will
have on its agenda the question of convening a conference at which the charter
will be reviewed and perhaps changed.
Secretary of State Dulles has emphasized the desirability of wide and
thoughtful public discussion preceding such a conference. Many Senators have
expressed a similar opinion, and to that end a subcommittee of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee Is holding public hearings on U. N. Charter revision.
The subcommittee, headed by Senator Wiley, will be in Greensboro, Saturday.
The subcommittee's decision to come to North Carolina was most fitting. The
State has produced outstanding students of foreign affairs, Judge John J.
Parker, the late Charles W. Tillett, and Dr. Frank P. Graham among them.
The United World Federalist Organization had its genesis in the Asheville conference in 194T, and that organization and its kinsman, the American Freedom
Association, are perhaps stronger here than In any other State.
It was here in Charlotte that Senator Gillette proposed, before the Atlantic
Union Committee, formation of an assembly of legislators from countries around
the Atlantic. And the press in this State has been keenly Interested in the
various proposals in the field of international affairs.
With that background, then, the News would like to offer these thoughts to
the subcommittee and the public:
It is unrealistic to expect U. N. members to agree to any major charter revision. The East will not agree to any change which might possibly injure its
own interests, nor will the Vest. But the likelihood of failure should not rule
out the attempt, If charter revision Is deemed necessary.
However, the necessity of charter revision is doubtful. The present charter
has permitted remarkable growth and adaptability, as witness the Acheson plan
for circumventing the deadlocked Security Council and taking collective action through the General Assembly. The failures of the U. N. cannot be attributed to its structure. No organization, no matter how perfectly composed, can
reconcile widely divergent views among obdurate opponents. On the other hand
a poorly-constructed organization can resolve conflicts if the protagonists are In
a mood for compromise.
Sweden's Foreign Minister Osten Unden put it well In a U. N. debate when
he said: "Provided there is a general will to cooperate, the machinery of the
present charter can render excellent service."
There are two ways in which the goals of the U. N. can be furthered, without
charter revision. They are by permitting the U. N. to reflect what the world Is,
Instead of what it ought to be, and by uniting the free world members of the
U. N. so they can more effectively advance freedom and combat totalitarianism.
Secretary of State Dulles stated well the case for the first method in his book,
War Or Peace, written 3 years before he assumed his present office:
"I have now come to believe that the United Nations will best serve the cause
of peace if its assembly is representative of what the world actually Is * * 0
without attempting to appraise closely those (nations) which are 'good' and
those which are 'bad.'
"Some of the present member nations * * * have governments that are not
representative of the people. But in fact * * they 'govern'-they have a power
which should be represented in any organization that purports to mirror world
reality."
•
Dulles went on to say that "If the Communist government of China In fact
proves its ability to govern China without serious domestic resistance, then It
too should be admitted to the United Nations." Since writing the book he has
changed his mind. He has ruled out consideration of admission of Red China
and its recognition by this country. Possibly the Reds would not make major
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concessions, in return for U. N. membership and diplomatic recognition for
China. But the fact that Mr. Dulles won't even put the two issues on the bargaining table decreases the chances of winning any concessions from the Communists.
Furthermore, the United States by opposing a "package deal" which would
admit both pro-Western and pro-Eastern countries into the U. N., is helping to
destroy the desirable worldwide nature of the U. N. The U. N. without Germauy, Italy, Ireland, Spain, Portugal, Finland, Hungary, Rumania, and Bulgaria can hardly represent European feeling. Nor can it represent Asiatic feeling
authoritatively without China, Japan, Indochina, and Korea.
The point often overlooked in discussions on admitting these countries Is that
their entry would not disturb the present balance in the U. N. If all desirous
countries were admitted to the U. N., the General Assembly would continue to
be preponderantly pro-Western. And even if Red China were eventually given
a seat on the Security Council, its veto would add nothing that the Soviet Union
doesn't already have.
There is need then for a truly worldwide organization, to reflect accurately
world opinion. And there Is need for an effective organization of the free world
allies, which the U. N. by its nature can never be so long as Communist nations
exist.
The Communists are united, within the U. N. and without It, but the democracies are not. Naturally, it Is infinitely more difficult to reach agreement dem.
ocratically than autocratically, but the point is that the free world has not
made the supreme effort necessary to unite the allies.
NATO was a proper vehicle for the effort, but it Is being bypassed and forgotten. As the Foreign Relations Committee members well know, almost a
third of the Senators once supported the Atlantic Union resolution which would
have provided for a citizens' convention from Atlantic countries to explore the
possibilities of Atlantic federation. But that resolution now gathers dust as Congressmen wait on the administration, which says it is waiting for the Europeans
to approve the European Defense Community. And even if EDC Is approved,
which is doubtful, the Important, urgent goal of transatlantic solidarity will still
be a long way off.
U. N. Charter revision is relatively unimportant. The important matters are
the true Internationalization of the U. N. and, most important of all, the uniting
of the free world by realistic and workable regional associations.

SvaIEMENT' OF

. FLAxE SEAw, EXECUTIVE VIcE PRESIDENT OF THE NORTH

CAROLINA FARM BuREu FEDraATION, RMARDTNO THE UNIrED NATIONS

As the representative of the North Carolina Farm Bureau Federation, I would
like to insert in the official record of this committee hearing the following statement concerning the United Nations:
Our organization has consistently supported the basic objective of the United
Nations Charter. It is our opinion, however, that the United States should use
its influence to bring about the adoption of improvements in this charter in
order that it may function more effectively in preserving world peace and security. We as farm people believe that the United Nations must make this
world a better place for everyone--or it will not be good for anyone. To this
end, we respectfully recommend the following:
1. That the General Assembly of the United Nations be vested with supreme
authority. This would eliminate the domination of the Security Council by the
big powers.
2. That the Security Council be primarily a conference group with authority
to consider issues, and through a simple majority -vote bring those proposals
before the General Assembly.
S. That the big power veto be eliminated entirely from the charter. This veto
power, we believe, is the basic flaw in the charter.
4. That membership in the General Assembly be based on population.
When the charter comes up for review next year by the United Nations, these
four points should be seriously considered. The United States will undoubtedly
have the responsibility for effecting this change, and should exert every effort
to solicit the support of all free nations of the world.
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The CHAIRM1AN. You have been very patient, I assure you, and you
are a good audience; you are not only good-looking, but I know you
are intelligent.
Now, the mayor has something to say, and when he is through
talking, we will adjourn.
Mayor FRAziER. Mr. Chairman, this I would like to add.
There is just one person, I think, we should recognize here. Particularly we have a number of mayors from various North Carolina
cities who responded to my invitation here, but there is only one from
our sister State of Virginia, and I would like to announce to you that
Mayor Curtis Bishop, the mayor of Danville, Va., and the president
of Danbury College is present.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us give him a good hand. [Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. The meeting stands adjourned, and we will convene here at 2 o'clock this afternoon to hear the balance of the witnesses. Thank you all.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p. in., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene at 2 p. m., the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The meeting will come to order.
This is the second session now of the committee here in this beautiful
center, in this wonderful city, among you fine people.
PURPOSE OF SUBCOMMITrEE

The Foreign Relations Committee, through its subcommittee, as you
know, is getting in touch with the grass-roots of the country, getting
the reaction of the people in relation to the United Nations, bause
in 1955 or 1956 there will be a meeting of the nations that are now
members of the United Nations, to see what, if anything, should be
done in relation to revamping the charter.
MEMORIAL TO SENATOR HOEY

This morning we spoke particularly along the line that this was
a solemn time in 'our wonderful State because your great Senator,
Senator Hoey, ha
assed on.
I suppose in his hometown shortly his mortal self will be laid to
rest; but we feel, because he wrote a letter to this committee that I
read this morning, his spirit is with us, and this is sort of a memorial
proceeding in his behalf.
In that letter, among other things, he said:
I am so delighted that your committee has decided to hold one of these hear-

ings In North Carolina, because our people are tremendously Interested in these
proceedings and Greensboro has been especially anxious to have one of these
hearings held there.

This morning we had the testimony of a large number of people.
I want to gay, in opening this afternoon's session, that Senator
Holland was supposed to be here with us this afternoon. He has been
called to perform a most solemn duty as a member of the Senate group
attending the funeral of Senator Hoey.

I
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COMMIrrEE PROCEDURE

The first witness this afternoon is Mr. Thomas Burton of Charlotte,
N. C., if he will come forward.
I want to say now to all those who testify that we have to enforce
the 5-minute rule. I have instructed this young lady here that, after
you have been talking 4 minutes, she will hold up the pencil to indicate
that you have 1 minute more. We have to do that to cover the large
number of folks who want to testify, and if there are any among you
who desire to have your statements published, but do not care to be
heard audibly, that will be all right with us.
Carry on, Mr. Burton.
STATEMENT OF THOMAS BURTON, CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Mr. BumoN. Senator Wiley and members of the committee, ladies
and gentlemen, this is a meeting I have hoped for 35 years to see take
place. I wish it could have happened 30 years ago, but they say
better late than never, so this is it.
I am going to address myself in the brief time at my disposal to just
one question, the elimination of war. I am not concerned with world
government, but just with the one question of eliminating war, not
for moral reasons but for reasons of security of this Nation.
KOREA

I am going to ask to go back with me for a moment to a situation
about 4 or 5 years ago, when the North Koreans, egged on somewhat
by the Communist Chinese, invaded South Korea.
You will recall that the United Nations jumped into the breach; the
United Nations was called upon to act; it declared it a world emergency, and invited other nations to assist the United States.
You will recall that we were somewhat left in the situation of holding the bag. Various countries made contributions, but none of them
very large.
INDIA 1
We were particularly irked in the case of India. We hoped that
India could send a fairly large representation to help us.
I would like to have us consider the situation of India for a
moment. You will recall that India's next-door neighbor on the
northwest is Soviet Russia, the third country in the world in point of
population, the largest inland mass.
India's next-door neighbor from the northeast is Communist China,
the largest country in the world in point of population. For India
to have decided to join with the United States in the driving back of
the North Koreans and Communist Chinese, she would have to assume
the whole onus of making a decision to take sides with one foreign
country thousands of miles away, to fight a war in another foreign
country also thousands of miles away, against her two next-door
neighbors; and India, in her position, just having recovered her freedom after a couple of centuries, did just what the United States has
done in past situations, it decided that it could do a better service to
the world by declaring itself neutral, and it did not send any troops
to South Korea.
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Now, if some morning soon the citizens of North Carolina awake
and find that our coast. has been invaded by foreign armies, the
Governor of Virginia would not have to call immediately the legislature to decide whether or not to help rescue North Carolina; neither
would the Governors of the other States, because that question was
decided for us 165 years ago when the Thirteen Colonies over here,
finding themselves in somewhat thesome situation in which the world
is today, decided to settle for all time; and so they formed an organization which declared, among other things, that any attack upon
any one of them would be considered as an attack upon all of them,
and an enemy of one was an enemy of all; the resistance by one meant
resistance by all.
You will recall the setting up of the Government with the Constitution, that there were certain other things they found the Central
Government could (o better than an individual State could do, so
they delegated to that Government limited powers, certain powers they
restricted entirely to the States, and some to the people.
WORLD ORGANITATION

NEEDED

The world is in a similar situation today. We have got to bring
about an organization of the world in which it will not be necessary
for individual nations to decide whether or not to participate in
driving off an invader, but in which they will automatically have
their resources used, just as Uncle Sam would within 10 minutes be
using the resources of every State within these United States to drive
off an invader that was threatening the security of the people of
North Carolina.
Nothing less than that will solve the situation today.
In a revision of the United Nations Charter the security of the
nations, of all of the nations, is the only thing that need be considered;
nothing less will do and nothing more is necessary.
The cause of war upon its is probably in the hands of so-called
sovereign nations who are free to use it as they will. In order to
provide for this security, it is essential that there be set up within
the United Nations Organization a body that has the authority to
make such laws as may be necessary to be absolutely in control of
arms and the movement of troops,*and to enforce those laws, and
only by so doing can we provide the security that we need, and while
50 nations of the 60 members of the UnitedNations are more or less
with us, is the time to do it. We must not wait; we may not get
another chance.
The CH(AIRMAN. Thank you, air.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Burton follows:)
TESTIMONY BY DR. TrOMAS Bu RWN, O CHARLOTr., N. C., ONTUE UxrrE
NATIONS CHARTER
fHEVISION

Three things must be accomplished at the U. N. Charter Review Conference
in 1955. before a free world can be created out of the present chaos of more
than 60 so-called sovereign nations competing for their rights In a world in
which each nation Is dependent upon Its own might to secure Its rights as it
interprets them, and the United States must take the initiative In proposing them,
both because it has more to gain by their achievement, and more to lose by
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failure, and because It Is necessary Immediately to offset the tear of other nations
that we are leading the world to war by our aggressive sponsorship of regional
military pacts, by equally aggressive sp nsorship of a program to eliminate war
and to bring to each nation a degree of security which none has ever had before
or (an ever hope to have in any other way.
These three things are:
1. Creation, within the United Nations Organization, of a legislative body
to which can be delegated strictly limited powers-(a) To adopt such laws as may be effective to control the manufacture,
distribution and use of military weapons and armaments of all kinds.
(b) To adopt such laws as may be effective to control the recruitment, training, and disposition of armed forces of all kinds except those
essential to each nation for internal police.
(C) To provide penalties for Infraction of these laws, and to approve
and instrument their enforcement.
(d) To levy and collect such taxes as may be necessary to enforce
these laws and to provide for the security of nations and the administration of Justice under these laws.
Thr legislative powers of this body should be strictly limited to the authorities so delegated, and the United Nations Assembly should have the authority to review the apportionment of tax levies among the nations.
2. Creation, also within the United Nations Organization, of an executive
body to which can be delegated the powers necessary to enforce the above
laws by Inspection, by prosecution of offenders, and by the use of armed
force when approved by the legislative body.
3. Creation of a world court to try cases arising under these security laws,
and to try cases referred to it by the U. N. Assembly on appeal of any party
to an international treaty.
No less than these three things will e adequate, and no more is necessary,
It is a case of all or none. We cannot have security without peace, we cannot
have peace without disarmament, and we dare not disarm without security. It
Is a vicious circle, and our own country Is In the middle of it. The circle cannot be broken. It can only be eliminated altogether,
The United Nations as It stands today Is Impotent in the face of international
war of the kind that threatens. The vote ties the hands of the Security CounciL
The imperative predicament of Its own security in the case of each nation prevents the assembly from being effective except on minor Issues, because each
nation must determine its stand on the basis of Its security rather than upon
the basis of the general good.
The above proposals do not set up a supergovernment to which the United
States would be subordinate In any way that could possibly affect our liberties
and freedoms under our Constitution. We surrender no sovereignty except the
right to start a war.
In return for that small surrender of a very questionable right, we would gain
a degree of security far beyond any we could hope to gain by our own resources,
For all nations, large and small, sovereignty would become an actual, tangible
thing, instead of being a figure of speech as it now is.
Sovereignty is one word. It has various meanings. But it has hundreds of
applications. There are many sovereignties. history is a record of lost
sovereignties. Sovereignties have had to give way in the Interest of security.
Nations and Individuals have had to relinquish sovereignties In the Interest of
security of a larger group. Once the threat of war is removed, and the security
of every nation guaranteed as proposed above, the sovereignties that have been
surrendered over the years can be returned to the individuals, groups and nations
that have had to surrender them.
Once security is a fact, military advantage will no longer dictate the attitudes
of nations toward the problems of existence. The benefits which would accrue to
the United States are almost beyond calculation. The alternative can only be
disastrous for us.
Our preparation for the Charter Revision Conference fs imperative. During
the past 9 years, some 50 of the 00 members of the U. N. have been pretty
consistently on our side. They haven't had to be on our side. They have
voluntarily voted with us because they were hopeful that we would lead the
way to wrld peace and security. We have spent millions for their rehabilitation
In the hope that in case of another war they would be on our side. But they are
not bound to be on our side. They will take the side that seems to offer them
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the best security. We con low theink one by one. Tight now they are fearful
that we may Involve them Ie another war, which they don't wont. Regional
defense organizatons, essential though they are at the moment, seem to me, and
are actually, threats to the existence of the U. N. Iloth for our own security
and for our allies, we should now lake the leadership toward strengthening
the U. N. Our IKition may get worse, but never be-tter.

The

CHAItMAN.

Mr. U. W. Greene of Salisbury, N. C.

STATEMENT OF G. W. GREENE, HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCE, CATAWBA COLLEGE, SALISBURY, N. C.
Mr. GReeNE. Senator Wileq, members of your staff, Mayor Frazier,
ladies and gentlemen, I am G. W. Greenelia retired naval officer. At
present I a1 head of the I)epartment of Sociai and Political Science
at Catawba College at Salisbury, N. C.
U. N. NEEDS REVIEW

I am undertaking to summarize my statement.

The first thing
I think that we need to remember is that the United Nations is a
manmade organization and, as such, if it needs to be corrected in any
way, it will be necessary for human beings to take the initiative and
do it.
Next year will mark the 10th anniversary of the United Nations,
and any nmanmade organization after a period of 10 years certainly
needs review.
When the review comes it may well be that we will find that it needs
some revision. As a matter of fact, I consider the Constitution of the
United States the greatest human document that was ever penned,
and yet you all remember that within a very short time after its
adoption it was found necessary to amend it.
I think that it is quite probable that we will find that we need to
revise the chart, particularly since, in one of its principal asipects, as
stated in the preamble, which is to save succeeding generations front
the scourge of war, it does not seem to have been as successful as we
had hoped that it would be.
The suggestion that a hydrogen bomb will jump up of its own
accord and will vaporize me, does not give me great concern. What
human beings, what men may do with the hydrogen bomb does mem
to me to be something thnt we need to be concerned about.
TIlE PR'ROIU.EMIS S'IRITUAL,

In other words, it seems to me that it is the spirit of man that is
the crucial point, and as many of our leaders in nil ranks of life have
indicated, the problem is a spiritual one, a matter of human relations
in the field of fie human spirit.
That being the case, it seems to me that in any attempt to arrive
at a satisfactory way of revision, it will be necessary to apply some
of the valid principles of human relations which have been discovered
and have been proved to be reasonably successful, and I would like
to mention very hurriedly just a few of these.
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NEFD FOR NEGOTIATION WITHIN *FRAND or(( RFXREN(Et
First of all, it seems to tie that ill the review and revision confert
ene if it is decided that it should ecotne a revision conference, that
we should go into the negotiation on the basis of negotiation instead
of starting oit illi aJset of ideas on oneo side and -sWt of ideas on the
other side, which need to be reconciled.
The second lhing, it seems to me, that we need to ircognize that what

people desire all(d what tile), are willing to go along with is something
which is already in their frame of reference.
I think we ned also to retogniz. that anything as important as this

needs to be tackled on the basis of executed agreenievlts, rather than
simply executory' agreenienis, agreem-lens which h, as lhy atre adopted,

will seemy logically to lead to t lie next step.
I hope that theUnited States will take the lead in a revision conference a ong these live., and il line with the statement made by Presi(lent Eisenhower just. a idly or two ago, we will exercise our leal~ershiip,
which he defined as the art of gettingother loc(Ile to do what you want
done became they want to do it.
The CHAIn AN. Thank you, sir.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Greene follows:)

lhi:AU oF inr. [)Ei'AKRtiU.NT OF SOCIAL AND
I'oLrrlCAL ScirNe, CATAWBA (O[ L.EOE, SALISUILtRY, N. C.

TzTIMONr or i'aor. G. W. (tr,

In World War I, I was an artIlleryman In the United States Army. I M-irred
In the AEF as an arlillery officer and also as a balloon observer. in World War
It, I wan in Naral Intelligence. I served in the Philippine Islands until captured
by the Japanem,. For nearly 1,000 days I was a prisoner of war. After rescue
by the Rangers at Cabanatuan I was returned to this country for many months
hospitalization, after which I was retired, for physical disability, with the
permanent rank of commander.
)uring the period between the wars I was a teacher and a businessman,
with interests In the Far East and (lie United States.
Since retirement from the Navy in 1940 1 have been teaching at Catawba
College, Salisbury, N. C., and I am now head of the Department (f Social and
Political Science. In 1047 1 became director of the World tJovernment Instilute
of Catawba College. This department of the college seeks to apply the custolmary
objective methods to a study of the praposithtn: that people everywhere can
function best In an orderly community, that order in community is the product
of law, that the world needs such law and order and that pence and prosperity
would be best served by the effective outlawing of war so that all men could
devote their time arid energies to their respective callings rather than wasting
their efforts, as many now do, lin seeking to compel others to conform to their
ways.
I appear before you today to testify personally and not as a representatives of
any of the numerous organizations to which I belong.
It Is my considered opinion that the United Nations Is the best hole that we
have for the settlement of the crucial problems which confront ug it the world
today. At the sane time we must recognize that the United Nations Is a
man-made organization and therefore not completely perfect. It needs something
more than It now has and since It is man-made it will le improved only toy itian's
efforts. We, the people of the United States, should seek to Impr-ve It, and
consequently need to take the lead In all efforts to that end. This must be done
with great care and In accordance with sound principles.
The lag between the world's political thinking and institutions on the one
band, and the means at our disposal for miass destruction on the other must be
eliminate. The gap must be closed. The suggestion that a hydrogen bomb may
jump up and vaporize me gives me no concern. On the other hand, the thought
of what man may do with the bomb does give me great concern. As so many
have stated, the problem Is a spiritual one. It is a matter of human relations.
In this field of human relation, I should like to suggest some principles that are
accepted as valid.
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(1) Men can and will work best toward the attainment of goals that are clear
and are recognized as attainable. When this is (lone the next step appears to
them to be logical and fits into their established mental frame of reference.
(2) Goals which are within this frame of reference, or In the mores, or in
the living law, depending upon which of the terms-psychological, sociological, or
political-you wish to use, are readily apprehended by people everywhere and
seem to them to be right,
(3) People like to have and ordinarily build for themselves institutions which
up with disor.
provide for an orderly life. People are willing, however, to lint
derly conditions where their emphasis Is placed upon some factor to the extent
that It seems to them to become all-important or nearly so.
(4) People sometimes, particularly In totalitarian regimes, are often not free
to express their views, but there Is always present in such cases an undercurrent
which threatens to arise and is a source of constant worry to the dictators. In
the struggle for the minds of men, the people who are in the above-mentioned
undercurrent are our allies in our attempts to eliminate the evils of totalitarian.
Ism from the world.
(6) Probably the greatest hindrance to the promotion of freedom and peace
among men is the psychosis which holds that war is the best, and perhaps only,
way in which problems arising between nations can be settled; and that the
threat of war must always remain one of the tools to be used In diplomacy.
(6) The use of physical force Is Justified whenever its use results In a decrease
in the sum total of force which comes into play. The United Nations needs to
have the right to, and the power to use, physical force for the ends mentioned.
Specifically then, the Charter of the United Nations needs to be reviewed, and
It seems to me that such review will show clearly that it needs revision. The
revision will have to he worked out In detail by the properly constituted authorttles in accordance with the orderly procedures of nations, which, in our case,
means by constitutional methods.
In the charter revision, the points mentioned above need to be kept In mind,
and then "Surely It Is not beyond the wit of man to make It possible to satisfy
such wants and to put to rout the vast Impersonal forces which seem Imperiously
to demand that humanity be bent and broken merely to produce the engines for
Its own destruction." (Secretary of State Dulles).
In a way that Is "foolproof" (ex-President Truman) and will preserve and in
fact enhance our freedom, we should lead In the effort to make the world an
orderly one by revising the United Nations Charter. Concretely and In the
order of the suggestions given above, let me amplify:
(1) As a part of charter revision, let us work out the whole program of maklg the United Nations Into the kind of an organization that It was intended
to be,viz, "to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war" (preamble).
Let us do It In agreements that step by step are "executed" rather than "executory." and so step by step commend themselves to the minds of men.
(2) Surely It Is In the frame of reference of men throughout the world that
an orderly community Is better than a disorderly one and where, for selfish or
any other reasons, men try to argue otherwise, they must sound unconvincing
even to their own people.
(3) The emphasis upon the use of physical force or even the threat of such
use should be changed by an enforceable prohibition upon the maintenance of
the means of mass destruction. Then the Institutions for peace and justice can
come.
(4) Recent events show clearly a considerable tide of dissatisfaction with dietatorships, which needs to be encouraged by strengthening the United Nations to
make it adequate to do its job properly.
(5) The solution of all international problems will become progressively
easier as the physical violence psychosis is removed from the minds of men.
(l) No manmade Institution Is perfect, and problems will remain to vex us.
Even the minimum of available force needed for Internal police work might be
used against others unless the United Nations has enough available power to
prevent such a use of force for violence against peaceable people. This power
applied to reduce the totality of force used one against another Is completely
justified. It must be carefully guarded to prevent It from becoming tyrannical,
but with a will and an Intelligent approach it can be done, I believe.
In 1776 we stated our belief that our Creator meant us to be free and so made
us. Frequently our freedom of choice is restricted to the lesser of two or more
evils. For example, shall we bomb or be bombed? We want neither. We are
not warmongers, but neither are we going to sit supinely by and allow others
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to work their will upon us. Shall we divert a large part of our life and treasure
Into destructive efforts which are useful only in that they prevent worse things
happening to us? We will do It willingly if that is the only choice we have, but
I am convinced that we do have another choice. I say we should refuse to allow
circumstances to take away our freedom of choice, and should use ur God-given
powers of rational thinking to preserve those freedoms and seek constanUy to
mold our world so that those freedoms may Indeed be Increased.
lIn the United Nations we have an organization which, however Imperfect It
now Is, can and should be used and Improved so that it can and will serve the
needs of tie succeeding generations of mankind.
Once the use of violence has been brought under control, and war has been
effectively eliminated as an instrument for use in foreign relations, then and
only then will the voluntary agencies of the United Nations be able to function
as Intended. It is my profound conviction that they should remain voluntary
and cooperative in nature. I see no need for, and as a citizen would oppose, any
of the grandiose schemes that have been suggested for a vast supergovernment
on a worldwide basis.

Tite CHAIRMIAN. Mrs. Harry B. Caldwell, of Greensboro, N. C.
STATEMENT OF MRS. HARRY B. CALDWEL,, DIRECTOR, PUBLIC
RELATIONS, NORTH CAROLINA STATE GRANGE
Mrs. CALDWEi.i. Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Harry B. Caldwell speaking
for the North Carolina State Grange.
My husband is the master of tle North Carolina State Orange,
and found it impossible to be here this afternoon, and for that reason
I am speaking for our organization.
We have around 200 local granges in North Carolina. They meet
twice a month and discuss many of the major questions affecting
agriculture.
oRANOF's INTERZr IN WORLM AFFAIRS AND U. N.

They are tremendously interested in world affairs. Our grange
members are interested in freedom for themselves and others, economic security, and peace.
It is our belief that these four objectives are so linked together that
we must move forward on all fronts to really be successful on any.
For these and other reasons we favor collective action to preserve
peace, expand markets and trade, and to enlarge the economic op.
portunities for people in the underdeveloped areas of the world.
Grange members have maintained a keen interest in world affairs
and have reasserted on several occasions their belief in the basic
objectives of the United Nations.
We recognize that it is not perfect, and desire to see it strengthened
in the light of experience.
Our members declared in a resolution adopted )y delegates at the
State Grange Convention that the United States, by virtue of its present position of power and influence in the world, has a magnificent
opportunity to lead the wortl toward peace; while we standi at the
apex of kower and influence it is our responsibility to strengthen tha
UInited Nations and make it the kind of world agency that will guarantee peace and security for all.
They alo suggested that our Government should take the initiative
in seeking changes in the United Nations Charter so as to give it
strength commensurate with its task.
The development of nuclear weapons makes it even more imper.
tive that we move forward in our efforts to preserve peace.
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SOME MODIFICATION IN VETI) FAVORED

While our members are not experts in the field of international
diplomacy, it is their view that the veto, as now used, has hamstrung
the operations of the United Nations on many occasions.
They, therefore, favor some modification in this provision of the
charter, and recommend that the absolute veto be limited to those
actions which clearly relate to the internal affairs and sovereignty of
nations; and that there be no veto on such matters as admiissions to
membership and the enforcement of U. N. agreements when the facts
have been determined and passed upon by tie International Court of
Justice.
CJIARTER NEUW CLARIFICATION RE iONIE.WrIC JURISDICTION

We understand the lre.ent charter provisions may ceate some unnecessary internal conflicts on questions which have little or no rela.
tion to world peace.
If this condition exists, then it is our view that the charter should
be clarified so that no interference with the internal affairs of nations
will result.
We specifically recommend that (lie authority of the United Nations
be limited to those matters related to world peace and security.
LIMITED WORLD GOVERNMENT MAY BE PRACrICAL APPROACII

Grange members in ,North Carolina also believe that some form of
limited world government nav be the most practical approach to the
problems. With this thought in mind, one of our resolutions recommends that a study be mad-e to determine the advisability of moving
in this direction.
Our resolution called for the establishment of a world judiciary
system to (teal with individuals in nmttersertaining to international
peace, with due regard to the sovereignty omtnations, and for the establishment of a World police force and a program to limit armaments,
subject to international inspection.
sr.V'IALIzE.) .AoF.NCIFs
Of course, we are very much interested in the specialized agencies,
particularly the FAO, and we would recommend that the funds be
allotted directly to FAO as a means of better serving our people.
North Carolina farmers realize that international programs are
usually expensive. Even so, it is our opinion spent wisely to help
establish economic security among the peoples of the world will be
* deterrent to. the spread of communism, and reduce the possibility
of war. If this should be the result, then funds used in this way will
be an investment in the cause of freedom and peace and will be less
costly than some of our objectives.
Mr. Chairmaih, we wish to thank you and your staff for coming to
Greensboro. We feel this is a real opportunity for the farm families
of North Carolina to express to you our desire for peace, and somehow we feel that it is the desire of the farm people of the world for
freedom and peace.
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'FIe CItIAt.0,N. As one granger to another, take my regards to
yolur husband.
Now, let nie ask you oie question: If Iu.sia would not accept any
amendments to the charter, what would be your attitude thenI
Mrs. (' ,%tuwf1L. Well. that is one of the baffling problems I am
sure that your committee is con fronted with, and certainly we do not
know the answer.
The ('.....
You acre a wise woman. Thank you very much.
[Laughter and applause.]
(The prepared statement of Mrs. Caldwell follows:)
STATIC, AENT BY

MRS.

I|Aalty B.

Noarir

('At.DWr.'.,

DI~ltc'TR, P~UBLIC RtELATIONS,

CAWOIuA STATE OANGE

My name Is Mrs. Harry It. Caldwell. I am director of iulic relations and
a member of the executive committee of the North Cnrolina state Orange. Our
office Is here in Greensboro. We want to join other local representatives in
welcoming the members of this fine committee to North Carolina. Mr. Harry B.
Caldwell, master of the State grange, was unable to attend this hearing so that
I am appearing as the official representative of the organization here today.
It Is my understanding that the Charter of the United Nations Orgatiziation
may be revlewce! In IMiS and that your committee is trying to ascertain the
views of Individuals and organizations about the U. N. prior to that time. This
statemeri reflects the attitudes of North Carolina Grange members as expressed
In resolutions adopted by delegates at our annual State convention during the
past few years.
The grange Is a general farm organization composed of men, women, and
young people. We have 200 local grange units and they are well distributed
over the State. Most of our local units meet semimonthly. Members discuss
Issues and formulate their policies at these community meetings and then send
the master of the grange and his wife or her husband to represent them at the
annual meeting of the State organization.
The members of our organization have a special interest In world affairs. Our
two major crops, cotton and tobacco, are great export crops. Anything which
Interferes with world trade affects the income of North Carolina farmers. Con.
aequently we have an economic Interest in the work of the U. N. organization.
Orange members are also Interested In freedom for themselves and others;
economic security: and peace.
It is our belief that these four objectives are so linked together that we must
move forward on all fronts to be realy successful on any. For these and other
reasons, we favor collective action to preserve peace; expand markets and
trade; and to enlarge the economic opportunities for people In the under.
developed areas of the world. Action of this kind will aid the cause of freedom
and be an important factor In defeating those evil forces which use hunger
and poverty as weapons In their campaign to control the world.
The North Carolina State Grange set up a special committee in 1948 to study
the problem. Grange members have maintained a keen Interest in world affairs
and have reasserted on several occasions their belief In the basic objectives
of the U. N. We recognize that It is not perfect and desire to see it strengthened
In the light of experience. Our members declared in a resolution adopted by

delegates at a State grange convention that "the United States, by virtue of Its
Present position of power and Influence in the world, has a magnificent opportunity to lead the world toward peace, and should act vigorously now. While
we stand at the apex of power and Influence It Is our responsibility to
strengthen the U. N. and make It the kind of world agency that will guarantee
peace and security for all." They also suggested that our Government should
take the Initiative In seeking changes in the IT. N. Charter "so as to give It
strength commensurate with its task." The development of nuclear weapons
makes It even more imperative that we move forward in our efforts to preserve
,eace.
While our members are not experts in the field ,f International diplomacy,
it Is their view that the veto as now used has hamstrung the operation of the
U. N. on many occasions. They, therefore, favor some modification in this
irovision of the charter and recommend-
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1. That the absolute veto be limited to those actions which clearly relate
to the Internal affairs and sovereignty of nations; and
2. That there be no veto on such matters as admissions to membership
and the enforcement of U. N. agreements when the facts have been determined and passed upon by the International Court of Justice.
We understand that present charter provisions may create some unnetssary
Internal conflicts on questions which have little or no relation to world peace.
If this condition exists, then it Is our view that the charter should be clarified
so that no interference with the Internal affairs of nations will result. We
specifically recommend that the authority of the U. N. be limited to those matters
related to world peace and security.
Orange members In this State also believe that somo forni of inilett world
government may be the most practical approach to the problems. With this
thought in mind one of our resolutions reconnnmends that a study be made to
determine the advtsability of moving in this dirtction. Any action of this kind
would require representation on sonic weighted basls, such as productive powers.
rather than on the basis of I member 1 vote. You will recognlse from this
statement that our members are exploring many aspects of the problem. This
particular resolution also called for1. The establishment of a world Judiciary system to deal with Individuals
In matters pertaining to International peace, with due regards to the sov.
ereignty of nations and
2. The establishment of a world police force and a program to limit arma.
ments subject to international InspecUon.
We have confined the statement thus far to the U. N. We want you to know,
however, that our organization is a strong supporter of the FAO and other
special agencies. The FiAO has a tremendous job to do In many underdeveloped
areas of the world since the economics of many of these nations rests largely
upon agriculture. We note with some concern the tendency of our Oovernment
to make lump-sum appropriations to U. N. for redistribution to these special
agencies. It occurs to us that the long time best interest of these programs,
the U. N. and such special agencies, as FAO. may be better served If Congress
appropriates the funds needed by each agency directly to them. We want to see
these proirrams expanded just as rapidly as sound operating arrangements can
be established In the problem areas of the world.
Orange members In this State commend the administration for current efforts
to expand world markets. We favor legislation which will give the Secretary of
Agriculture direct jurisdiction over the agricultural attach6s. We approve the
Trade Agreements Act and adjustments In tariff rates consistent with the
general welfare and advocate action which will simplify customs procedures.
We suggest that our Government explore with other governments the possibility
of a world food reserve Into which surplus supplies can be placed and from
which they can be withdrawn with the aid of some International financed
agency, such as the International Bank for lteconstruction and Development.
We also believe that a two-price system, if safeguarded to prevent dumping and
an International price war, may be helpful In expanding world markets for some
agricultural commodities.
North Carolina farmers realize that International programs are usually expensive. Even so It Is our opinion that money spent wisely to help establish
economic security among the peoples of the world will be a deterrent to the
spread of communism and reduce the possibility of war. if this should be the
result, then funds used In this way will be an Investment in the cause of freedom and peace and be less costly than some of the alternatles.
We want to thank you again for coming to Greensboro and for this opportunity
to express the views of Orange members on these vital issue.

The CHAIRMAN. I am Asked to make this announcement: The building superintendent has asked me to advise yio that smoking is strictly
prohibited in any part of this building. I trust we will all conform
o that rtqueL.
Mr. John J. Barnhardt. Carry on, sir.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN J. BARNHARDT, MEMBER, FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMISSION, THE AMERICAN LEGION
Mr. 1LnAI.MIbr. Senator Wihe,', iniibers of the panel, ladies and
gentlemen, I relnrvsent tile American IA'gion by authority of the nitiona l collmli ller.

I am at imemlber of the standing foreign relat ionms commission,
am a mmemlbr of tie special subcommittee of the comiis-sion to study
the United Nations Charter and proposed revisions, and I at chair.
man of the North Carolina l)eparment foreign relations committee,
and I ani here by special invitation from the (ates City Post, No. 282,
of the American Legion.
:sIIOIMiT1INoS AND .tCCOMI'LiIIMENIN

OF U. N.

The United Natlions, etmdeavorihig to operate its program and exercise tit jurisdiction of its charter, remains hmnpered and retarded in
its efforts in the face of mounting world tension.
It is evident that there is no intention on the part of Soviet Russii
to joi01 In any collective action for the elimimntion of world tension
and tie peaceful settlement of world problems. This fact is substantiated by Iutssia's indiscriminate use of the veto.
The tact remains that the United Nations has been successful in
many negotiations. The valuoof tle United Nations asa world forum,
giving opiportunities for discussion and statements of policy of its
ntmners, is inestimable.
The United Nations as an association of sovereign nations, by its
nature and tie implications of its charter, represents the hope of the
free world that it will, in due tine, be the instrument for tile creation
and preservation of world peace.
CHARTER HmViF.W
The Charter of the United Nations provides for a review on or after 1955. With this review in mind, the American Legion has a special
subcommittee of its foreign relations commi.sion to study possible
changes in the United Nations Charter, for tie purpose of keeping
the mnerican Legion abreast. of all proposed changeS-, by whatever
government, so that its policy will be kept on a current basis.
The fact that no action cal take place before 1955, and the further
fact that tile deliberations by the inenmber nations involved, in a re-

view or at tempted revision, will likely be a procedure of long duration,
the American Legion feels bound to a cont inning study.
CIIANOES4 FAVORED BY A~MERICA N 1LDOION

The American Legion favors the strengthening of the United Nations by limitations of the use of the veto in matters of aggression
international control of scientific weapons, and the establishment oi
an effective United Nations armed force.
The American Leqion favors a change in the United Nations Charter that will restrict it to the basic purpose for which it was foundedto maintain peace throughout the world.
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The American Legion is opposed to the participation of the United
States in any form of world government or federation.
QUEION OF UNITED STATES WF'IIDRAWAL FRO31 UNITED NATIONS

The CHAIRMAN. There have been some suggestions made to us that
the United States should withdraw from the United Nations. What
do you believe would become of the United Nations in that events
How do you feel about the suggestionI
Mr. BARNHARDT. Well, sir, we are not in favor of the breaking up of
the United Nations. We feel that as feeble as it is, it is the world's
best hope, and it is our challenge today to strengthen it, and what we
hope to see as a result of the 1955 or later review is a more effective
United Nations Charter.
The CHAIRMAN. The mayor would like to ask you a question.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A STRENOTHENED UN ITED NATION S AND WORLD
FEDERATION

Mayor FNAzins.How would you distinguish between a strengthened United Nations and a world federationI
Mr. BARNHARDT. Well, I do not think there is any comparison, to
start with. The world federation is a government and the United
Nations is an organization for the preservation of peace and not to
administer the functions of a government.
Mayor FRAzIrn. And how would you enforce the rules of that
strengthened United Nations?
Mr. BARNHARDT. Just as we have suggested here, that some implementation be given to article 43 that will enable us to provide an
armed force that would be able to enforce the mandates of the United
Nations.
.Mayor FRAZIER. How would that armed force be supervised, by
what local or by what central organization?
Mr. BARNIIARDr. You have your setup in the United Nations Charter as is, and I understand that there are technicalities which have prevented the implementation of the provisions and I am not adequate to
overcome those when wiser men than I have tried it and failed, but I
think it is something that we must find a way to achieve.
The CIIAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Harold Walters.
STATEMENT OF MRS. HAROLD WALTERS, PRESIDENT, LEAGUE OP
WOMEN VOTERS OF NORTH CAROLINA
Mrs. WALTERS. Senator Wiley, Mayor Frazier, ladies and gentlemen, I am Mrs. Harold Walters of Chapel Hill, president of the
League of Women Voters of North Carolina.
Our organization in North Carolina consists of about 1,500 members
located in 12 communities-I am going to shorten my testimony this
afternoon so that more people will be able to speak.
It is with great satisfaction that we heard that this committee was
planning to get a live expression of opinion from groups outside of
Washington. This seems to use a highly desirable manner of aseer-
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training the thinking and wishes of the people of the United States.
We hope that the results will justify the desirability of such procedure.
SUPPORT FOR UNITED NATIONS

The League of Women Voters--nat ional, State, and local-has given
wholehearted support to the United Nations since it was established at
the San Francisco Conference in 1950. We have continuously studied
the developments of the organization. We have watched it grow, have
analyzed its successes and failures. These pamphlets that we have
published and which are attached to this testimony bear witness of
our deep concern.
In the State of North Carolina, the League of Women Voters has
enthusiastically supported the United Nations. We have sponsored
U. N. Day celebrations in cooperation with other organizations. We
have distributed pamphlets and information to our schools- we have
furnished or obtained speakers on the United Nations. We have proinoted the use of film strips; we have put on radio and television programs and set up information booths to bring knowledge and under.
standing of the United Nations to the citizens of North Carolina.
After detailed study our membership has supported the technicalassistance program and ieounuended its expansion because we felt it
was not only useful but one of the best ways of bringing about international goodwill: We have several times urged Congress not to cut
our appropriations to the United Nations and its specialized agencies.
NO RECOMMENDATIONS NOW

It is the practice of the League of Women Voters to make a thorough
study of a proposition before arriving at a group decision as to its
merits. At this very time, in connection witi your hearings, leagues
throughout North Carolinw are holding meetings to stimulate citizen
thinking on the subject of charter review with the idea of building a
climate of interest in the charter and an understanding of its functions.
Some of the questions now being studied relate to the veto, universality of membership, domestic jurisdiction and national sovereignty,
the powers of the Security Council and the General Assembly, disarmament, and increased use of the International Court. The League
of Women Voters is not now prepared to recommend specific changes
in the U. N. Charter. We can assure you, however, that any discussion of proposed changes will be carried to our membership and to the
communities in which we live.
In urging continued and maximum use of the United Nations we
would liTe to stress the philosophy of the late Senator Vandenbergnamely, that these issues so vital to us all be placed over and above
partisan politics. It is our conviction that, in spite of its shortcomings, the United Nations remains still the only forum of debate
on a global scale and the one place where negotiations in international
politics can be conducted before the eyes of the entire world.
The CHA1RMAN. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Miriam L. Levering, Ararat, Va.
424-4--pt.
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STATEMENT OF MIRIAM L LEVERING, ARARAT, VA., COUNCIL
OP CHURCH WOMEN
Mrs. LEVERINo. Mr. Chairman, Senator Wiley, and Mayor Frazier
and members of the committee, I speak this afternoon for the Council
of Church Women of Ararat, Va., where I live, and help to raise
apples, children, flowers, kittens, and so forth.
U. N. SECURITY SYSTEM IS UNWORKABLE

Now, it seems to the that the fundamental problem that faces us is
the fact that the present United Nations is liable to protect us from
hydrogen war in this atomic age.
The United Nations security system is unworkable because once a
nation is attacked it depends on other nations coming to their aid, and
a nation in a hydrogen age is unwilling to come to that aid for fear
that hydrogen bombs will come down upon them. So that the present
security system of the United Nations impresses me as being unworkable and immoral.
Now, at present our security is hinging primarily on the hope that
Russia will not use hydrogen and cobalt bombs and, as all of us can
see, that is a very thin thread for the security of everything that we
hold dear to hinge upon.
A SYSTE31 OF ARMAMENT CONTROL

I think it is recognized by a great many of us here today that real
security requires the elimination of aggressive armament from all nations under enforceable law. Now here I want to raise a few questions.
Does this mean that the United Nations should have power to make
law? I believe that the answer is, Not necessarily. That would likely
seem dangerously vague to most people.
The law, perhaps, should be the disarmament agreement itself
spelled out simultaneously by the review conference. How should
this agreement be enforcedI You see, in that way you have something absolutely specific to enforce, not something that was vague,
which you would be afraid to write into a document.
How should this agreement be enforced? Probably as suggested
by Secretary Dulles; it should be enforced by a seial organ of the
United Nations controlling an international civilian inspection and
police force, and an international armed force.
Now, the next question is then, What protection should be provided against abuse by the police or the control organ? I believe
these bodies should be checked by expanded world courts operating
under carefully prepared bills of rights, because all of us would want
to protect our sovereignty and protect our rights and freedoms against
abuse.
The money .saved from a system of control of armaments could be
used then to help the nations of the world to whom communism is
now appealing. Well, if this analysis is true, the question then isit is complicated, as it seems to be and is difficult, and the problem
of the Russians-Do we give up or do we try?.
Now, if we give up, we have given the Russians the victory. We
have let them dictate our foreign policy. In effect, we have aban-
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doned our own sovereignty to the Russians and said, "Our fear of
)ou has prevented us from even making an effort."
I think then that the rest of the world might well conclude that
we are nothing more than one more military power in the world
who is more interested in our own bombs than in their babies, and
that we would accentuate a trend which has already set in, a trend
away from appearing to the eyes of the world as a peace-loving
power.
Now, if we try these are the steps we should follow, I believe:
We should call the review conference, we should try to obtain unity
of the free world at the conference behind proposals, and then we
should beam the message of the conference behind the Iron Curtain
not once, not twice, not a hundred times, not a thousand times, and
we should disturb the Russians and the rest of the world with a proposal for peace.
I believe, in fact, that this is the time for faith and, as I conclude,
I want to give a. story to you with which you are familiar, from the
Bible.
You will remember when the children of Israel sent the spys out
in the promised land, the spys came back and reported, "Oh, there
were giants in the earth, and we were as grasshoppers," and so they
wandered for 40 more years in the wilderness because they had a
grasshopper complex.
I want to tell you that it is my opinion that history and humanity
owe their debts to the men who saw the giants, who met the giants, but
who kept their eyes on the promised land.
Thank you very much.
The CuAmxAz. Thankyou. [Applause.]
(The prepared statement of Mrs. Levering follows:)
STATEMENT OF MRS. MIRIAM I&LEVRno
My name is Miriam Levering. I live at Ararat, Va., where I help to raise apples,
children, flowers, and kittens. In addition, I try to raise my voice for the United
Nations and the peace of the world. I speak on behalf of the Ararat, Vs., Council
of Church Women. You will quickly see that we speak, not out of scholarship,
but out of concern. The United Nations is seldom out of our prayers. We discuss Its work several times a year. We believe that next to the churches, it is
the world's best hope of peace.
May we sincerely thank this committee for the thought being given to the
review of the United Nations Charter In 1955. This impresses us as constructive
peace making; a vital part of a program for world peace. "Unto whom much is
given, much is required," is plain Scripture teaching. We feel that it Is required
of America to work for a stronger United Nations for three reasons:
First, the present United Nations, proud as we are of its accomplishments, is
not now able to prevent hydrogen, radioactive war. Its collective security system
depends upon coming to the aid of an attacked nation. In a hydrogen war,
who would be there to rescue? The present United Nations collective security
system still contemplates war as a normal method. This is unworkable because
a nation will not go to the aid of a victim of aggression If it fears a hydrogen
rain on its own cities. It is immoral because it blots out the creatures God has
made In Ills own Image. What could this be but a desperate last resort, not a
realistic system of collective security. Our chief reliance now against hydrogen
war is the hope that Russia will be too much afraid of our retaliation to strike.
The commonsense of the men ir the Kremlin is too slim a reed on which to hang
the fate of everything we hold dear. The United States must work steadily for
a security system which begins before the aggressor has struck. It must prevent his being armed with these deadly weapons. It requires inspection and
enforcement by the United Nations, automatically and on individuals. He must
be atrested and tried in world courts, safeguarded by a bill of rights written
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Into the charter to prevent abuse. Alexander Hamilton was never more right
than he Is in the hydrogen age when he said that enforcing against states was
"the maddest scheme ever devised by the mind of man" (Federalist Papers,
1788).
The time is come to strike at war Itself, under any name or any auspices. We
must leave no stone unturned to make the United Nations an adequate Instrument
to eliminate war itself. Nothing else makes sese to the practical mind or the
Christian conscience.
Second, the present United Nations, despite Its Indispensable humanitarian
work, does not have resources to prevent Communist subversive of the world's
poorer peoples. Its agencies live from hand to mouth. Its program Is limping,
not marching. UNICEF, FAO, WHO, etc., must hare money and on a sufficiently
long-time basis for adequate planning ahead.
Third, the United States must regain its reputation as a humanitarian Nation.
Once Judged by our self-saerflcing missionaries and teachers throughout the
world, we are now regarded with fear as the rich and bomb-happy Yankee.
President Eisenhower said we would give further help in Indochina when we are
Invited. We will be Invited when they trust us. We will be trusted when we
raise the standard of peace, freedom, and human welfare; when we again
stress technical assistance, foreign student exchange, UNICEF, etc. Out over
the deadly hydrogen mushroom must be seen another cloud, even the site
of a man's hand: "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, ye have done It unto me."
Gentlemen of the committee, it is the conviction of our organization that if
our country leads a move toward a United Nations such as I have pictured, you
will have raised a standard, seized the initiative from the Communists, embarrassed them with their own people, educated the American people in the facts
of life of the atomic age, and moved us forward in the struggle for world order.
There are risks, of course: the risk of Russian withdrawal. Be careful not to
The risk of American extremist isolationist sentiment might
push them ot.
hurt U. N. appropriations. They are noisy, but as the polls show, small. I don't
believe a review conference could hurt the charter because It takes a two-thirds
vote of the U. N. members plus a unanimous vote of the Big 5 to change the
charter for better or worse. Bnt remember that our greatest successes in these
postwar years have been calculated risks. This is another one. But I believe it
must be taken because it is far more dangerous to leave the world in lawless
condition where any nation either accidentally, or with misguided or criminal
intent can rain atomic death on his neighbors at his own will and whim. Isn't It
unrealistic to think that someone, sometime will not do It?
Is It not a danger that If the United Nations does not move forward it will
be pushed backward?
We favor the following changes In the charter:
I. Abolition of the veto on the admission of new members.
2. Abolition of the veto on recommendations for peaceful settlements of disputes, and eliminating the veto on matters which are really procedural.
3. Changes to make possible an effective system of disarmament of all nations
with Inspection and enforcement upon Individual violators by courts, United
Nations courts. An International Equity Tribunal with power to advise In
nonlegal disputes would be valuable.
Some of the requirements of an effective system of disarmament such as enforcement on individuals and satisfactory controls would be impossible without
charter revision. It would also be needed for changes In the International Court
of Justice and the International Equity Tribunal. It might also apply to dependable revenue and an international armed force. The general disarmament
agreement and provision for the international civilian Inspection and police
force might also need to be written into the charter or as additions to It. The
functions of the Disarmament Commission in administering the agreement might
need to be spelled out in the charter. Probably no new system of representation
In the U. N. Assembly would be required.
Whether you are for or against charter review for the purpose of making a
United Nations capable of preventing preparation for aggression depends largely
on attitude. When the Israelites sent out the spies Into the Promised Land, they
reported back that there were giants In the earth and "we were as grasshoppers."
If you are afraid of the giants, If you have a "grasshopper complex" you will
likely oppose this step. If you see beyond the diffmculties to the Promised Land,
you are likely to favor it. History owes Its debts to those who threaded their
way through the difficulties with their eyes on the Promised Land.
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Apropos of the last statement, I might quote also from the Scriptures that faith is the substance of things hoped for, tile evidence
of things unseen.
We who have faith may see this world peaceful if we just keep our
heads away from the fears and the doubts and keep our feet on the
ground in the field of commonsense.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McNeill Smith. Carry on.
STATEMENT OF MeNEILL SMITH, GREENSBORO, N. C.
Mr. SMmi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, and Mr. Mayor, my name
is McNeill Smith; I live in Greensboro, and I am a lieutenant commander in the Naval Reserve, a lawyer and a lay leader of the Greensboro Methodist Church.
I appear here as an individual and, I believe, my opinions are consistent with the expressed opinions of the Methodist Church.
We have just lost our beloved Senator Clyde Hoey; he was very
much interested, as you pointed out this morning, in this hearing, and
wanted you to come to North Carolina and to record the views of
the people in this section of America in regard to the United Nations.
REMARKS OF THE IATE SENATOR IIOFY ON THE UNITED NATIONS

It is only fitting that the following remarks of Senator Hoey himself on the subject should be a part of your record. On the floor of
the Senate January 17,1950, Senator Hoey offered a petition from 152
leading North Carolinians urging the United Nations be developed
into a world federation open to a I nations with defined and limited
powers adequate to preserve peace, and prevent aggression through
the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law.
Senator Hoey said then:
Several resolutions have been submitted In the Senate looking toward amendIng the United Nations and to Implementing that organization with suflicent
power and authority to make It effective In the field of foreign relations.
I have Joined as a sponsor for some of these resolutions; I think they are
all good. However, after careful consideration of the resolutions submitted, I

believe that this particular resolution would be most effective and I should like
to see our Foreign Relations Committee take favorable action on It.

I offer, sir, Senator Hoey's remarks and the petition to which he
referred, and call your committee's attention to the fact that the list
of signers is as distinguished a one as we could have assembled in
North Carolina for any proposition. They are the leaders of our
State in every walk of life in that petition; every Federal judge in
North Carolina, a majority of our Supreme Court of North Carolina,
every member of the Governor's Council of State, the heads of the
colleges and universities of our State, our most prominent industrialists, ministers, farm, labor and civic leaders. I do not believe a more
representative or effective group of similar size could have been found
in North Carolina.
Other witnesses today have talked about various phases of United
Nations Charter revision. I would like to offer certain suggestions
relating to disarmament.
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DISARMAMENT

There is nothing specific in the present charter on disarmament.
Article 11 refers to General Assembly recommendations with regard
to the "principles governing disarmament and the regulations of
armaments." Article 47 calls for a Military Staff Committee to advise the Security Council on "the regulation of armaments, and possible disarmaments." In 9 years the Security Council has made no
progress in formulating plans "for a system for the regulation of
armaments" pursuant to article 26.
Some persons have advocated that the charter be revised so as to
vest in the General Assembly or some other agency of the United
Nations a broad legislative power to regulate and control armaments.
I do not believe such a broad grant of power is wise, necessary, or
politically possible. Not only our people but the people of other
nations will want to see spelled out in detail in the charter itself the
specific, basic world laws relating to the manufacture, possession, and
use of weapons of all kinds.
Since there is nothing like this in the charter now, I'm not talking
about giving up or changing what we have but rather about creating
and addin what we need but do not now have.
These auditions should cover three main subjects: (1) The basic
law for the reduction and limitation of national armaments; (2) the
personnel to enforce those laws; (3) some device or agency for controlling those personnel engaged in that enforcement job.
First, the charter itself, as revised or added to, should spell out the
terms for the reduction and limitation of national arms.
We have attended to this in treaties before that, but obviously this
will prohibit some and establish limitations on others, and the thing
cannot be accomplished overnight, so the charter itself ought to
spell out the stages through which reductions should take place.
(2) From the outset, however, the United Nations must have
special personnel to enforce this schedule. The charter itself should
provide for both a civilian type inspection force and an international
armed force, their size, composition and method of selection and operation.
These additions to the charter which I have gone into somewhat
further in detail in the statement would provide a workable system
to prevent the preparation for aggression operating without a veto
and with safeguards for our personal liberties, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very, very much, sir.
(The statement of Mr. Smith follows:)
STATEMENT or McNFri., SuiTH, GRMaN-SoRO, N. C.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is McNeill Smith. I live
In Greensboro and am a lawyer, a lieutenant commander in the Naval Reserve,
ad lay leader of the Greensboro district of the Methodist Church. I appear as
an Individual, but I believe my remarks to bw consistent with the expressed
policy of the Methodist Church.
We have just lost our beloved Senator Clyde Hoey. He was very much interested In this hearing and wanted your committee to come to North Carolina
to record the views of the people In this section of America in regard to the
United Nations. It is only fitting that the following remarks of Senator Hoey
himself on the subject should be a part of your record. On the floor of the
Senate, January 17, 1950, Senator Hoey offered a petition from 152 leading North
Carolinians, urging the United Nations be developed Into a world federation
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open to allnations with defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace
and prevent aggression through the enactment, Interpretation and enforcement
of world law.
Senator liopy said then:
"Several resolutions have been submitted In the Senate looking toward amending the United Nations and to Implementing that Organization with suffcient
of foreign relations.
power and authority to make it effective in the field
"I have joined as a sponsor for some of these resolutions; I think they are all
good. However, after careful consideration of the resolutions submitted, I
believe that this particular resolution would be most effective and I should like
to see our Foreign Relations Committee take favorable action on it."
I offer, Sir, Senator Iloey's remarks and the petition to which he referred,
and call your committee's attention to the distinguished signers, the leaders
of our State in every walk of life, every Federal judge In North Carolina, a
majority of our Supreme Court of North Carolina, every member of the Governor's Council of State, the heads of the colleges and universities of our State,
our most prominent industrialists, ministers, farm, labor, and civic leaders. I
do not believe a more representative or effective group of similar size could
have been found in North Carolina.
Other witnesses today have talked about various phases of United Nations
Charter revision. I would like to offer certain suggestions relating to disarmament.
There Is nothing specific in the present charter on disarmament. Article 11
refers to General Assembly recommendations with regard to the "Principles
governing disarmament and the regulations of armaments." Article 47 calls for
a Sitiitary Staff Committee to advise the Security Council on "the regulation of
armaments, and possible itisarmaments." In 9 years the Security Council has
made no progress in formulating plans "for a system for the regulation of
armaments" pursuant to article 26.
Some persons have advocated that the charter be revised so as to vest in the
General Assembly or some other agency of the United Nations a broad legislative power to regulate and control armaments. I do not believe such a broad
grant of power is wise, necesary, or polittcally possible. Not only our people
but the people of other nations will want to see spelled out in detail in the
charter itself the specific, basic world laws relating to the manufacture, possession and use of weapons of all kinds.
Since there Is nothing like this in the charter now, I'm not talking about
giving up or changing what we have but rather about creating and adding what
we need but do not now have.
These additions should cover three main subjects: (1) The basic law for the
reduction and limitation of national armaments, (2) the enforcement personnel,
(3) control of the enforcement personnel.
(1) The charter itself should spell out the basic law for the reduction and
limitation of national armaments. Obviously this law will prohibit some
wealmns and establish definite limitations on the existence of the others, and
since these prohibitions and limitations cannot be achieved overnight, the charter
itself ought to spell out the stages through which the reductions would take
place.
(2) From the outset, however, the United Nations must hi.ve special personnel
to enforce this schedule. The charter itself should provide for both a civilian
type inspection force and an international armed force, thwir size, composition
and method of selection and operation.
(3) There must be controls over such enforcement personnel. A new special
organ to supervise such personnel might be created for that single purpose. That
might be both better and ,asier than for such personnel to be responsible to
the General Assembly, for example. Representation and voting in such an
agency would lb so important that the major nations, like America, could not
leave such a matter to a General Assembly where each nation, large or small,
has an equal vote-and It might be easier to set up a fairer voting system In
such a new organ than it would be to change an old ono. Furthermore, the
General Assembly concerns itself with many other matteti and to have the
Armament Control Administration separate and apart and confined to that one
job alone might reduce the chance for intrusion In matters within the domestic
jurisdiction of member nations. This new organ would be merely supervising
the enforcement of the basic armament control law which vould be a part of
the charter itself, and would not be exercising any legislatlvq power to make
that law, and this would be an additional safeguard for member nations.
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Finally, the Statute of the International Court of Justice would have to
be
amended to create subdivisions of that court and give them compulsory Jurisdiction In all cases involving the armament control laws. The enforcement
personnel should (1) make arrests only on warrants Issued by this court or
subdivisions thereof, (2) order prohibited weapons confiscated and destroyed on
orders of this court and (8) be subject to restraint by this court, administering
a specific bill of rights to protect individual liberty.
These additions to the charter would provide a workable system to prevent
preparation for aggression, operating without a veto, with full safeguards for
our personal liberties.
Americans want both peace and freedom. We stayed out of the old League of
Nations and got World War II and high taxes. We Joined In forming the United
Nations and got Korea and the cold war and higher taxes.
Is there no policy that will bring us both peace and freedom?
* Wars are not caused by (1) evil men, greed abd selfishness, (2) difference in
language, color, and creed, or (8) poverty and hunger. Pick any people anywhere in the world, and you will find some evil and greedy ones and some good
ones and the majority will be fairly decent Individuals. Pick any people anywhere in the world and you will find differences In wealth and health. But you
will not find warfare-that Is. mass violence-between the evil men on the one
side and the good on the other, or between the rich and the poor, or the fed and
the hungry, or the well and the sick. We have all those differences right here
inside the United States, but we don't have wars Inside the United States. So
It is wherever you look, anywhere in the world.
What is it then that Is peculiar about wars? There always will be individual
violence, like murder, rape, and arson, but the distinctive things about mass
violence, which we call war, is that in modern history wars take place between
nations, between groups of people organized under separate governments. War
Is the way nations try to settle the disputes of their separate peoples, because
there is no lawful way to settle them.
Wherever you go, people will always have disputes. We have plenty of disputes among the people in Greensboro and Guilford County and North Carolina,
but we have the law-that manmade political machinery, for settling those disputes, and we get along tolerably well. We aren't all saints, and we know it.
Anyone of us who tries to settle a dispute by personal violence is tried and sent
to prison. Bound by the law, we enjoy far more liberty and prosperity than
If there were no laws and no government to enforce It.
The first lesson of history is that people can't live In close contact without
fighting, unless they live under a common government, able to make and enforce
laws. We know this in North Carolina and In the larger area known as the
United States of America where 160 million people of various colors, creeds, languages, and conditions live together without fighting because they live under
the rule of the law. Forty million Frenchmen do the same thing Inside France.
So do the British, the Italians, even the Russians, the Indians, the Australians,
etc., each group living together without fighting because they are under some
law.
But the people of the world, taken as a whole, are now In daily close contact
with each other. This is a result of trade and scientific Improvements In transportation, and communication. Whether we like It or not, It's so.
The people of the world, thus living In cloae daily contact with each other,
can't get along without fighting unless they live under a common government.
It is naive to think otherwise, but in spite of the two world wars in a generation
to prove the point, many people haven't seen it yet.
At the end of the First World War, most of the nations on earth joined In the
League of Nations In an effort to pool their collective forces In emergencies
against any nation thought by the others to be too aggressive.
The United States refused to join the League. Whether that alone caused Its
failure is questionable. In any event the League fell down when Its member
nations disagreed among themselves as to what collective action should be taken
against Japan, Germany, and Italy when they began their aggressive expansion
In the thirties. During World War II there was a feeling among our allies
that there should be some postwar world organization "with teeth In It."Plans
were made at meetings In this country between the representatives of the various
allied nations and on October 24, 1945, the United Nations began operation
under a charter ratified by 60 nations. In 6% years, what has the U. N. accomplished? I it a government? Should Improving the United Nations be any
concern of Americans? What Improvements are needed?
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On the achievement aide the U. N. has conciliated opposing forces in Palestine,
Indonesia, and Kashmir, assisted the people of Libya toward self-government,
and with very small funds (equal to about 60 cents per American) has done
valuable work in some of the worst famine and diseased areas in the world.
When the Communist forces from North Korea on June 25, 1950, Invaded
South Korea, crossing the 88th parallel which the United Nations had established as the boundary between North Korea (previously occupied by Russian
troops) and South Korea (previously occupied by American troops), the United
Nations Security Council, on motion of the United States, declared the North
Koreans aggressors and requested all the member nations of the United Nations
to send forces to help repel the attack. By accident the Russian delegate to the
Security Council was absent on the day of the vote so that he didn't get a chance
to veto the decision.
The military action against aggression In Korea has depended largely on the
United States which has sent by far the largest part of the forces and supplies.
The fighting continued for nearly 3 years.
This particluar Communist attack has been frustrated, but fighting still is
going on In Indochina, between Communist forces and forces friendly to America,
and in most other parts of the world, particuarly In Germany, there Is the tension
and conflict between Soviet design and the resistance of the Western Nations
which we call the cold war. It could get hot at any time. Unless something
new Is added to the picture, a general worldwide war, sooner or later, seems more
probable than not.
Does our experience in Korea show that the United Nations Is both (1) so weak
and unpredictable that it will not deter Communist aggression, and (2) so
loosely put together that we cannot be sure other member countries will bear
their fair share In men and money to carry out its policies?
Last year on the day that President Eisenhower visited Salisbury he made
a great speech about the chances for a just peace for all people, saying:
"We are ready to make of the United Nations an institution that can effectively guard the peace and security of all peoples."
What changes can be made that will enable the U. N. to do the Job? Charter
revision of the United Nations is already scheduled for consideration in 1955,
on Its 10th anniversary. Now is the time to be deciding what changes ought to
be made.
First, it is necessary to realize that the United Nations as It Is now constituted
is not a government. It can't make any laws, but merely recommendations to
the sovereign member nations, requesting them to take appropriate individual
national action. Its decisions do not apply to individuals like laws do, but only
to national governments. It has no dependable revenue.
It has no police force. When the Korean crisis arose all that the United
Nations could do was to Issue a call for a po.se, very similar to the posses that.
are called out after the outlaws In the wild-west movies.
At Lima, Peru, and elsewhere In the world, large crowds of men applied at
the American Embassy to Join the United Nations army to fight In Korea. But
there was no U7nited Nations army and there Is none now. There Is only the
American Army or the British Commonwealth Division or the Greek Brigade,
etc. Because of the pay which would be far better than the average min any
where In the world could expect to get In his lifetime, it Is a fair conclusion that
an adequate number of soldiers could have been raised to fight in Korea from
all over the world If there had been a United Nations army or police force. With
such a force In being enforcing laws prohibiting armaments and aggression,
directly on Individuals rather than on national governments, Korea could have
been avoided and we would be facing the future with far more hope of avoiding
further worldwide wars.
One reason why the United Nations has never been permitted to make laws
and have police forces to enforce them is that If the lawmaking were done by
the present General Assembly, where each nation has one vote, the United States
has a ridiculously small voice. On the other hand, representation on a purely
population basis wouldn't be fair either because India and China have the
largest population but the least experience In self-government. Some compromise basis between these extremes would have to be devised.
Until we can substitute government and law for the present league of separate
sovereign states and the practice of diplomacy, we really can't expect to avoid
future world wirs.
But can we make of the United Nations a real government with lawmaking
and law-enforcing power without losing our liberties here in America?
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Of course any all-powerful superstate with unlimited powers over all Individuals in the world would be anathema not only to Americans but to a majority
of the rest of the people. No one likes tyranny. We fought two world wars to
prevent the establishment of German rule throughout all the world. We are opposing Soviet world rule right now. But negative opposition to tyrants is not
enough. The world needs a government and we have the duty as freedom-lovint
peoples to provide a government for the world whose powers will be so limited and
defined, and Its representation so fair that It will not be tyrannical and will not
interfere with our domestic lives. The federal form of government where the
local government makes local laws for local affairs and the central government
makes laws only for the larger affairs of the whole Is the solution to our dilemma.
We must make of the United Nations a real federal world government with lirlted powes--llmited to making laws prohibiting the construction, possession,
and use of armaments beyond those needed by the nations for purely internal
police purposes and to enforcing those laws against individuals.
President Eisenhower in that same speech talked about disarmament and in
each reference to disarmament he talked about "a practical system of inspection
under the United Nations." So long as any nation can build military power to
threaten others, each nation must rely upon its own armed forces for security.
Neither peace nor security can be achieved through one-sided disarmament nor
through disarmament treaties. Disarmament can only come under the protection
of such a federal world government as Indicated, which can guarantee to the
people of each nation security from attack by others.
This will require some substantial revision of the United Nations but it is the
only way that we are ever going to get anywhere towards reducing armaments
and taxation and finding peace, prosperity, and freedom.
The Republican administration is already finding it hard to cut the budget much.
The reason is that for the third time within .35years, a government In which we
Americans are not represented and over which we have no control, has forced
radical changes in our domestic economy. In 1917 it was the Kaiser, and then
in 1941 it was Hitler and Tojo, and then later Stalin and the Sovite Government.
In a way more awful than in 1776 we are being subject to "taxation without representation." To restore our freedom of action in our domestic affairs-to restore
our sovereignty, American policy must be to work now for revising the United
Nations along these lines, to establish law and order in the world and permit us
Americans and the rest of the free world safely to reduce taxes and controls and
enjoy a greater degree of personal freedom than today's threats of Communist
aggression allow.
We must not put off strengthening the United Nations if we are to remain "the
land of the free and the home of the brave."

REMARKS OF SENATOR CLYDz

R.

HOEY, UNITED STATES SENATE, JANUARY 17, 1050

Mr. President, I present for appropriate reference a petition signed by a large
number of leading citizens from North Carolina, addressed to the Senators and
Members of the House of Representatives, in support of House Concurrent Resolution 64 and Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, relating to the strengthening of the
United Nations. The petition was signed by a large number of the outstanding
men and women in North Carolina who bare given sincere and earnest thought
to world conditions and to the necessity for establishing and maintaining world
peace.
Several resolutions have been submitted in the Senate looking toward amending the United Nations and to implementing that organization with sufficient
power and authority to make it effective in the field of foreign relations.
I have joined as a sponsor for some of these resolutions; I think they are all
good. However, after careful consideration of the resolutions submitted, I
believe that this particular resolution would be most effective and I should like
to see our Foreign Relations Committee take favorable action on it.
Although I was not one of the original sponsors of the resolution, I take
pleasure in giving It my support.
I ask unanimous consent that this petition be printed in the Record with all
the signatures attached and referred to the Foreign Relations Committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Carl W. McMurray of Marion, N. C.
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zation will be destroyed. We believe that the only practicable way in which to achieve a just and lasting
peace is through the establishment of a world federal government with limited but adequate powers.
-We believe that this may best be done by amending the Charter of the United Nations to develop it into such a
limited world federal government; and that the United States should assume world leadership in advocating such
amendments. Therefore, we endorse House Concurrent Resolution 64, sponsor&l by 105 Representatives, including
North Carolina's Thurmond Chatham, and Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, sponsored by 21 Senators, including
North Carolina's Frank P. Graham. These Resolutions read substantially as follows:
"Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), that it is the sense of
the Congress that it should be a fundamental objective of the foreign policy of the United
States to support and strengthen the United Nations, and to seek its development into a world
federation open to all nations with defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace
and prevent aggression through the enactment, interpretation,and enforcement of world law."
We strongly urge that North Carolina's Congressional Delegation unanimously support these Resolutions; that
each member of the Delegation publicly announce his support; and that each actively voice his support before the
appropriatecommittees and on the floor of Congress.
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STATEMENT OF MRS. CARL W. MoMURRAY, STATE CHAIRMAN OF
NATIONAL DEFENSE, NORTH CAROLINA DAUGHTERS OF THE
AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Mrs. McMuRRAY. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Wiley and Mayor Frazier, thank you for the privilege of
appearing before this distinguished body of the Subcommittee of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
I am Mrs. Carl W. McMurray of Marion, N. C., speaking in behalf
of the State Society, Daughters of the American Revolution; as State
chairman of national defense and as a regent of the Marthe Pettigrew
Chapter of the North Carolina Daughters of the American Revolution; also as State president of the National Association of American
Pen Women; and I am filing a testimonial for certain members of the
Marion and Asheville branches, and for individual citizens of Marion.
U. N. SHOULD BE MAINTAINED AS WORLDWIDE MEETING PLACE
When the United Nations Organization was formed its primary
purpose was distinctly understood to be as a worldwide diplomatic
meeting place for the discussion of world problems by the representatives of its member nations, in the hope of amicable settlement of international differences and disputes, thus tending toward better world
understanding and greater chance for world peace.
This main objective should be maintained. It should be emphasized
in any proposed revising of the United Nations Charter in 1955.
The United Nations Organization should continue to serve as an
assemblage of sovereign nations seeking to improve international
relations. It can accomplish much good, if it undertakes its tasks
through processes of study and arbitration, advice, and education.
AGAINST WORLD GOVERNMENT

We sincerely trust that this committee of distinguished Senators
will not approve any amendments to the United -Nations Charter
which might transform it from a voluntary organization of sovereign
nations into a world government or limited world government.
Some unrealistic, impractical, or visionary persons are advocating
the so-called strengthening of the United Nations by converting it
This we
into a world government or partial world government.
strenuously oppose.
All of us are for world peace and world order. But the way to
procure them is not through forced union of diversified groups , with
divergent interests and differing standards of law and justice.
With manifold diversities of governments, philosophies, ideologies,
and principles in various parts of the world today, no form of world
government could possibly be feasible.
Naturally some other nations may want the United States of
America to take over the major financing of their governmental costs,
as would likely have to be done under any kind of world government.
But, even though our United States would have to pay the lion's
share of its costs, our Nation would necessarily be outvoted by more
populous areas in any type of world government. With such vast
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regions now under Communist rule, the results would be disastrous for
our constitutional Republic and out American way of life.
We want to keep the Federal Constitution and Bill of Rights be.
queathed to our trust by American patriots. We do not wish to surrender our constitutional liberties. Why should we sell or lose our
birthright
DOMESTIO JURISDICTION

Furthermore, we object strenuously to giving the United Nations
the power to pass treaties and rules which might supersede our Constitution or interfere in our domestic affairs. We want our duly
elected representatives to keep their constitutional authority to pass
our own internal laws. We oppose strongly the role of the United
Nations as a world legislator or a world policeman.
If the United Nations is permitted to have jurisdiction in the
domestic affairs of our country or any other country, frictions and
irritations, strife and war, will follow. Peace would not be promoted.
When the United States Senate ratified the United Nations Charter
it was definitely believed that there would be enforcement of article
2, paragraph 7, which reads:
Nothing contained in the present charter shall authorize the United Nations to
Intervene In matters which are essentially within the domestic Jurisdiction
of any state. * * 0

This important provision should be retained in any possible revision
of the U. N. Charter, and should be strictly obeyed.
NOT "PEOPLES" OF T

U. N., BUT "NATIONS"

Accordingly, we urge that the third word in the United Nations
Charter should be changed from "peoples" to "nations." We are not
"peoples" of the United Nations. No people anywhere have ever
voted for delegates to represent them in the United Nations organization. The U. N. is composed only of member nations-united nations
supposedly. Individually, we do not pledge allegiance to the United
Nations. We in America pledge allegiance only to the United States
of America.
VETO POWER

It is our conviction, too, that the veto power should be retained in
the Security Council. In this way, and perhaps in this way alone,
can we be assured of the preservation of our constitutional freedoms
under our own republican form of government, which has proved so
safe and so successful for so many years.
Americans have a responsibility and obligation to our Nation and
its best interests. It would not be in the best interest of our country
to allow constitutional changes to slip in from the outside, without
vote of our own people.
OPPOSED TO LOSS OF ANY U. s. sOvEREIoNTr

We owe our protection, support and allegiance to the Nation which
has protected, eluated, and aideA us, conferring on us so many outstanding privileges and blessings. We oppose, and will continue to
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oppose, any revision of the United Nations Charter which might lead
toward the loss of any of the historic sovereignty of our Nation or any
of the God-given rights of American citizens.
I speak for 4,978 members of the Daughters of the American Revolution.
The CHArhMAN. Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Dr. L. V. Nordheim of Durham, N. C.
STATEMENT OF L. W. NORDHEIM, PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS, DUKE
UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, N. C.
Mr. No mDtxrM. Senator Wiley, fayor Frazier, ladies, and gentlemen, my name is L. W. Nordheim; I am professor of physics at Duke
University in Durham, N. C.
DEVFWPMENT OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

I would like to speak on a subject on which I have a special competence. I have been in the rather unique position of taking an active
part in the technical development of both nuclear reactors and atomic
and some nuclear devices.
I was a lecturer at the physics division, and then director of physics
division at Clinton Laboratories, now the Oak Ridge Laboratory,
from 1943 to 1947; and I was for 2 years at Los Alamos; I am a consultant with Los Alamos Livermore, Oak Ridge, and I have been
recently in the position oi having returned from the Pacific proving
grounds.
Now, to date, the United States has tested about 50 nuclear and some
thermonuclear devices. It is quite clear that there exists now a great
variety of possible weapons for different purposes. The stockpile of
the United States is certainly vastly in excess of the number of tests
made.
Great Britain has announced so far three weapons tests-nuclear
tests. They did take part in our wartime development, but their
own bomb development, after a lapse of several years-they started
on that.
Russia, according to the announcements by our Government, has
exploded five nuclear devices; the one in 1953 included thermonuclear
reactions. We do not know how much Russia has profited from
information transmitted by Klaus Fuchs.
However, even with extensive paper information, that is not enough
to make atomic bombs; you need capable people, scientists, engineers,
and advanced technology.
According to the recently published letter by Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer the outlook for thermonuclear weapons was rather uncertain
in 1949. However brilliant inventions since then have made such
development possible.
The Russian thermonuclear device was certainly not influenced by
anything which Dr. Fuchs transmitted, but represents their independent developments.
The situation is similar with nuclear reactors. A great number
have been built in this country, England, and Canada, and development@ are underway in France, in Norway, in Sweden, and Switzerland, atomic-energy projects in Argentina and India. So we have
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to say that every country which is determined and has the will will
be able both to build nuclear reactors for power and nuclear weapons.
The conditions for this are certainly all realized in Russia.
Now, I am not an expert, but it is quite clear that the range in
altitude and speed of planes will expand extremely rapidly.
At this time, certainly, according to the tests the United States
has great superiority in an atomic stockpile. Also, we have a ring
of bases around Russia which certainly would serve to restrain her.
However, the same ring certainly produces a great amount of
tension and resentment.
Now, at this time it is hardly conceivable how Russia could make
a really telling blow on the United States with nuclear weapons,
which would incapacitate us to retaliate. However, in a few years
the situation may be quite different, and we have to look at the
situation as it exists then.
Also, as I have said, other nations probably will be able and will
be forced to develop nuclear weapons. So if that will be realized
in a few years, every tension and rivalry under that will threaten
the world with undiminished atomic destruction.
LAW AND ITS ENFORCEMENT VITAL

I am not a politician; I am not an expert in international relations. However, I have studied the subject very seriously, and I
have traveled very widely. It seems to me that one lesson in history
is the following one: Orderly relations, be it between individuals or
between groups of people, between communities or States, can exist
only if there is law and enforcement of it, and it seems that chaos
and anarchy in the relations between nations can only be avoided
if there is law and enforcement* not unreasonable, not arbitrary law,
but enlightened self-interest and common consent.
NEED FOR SrNGTMNW U. N.
It seems that the only way to get nearer to it at this time is the
strengthening of the United Nations.
The CmImyaN. Your 5 minutes are exhausted; you may put the
balance of your statement in. I think you have covered that.
Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Nordheim follows:)
TuS rox

Suamnw s L. W. Nowanzxu, P1orso1 or PHTics, Duxz
UNvitRT, DURHAM, N. 0.

I should like to make some remarks on a field of importance for international
relations in which I have a special competence. I have been In a unique position
to take an active part In the technical development of nuclear reactors as well
as nuclear and thermonuclear weapons.* I have, of course, to testify within the
framework of present security regulations.
3 1 am at present consultant to the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, and the Radlation Laboratory of the University of Caifornia.
Livermore site. I am a member of Nuclear Development Associates, a private consulting
I!r'pon atomle-eer
problems. I was from 1943-47 principal phypielat and then
4trieur
of the I PbYs
Divison
of Clinton
Laboratories
te Oak Ridenlfitute of
l
sAbratory).
participated
In projlct
Loinotnn
of the(now
.Machusettp
Te..0noloy In 194 and TAB of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory i 1930. I resided
ull time at Los Alamos from September 1930 to August 1932. and also summe 19S.
I visited the Pacific proving grounds in March 1954.
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To date, the United States has conducted over 40 tests of fission and thermonuclear devices. It Is obvious that there exists now a wide variety of nuclear
weapons suitable for different purposes, and that the stockpile of available
weapons must be rather large compared to the number of tests that have been
made.
Great Britain has announced so far three weapons tests. They did share in
our wartime developments; In fact, they contributed materially to it. However,
their own weapons program was started independently after a lapse of several
years.
Russia, according to the announcements by our Government, has made 5
nuclear explosions tests, 1 of them, shot in summer 3953, involving thermonuclear reactions. We do not know how much Russia has profited from information transmitted by Klaus Fuchs. However, even with extensive paper
Information, atomic bombs cannot be developed and built without very competent
scientists and engineers, and an advanced technology. According to the recently
published letter by Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer, the outlook for thermonuclear weapons
was rather uncertain in 1949, but that brilliant inventions afterward made this
development possible. The Russian thermonuclear device can thus not have been
based on anything transmitted by Fuchs, but it must represent a quite independent line of attack.
This is the main point I want to make. If the principles of a new development
are known, then it will be realized, provided there is a will to do so, and provided
there are able men available and a suitably advanced technology. Without a
doubt, these conditions are fulfilled in Russia.
The situation in nucluear reactor development Is quite similar. Several types
of reactors were built In the United States of America In wartime, and many more
of quite different designs since then. Lately, the United States Atomic Energy
Commission has announced the completion of a reactor suitable as a powerplant
for a submarine, and also the letting of a contract for construction of an atomic
plant to produce commercial electric power.
There is no doubt that Germany would have fiad it working reactor at the end
of the war, if her supply of heavy water bad not been sabotaged, aid some of
her laboratories had not been bombed out.
h'lere are workliig reactors for research and iomlb material productlon in
- Engbnd, in collaboratiom with Canada, and plans for powmr-produclng plants.
Itussia has reactors without doubt, though we do not know any details. France
has an experiment reactor. Others are built or being built In Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland and Western Germany. There are atomic-energy projects in India
and Argentina.
The situation is again that any country with capable scientilsts and engineers
and with sufficient determination will be able to develop nuclear reactors for
power, whether it is helped by the United States or not.
I am not an aviation expert, but we all have witnessed the spectacular
development of our powers of flight. The first little hop was made by the
Wright brothers in 190.
The English Channel was crossed In 1910 by Bleriot.
Lindbergh's first linking of the continents took place in 1027. Today's commerclal airliners span the globe and are taken as it matter of course. One can
predict with certainty that time airplanes of the future will make great further
gains In speed, altitude, and range. And Hgain, any technically advanced
nation can build airplanes it it sets its inind to it.
Atomic bomb materials do not deteriorate. They can lie stockpiled and slowly
accumulated. From the number of tests made. It is probable that our stockpile
at this time Is by far the largest. We also have a ring of bses around the
U. S. S. It., which no doubt exerts a great restraining Influence, but surely
also causes resentment and anxiety. The continental United States are still
relatively safe. it is difficult to conceive at this time of an attack massive
enough to prevent retaliation. On the other hand, Western Europe, Inclusive
of England, and also Japan are already In a very vulnerable position.
However, we have to visualize what the situation will be a few years front
now. Te stockpiles of Itussia will have grown, and the capabilities of aircraft
will have increawd to such an extent that tu.sla may well be In a position to
deliver a knockout blow.
Also, there is not only tho armaments race between the great powers.
Smaller powers too will be forced, and will be able, to develop atomic weapons.
Tension and rivalries on any scale will then threaten to unleash atomic destruction.
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Clearly, as Secretary Duties remarked, the United Nations Charter was
obsolete before It was even adopted, since it was conceived In the prentonie age.
I do not claim particular competence in the field of international polities,
though I have tried to study It closely, and I have traveled widely. I believe.
however, that history has taught again and again the following lesson.
Orderly relations, be It between Individuals, or communities, or even itaies.
can be maintained only if there is law and enforcement of It. I believe thus that
the chaos and anarchy In tire relations between nations can nly lie alluhd if
there is law and enforcement. This does riot mean arbitrary law or unnrcessrary
law, but law by consent, reason and enlightened self-interest and devoted solely
to the purpose of preventing war. It seems that at this time a strengthening
of the United Nations ls the only possible step In the direction of this goal.
Frequently the objection is raised that Russia would never accept any enforceable restraints. This may very well be so, though also Russia would stand
to benefit greatly from a release from tension. Ihowever this may turn out,
we should not forever let the Kremlin dictate our policies. A well-ciincived and
sincerely proposed plan will rally tie free world on our side, rind exvrt nnevergrowing pressure for its universal acceptance.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Keener C. Frazer.
STATEMENT

OF KEENER 0. FRAZER, CHAPEL HILL, N. C.

Mr. FAZER. Mr. Chairman, there are two areas of procedure within which efforts can be made to strengthen the United Nations. The

first is that of charter revision, and the second is that of development
of existing powers and organizations making the fullest possible use
of the opportunities that we have.
Could we change the charter, it would not be desirable, in my judgment, at this time to lessen the responsibility of the most powerful
nations for maintaining world peace.
MODIFYINO THE VETO POWER

However, there are changes in the direction of modifying the veto
which should be made. The most apparent of these has to do with
applications for membership. This matter ought to be decided by
the Assembly, and not by the Security Council.
Nothing, in my judgment, has done more to disparage the lofty
principles of the organization than the consideration of the applicant country in thelight of its bias toward one bloc of nations or
another.
There is little prospect of change in the provisions of the charter
in the light of Russia's present attitude.
CHARTER REVIEW CONFEREN.S

Nevertheless, I think that it is most important that conferences
for revision be held because the idea that the United Nations is a living organization responsive to international realities, and vital to the
maintenance of peace, must be kept alive.
BUILDING U. N. FROM WITHIN

There is, I think, far greater prospect of building the United Nations from within, by making the fullest possible use of existing opportunities than by amending the charter as such.
The United Nations Assembly can become a completely effective
agency for maintaining world peace if the majority of member nations determine to make it so.
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The story of the small league of nations is brightened by the courage
and the vitality of its Assembly in contrast to its Gouncil. Tfe
United States should, in my opinion, continue to press for the fullest
acceptance of the uniting for peace resolution proposed to the Assembly by United States Secretary of State in 1950 under the terms of
which the Assembly can actually act to maintain peace if the Council
is unwilling to do so.
The United Nations is, I think, and I believe the majority of our
people think, our principal hope for peace and security. Neither special agreements nor regional pacts can fulfill its purpose and its
mission.
Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.

The

ChARM N.

Thank you, sir.

Mr. Henry G. Elkins, Jr., Winston-Salem, N. C.
STATEMENT OF HENRY G. ELKINS, JR., STUDENT, R. ;. REYNOLDS
HIGH SCHOOL, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.
Mr. ELxINs. My name is Henry G. Elkins, Jr., and I am a student
at Reynolds High School, Winston-Salem.
I should like for my entire testimony to be recorded, but at the
present I should only like to summarize a few of my proposals.
IMPORTANCE OF CHARTER REVIEW TO HIOH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Surely the problem of revising the United Nations Charter concerns
everyone, but to high school students it is especially important.
North Carolina high school students are looking to the future
but what kind of future will it beI Must teen-agers expect continued
warfare or may they look forward to careers in a peaceful world.
The answer to these questions may well depend upon the success of the
United Nations.
As a high school student, therefore, I am deeply grateful to be
allowed to express my opinions upon a subject which vitally concerns
me and my fellow students.
REVISION OF VETO POWER

In revising the United Nations Chater, I would think that of prime
importance would be the revision of the veto power in the Security
Council.
It is my personal opinion that the 7 out of the 11 member nations
necessary to carry an issue, should include not 5 but at least 3 of the
permanent members. This measure would eliminate the veto power of
one nation, but would still retain the extra power of the large permanent members.
Thus, for a measure to be vetoed, at least three of the permanent
members would have to veto it. This proposal would not only eliminate the evil of the one-nation veto, but it would also have an advantage over the simple abolishment of the veto because it would continue to give the members of the Security Council more power than
the temporary members.
42435-4-pt. 4-8
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FAIRER VOTING METHOD

I would also favor a fair and more democratic method of voting in
the General Assembly, similar to the compromise made between the
large and small States in our own Government.
OTHER SUGGESTED CHANGES

I would also favor the establishment of the U. N. inspection and
police force to control a disarmament agreement under the revised
Security Council.
I would also favor an expansion of the world court system, and the
establishment of an atomic energy pool.
FINANCING BASED ON ABILITY TO PAT

To carry out these proposals the U. N. must be placed upon a sound
financial basis. To do this contributions are not sufficient. Limited
taxation based on the ability to pay is the only answer.
True, at first, this would mean more money from the American
pocketbook, but the dollars invested would be repaid many times in
dividends.
Through investments in the U. N. we can expect far more progress
for real peace than we could ever hope to achieve through the billions
we are now spending for defense.
In the long run, through progress for peace, U. N. taxation woi,1,
mean financial health for the American pocketbook.
NATIONAL SOVEEZOT

If these general proposals are carried out they will effectively
strengthen
Nations; but what about our national
sovereignty Ite Uni
In 1941 the United States was forced to enter the war, made solely
by the decision of the Imperial War Council at Tokyo. Is this independence? I ask you, is this what we call our national sovereignty?
Today there is a constant conflict between industrialism and nationalism. Mass production is reaching out for raw materials in all
corners of the globe; trade and commerce propose to embrace the
entire world, regardless of national boundaries.
Travel is now measured in hours instead of days. No longer can
any one nation be economically independent, and isolate itself from
the rest of the world.
Industrially we must live upon a worldwide basis, but politically
we are still living under 18th century ideas.
The CHAIRMAN. Your prepared statement will be incorporated in
the record.
[Applause]
(The prepared statement of Mr. Elkins follows:)
A TEsTIMONYIox U. N. CHARTER REVISION, BY HENRY 0. ELKINS, JI., A STUDENT
AT R. J. REYNOLDS HIH SCHOOL, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.
Surely the problem of revising the United Nations Charter concerns everyone
but to high-school students it is especially important. North Carolina highschool students are looking to the future, but what kind of a future will it be?
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Must teenagers expect continued warfare or may they look forward to careers
in a peaceful world? The answers to these questions tuay well depend upon
the success of the United Nations.
As a high-school student, therefore, I am deeply grateful that I may express
my opinions upon a subject which vitally affects me and my fellow students.
In revising the U. N. Charter I believe that we should be careful not to upset
the basic principles of the charter wbich are sound but that we should revise
and strengthen only those parts which are inherently weak and which should
obviously be revised to provide better peace and security for all.
Of prime importance Is a revision of the veto power in the Security Council.
At the present In all matters other than routine or procedural the 7 member
nations necessary to carry an issue must include the 5 permanent members.
This amounts to the well-known veto. In carrying its primary responsibility
for the maintenance of international peace and security the Security Council
has been greatly hampered by the abuse by the Soviet Union of its so-called
veto power. Why should only 1 nation from among 00 be allowed to block the
progress of the entire United Nations? At the formation of the charter in
1945 no one expected the five permanent members to be anything but united. The
veto power was given to the five permanent members as an added power with
the thought that they would be working together not pulling apart. It is my
personal opinion that the 7 out of the 11 member nations necessary to carry
an Issue should include not 5 but a!t ltst 3 of the permanent nations. This
measure would eliminate tlo reto power of one.nation but would still retain
the extra power of the large permanent members. Thus for a measure to be
vetoed at least three.tf the permanent members would bave to veto it. This
proposal would not only eliminate the evil of the one-natkon veto but It also
would have an filvantage over the simple abolishment of the veto because it
would contihsu to give the permanent members of the Security Council more
power than tie temporary members. ,
This proD6sal would effetively boost the power of the Security Council In
the place where it Is teded most in the manqet of voting. However, it would
not drastically undermlne the national power which the United Stttes wields
in the Security Council.
Havinf analyzed the problem. , voting in. the Scurity Council, next let us
examlne voting in the General Apwembly. Today each of the 60 member nations
has 1 vOte regardless of size or population. This means that Luxenbourg, one
five-huxqdredth as large as the IVplted States, exeteises eqq'al voting pewer. In
the UnIted States this would beqaiv$lnt to each State having on* vote in
Congress. Is this' the fairest and most detpoe-atic method of representation?
Could dot a compromise be Worked out such qs_the compromise made between
the large and small States Ii our own country? -It seems to me that the vote
should IA registered first with eAch nation haslg one Vote, Then the vote could
be regsteqed, weighted according to populaton, education, and contributions to
the U. N. .,Amajority by both methods .of counting would carry an issue. This
In effect wquld be a compromise qlte similar to that In our own G(overnment.
It would take only a little lona~r since only 1 vote Would still be taken, but
the vote would be tabulated In 2 ways. The result Would be a fAirer and more
democratic system of representation for all.
With these voting reforms it will be possible to key the membership requirements as they are now under article 4. No longer will Russia be able to keep
deserving members obt of the United Nations by her veto. ' Moreover some people
believe that Russia should be expelled from the U. N. -Yet simply to expel those
nations which do not confor'ir-to our ideas would-be no solution at all, for then
the U. N. would simply resemble an alliance. The U. N. was formed not to
settle thme similarities but the differences among nations. As far as possible we
should strive to maintain a universal organization. True this will Inevitably
mean bringing discordant nations together, but only then will we be able to
maintain a world forum where real progress for peace can be made among all

nations.
Moreover the World Court system should be expanded. At the present very
little Is accomplished because any nation can refuse to bring Its case before the
court and can refuse to accept the verdict. The World Court should be given
the compulsory authority to handle legal disputes between nations.
A world equity tribunal should be set up to recommend answers to nonlegal
disputes such as the Iranian oil difficulty. It would be given no power to enforce
Its recommendations, however.
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As the next step forward an atomic-energy pool as advocated by President
Eisenhower should be formed to advance the peacetime use of atomic energy In
such fields as agriculture and medicine. All countries would contribute their
fissionable material and their most competent scientists in a united effort to
harness the atom for peace.
To carry out these proposals the U. N. must be placed upon a sound financial
basis. To do this contributions are not sufficient. Limited taxation based upon
the ability to pay is the only answer. True, at first this would mean more money
from the American pocketbook. But the dollars invested would be repaid many
times over in dividends. Through investments In the U. N. we can expect far
more progress for real peace than we could ever hope to achieve through the
billions we now spend for defense. In the long run through progress for peace
U. N. taxation would mean financial health for the American pocketbook.
If these general proposals are carried out they will effectively strengthen the
United Nations, but what about our national sovereignty? Today there Is a
constant conflict between industrialism and nationalism. Mass production is
reaching out for raw materials in all corners of the globe. Trade and commerce
propose to embrace the entire world regardless of national boundaries. Travel
Is now measured in hours Instead of day. No longer can any one nation be
economically independent and Isnlate itself from the rest of the world. Indus.
trially we must live upon a worldwide basis.
But politically we are still living under 18th century Ideals. The nation-states
of 200 years ago, today are an outmoded symbol of political antiquity. Tradition
has established a strange paradox in the minds of some political thinkers. It Is
that there are two different ways of maintaining peace among men. The first
they claim is to use law, order, and government within nations. The second,
they say, is to use policy, diplomacy, and treaties between nations. How could
two such widely diversified methods succeed In building world peace? The
answer is-they haven't succeeded. While law on the national level has succeeded in building peace, diplomacy on the international level has failed over and
over again. Law and government have never really been tried Internationally.
Law, order, and government must be used to insure peace within a com.
xnunity and today our community is the world. We must not be discouraged
by outdated isolationism and outmoded nationalism. Gradually we must continue to strengthen the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of the
United Nations; until, finally, all citizens of the world may live united under
international law and international government. By doing this we will not
be losing anything; but rather, we will be gaining something we have never
had-gaining law on the international level so that the world on the personal
level may provide peace and security for all.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to say it is very encouraging indeed to see
this young man who just left the stand come from a high school. It
indicates clearly that these boys who are going to run this Government in the future are thinking through the problems. It is very
good indeed to have them here.

[Applause.]

Mr. Jack Lasley, Chapel Hill, N. C.; carry on.
STATEIENT OF lACK LASLEY, CHAPEL HILL, N. C.
Mr. IASLY. Senator Wiley. I am a farmer from Chapel Hill,
N. C., and I would like to add my appreciation to those already ex-

pressed for your committee coming down here to North Carolina and
hearing what we have to say concerning the United Nations.
THE WORLD IdTUATION
Within the past few years devastating aerial assaults on the United
States have become patently possible. We hive moved into an age
in which the metropolitan area of New York City, containing 13
million Americans can be destroyed in the flash of a single explosion.

Undoubtedly another world war would place the United States in
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the frontlines of a conflict in which nuclear devices would be dropped
on our cities. Henceforth, so long as the nations of the earth are
free to build and deliver the modern weapons of war there will be a
shadow of destruction hanging over this country. In the light of the
new scientific and technological advancements in the field of armament and the threat that these advancements pose to the security of
this Nation, it is difficult to see how today one can be effectively patriotic and not advocate a plan that would bring the modern engines
of war under a just and effective rule of law.
We must come to realize that the maintenance of our cities, our
freedom, and the productivity of our lands is inextricably intertwined with the desires of men of all nations to be politically independent and free from hunger, disease, and oppression. There is
no valid reason why the United States cannot become the champion
of the desires of all men to find these freedoms. Yet, in the eyes
of much of the world we are guilty of the very thing we claim to
oppose when we intervene directly in the affairs of other nations.
UNITED STATES SHOULD TAKE LEADERSHIP IN STRENGTHENING U. N.

Aside from the moral question involved, there is no surer way to
national bankruptcy than for one nation to try to police the world.
Our experience in Korea demonstrates that if we wait until aggressors
strike we get little more than token assistance from other nations
and we find ourselves forced to carry the great weight of the burden
alone. The time to build and equip a fire department is before the
town is burned. The time to equip the United Nations with the
power to keep the peace and to decisively deal with aggression is
now before future aggression spreads and envelops the world in
a third world war. I firmly believe that the United States can regain its lost prestige abroad and win the abiding goodwill of the
nations of the earth and not as yet allied with East or West, by
taking the leadership in strengthening the United Nations. For in
the United Nations ies the potential for a just and lasting world
peace in our time. It is in our own interest that we take steps now
to realize this potential.
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF WORLD PEACE SiOULD
BE SIIITED TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY

The present charter of the United Nations places on the Security
Council the primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace. Articles 10 and 24 should be revised to shift this responsibility to the General Assembly. In this connection article 11
should be changed to grant to the General Assembly the power to
pass and enforce regulations directly pertaining to aggression, disarmament, and the manufacture and international transportation of
armaments. In all other cases resolutions passed by the General
Assembly would, as now, have only recommendatory effect. Article 11 should direct the General Assembly to recruit from all nations
of the world volunteers to serve on its security force. The function
of the security force would be to see that the peace regulations of the
General Assembly were adhered to by all nations.
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NEW VOTING SYSTEM PROPOSED

Article 18 now permits each nation only one vote in the General
Assembly. In order that future resolutions of the General Assembly
will more nearly reflect world opinion, a new system of voting should
be established. A suggested plan would allow each nation 1 vote,
plus an additional vote for each 5 million inhabitants, with a niaximum of 30 votes for any single nation. When voting on measures
subject to international enforcement, a majority of votes plIs a
majority of member nations, voting in the affirmative, should be
require for passage.
UNIVERSAL ME3IIIERSIII'[

Even though Aye may not admire certain nations of the world, it is
far better to have them under rather than outside the jurisdiction
of the United Nations. Also, as the peace regulations of the General Assembly will have the effect of world law and be enforced on all
nations, any nation so desiring should be allowed a voice in their
passage. Therefore, article 4 of the charter should be revised to
permit membership in the United Nations to any nation wanting to
join. Under this change in the charter the United Nations will have
a far better claim to being a truly representative world authority; in
addition, just as a citizen cannot resign his liability to the laws of
his community, no nation should be allowed to escape its responsibility to the United Nations by resigning its membership; therefore,
membership in the United Nations should be made permanent, with
no right to resign.
To these broad fundamental changes in the charter there should be
such additional revisions and amendments to the charter and the
statute of the International Court of Justice consonant with the effective functioning of the United Nations under these suggested
changes.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
There seems to be a little restlessness in the audience. I think it is
probably due to the fact that none of us speaks directly into the
microphone here; so let us govern ourselves accordingly and see if
we can ease that restlessness.
Mrs. David K. Briggs, Winston-Salem.
STATEMENT OF MRS. DAVID K. BRIGGS, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.
Mrs. BRIGGs. Senator Wiley, members of the committee, Mayor
Frazier, I am speaking as myself, a housewife, very much interested
in the problems of world peace.
NOT FOR CHARTER REVISION NOW

I feel that we should not revise the United Nations Charter. This
does not mean that I am satisfied with what it has accomplished but
I feel that changing the charter cannot cure the causes of today's
unrest, and, attempts to change it can cause harm. It represents
the strongest type of organization the present-day world is capable
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of making good use of. The members have to learn to really use it,
and when there has been aix aggression, to use force to punish the
aggressor. But nations, like people, won't join in a fight over somebody else's problems unless overwhelmingly convinced that they are
also affected. That is the problem.
The United Nations has actually prevented wars in Iran, Indonesia,
Israel, Greece, and Kashmir, put a damper on the Korean invasion,
and is a readymade meeting place for all peace planning, with
machinery set up for atom control, disarmament, et cetera.
POSSIBLE FUTURE CHANGES

I would like to see 2 of Russia's 3 votes eliminated, but Russia
would not consent to this now, the other nations would not push hard
for it, and discussing it would gain naught and l)erhal)s lose much,
especially if Russia should completely leave the U. N. Another
change I would like, but again Oo not advocate at this time, is an
expansion into a world government, but that is for several generarions from now, and very dangerous to try now.
I hope we will not consider eliminating the veto, being disgusted
with Russia's overuse of it, for, if Russia gave it up, so would we
have to. The veto power is our great safeguard that we can never
be forced to do anything contrary to our Constitution. It guarantees our sovereignty as a nation, and our freedom to continue our
way of life. We cannot give it up for the same reason that we cannot try a world government. Today's world is not our type. It is
two-thirds underfed, one-half illiterate. One-third is enslaved by
one dictatorship that is out for world conquest. Actually only 22
percent is friendly to our way of living, and less than that took
the trouble to prove the friendship by helping in Korea.
It is the smaller nations who are trying to get us into a world government; and that is so that they can have a stronger vote.
We have to be selfish about our veto power, and about our rights
in the United Nations federation, but at the same time help build
a world of healthy, educated people who will some day understand
and want democracy and justice, and to whom we can some day surrender, safely, some of our sovereignty. For some day we will all
have common needs, something we do not have now, and they will
include to defend ourselves against other planets-, fantastic as it may
sound. Then we will need a centrally controlled government and
armv.
A w rld army would have to be very strong to do any good, and
even though limited by the charter or constitution, could not really
be limited in actuality, for it would be the most powerful thing in
the world and could have anything it wanted. In the world of
Malenkov, Peron, Tito, and Franco, do we dare create any such instrument to tempt them ? This world army would fight at the direction of its chiefs, disregarding our Congress and Chief of Staff. Would
today's world choose wisely where to send our conscripted boys to
fight? Not necessarily. In today's world we are better off in our
union of sovereign nations where our side happens to have 44 votes
to Russia's 5, with 10 more frequently neutral.
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TIME INVOLVED IN CIIANGING CHARTER CAN BE BETTER SPENT

Attempting to change the charter would involve several years, and
considerable money during which Russia might perfect her hydrogen bomb. We could use the time better to: Persuade other nations
to show more definitely that they mean to punish future aggressors;
continue to emphasize to Russia'the avenues to peaceful cooperation,
atom control, et cetera, already on the floor of the United Nations;
and work toward raising the standard of living of the people of the
world so that fewer wilt be succumbing to the false promises of communism, and eventually all will be ready to live together in a world
democracy.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Mr. William L. Thorp, Jr., of Rocky Mount, N. 0.
STATEMENT OP WILLIAM L THORP, JR., ROCKY MOUNT, N. C.
Mr. TiIORP. Senator Wiley, Mayor Frazier, and ladies and gentlemen, my name is William L. Thorp, Jr.; I am an attorney, a young
Democrat, and a member of the American Legion.
I obviously could n:)t say all I would like to say about the charter
revision in 5 minutes, but I would like to discuss a few changes which
I believe are necessary.
These changes, of necessity, assume other changes which have been
recommended here today. I would like to discuss three very briefly.
SUGGESTED CHANGES

The first is, the primary responsibility for maintaining the peace
should be.transferred from the Security Council into the General
Assembly. The Security Council should be shorn of the veto power
and act as an executive arm of the General Assembly.
Second, the charter should contain a list or bill of specific acts which,
in the eyes of the ratifying peoples or nations, would constitute
aggression and would justify the use of military troops on that nation
in the repelling of such action; that should be contained in the
charter; and the group, either Congress or the people ratifying the
charter, should be ledto understand that their ratification would
constitute a conditional declaration of limited war if those acts are
committed.
Third, the military forces provided for in section 43 of chapter
VII of the present charter should be made available to the United
Nations. I do not believe that the revised charter-I believe the
present charter should continue until at least 50 percent, or some
similar figure, of the troops provided for have been placed at the
disposal of the United Nations.
Now I would like to say that I think that the United Nations
should be open to all countries, certainly, of a certain size; there would
be population limitation.
I believe when you take away the veto, of course, it is necessary to
reduce the scope in which the General Assembly can act, and that
scope should be reduced to those areas that deal primarily with the
peace of the world, maintaining the peace.
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WEIGHTED REPRESENTATION

Representation in the United Nations should be weighted. Grenville Clark has recommended that you weight it on populations, on a
population basis.
I believe that the most realistic way to apportion the votes in the
United Nations is on a coldly calculated basis of firepower. If you
will recall, Stalin said, in response to an inquiry as to whether he
would form an alliance with the Pope, he said, "How many divisions
does the Pope command ?"
Unfortunate as it seems and is, I am afraid that is the criterion on
which we must approach this thing.
The basis of voting in the United Nations should reflect the true
relative strength of peoples, the member nations.
I would like to discuss two things further: First, the point has
been raised, Senator, by yourself, when you indicated you do not
believe, or some groups do not believe, that we could make a United
Nations along certain lines until people improved.
I want to say, sir, in all due respect that I think it is infinitely
naive to believe that the people are going to get better. People are
born in sin and live in sin and die in sin sir, and only through the
grace of Lord Jesus Christ are they saved. They will be evil to the
end of the world.
We must assume that they will remain evil and, certainly, the democratic form of government assumes that man is corrupt, and through
the system itself it applies checks and balances, and I believe that is
a proper assumption as to the nature of mankind. Thank you.
JApplause.]
The CHIAIMAN. I do not want to get into any argument about what
you said I believed and what you believe, but haven't you seen a little
improvement in yourself through the years [Laughter.]
That is all.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Thorp follows:)
RECOMMENDATION

AS TO CHANGES "N TUC CHaRM OF1THZ UNITED NATIONs,
PRUE TZ BY WILLIAu L. THoeP, JR.

My name is William L. Thorp, Jr. I am an attorney and am testifying In
an individual capacity.
The following general changes are recommended in the United Nations
Charter:
Membership: Membership in the United Nations should be available to all
nations of a certain size. The population requirement could be set at 100,000 or
more.
There should be no right to expel a member nor should the voting rights be
suspended. In cases where more than one government claims to be the legitimate government of a particular country the International Court of Justice
should make a finding of facts which findings should be presented to the Gen.
eral Assembly for approval. The General Assembly should have the power
to determine which in the lesttimate government under the persuasion of the
ruling of the Court. A presumption of legitimacy should be given to the
de facto governments. Therefore, chapter 2 would be to the following effect:
Article 3. Unnecessary.
Article 4.-Membersblp:
1. Membership in the United Nations Is open to all independent states with
a population of 100,000 or more.
2. The determination of a state's status as an Independent state and the
determination of the legitimate government to represent a particular nation
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will be effected by a decision of the General Assembly upon the recommendation
of the Court of Justice.
Article 5. Omitted.
Article S. Omitted.
Article 7,--Organs: The Security Council should be abolished and in Its place
will be set up a council of some other name constituted similarly to the security
Council with permanent and temporary members but without the power which
is now vested in the Security Council. This new council would serve as the
executive arm of the General Assembly.
The General Assembly would be made up of delegates from all nations. The
delegates should vote as Individuals although it Is realized that as a practical
matter they would normally vote in a block. It should be necessary for a delegate to be present to vote. Countries with a population of less than 100,000
would he allowed to have observers In the General Assembly who could take
part In the discussions of those matters only which affect their country. The
representatives of each country should be chosen according to the most democratic processes employed in their particular country and should be paid by
the United Nations.
Any consideration of the number of voting delegates to e allotted to each
nation should have as its primary objective a realistic transfer of the world's
power into the General Assembly. An effort should be made to arrive at a formula that will provide for a true Interpretation of "bullets into ballots". On
this point It might be well to remember Stalin's cynical inquiry as to the number of divisions commanded by the Pope. Therefore It is recommended that the
voting power of each nation, as reflected by the number of delegates allotted
to it, should be determined by a formula which combines population and potential fire power as its basic criteria.
The population formula devised by Grenville Clark could well be used In conJunction with a formula which includes the gross national product, actual size
and strength of army, navy and air force, and capacity for production of
atomic and hydrogen bombs. This formula would have to be negotiated and
would never be perfect but in the end it would permit the respective countries
to vote their proximate strength. The result of these negotiations could also
be the basis for determining the sire and number of armed forces to be made
available to the United Nations by each state.
In order to avoid permanent delay of the functioning of the new charter a
simple formula should be established to govern both voting power and armed
forces to be supplied and which formula would go into operation as to all countries who have not reached agreement by the end of 1 or 2 years.
Decisions of the General Assembly could be by a two-thirds vote only if this
were deemed necessary to guarantee sufficient support for its decisions.
Article 18, chapter 4 (voting) would be to the following effect:
1. Each member of the General Assembly shall have the number of votes determined by the agreed formula (which could be shown by an appendix to the
charter).
2. Decisions of the General Assembly shall be made by a two-thirds majority
of the members present and voting.
S. No basic change.
Article 19: Failure to make payment of Its financial obligations should be one
of the few causes for suspending the voting rights of a nation.
In conclusion, It should be pointed out that the recommendations made above
assume certain other changes. The most base change being the general transfer
of the powers now exercised by the Security Council to the revised General
Assembly.
TiE PROBLEM OF THE VETO

The base premise on which the veto originally rested-to wit, the ability of the
five permanent members of the Security Council to agree on major issues, has
been proven Infinitely fallacious. With the fall of this premise falls also the
wisdom of continuing the veto system. To continue to insist on the inclusion
of the veto power long after Its very reason for being has been discredited,
constitutes a slavish adherence to past practice unbecoming to the leaders of an
enlightened world.
As conditions have changed so should the basic system on which the voting
system in the United .Ntions be changed. Rather than having five leading
nations in the world, all motivated by the desire for peace, we have today two
camps led by the United States and Russia, and a third camp led by India
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which has managed to retain a relatively neutral position and which is actually
more interested in its own problems than in the problems of the other two camps,
Thus we have a three-cornered situation with the balance of power held by the
neutral group. While this neutral group has less actual military might, It has
the advantage of relative nonpartisanship In the struggle between the two
opposing factions, which lends added strength to Its position, With the inevitable rise of Germany and Japan In the near future 1 of the 3 groups will no
doubt be strengthened further. The group led by the United States is weakened
considerably by its identification with an effete colonial system.
Any voting system established In the revised charter should reflect the power
situation as it actually exists in the world today. As no nation has sufficient
r~ower to prohibit action by the rest of the nations of the world, the veto has no
place In such a voting system.
In order to reflect the actual power of the various nations or groups of nations
a system of weighted votes should be established. This would throw the balance
of power In the deliberative body of the world organization Into the hands of
the neutral group which is where it lives In reality.
The advantage of being assured that the weight of world opinion would be
behind the decisions made by the old Security Council would be retained to a
lesser but adequate degree.
The fear of the original founders of the United States that the five major
powers would dictate to the smaller nations would be allayed by the fact that
whenever the more powerful nations acted arbitrarily without considering the
smaller nations these smaller nations could outvote the larger nations when the
situation became sufficiently unbearable so as to unit the smaller nations.
It was believed by the original founders of the United Nations that the system
of allowing the veto power to only the tive permanent members of the Security
Council was a great Improvement over the old system under the League of
Nations whereby all members of the Council, even the smaller nations, had the
veto power. It was an improvement, It is true, but as neither system was workable the Improvement was of little consequence. If a single member of the
Council will deliberately use the veto power to obstruct the operation of the
Council then a system which allows that member this power Is unworkable.
The founders of the present charter erroneously assumed that the prime motivating force behind the action of the five permanent members would be the
maintenance of peace. They assumed that these countries, being unable to act
except when in unanimous agreement, would somehow subordinate their selfish
interest and manage to reach unanimous agreement in order to act. This has
not been the case. Experience has shown that the countries have refused to
act and have consented to a state of relative impotence rather than reach unanimous agreement. A wiser basic premise would be that the countries will act
to further their own selfish Interest whenever possible.
The veto probably was necessary under the present charter because under
the charter the decision which are to be made by the Security Council are In
the nature of ex post facto decisions. It is fundamental to Anglo-Saxon Jurisprudence that ex post facto decisions are unjust and unworkable. The most
important decisions of the controlling body of the United Nations under the
revised charter should be made before the charter goes into effect and should
be incorporated in the charter Itself. Thus the charter should contain a list
of a minimum number of overt acts which shall be considered sufficient to
require the use of United Nations military forces.
This list should be approved by either our Congress or the people and by
approving the list the Congress or people should understand that they consent
to the use of United Nations military forces In the event any of the listed overt
acts are committed.
With regard to the military forces supposedly available to the United Nations,
it is strongly recommended that the revised charter should not go Into effect
until a minimum portion of the military forces provided for in the charter
have been actually placed at the disposal and on the payroll of the United
Nations. This requirement could be on the basis of a minimum percentage of
the nations furnishing their full quota or of a minimum number of the overall
forces having been supplied or a combination of both.
It should be made clear that commensurate with eliminating the veto there
should be a narrowing of the scope of the area in which the United Nations can
act or legislate. This area should be limited as near as possible to those matters
which directly affect the peace of the world, such as the control and handling of
armaments and in certain cases the disposition of troubled areas after violence
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has been stopped. The General Assembly should continue to work mt substantive laws setting out what acts or actions on land. sea, or in the air are so
closely related to opwrational military antivilles as to he considered tantamount
to aggressive conduct.

When these acts are agreed ul)fn tht-y con he submitted

to the nations for ratification and then Ineorporated in the charter.
Within the area of naintnalitfit the pcace 1upontie rteiuest of any nation
directly affected or upon the reoinnendaiion iy any other nation the United
Nations should be alth to act with dilhiqtich aul without the necessity of reveivIng further prior approval other tan the authorily which would already harp
been granted in the charter itself.

When the United Nations ilovs ia-I by sdulling

military forces to put down violence, the lirpo.te of the United Nations mtlitary
force should he to stop the fighting ani nothing nior at that time.

The CJ1AiRi,%N. Miss Frances Cox.
STATEMENT OF MISS FRANCES COX, UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP,
MONROE, N. 0.
Miss Cox. My name is Frances Cox and I am speaking on behalf of
the Unitairn Fellowship of Monroe, N. C.
We want to thank you for conducting this grassroots' hearing.
I believe strongly that certain revisions should be made in the United
Nations Charter and that certain revisions should not be made. I believe strongly that nothing should be done to weaken the United
Nations.
CANOES FAVORED

The changes I favor are:
1. Development of the U. N. into a world government with universal
membership and power to enforce law.
2. The establishment of a World Development Authority to work
to erase the desperate poverty that exists in most countries of the
world.
3. Creation of a people's assembly that would be a sort of Lower
House in the U. N. Assembly. Delegates to this assembly would be
elected by popular vote.
WORLD GOVERNMENT

I want to stress that I do not think world government is desirable
unless at the same time a world development body is set up. Peoples
of the world will not take an interest in a world government or -eel
any sense of loyalty to it unless it is concerned with the problems that
affect them most. -If it did not meet these problems the people would
use their right to revolution and seek justice through violence. A
world government that is not organized to meet human needs could
only enforce its authority through dictatorship.
I also do not believe a world government should be created until
all nations are in favor of it. The purpose of government is to create
a community in which we can live with people with whom we disagree.
A so-called world government composed only of nations that are al.
ready in agreement would only split the world further apart.
I am opposed to Atlantic Union for the same reason. Most of the
people of the world are colored people. Most of the people of the
world are poor people. An AtlanticUnion would look to them like a
union of rich people and white people. They would bitterly resent it.
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ALTERNATIVE APPIROACHES TO REVOLUTIONARY
PEOPLES

MOVEMENTn

OF COLONIAL

The main concern of most people of the world is bread and human
dignity. They are waging a revolution to achieve it. In the face of
thiV fact, we have two alternatives:
1. We can push the people of these countries further away from us
by supporting reactionary governments and colonial governments that
are not concerned with human welfare. We can force the people to
take desperate measures in search of justice and to look to Russia for
help. We can keep taking sides in civil wars all over the world. We
can keep trying to save the world by destroying it.
2. The second alternative is that we can recognize the existence of
this revolutionary drive and sympathize with the people involved in
it. The rich countries and poor countries of the world can join together to help this revolution by setting up a world development authority to enable peoples to help themselves. This organization can
be financed by the sale of bonds to millions of people in all countries.
The development work can be carried out by people of all trades
and professions, from all countries of the world. Many of these people
wou[d be glad to volunteer for this service, and much more willingly
than they would want to volunteer for an atomic war. It would be a
field of service that would attract great numbers of young people.
I think the only action that can enable the UnitedNations to keep
world peace is the kind of action that will capture the imagination and
loyalty of ordinary people all over the world. We can either spend
billions on this kind of action, or spend billions on war. We can either
continue to enjoy the luxury of choosing sides, or we can be big enough
to accept the fact that there are not any sides any more--there is only
the human race, with its millions of people good and bad and their
common hope for a world that will believe in them.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much; thank you.
Mr. William B. Harrison, Rocky Mount, N. C.
STATEMENT OP NORMAN WIGGINS, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
COMMITTEE, IUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ROCKY MOUNT,
N. 0.
Mr. WIGGINs. Senator Wiley, honorable mayor, I am Norman Wiggins, representing the Rocky Mount Junior Chamber of Commerce,
substituting for Mr. William B. Harrison, who would have been here
had he not been called away. I am speaking on behalf of the international relations committee of the Junior Chamber of Commerce of
Rocky Mount, and coming to terms with our subject, I would like to say
that the committee feels that the veto power and the lack of formulation of the special agreements required under article 43 seems to us to
nullify the effectiveness of this great body.
We realize, as we have tried to study and discuss together the problems that you gentlemen, we know, are many and that you are confronted with, we realize that to arrive at any objective will not be easy;
it will take compromise, it will take long arduous hours of negotiation.
Yet we have arrived at what we think are some worthy objectives to
strive for. I will read them to you, sir, as the objectives which the in-
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ternationals relations committee has set up hoping that they can in the
future be achieved.
All of the comments that I will make will be limited to chapter VII
of the United Nations Charter. Any article of the charter, with specific reference being made here to articles 11 and 12, contrary to the
following suggestions, shall in no way affect or limit the power of
such suggestions.
DEIMMNG POWFR OF SECURITY COUNCIL

If the Security Council after being called on by the General Assem.
bly to determine the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the
peace, or act of aggression, or if, after being called upon by the party
or parties to a dispute to render assistance necessary to maintain the
peace, shall fail, for a period of 48 hours, to make recommendations or
to decide what measures it shall take to maintain or restore international peace and security, the General Assembly shall forthwith be
vested with all the powers now vested in the Security Council by
chapter VII.
The idea there, sir, is that the group felt that maybe some way or
other we could cut the Kremlin down by using the Security Council as
a floor where they could distribute all of their propaganda to the world
at large.
If the General Assembly shall not be in session and the Security
Council is called upon to render assistance necessary to maintain the
peace, then the Secretary General of the United Nations shall immediately call an emergency session of the General Assembly, the idea
there being, sir, that we feel that the General Assembly represents a
more composite picture of the world as a whole, and that the General
Assembly in almost all instances has been favorable to decisions, that
the United States has backed.
FORMULA

FOR ARMED FORCES

There shall be provided by an amendment to the charter a definite
contribution formula for the member nations to place armed forces
at the disposal of the Security Council and the General Assembly.
We feel, to make the United Nations an effective body they should
have some kind of force, military force, to carry out their policies.
There shall be an amendment provision that none of the new
amendments to the United Nations Charter shall go into operation
until at least one-half of the armed forces called for in the aforementioned contribution formula have been placed at the disposal of the
United Nations. Until that time all provisions of the present charter
shall remain in full force and edect; and we do not want Russia out
nor do we want America to leave the United Nations. We want to
see it continue as it is if we cannot improve it.
Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Miss Mary Ensley, of Greensboro, N. C.
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STATEMENT OF MARY ENSLEY, STUDENT, BENNETT COLLEGE,
GREENSBORO, N. C.
Miss EsaY. My name is Mary Ensley, and I represent Bennett
College, founded in 1873, a coeducational school, under the sponsorship of the Methodist Church. In 1925, the institution was reestablished as a college for young women. It is a liberal arts institution,
designed to transmit knowledge in the arts and sciences.
It is an annual practice for students of Bennett College to attend
as delegates, the Christian Citizenship Seminar for students held
in New York City and Washington, D. C. Tfhis year Judith Jackson
and I, students of Bennett College, had the privilege to attend the
seminar in New York, where we had the opportunity to observe
the United Nations in action.
The following statements represent the considered opinion of some
of the students at Bennett College concerning possible changes made
in the charter of the United Nations which would be in the interest of
the United States and of world peace in general [reading]:
POSSIBLE ChIANOES
1. We believe that the preamble to the charter should be reemphasized and
reinterpreted, so that It would become a common belief to all people, who are
concerned, that succeeding generations should be free from the scourge of war.
We now live In an age characterized by fear resulting from the arrival of the
atomic and hydrogen bombs. Therefore, we must explore every possible means
of insuring collective security, apart from military aid.
2. On membership, article 4, we recommend the elimination of the vote of the
Security Council on admission of states Into the United Nations. This should be
the sole function of the General Assembly.
3. All the colonial people are on the verge of self-determination; therefore, we
feel firmly that the United Nations Is the best organization to help to establish
their own self-government.
4. We support Mr. Dulles' plan in regards to the function of the General Assembly, particularly to voting. Ills plan, which we favor, suggests that the
General Assembly should be bicameral.
5. A body of international laws should be developed which would enable the
International Court of Justice to render binding decisions, so that problems between citizens of different nations can be solved.
It is the firm belief of the above parties that if such suggested changes take
place In the charter of the United Nations, the document will be more effective in
familiarizing the member nations with its purpose, and will serve as a cohesive
Instrument in molding Ideas and understanding.
Respectfully submitted.
JUDITH JACKSON.
MAZY ENaLY.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. L. C. Wright, Greensboro, N. C.

[Applause.]

STATEMENT OF L. C. WRIGHT, DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND
POLITICAL SCIENCE, THE WOMAN'S COLLEGE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Mr. W uTm. Senator Wiley, Mayor Frazier ladies and gentlemen,
my name is L. C. Wright; I am a member of the Department of History and Political Science of the Woman's College of the University
of North Carolina here in Greensboro, and I am testifying as an
individual.
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I do not speak for the university nor for any organization. I propose to give a short summary of a written statement which I have submitted to the committee.
My thesis might be termed an elaboration of the old maxim that
politics is the art of the possible even on the international level.
BET?,R NO CHANGES THAN TO DESTROY U. N.

In the present circumstances therefore, I do not recommend extensive changes in the United Rations Charter. In short, it is better
to make no change than to destroy the U. N.
The U. N. is certainly worthy of our support, both on humanitarian
and self-interest grounds. Its purposes and principles contain as
much idealism as man canl desire.
There is in addition adequate machinery for keeping the peace if
the big powers are willing.
LIMITATION ON USE oY VETO

The U. N. is admittedly not a perfect instrument, its evidenced by
the excessive use of the veto by the U. S. S. R. However, the situation
is not as bleak as it might appear since we can circumvent the use of
the veto by regional pacts such as NATO and by the use of the Gen.
eral Assembly on security matters.
I would not recommend at this time the abolition of the veto, but
I would suggest a limitation on its use as applied, for example, to
the admission of new members, and to procedures for peaceful
settlement.
It seems to me that the burden of proof is very clearly on those
who would make more radical amendments to show that their proposals are (1) desirable, that is, better than the U. N. stand; and (2)
practical, that is, possible of attainment.
PROBLEMS OF WORLD GOVERNMENT

There are two groups who make these recommendations for these
extreme changes: First the isolationists; extremists in this group
would even withdraw rom the U. N. This is clearly possible but,
I think, hardly desirable. Secondly, the World federalists and derivative organizations, they are not without idealistic merit, but their
main trouble is the lack of practicality.
There is nothing that I see in Soviet history which would lead us
to expect that they would give more sovereignty than they have now
given to the U. N:

Federalist plans, therefore, would involve running into the Russian

veto of the charter amendments as provided in article 108, or in
creating an organization without them; secondly, the federalists
would also run into the difficulty of amending the United States
Constitution. Unless I misjudge the feeling of our citizens, this

would be difficult to secure.

If the great powers are not willing to operate fully the U. N.
machinery where it is entirely possible to control armaments and wars,
is it logical to expect that they would willingly submit to the more
ambitious programs of the federalistsI I think not.
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In conclusion, let us be idealists, but let us be hard-lietded, toughU7.N.

minded idealists. This, in Illy Opinion, aliens support of lhe
with only limited modificalions.

Thank you, sir.
CJAIRMAN.
hI'iank you, sit.
(l'the prepared statensltit of ,. C. Wright is as follows:)
Thi

STArT1;rN'r BY DR, ,. C. Wn siII, IpsrAIIrirtNT OF1ilay ANt I'1i.IilCAI,
TIlJ "IOMAN5 ('0t,.4aiFsoF -rixr lTNtVFPgiTy or NsRiii CAIROIINA

IN'FNC,

inividml 11( iut as the
I wish to stale that I anl ]sitifylng its a prite
represinitive of any organization.
The Ir hlims of revliRion of iMe tJlited N.t 1011sCllrter which Is Ihe Subjectr
for isenssvli before this coluliltee 15sa matter deserving lie iiost careful
(art. 109) if a
aiinsileratIoi. Accordilig to Mhe terms of the U. N. (arter
;.eterid c
irt're oil revlsion hasinot been failed I before the 10l1 1itnutt session
4f the tleneral Assembly, ibis Issue shall anutomaltially be laced on the agenda
of that body.
The position taken by the (Jilted States as leniler of the fret' world will, of
cipurse, lie decisively Important. It behooves us tiherefiire to proceed with the
II(IIist caution. To this moral rJstraint Is added another inore practical aspect,
nanetly. that ly the teris of article 1Is the IT. S. S..R. has a ieto over any
Inendnants agreed upon iy the iolferen-a'. In iny itpliititit this committee
shouhl rect'ommitend no amendment unless it Is ('lear that lie existing charter
tan he iractlcally and saftly Improved. Iii oiher woiirii. lii change is better
ihat imprudent action which might destroy the organization Itself.
A ciitral question seitis ti lie whether tie United Nations Is wortb preserving. My answer Is eniphotlcilly in the tfllrniative. The purpose anl aims
of the I'. N. as set aul in its preamble anal in chapter 1 are suffliienty broad
to enntatpass ouir highest ideals and ambitions. Further, Its little-known
:achlevetilents in the econnila' tid social Iulu---the work if the specialized
.igencies-has been a trenendous force for good lin the world. Moral and
hunenitarln groids have always qileproperly played an Important role In
ourr foreign policy. int waiving these aside temporarily, tta- advantage to the
( united States of the continued existence of the IT. N. con be deuonstrated solely
itn grounds of self-interest. Quite frankly, ltussd is less dangerous to us Inside
the U. N. There, world opinion can be mobilized against her through the
exposure of destrticitve Sio ist aits and tat-tics. This is a particularly valuable
experience for the now "naitlrallkt" a, istries such as India. We nu.y even hope
that the Russians might become "civullzed" through this international contact;
(Cauriil is n promising
at least her recent entry into tihe Ecoiiilc ard Stil
development. Under no conditions should we abadoin the Unfled Nations. The
Comnnlists wols love to iipproprite the I'. N. excisively to tieir propaganda
irposes, just as they have Irnta to npiaroraile anid destroy the concept of
peace and democracy.
I do not mean to suggest flint the Ihau-ter of the Utit "d Nations has oin-rat-d
ierf ,lly. Most observers agree that tine of its most serlous defects Is the ahtsive
lnwever. leftor extitmnig the possible
tise of the veto lay the Soviet Union,
remedies it is worth noting that the United States and her allies have been oti
to circurtvetii this veto in 2 Iprtant ways, both within the legal framework
of the charter. The first method has been to develop the regional and colhec ie
self-defense pacts as provide by article ii1 and chapter VIII. These Inthil'resumably, If a southeast Asia
the Ilo Ptct, NATO, and the Pacific Pact.
security pact is negotiated it will follow the examipcs just mentioned. The
Kee-and method has been to utilize the General Assembly (where no veto applies)
for handling security problems. The t'nitIng for Peace Iltesolition Is the latest
development along this line. This use of the General Assembly Is admittedly
clumsy and its littited successes have undoubtedly strained the original Intention of the farmers. I,'srtberinore, sin-c the Itsslaris are in bitter opposition
I wonder whether the pmssilillties of Ibis approach have not been exhausted.
A seemingly logi-al naswer to this Itmpasse wolal te either to abolish the veto
or to limit strictly Its application. The Russians have consistently opposed lie
first of these suggestions. Vishinsky, for example. had this to sasy Il Novetltber
1948:
42485-4-pLt 4-9
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TtCiv,veto is a 1sowerftil poitisil tool. 'There iirs iioHsmli sipltosst lipr s
wonild let It dr oll. Perhapis we, ise It inore. hitll that Iq bvso~i we tire i i itiiorIty oinlte Isus
s listives looner. If we si~elir Iite iiisily
we esvis!iis.ike Hwtivl
grandiloquenit gestures ussotferling to weilve lte vitis oil Ilit 'r Itsfit
I FVeelio Ilot t In tist hi llst ly soitsisig I list wetmight Ililesib li shig thill
susto nore often If thle m~jssrilty wi-re not with its. Since t his iiwy niot itwiys
lip tile pose I do lnt testl thit ile Coingress ill flte Amsrlsssn petipile would (or
shossli suggest Its jithirilistsn all tis timie, Asrsitrlelloion til he 4sircinistiiriiss tsi
wiclh flat- veto vouitsti l' used is jiitm
fi il il nitronch. Ili li-vinsolhr 194S~
tbe Interin (omtstte sf ii 5seiiersl A~ssemblys rvh'onitsmiest sansumbeisr sit
ispilte silsittihis Ill wIirth flit- 84iisitty Comiiiett sblit iugrsst Iso g'iv ilis Ilis veto.
Nothing Coeustaio It 11ii flit, U. "". S. It. sitjessil oil Itie gro siils thiat i ]s1 1voislsh

ninoist tosusitvi'tugia: steirter vIltissut using thep nitenslitig pirccv-s,
I fiste Itial
the U~nited S4tntrs ishosld sponsor siuch nn tisntsh nstu
Tihis miiiillollsttii i'iiuild
he very sitlimtury ills there Is ia riiinsonasle veXIM'ituitlo flsint till ItiHmians wiiglit
ngree. In oily ivisit thepy wmiilul not1 4pil tite IT. N. It tsssts'st.
Mfy tserssmnnt feeling Is Itiat lusiwever twsiils we tnlgttt dsitrs It. no siihst sit il.

rnsltestl shninge Its tlip 1. N. ('itarter Is sillier te(ssihie or %vise fit psresent. 'Tiere
tire two grsstulis who dstiugree sliarp-ly with flist,; i'lew. litue isiittlhhnsiIt- tI til e
World Federsalists. Thte foriser wosils have uis ithitisoit the 1'. N. coipietely.
Tile.%vinoetly oppose, nor giving up theliveto. fvellng ns they do( thint lit Istnlng
the U. N. wvegtsve its toosmucth sovereiginty. This gronip seems to tie blind not
only to ou itt uly itis resposoibitslity at,.. ;5 gretit tsowsr ta nlss tio w ir stitise of
sifrvlls1I alone.
The isseonsl griopt. tIbs Wo''srlsd leseralists ands theIr osit ools
is. air
F
ini
pt*~erslisive. It h1.4lIllesuhuttoll tie uInstsnslyslis4 tso dsnTsiprsive I heir luhalll ni. linit I
tutudlmyself ill sllitti oihipilihl to tliviu liessttize the y sits oty sss'hstevsh
theIr
groalq by alotiuisitling or i4-froy Ifg the sonly eNlsthti, machtinesry for seice his flie
world. If flit, 1'. N. Is a ti ire It IQnist be- tiec
on i tinasetlit i
thhiery. Wht
NInliat
Is lstenareettieit of thepgreat poiwers. esuliectahty ItnItin. Alt oif tile
Federalist Itrolsosals I am fasnlilssr with weent to isle to Ise highly tisrsetleil.
Involving. timoi other things'. vsslsiuttsry .0ili
it
of the vilsi hy IT. 1.. S. It.
'sIsd atlsildliestt of ttile Uitedl States 'ostlitiousss
A mosre issist muuidreussstMiile Federaist suggestion Is sore which would heglis tsy onthnwtisg the sniteeur
weatisins. IHowever, thIs slf~trubtl( obtlive Is etilrly h155i11li4 fiir
thip U., N.
ond Indeed tiwalts only Soviet usilroval sof ont ttslaute Iiternsat inl Inspectsin.
The sliuverity and etiergtes of t he varissus Federalist grosiups could histat i hs re
profltsihy eimploysd in itking flit,' U. N. work.
My coiteltistons oire ns follows1. The IFated Stfltes 41hotuld ('fleiirtim, ftill slivtssion fit lsussitle reetislis sfr
the IT.N. Charter, si riftlisrratt tsrsseeIfire.
2. However, bothi fsor lsuitltttrlnn niustselfisht rensois wei issoiiitfipirove 55h
polanf whvich might lead 1toflip e strsuctiot of th Ui'I.N, Ti ii ifeIwi li general] so
sponssorship of lsoltioiilst for Wrlil lelsrstist ssigg'es-thssas
3. It (lops not seem lhrntleut sir wivI's li this ex~istlii, striuitunses to Iflilst ott
-ilisilttfln of the veto. Hitt wo slifild Ifisli forsit limtlation oin ItN lsps.

The

C1T.'iutM-N.

Mits. Vivianl Alstn, High Point, N. C.

STATEMENT OF MRS. TOM ALSTON. HIGH POINT, X. 0.
Mr.AuSININ. setittor Wilev .111d Itteillel'I- of te (otuittittee, allsi
M1tvor Frazier, 1 9lit1r1 To;n Alston, a mother and a ,honsewife
fron High Point.
ItEF.ttFT-S AND WVE.'KNFSSFS OF U. X.

I believe that thle ITnitedi States' participation ill tite IT. N. has been
beneficial. I do nort favor Our withldrawal nor the withdrawal of
other nations.
I think tile mniit effetiventess (if the 17. N. is as a world forum where
nations allow tilewlselves to be exposed to one another.
I think some wveaknesses of the Unitedi Nations are the exercise of
the veto power in the Security Council. The membership voting now
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based on oii vote per ieinber,- I ihink, slihoid he based oil pol)alation
arid i'esoilries, atiti thlt all Iieoilt'. of iti world should lie representel iad
the innility to deal effectively with disa' riniarli'nl and to
en force it, especilly on; iid vol itl persouis responsible.
CiiARTii iIEVISION

I t hin k the ci liteliilv lcto revise tIhe chalher sI
.ouhii

lie heIl I alld that
it would be aivaiaritgeons to the I'llile I States, especially since it was
set up in tlie pie-al otIic-hydrogen age.
'1'lh revisions I sulgges to !e niade in the
iitied Nations ('har ler
are that all peoples lie allowed o be riieriliers of the U. N., (]uis open ing tlie way for world disarii ni it ah olishing the veto power, and
providing witys uf extending the meins of world reduction of arms.
at the saine t itie establish iig a )olii'e force Iitoenforte t his Iy ionstarit
inspection, and tle arrest of idiviliilis responsiltle for* violating
these laws ulidto destroy the arms.
I believe t lie World court should be expanded in order to deal with

I wish to tlhaik Seiator Wiley and his conlnit tee for coinitg to
Xortlh Carolina.
'l'lie (t
x. '['hli
11.r. k yim veiv imich. I A 1I1rio . I
I )r. 1. NIlur1liy 1'iII is. .r. of Wi Ison, N. C.

STATEMENT OF R. MURPHY WILLIAMS, JR., WILSON, N. C.
Mr. lir,.ns.
Senator Wiley, I feel very iihe like the mani I
hlea oh t1 Illt (le olliii'd'v who came to tire veterinarian md got ill
t rolibe lictilse, it se(inis, that lie (it11( hack after the vet, had give
liili a pill for his sick vow, to Ibedelivered bi blowill- ihe pill ihiwn the
cow s u.tour i, and lie c:aine hack ill lrouible and itill,
COWwe l]ew
first."
The (C'u.u]NMAN. Yol iiist lave beeii associating with l)emocrats;
I an a Republican.
Laughter.]
OisiJ

I'S~st
isi'l..iiix

Mr. Wil'.'lmrs. What I have to say, of cour.e has been covered
heretofore. however, I repres nt a grol of citizens of Wilson, N. C.,
who were called together by the Wilson Council of Churches to con.,iderIthis matter whici youlave re(Iested of us, to get these opinions.
We I d :j so-'llu lleiiligs. mid cll ,,ver 210 iecijde attended these
IIwetiis's an] '-l ii.'d it. aold whale I will rlu]irt t,
,ol is whiiithIle.wi
people hive t : Ikeil 1ili0it ilk tle ii1eil
vigs.
Maiiifestly. it is not the
ii)iit iolls th hi:io'e terill ssed down liv anyone f(toin i) above. bit it
is roreowII olciloni lls they gr'ew omlt of liedis.lssioli.
We, first of ill], believe strongly iii the United Nations. We believe.
of course, that this Urrited Na(ins is better than no United Nations,
blt we (to believe that there are some changes that to lieed to be made
for, at the present time, we feel that the United Nations is riot equipped
to (10 the joc of preserving tile peace of the world, and ill this age,
it seems to Lie a qireslion of universal peace or universal destruction.
It is a small consolation for us to know that if in the case of a hydrogen war, we were attacked by the criminals of the Kremlin, that
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France and England and the others would coite to our cause, because
at that time it would be too late.
,I.IMIN.\TF VrrO ON

1EIBi RSIliP AND iPEAC:FUh. 5,',Fi., MKNT

We believe therefore-we do not believe in the elimination of the
veto, but we do believe that it would be well to eliminate in the, charter
the veto oit admission of new members to the United Nations.

If a nation should be kept out, it. should he kept out by democratic
action.
We also believe that the United Notions Charter should be revised to
eliminate the veto on peaceful set tlement of disputes.
(CHR

SUGGESTED CANOES

We believe, too, ihat there should be a change in tile manner of
voting. and we were taken very much tby what Secretary Dulles called

the weighted voting.
We believe also that the United Nations Charter should grow into
more of an inst ,ament of law.
Now, along with this we believe, too, that the United Nations Charter should be revised and clarified to prevent interference in the internal affairs of number nations. The nations of the world should
have this safeguard against the United Nations' interference, and
it should be clearly stated, which it is not now.
DISARMAMENT
We believe, toti-and this took the major part of our time-in

disarmament, but in effecting this disarnamnient-and this has not been
covered today that 1 have heard-we believe that the United Nations

Charter shotlh include the policy of enforcing disarmament against
prohibited weapons and the individual violators under court control
rather than the United Nations going to war with the country in
which this should occur.

The iwninciple was followed in the Nuremberg trials, and we believe

it should be followed in this connection. However, disarmament sets
to be the mitost crucial issue, and that we would strongly favor.
The CHiAIRM.N. Thank you very much, sit-.

[Applause.]

('ite prepared statement of 1R.Murphy Williams, Jr., is as follows:)
. IATEMENT It'SENiNTING IDEAS C.ONENING POSSiItE tEVIsION or UNItED NATIONS
('nARITI', SUBMITTIEDBY R. MURPHaY ViI.LIAMS, JPl, PASTOR, FIRST PRESBYTxRAIh,
('ilURC1I. WILSON, N. C., E ECTEa IY 0':ETAIN CITIZENS OF W ILSON, N. C., 1'o
ItEPRFSENT THcu
flentlenten, having herd that It was your desire that citizens of our Nation
should discuss the matter of revising the Charter of the United Nations and
report such Ideas that would come out of these discussions to you, the Wilson
Council of Churches ta representative body to which eaeh church of our city
.ends eight members) in its ineeting on March 21,1954, passed a motion to sponsor
a series of meetings to discuss this very Important matter. The meetings were
to bo thrown open to the ptiblic. and adequate publicity was to be given to urge
all interested citizens to participate In these discussions. It was understood then
and is to be understood now, that all decisions reached are not to be construed
to be the opinions of the Wilson Council of Churches, but rather the opinions of
the citizens participating in the discussions.
Three such meetings were held on April 29, May 4, and May 0, 154. The
leader for these discussions was Dr. Samuel It. Levering, who very ably led us
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tito the different aspects of the problem. The meetings were attended by many
very substantial people of our city, and it would be well for this subcommittee
to understand that these opinions are not those of crackpots, lut rather are those
of citizens who are generally recognized as religious, civic, political, and educational leaders of our city. The total number present at the three inectlings was
approximately 200, and many were present at all three sessions. These discussions seized to stir up much thinking on the part of the citizens of Wilson that
Indicated that the lublh, generally was interested In the matter.
At the end of the third session those who were present asked me, as chairman
of the plannhig committee, to come and present their views to you. And so I
come, representing no organized group, bat rather to present to you the measured
opinion of some Interested (eitlzenq. The group Itself has not approved this particular report, but I am sure Ithat 1 reflect accurately their views, due to the fact
that we asked theinto state their views on paper. We asked them to report
"Yes" or "No)"to certain questions, which were asked Impartially, and without the
attempt to persuade, Out of more than 50 people replying, only 6 gave an answer
of "No" to any question; none of these answered "No" to more than I question;
and no more than I person answered "No" to any single question. So these
are our views:
First of nil, we are convinced that there should be some real change made in
the United NntIons Charter. At tile present time It Is not equipped to do the Job
of preserving the peace of the world, anti in this age it seems to be a question
of universal peace or universal destruction.
We believe that it would be well to eliminate In the Charter the veto on admisslon of new members to the United Nations. This Is particularly necessary
when it ,omes to a later revision we believe to he wise In regard to disarmament.
because cerinily some nations cannot disarm unless all do. To do so would
put in the hands of even the smallest nations the capacity to conquer the w.rl.
This does not mean that we necessarily believe that allnations must belong to
the United Nations, because the nations, by democratic action, may want to
keep a particular nation out. But this should be done, If it is done, by democratic action.
We als. believe that the United Nations Charter should be revised to eliminate
the veto on peaceful settlement of disputes. Manifestly, these settlements are
only recommiendations to the disputants, hut it Is unfair when some nation can
use the veto for ]wlilical gain.
We believe that there should be a change In the manner of voting In the United
Nations, Ai but one of our group felt that the change suggested by Secretary
Dulles, to what he called "weighted" voting, seemed good. The present systein
seems to be grossly unfair.
We believe, too, that the United Nations Charter should grow into more of an
Instrument of written law. Too often in the past the United Nations has relied
on political expediency as the means of accomplishing Justice, but this Is always
dangerous. When it comes to the matter of disarmament, this is particularly
necessary.
Along with the above, we would strongly suggest that the United Nations
Charter should be revised and clarified to prevent Interference in the internal
affairs of member nations. The nations of the world should have this safeguard
against United Nations interference, and it should be early stated.
Now we would like to deal with the matter of armaments. Ths seems to be a
most crucial question, and a major part of our discussion dealt with this matter.
We would strongly favor giving the United Nations the power to reduce and
control arms. It must be understood that we favor this on two conditions:
(1)that proper safeguards be established to keep the United Nations from comlmitting travesties of Justice, and (2) that Internal Inspection by the United
Nations be conducted In each nation of the world. Under the present conditions
it is clearly within the range of possibility for a nation to wipe out other whole
nations, and disarmament seem.4 to us to be the only way to curb this power.
Ineffe4cting
this disarriment we believe that the United Nations Charter should
include the policy of enforcing disar,nament against the prohibited weapons and
the individual violators, under court control, rather than the United Nations
going to war with the country in which this should occur. This principle was
followed in tihe Nuremberg trials, and we believe it could Is,followed in this
connection.
We believe strongly In an inslpection and police force. which should he mad,
up of civilians. This force, it must be understood, would have control of arias
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only, and it could not Interfere In the internal matters of nations other than to
apprehend criminals who are building Illegal arms,
We believe that a small international arned force would be necessary. When
we speak of "small," we mean up to 200,000 armed inen, To make this force too
large would be, In Itself, dangerous.
We are in favor of some control organ to administer and enforce the disarmament agreement.
There was one other matter discussed at length in our sessions, but no written
answer was gotten. I am sure that I reflect the feelings of the people present
when I say that we believe that if there could Ie some control of arms obtained,
some of the funds now channeled to arms should be used to enlarge the program
of the United Nations to help the needy people of the world to come to the place
where they can adequately feed themselves. The control of arms is a negative
but necessary thing. But we believe that the United Nations must go further
Into helping the underprivileged nations to get on their feet. We believe that
this can be more adequately accomplished through the United Nations than
through Individual nations making contributions direct to tinnei nations. It
will do much more In the way of creating International good will and ulutnitl
trust.
These beliefs of ours are rooted, we believe, in our religious concern. We
have felt that It was appropriate for the Wilson Council of Churches to call for
these public meetings, because our basic faith is that Almighty God would have
His children live together in pence. Therefore we believe that the greatest way
our Nation can serve His purposes would be to had the world into ln ndcinte
means of living together in His world.

at thislpoilit statemells
filed, by the following: Voters IT. S. A.; Evelyn
F. Storey, North
Caroliin. Federation of Business and ProfessionaI Women's Clubs,
Inc.; Edwin McNeill Potent; Mrs. Carl W. MM1iurray, National
League of American Penwomen -Mrs. Martha M. F'ithrer housewife;
R. Mayne Albright; Frederick R. and Rachel F. Taylor; George R.
Sherill and John B. McConaughy; the resolution of the North Carolina Federation of Women's Cfubs: Robert F. Saleeby, Sndisbury
Junior Chamnber of Commerce: Frank W. l anft: Spencer Mnrphy,
and Mrs. John IV. LAisley, Jr.
(The documents above referred to nre as follows:)
The CHAIRMAN. I will insert il tn e record

(Printed as an editorial In thp SnIt bury Eventng Post, May 15, 19541
STATEMENT OF

SPVNCER MURPIIY, EDITOR, SAISBURY POST, SAI.ISDURY, N. C.'

A coingresshonal conllnttee oil a grassroots touir of inquiry tak.s testiliony it)-

day at Greensboro as to public attitude toward impendhig opportunity for re.
vision of the Chiarter of the United Nations.
Let It be hoped that the bulk 6f ihis teslinony from an area notable for early
and stalwart support of international federation for peace, will Increase nd
fortify the strength of vision now on record, rather than diminish or decry it.
Disparagement of the United Nations has become dishearteningly vocative in
the long months which failed to soe the first cautious experimenatailon with world
government fail to produce the miracles expected by shallow gwiaility, the
magic clamored for by the impatiently immature, or the easy escape front
humanity's continuing crisis dreamed of by those citizens whose understanding
Includes neither concept of humanity nor appreciation of erlsis.
Such disiparagement has run the gamut from helpless psychosls which would
continue the United Nations unchanged, to the purblind nihilism which wouhtl
abolish it.
Meantime, towering above the inanity of do nothhig, nnd the insanity of destroy
all, is the total achle'einent of the United Nations il this hour which In mauii
econttile, humanitarian, and spiritual spheres dwarfs the accomplishinimt of
any single nation or an. combination of nations in all previous wortl history.
Inn that achievement Is inherent for those not nllullered by lesser concerns, the
inspiratittn for conviction that reconst riction of the United Nations io eninbhl
it to regulate armaments and forbid aggression witht unchallengeable authority
is the only avenue thrtgh which mtankind may escape self-destruction.
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Those who nininize the constructive record of the United Nations during
lhe brief span of its existence either ignorantly or dishonestly neglect to
tnd reverses r,-orletd tiler tit
consider Inn nooitiarlson le tortured iireils
dcaties arid even gener'tiis ii tini' iarly limes of till single titlions, including
our own.
If misery, horror, destruction, and death are the spawn of war, let us not
forget that sfitslnesw d hyiieritiiniitsln ire Its Inrerits.
Only throuiglt 11 MlitIlled Nntiions can thier'' is ity hope of sutlimatlngnnilaterl national atilfions to untillilati'rai guartiainship of peace in tihe age of
I110 cobl~t hooI
T hereIiollitirit
titli.cy.
('it.ilnd
ti human
Only uriro:soi

ivollid IIJmlie nmore' Illan it tedlous, exasperting, and

erii-

frauulit progress, liwird peane Ihrolgl I s rtrinthened UnIted Ntions; lut only
idiocy would suggest ainy ir'igress whatever itiw\Vlald lhint ceninrles-soilght goal
tnroug any collier tXjslt 'li.
The United Nations is in trenture if necessity; is snifegutrding and further

lunplenwilattion ire dentninded no nreri Ity the nlist raions of ('lnristIan principles
IInnain
by tli(' starlk selr-intremst (if iulltaln perpetilitier.
S cHOOL Or Law,
1
I NIVER5JTY OF NORTH CAROLINA,

Chapel Hill, N. C., May 8, 1954.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON UNITmD NATIONS CnIAnTxs REVISION.

GENrTI.rneMN : Our country and the w%,orl] are drifting toward a third world war
its is generally rts.igilzeii, ninny enl this civilivAlion and desirtiy a large
%iiich,
o pi lcy offe.ring a reisinualilt' blo of pernlunently
i ii tit iC lie lllninin rin .
ivholtlung S itit it tilsslter lans i'een ti,'velai'tl either by tills aldnnlistration tir Its
predecessor.
Gallup poll methods are Inadequate to neet this threat, The scientists did
riot ievelop the iydrogeni bonib by cnsultiig popular opinion. The threat of the
itydlioget init) rtequtires moral inil piltic.al li:tidtrsiilp eepUivalent to the genius
hiersllip (an produce a proI roilinietd Ihi, tit1ili. Suntliad
ir tin.'sciinti-s who
grant, i
ItIt i1 iinl-1Ttloll, anld lest i nnt lin ills, lmit tit' program cannott he
produced at the polls. It is up to our leaders to lead.
oil world organThe pIrogi:mn nlelnutue for IIt' safely of In( world nust ucenner
Jzation; that is, the United Nations.
The I'nilted Nntion.s mnusst I st renigtt'etd to tie lp)int that it can cope with the
task of maintaining world order innthe atomic age.
'lins reinulri's ninjir i.iinges In tin Chrtt'r of tint United Nations, incltiding
these:
A statement In tie chnialer if basic rtiles to be observed by all nations for kt.pIng the Ia'e. For 'xamile, aggression should le defined and prohibited. The
di'iiltiot shnotnd l0In1d senndinig inasses nif "volunteers" Into other countries to
participate in conflicts there.
The General Assemniiily snotid I given authority toi enact additional rules for
keeping the peace.
The Security Council should be given the duty of enforcing the rules.
The veto should be eliminated.
.A worli military fore. .-itlt the p'seinnel citreftilly screened, anti preferably
recruited principally fronti the smaller nations, snoultd li' irovhied for tonenforce
tile rules mlnmn.rline Siumnit y ('otincil. TIe nniillry force should be recrulitel
conitingents. niundshould towe ai loyalty ext'ent
Individually and tot Io% iyttl]oomim
to the United Nations.
Authority to determine guilt of violating the rules for keeping the peace should
he placed in the World Court.
These are, of course, only statements of general pric'lples. But before details
can be worked out, tine general principles to Iw enixided in concrete details must
be determined.
If our foreign policy were founded on such a prgran for strengthening the
United Nations it would greatly improve our international position even though
we did not succeed in getting it adoptedd. So long as our policy Is centered on
proposals tio be Inatie oaid action to be takrn by tills Nation individually, then,
however valid our action,, the Communists can and do distort our motives and
niake our conduct appear to be founded on greed and ambition.
Sincerely yours,
FRANK W. HAET.
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SUBMITTED BY |ROBERT F. HIALIYKIY. C AIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL ltVI,ATIONS COMuMIC, SALISBURY JUNIOR CHAISIBES or ('oM!eRu:r., SAI.tntnItY, N. V.

STATEEUT

The Salisbury (N. 0.) Junior Chamber of Commerce has been vitally interested
in improving the United Nations for several years
Last year we completed n
thorough study of the topic and initiated sinil,ir studies In various junior
chamber of commerce clubs throughout North Carolina.
As a result of this study and interest, a resolution wi's passed at the 1N53
United States Junior Chamber of Commerce Convention urging the establishment of a cungressilnti committee to do the work being done by this Senate
committee.
I would like to insert Into the record of ihe committee's hearings the resoitluioi
approved by the Salisbury Jaycee Club, entitled "A Program of Information for
a Stronger United Nations."
At this time, the Salisbury Junior Channber (f ('omnerce respectfully urges
that this subcommittee recommend that tile Senate Comnittee on Foreign Relntions initiate appropriate legislation in Congrem that will have the United
Sates representative in tie United Nations actively support necessary changes
in the United Nations Charter to enabl,- tie United Nations to enforce Intelnational laws controlling weapons of war in order to prevent wor, including the
establishment of appropriate inspection, enforcelntent, and police agencies within
the U. N.; and, that tie United States representative in the United Nations
actively oppose changes in Ile United! Nations Charter that would enable lie
United Nations to interfere in nay of our purely domestic afTairs.
In addition, I would like to insert in the record tile accompanying market!
copy of President Eisenhower's address at ('olumbia in 1)50 which reflects (Ip
views stated above.
I thank you.
"A PR( URAM OF INFORMATION

FOR A STRONGER UNITED NATIONS

"Whereas sonie realistic anld] effective niens 1nt1st
1h

found tio stop the spread

of communism anld Communist aggression; and
"Whereas warfare anong the nittions of tile world 115 beIcoile s desircultive
that it threatens our whole civilization; and
"Whereas enforceable law always Ihes biell tle most effective ilieans for stoopping and preventing violence all armed 'onflict between unlike individuals,
groups, or states; and
"Whereas the United Nations Organization hits done nn ex(i4lent job 1d )fls
succeeded In many different fields, but is nt present incapable of InaltitahIlilig
peace or preventing war and aggression, Iscieude it lacks the strength to make
and enforce International laws pertaining to excessive armaments and aggression ; and
"Whereas President Eisenhower, lion, John Fo-ster Dulles, and lloln. Henry
Cabot Lodge have recently urged the strengthening of the (T. N. so that it can
be a more effective instrument of peace; and
"Whereas the 1952 General Conference of the Methodist Church ias established
the Methodist encsade for world order, calling for study and Informalion oil
the steps necessary to make the U. N. an effective instrument of peace: and
"Whereas the United States Junior Chamber of Commerce, being the most
outstanding young men's civic organization in tlIs Nation, 1has always llborfd
to preserve our freedoms and American way of life, now endangered by war,
preparation for war, and communism; mid
"Whereas the United States Jnnior Chamber of Commerce anI the North
Carolina Junior Chamber of Commerce have long worked for world pace 2tad
support of a stronger U. N., being the first civic organization in ip Nation toi
urge the establishment of an international organtfatton after World Wair II, to
prevent war: Therefore. be it
"Regolred by the North Carolona Junior (haion;r of Commioerce, TIlat"(1) The North Carolina Junior Chamber of Commerce accept, as anlilill
civic international relations project, a program of public information and 041u('ation on the need for strengthening tile Unitel Nations Organization so th'at
It will have the power to make and enforce International laws pertaining to
excessIve armaments and aggression only. necessary to prevent war and stop
Communist aggression.
"(2) This program of education and Informalion shall be officially referred
to as the Jaycee Crusade for Education on a Stronger U. N.
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"(3) The United States Junior Chanmber of Commerce shall receive a co)py of
this resolution and this project shall be presented to the United States Juhior
Chamber of Commerce at the 1953 convention for consideration as a national
and JCI project."
Adopted by the Salisbury Junior Chamber of Commerce without a dissenting
vote on March 10, 153.
lFroma the New York lherald Tribune, March 24, 1950]
EIs8N1ioWEK's AcDRESS

AT COLUMIA

ON THE OUTLOOK FOR W

)oi PACE AND

A

STroNocs U. N.
But Iermnanence, universality nnd security cannot be achieved merely by
covenant or agreement. Treaties are too often scraps of paper; in our age the
signal for two world wars was the allowsus repudiation of pacts and edged
word. There must lie a universal urge to decency.
This fact compels the observation that they are thinking wishfully who pin
their hopes of peace upon a single high level conference and a resulting paper
that would bear the promise of governmental heads to observe all the rlghktt
of others. An agreement, though it should bear the seal tcnd ribbon of every
chancellery In the world, Is worth no mure than the coinfldtm, lhced by each
signer in the good faith and integrity of every other. We must sadly acknowledge that today such worldwide confidence does not exist.
It Is obvious that an enduring, worldwide and secure peace must he founded on
justice, opportunity, and freedom for all men of good will; be maintained In a
climate of International understanling and cooperation; he free from militaristic
menace; and be supported by an accepted and respected police power, repre.
senting nil nations. Critical factors In the problem of building such a peace are
the needs of a human society composed of Individuals; and, further, the needs of
a hunmnu society that is divided into Independent nations, each sovereign within
1is own borders and conicieting with all others to promote the Interests of its
own citizens, often at tihe expense of others. There are two sides to the coin
of pea(e, the individual and the national; if one Is defective tihe c0oin is spurious.
Moreover, without American leadership in the search, the pursuit of a just
and enduring peace Is hopeless. Nowhere in the world-outslde this land-is
there the richness of resources, stamina and will needed to lead what at times
may be a costly and exhausting effort. lut leadership cannot be exercised by the
weak. It demands strength-the strength of this great Nation when Its people
are united in purpose, united In a common fundamental faith, united In their
readiness to work for hunian freedom and peace; this spiritual and economic
strength, in turn, must be reinforced In a still armed world by the physical
strength necessary for the defense of ourselves and our friends.

On the collectihe side of the coin, peace retquires an International society

liberated from the threat of aggression by neighbor on neighbor. a threat forever present when one or more nations are committeed to the building or maintenance of gigantic military machines. No sane man will challenge, under present circumstances, the need for defensive strength designed to secure against
Internal or external attack the Independence ant sovereignty of a free state.
But the continued existence of even one purely ofensive fore-a force for which
there is no apparent need based In the logic of self-defense--denles enduring
peace to the world. Those who have spawned such a force must either eventually destroy It by demollization-and find justification for the heavy cost
already laid on their people; or use it, tacitly or actively, as a threat or as a
weapon. There is no middle course.
The two requisites to an enduring peace-the elimination of deep-seated Incitements to strife and hopelessness, and he elimination of armament for aggression-are, or should be, within the realm of feasible attainnent. But man
can remake the face of his physical environment and can harness all the power.s
of the universe more easily, it seems, than he can learn control of his temper as
a member of Ihe international community. Neverthiess, those who term these
twin requisites utopian ant visionary are cut from the same bolt of cloth ax
those of an earlier clay who claimed that epihendccs were an Inescapable companion to human existence and denounced the preachers of sanitation as balkers
of (lod's will.
To prevent the crime of war, all nations and all Ideologies can unite without
sacrifice of principle. But lest self-interest in minor matters breed a carelessness
42435-54-pt, 4-- 0
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toward the gravity of this problem, there is required unity of understanding concerning the facts of modern war. After the worldwide devastation that grows
daily more possible, none may be able to distinguish between the victor and the
vanquished of n future conflict. Confronted by that outcome to another world
war, all of us-East and West-are in the same boat. The boat can be swamped
in a series of atomic blasts; but, sustained by understanding of a common peril,
It can also carry us through to final peace. Thus, the posslillity of almost total
destruction, terrible thought it is, could be a blessing as all nations, great and
small, for the first time in human history, are confronted by an inescapable
physical proof of their common lot. Franklin's "If we don't all hang together,
we shall each bang separately," has its International applical Ion today. There is
no prod so effective as a common dread; there is no binder so unifying.
Nevertheless, all governments pay an equal lip service to the commori purpose
of satisfying human hungers and promoting International understanding. Every
one of them, if challenged, can point to laws and policies that are noble beyond
criticism. Why, then, is not world peace automatically ours?
ATMr DISARIM,OR NONE

Simply because the positive elements In the construction of peace can be nullified by any powerfully armed nation whose motives are suspect, unless all are
committed to disarmament and there is some means of enforcing peace among
them. All the sanitary safeguards ever designed will not secure a community
agaln.t disease If the residents of one block flout them ; and the violators will not
be persuaded to amend their ways until health officers, backed by the police and
the laws, enforce the ordinances.
When even one major power, surreptitiously or flagrantly, builds and maintains
a military machine beyond the recognized needs of reasonable security, a war of
aggression Is a constant threat to peaceful nations. At the very least, these
armaments become the gangster's gun-a notice that might and might alone shall
serve as Judge and Jury and sheriff in the settling of International dispute. That
Is the only realistic interpretations, since no government otherwise would
squander Its revenue or exhaust its economy on so sterile an enterprise. It is
clear that international disarmament is essential to a stable, enduring peace.
In a disarmed world-should it be attained-there must be an effective United
Nations, with a police power universally recognized and strong enough to earn
universal respect. The Individual nations can pool in it the power for policing
the continents and the seas against international lawlessness-those acts which
Involve two or more nations in their eternal relations.
I do not subscribe to any idea that a world police force or a world organization
should be permitted entrance to any nation for the purpose of settling disputes
among Its citizens, or for exercising any authority not specifically anl voluntarily accorded by the affected nation. At this stage of civilization's progress,
any effort to push to this extreme the purpose of international law enforcement
will defeat leitimate objectives. National sovereignty and independence have
been won by most at too great cost to surrender to an external agency such powers. But by the establishment of a United Nations world police of a properly
defined and restricted,*but effective powers, no nation would surrender one iota
of Its current national functions or authority, for none, by itself now possesses a
shred of responsibility to police the world. To an international peace organization, a nation would give up nothing beyond its equitable share in men and money.
How this organization is to be constituted or how it is to be controlled, has yet
to be worked out, but with the principles honestly accepted, the procedural problems would be easy of solution.
lIFSO.IT10

ON UNITED NATIONS

I North Carolina Flederation of Women's ('libs. Mrs. Grady E. Kirkinan,
president, Greensboro, N. C.)
stIPI'OITNO ANn

'rnrNlTJIIENINO iNITD NATIONS

Whereas the problem of achieving world peae is the gravest question faring
mankind In this atonuic vra; and time
ilted Nitions Is the, only orgatized inietimg
grQtun1 for the people of the world; and the (' rter of United Niolloiis provides
for a review conference in 1955: Re it
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Rsorcd, That the North Carolina Federation of Women's Clubs redouble its
study and discussions of the structure of United Nations, its achievements,
failures, anl i)entialitleg, during the coiing year, to the WnR:
First, of giving United Nations even more sympathetic un(lerstanding and
enthusiastic support where such is valld;
Second, of suggesting attiflles and searching for methods looking toward its
future deeloiieht Into a world organizathool oien to till peoples with defined
and Iltited power adeqate to presi-rve peace nnd to prevent iggressin through
Ili, ilailutjinia tindnefercenient of world law.

I)EIARTME:N-r OF POL.ITIAL SCIENCE,

UNI

MaSITY
OF SOTH ('ohutfba,
CAROL.NA,S. (J.

Maj. 1,. l'. MIItN)ON,
(treenshore, 3N.U'.
Il'Ai MAJOR MCLFNION : Ve ire writing youn it order to recoiniend to the
4
1 -nate Freign lehtlal11s StilInflilltee sol1e necessary changes In the United
Nation (harter In order to, make It more effective as an intrnment for peace.
We understand that an Iiutritatlonal cinfirence ton revision of the charter
will probably be held next year.
Our recoinnier(dation tire as follows:
I1) Amend artlhle 27 of the charter so as to eliminate the difference between
procedural anti noi)proceilurnl noniters. All decislious of the ounlcit woilh he
reacheil by an tifirmat ive vote of any seven invenlurs of the Security Council.
This would elinauinto fihe veto n1 double veto aid unablee the Security Council
lie stt in eases of threal toi Ie pence. lireaches of the Ipeace, and acts of oggres.
sin tinder chapter VII of Ihe elirtur in .pile of Soviet opp)osilion. It will
restore the iower of the Security 0piniil which has been badly dalnaged by
Soviet vetoed's. At present when the council ' iniit reach a declMon, such
disputes are referred to the General As senibly it iaccordance wilth the united
for peace resoltillio.
(2) Make provision for a United Nations police force recruited on a volunteer
halsis and to include air, army, and naval forces. These forces would be In a
.tate (if readiness to coinbat iggresslion liiiediately nntll tlie inttilers of the
United Nations could supply.iatonal contingents. It is suggested that thbl
be brought about by the anientIinent of article 43 (of the charter.
(3) The amenflneat of article 4, parigraph 2, so that the new members to
ihe United Nations be adiltied by two-Ihilrds vote of the General Assembly and
the vote of any 7 members of that Security Council. Similar nmendnents
should apply to suspension (art. 5) and expulsion unnder article 0. This would
ultaniate the double veto now used by the Soviet Union t ) exclude new members.
(4) The amendment of chapter XIV of the Charter andi Statute of the ilter.
nation Court of Justice to allow the trial, conviction, and punishment of any
person or persons violating international law. This would Include: planning
and Instigating, or attempting to pain or Instigate aggression, threat to peace,
or breach of the peace contrary to international law: depriviiig persons of freedom and rights guaranteed by international law; andi mistreatilent of war
prisoners or violation of the laws of war. It would seem thit inder the war
It would be
criminal trials such persons are guilty of international cries.
better to try them before an iplartinl international tribunal rather than a
national tribunal. It would be better to try them before the damage is done
rather than when it Is too late. States under this provision should agree to
IliS provision
deliver tip for trial such persons accused of international crimes.
would be a deterrent to war and aggression.
We believe that these four changes woul make the United Nations a stronger
and more effective agency for peace. We need a stronger United Nations rather
than a weaker one. We are sure that the Senate Foreign Relations will make
many fine suggestions for the Improvement of the charter. We want to congratulate the committee on its Interest and Initlitive in obtaining suggestions
for the improvenient of tie charter.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) G(:oRoE It. SHI:Rslr.,
(Typed) Prof. ltcoroF It. SHiERRILL,
H'rfd of the PoltiealNne'e Deparlint.
JOHN It. MIC(ONAI'ohIY,
Prof 's.aor of ilcrnationalLaic.
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11101 POINT, N. C., May 15,1954.
To the Senatorial committee on Rerislon of the United Natons Charter:
We wish to put ourselves on record before this senatorial committee as bellevIng that there is extreme urgency In the need for greatly strengthening the
United Nations-otherwise it seems perfectly clear that civilization, if not all
life on this planet, is doomed.
Especially to be desired is abolition of the veto power In all fields
where that
power can wreak havoc In International relations and bring on worhl war Ill.
From what we can learn, it also seems clear that, whilh we are totally opposed
to communism, that Communist nations should be admitted to the United Nations
In order that if nnd when they should wish to cooperate with the free nations
of the world, they may do so more effectively. It is our undersaiuillig that,
ce the veto power Is abrogated, those nations cannot posslhiy control the It. N.,
so that when they attempt any underhanded tactics, which we would expect them
to do, they could and would be overwhelmingly outvoted.
We believe that gradual disarmament Is the only alternative to wholesale
destruelion of great poiulations. This must lie uider adequate sui' ivlsion, by
committees from the United Nations, coniprising a mlority of United States
and Russian memxrs, with the majority from other countries no. ph dged to
support any other one nation.
The thought at once arises as to whether it Is eoneivable that the Kremlin and
its supporters would agree to such a thing and keel) the agreement. It wouhl
seem that the answer may eventually be that the members of the Kremlin, as
well as nil other persons, wish to live. With world war III this would seem
ImpossIble.
Ti1e time Is running short. We must try to save ourselves, I. e., the people
of the earth, rather than annihilate ourselves.
,FI"DFICK It.
TAYLOR, M. D.
ItA,'Imm,
iF. TAYLOR.
STATEMENT BY R.

MATNE ALBRIOHT, ATTORNEY,

iRALriit, N.

C.

As an officer of Allied Mlitary Government In the European Theater 1043-45,
I became convinced by lprsonal experience of the absolute ncessity for a
strong international organization of world law as the only alternative to world
anarehy and world war.
My belief in the necessity and, therefore, in the possibility of such an organisatlon has been increased by all that has happened since World War II. My
hopes for its establishment in time to prevent world war Illrest In the U. N.
and the proposals for its development into a more effective world organization.
Therefore, I believe in the United Nations and want to see it strengthened.
I believe the United States should take the initiative in calling for a charter
review conference to consIder amendments to the U. N. Charter in the light
of 10 years' experience under the present charter. All the experiences, and both
the successes and shortcomings of the U. N. during these past 10 years point
to the wisdom of holding a review at least every 10 years. The present crisis
in Indochina Is a most pressing immediate justification for calling for a charter
review without further delay.
I believe that a strengthened United Nations Is our only hope of preventing
world war Ill.
I do not believe that a stronger U. N. would endanger the United States
or the American way of life or would be inconsistent with the ideas or ideals
upon which our Government was founded.
On the contrary we in the United States have the greatest stake In the
success of the United Nations. We have the greatest responsibility for making
it work. Oar own history points the way, for we are a Nation which has
dreamed great dreams and Inade them come true. We formed the first Federal
Union, uniting for freedom. for nmtual helpfulness, and for peace.
Nearly all who believe In the U. N. believe that it should be strengthened
if only the "proper amendments" can be proposed and agreed upon. I submit
that there Is at least some hope of agreement, but that even without agreement
a review conference would help revive the hopes with which the U. N. was
formed.
It amendments can be agreed upon they cannot take effect unless and until
ratified by the United States Senate, and by other nations according to their
respective constitutional processes.
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If no amendments can be agreed upon at this first review conference, at least
experience will have been gained, needs clarified, and points of agreement and
lisagreementt cleared.
United States leadership for a review conference should at least help reaffirm
our faith and that of our allies, that In spite of our present necessary race for
military power, our goal Is still a world of peace and Justice under a U. N.
strong enough to prevent aggression.

STATEMENT OF MARTiHA M. FuJIIIER,

lIouswWF.

1. Are we as American citizens satisfied with the United Nations? No.
(a) It is suffering from moral anemia and emotional starvation. This shall
be our first consideration In a revision of the charter. The preamble shall state,
"God, the Creator of the human race"--consequently, our duties and obligations
to our fellow man.
(b) The atrocities to which we have closed our eyes and ears for the past 9
years, i. e., Imprlsonment of Individuals and enslavement of nations, shall be
exposed and corrected.
Article 6, e!haper 11, shall read "shall be expelled."
(c) Immoral compromises shall cease. Any nation who is an aggressor shall
be so declared, shall 1b penalized even to expulsion.
(d) The Security Conncll nations have a status above the law; this shall be
remedied.
(r) Red China shall not be given recognition, but free nations, I. e., Spain,
Switzerland. Irelnnd, Austria, Western Germany, shall lie admitted.
2. Should we as a Nation withdraw from the United Nations? No.
The unity of the human race under God is not broken by geographical dislance or toy diversity of civilization, culture, and economy; consequently, our
obligation to our fellow man.
(a) Inalienable rights of iuan shall he respected In every country.
(b) The Constitution of the United States shall not be abrogated.
(c) We shall retain the veto until such time as the federation is on a sound
moral hasis.
(d) We shall remain a federation of nations, not a world government dominated by a foreign power.
(el 'The, lirowijgtndai organidalllns such as UNEHO shall be deleted.

SrAIi.,NT or Mis. (ARL

V, M ('
RRAY, l'RPRFIDENT, NATIONAL
AMERICAN l'ENWOMFN

I'AO1E OF

As Slate prestldnt of the National League of American Penwomen, I speak
for certain members of the Marion and Asheville branches and for individual
citizens of Marton.
Senator William E. Jenner has recently said, 'The United Nations Charter
contains the seeds of power to deprive our Slates of a republican form of government, guaranteed by the Constitution. We have a well-organIzed politicalaction group in this country, determined to destroy our Constitution and establish a one-party state, a movement which ignores reasonableness and boasts of
Its determination to destroy, which ignores morality and boasts of its clever.
ness in outwitting its opponents by abandoning all scruples." (It Can Happen
Here, by Hon. William . Jenner, February 23, 1954, pp. 10, 5, 6, respectively.)
The United Nations Charter became a ratified treaty by our United States
Senate after 4 days of actual deliberations, without opportunity being given to
the public to study it. According to our Constitution, a ratified treaty becomes
"the supreme law of the land"; therefore, ratified revisions of the United Nations Charter will also become "supreme law of the land."
We believe that the United Nations organization should maintain Its original
purpose as a forum for discussing world problems and that article 2, paragraph
7, which states: "Nothing contained in the present charter shall authorize the
United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic
Jurisdiction of any state * * *" should be strictly enforced, and should be expanded to Include the words "no treaty, agreement, resolution, or recommendation shall authorize the United Nations to exercise any authority with respect
to matters which are essentially domestic In character."
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We urge that no part of the United Nations Charter, or the afifliated agencies
of the United Nations, shall affect the Internal and domestic affairs of the United
States; or shall supersede any provision of the Constitution of the United States;
or, shall have aly power to enact laws to control and regulate education, commerce, public health, civil and States rights, communications, public power, taxation, armed services, economy, religion, the fretdOlnt of Anwricnt cllizens, or atny
other form of the American way of life contrary to the provisions of tile Cotstitution of the United States; and that no S pti11orn lit Ithe I'lliltd NIuIInl1
Charter shall, at any timne, become internal law In the IUnited States Ihbruugli
treaty or executive agreement.
Inasmuch as we are cltlzen4 of the United States and not world llIzens; iiid
Inasmuch as we pledge allegiantce only to the United States of America, and
Inasnmuch as no people have voted for delegates to recrsent then In tis Itliulted
Nations organization, we urge that the third word in the charter be changed front
"peoples" to "nations."
We urge further that the United Nallows le continue is ia voluntary orgalization of sovereign nations, any of whom may .%Illidraw after (lite notice is given
and after fuililing their obligations, and that it have only those IKiwers gritnted
to it in the limitation contained in article 2 (7) : fit1 VNE-I+S('("
te Iabolislhed
that violators of the United Nations t'liarter be expelled by two-thirds vote of
the General Assembly and by vote of 7 members of tie Security Council
(art. ti) ; that the exsisaes I,
bieorne wo)t' equitably by invisier 1nttins, with lito
nation burdened by more tihan 2. percent of the total budget of tile 11nited Nations
and its collective atfiltated agencies (art. 17 (2) ) ; that the decisions of the
General Astsembly Include questions of Jurisdictional disputes only in accordance
with article 2 (7) flint
t
articles 55 and rll have no Joirlsdiction over domestic laws
of a country; that the Secretary General discharge any employee of the United
Nations whose activities lake him ineligible and undesirable for eiloIytent by
his own government (art. 100. (I)); tlat the veto Iower I retained Iln tile
Security Council; that under no circumstances shall the United Nations orgailzatlion be turned into a world government organization, or limited world governx
sent, which would give the United Nations the power to tax, to tnact worlt law.
to provide an International army or police force, or to permit a change In the rule
of sovereign equality allowing each U. N. member nation 1 vote, or to estahlish a world court In which individuals might be tried; and that no nation be
allowed to hold permanent chalrmannnhlps of committees such as was agreed to
fit 11145 that Communist Russia should have at I,-rnanent hairnmanhll) f the
Military Staff Committee.
It has been well said that peace is "not the way of the planned economy, or
welfare state, which are names for forced labor and forced sharing. Instead,
peace comes as human beings learn to respect each others rights and ask of one
another only what each wants to give. This Is the way of free enterprise and
voluntary cooperation or, more simply, of freedom" (Christian Economics, Orval
Watts, May 4, 1954, p. 4).
Strengthening tile United Nations Charter Into a world government organization could destroy our Bill of Rights, our freedom of ownership of property, freedom of assembly, freedom of the press, and freedom of religion. We strongly
oppose any such world organization.
The United Nations can serve humanity by maintaining its status of an assembly of nations for Improving International relations with the purpose of world
peace for all mankind, but it can cause war through forced membership of nations
with diverse philosophies, customs, ideologies, and religions, especially when
Individual rights in the respective country are violated. No governing body outside the United States should have the power to legislate ruleq contrary to our
own Constitution without the people of the United States voting on the laws.

STAT MENT OF EDwiq McNEILL POTEAT

Events of the past year have underscored the deep concern of the free world
for an agency that can bring into world affairs the authority necessary for the
establishment and maintenance of a law-abiding community of nations.
Growing cynicism concerning the efficacy of the United Nations and the deliberate efforts of some to destroy it altogether or neutralize its Influence must be
counteracted by a realistic and dynamic revision of its charter that will not only
greatly Increase its usefulness but ilso enhance its diminishing prestige.
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It seems to me that at this time tine concern of the peace-hungry millions of
the earth should he answered by an effort to reexamine the structure and functions of U. N. to the end that the momentum developing In the direction of global
war shall be arrested, and a powerful International institution for the malnte.
nnce of peace and the lifting of the level of life for all tine people of the world
be ninade our primary concern.
STATEMENT OF tims ,VFLYN R. STOFLY, STATE CHAIRMAN,
INThEPNATIONAL REJ.ATIONS COM In ITTE, NORTI CA ROLINA FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
WoMEN's CLUIS, INC.

The need Is great for more study and experience with foreign peoples. Untlt
we understand the problems they face dally we must not force our opinions on
them. ThIs seems to be the only way we will ever have a permanent peace.
Also, we depend on other nations for so many of our foods and supplies. We
must consider this In our human relations with them.
We need a power of Inspection of arms of nll nntlons to prevent war.
The morl rearmament Idea works with iniivldnIls--1 feel sure It Is a sonad
working basis for permanent world peace.
This is an atomic age, and we must prevent aggression If we have to set up an
International world law and some form of U. N. police to enforce this law. We
appreciate wiat tine United Nations has done and is trying to do--hut we believe
It to)is Inadequate now. It lacks teeth.
Sonelhing drastic should be done to restrain tni.ia leaders. Do not believe
the itissiian people want war. However, they should Ie restrained from voting
"No."

Communisn aud Communists must be eliminated, at least In our own United
States.
We must straighten out the tangle now existing In Indochina.
All liese coihl Ie handled
111
1re effectively through flie U. N. linn any other
lilan.
XIAlFIEN'I

W'.e hIave

ON ltnAISION OF LNITEI) NA'ILONS Cl1iAlCMi, IRY Vii
IHALII ,.;E, M)

loing ('Iti

tift t

it

is

lnnn'l
rentuous

Ss U. S. A.,

for nlyo lie Other I1ha1 a lawyer

vels-el Inl ii, hll rinccles of international In to discuss the technicalities of any
change' In tl{- 1'. N. Cbiarter. in fact to disciisl tine
charter Itself and Its impact
ulpmn our Amerlcun Iradilions, except ifi the niust general winy.

However, since every ctizyeni has a concept of what is neant by national
sovereignty. honest ic or Initernal law, and the United States Constitution and
Bill of flights, we venture a few comments.
In a recent Suprene Court decision, there are these words: "The N. N. Charter
represents a itoral comnilinent of foreonost inaportntre and we (the Court)
inust not permit the spirit of our plledge to Ie! conlpromised or disparaged in
either our uiomnestic or foreign affairs."
Under the Im)wer of the charter President Truman sent ,P.000 Amnnerican troops
to fight In Korea. An armistice has been signed since with North Korea and
Soviet China, and we are not discussing at Geneva permanent tennis of peace.
At no time since the onset of tine Korean war has tie Presilent of the United
States acted in tine conduct of the war In accordance with the Constitution of the
United States, except as It has been superseded by our ratification of the U. N.
Charter. lie did not consult the Congress of the United States for its authority
to commit United Stites Armed Forces to war, as the Constitution expressly provides. The Korean armistice has not been submitted to the United States Senate
for approval.
The question of the defense of Indochin a is now before the American people.
Great iritain has announced that she will not participate In its defense. Yet,
tchini'ally, upon a favorable vote of the U. N. Security Council, both Great
Iritain and tinu.lUnited States could lie ordered under article 43 of tMe U. N.
Charter (which both Nations have ratified) to furnish th,,se tr~qIps that were
deemed necessary by the U. N. Military Staff of the Security Councilt (arts. 46
and 47 of the U. N. Charter). Our only method of refusal to follow such orders
would be by the exercIse of the veto,
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Article 27 of tile It. N, Chlarter, which regulates voll in In lhi' e'tirily (ounll,
probably has iiroienlnoi
mre e,tilroversy anl4d
ilnilreid
mire elnainuetintietarer
revision thn any other provision. It is required under
article 27 that ivraln
tl'cilRIons Il' innsien onlly
I

iII

tile minunalnitlnn

'ntiirr'teie

tit the live l

nunnil

t

iitti|llera
of th' tectrlty .otien l, Ity voting agtilnt it rvitulnltit11n. oilter than

oina einestlon dofllnetlan "lprocedural," any ole iI Ifhe
I iernnltnennt nnenilllrn oif tilhe
t4ecnrity Ucinel-the Uanited 1l
t-el, tine 1IIIIt'nl Kingdomnn,
Fnill'e, ('hitte1, or

the Soviet Unlon--a4'n blok or veto it eelmhn even through It might tle
aliroyi~l
by an overwlelhtnig iaejorlty of tie 1 .nitlonl
tnnnitl.
lit the lignagnt if tilt, n
olni
tih' IT.
N. tinnlier of the inate FinrvieIt
IRelations t'nimltte , otitletlruary 19, 1954:
'Two major approaches to dealing with the iste of the veo lie beyond the

t'ofe
this iidy.
nlitl
of the t iugests that the solution lies iln
atgenertl
aluellorallon tt the vitlltis between til' Moviet lhilon and tle ollemr
lierltmnnellt
utelnex~ra tit lilt%,&t'rltyUounttii io flit there wilt I,, fewer oe.allons of diln-

ngretnelnt ili
which the veto In likely to li' Invoked.
in.
opponentsts of this nsolution annytiint lite veto Is Clot the disease weltllh
pairs the effoctivennees of the United Natlons. Tile veto, it in contended, is
merely a synllptOtl of theitllt iRtween tile oviet blo oi thti one )lnnd anud the
United States and the other great powers on ithe
other 0 * *. It inobvioustiat
the veto woruh not be as it,
alons a problem as It IlIt the Soviet Union nnd the
other great powers had haruonitlonts relations, shared onulnton Interunational
alans, and agreed on the iethods which should e used to attain theme alms.
"The other major approach to the Irolem of tine veto involved title formnlug of
a tew Unltel Nations without tine Soviet Inion. This course was snrigtwted hy
torensr i'realdent loovrer InApril l1,50.
Sald the tornier Preliden : 'The Kremlia halne ittoe
the 11.N. to a piroiiaganda fri titfor the stinearlni of free pli'iqles.
It has been defeted as it preservative of peac and
aigood will. * * We suggest
that the 11.N. ithould he re riraniett without tine (onlnillllllt
Iatioll In It. It
that Ithnnpretlcal. tinen a definite

tnew'
xinnltei

front shotild
lie organize

of Illose

peoples who disavow ctottnntnnnlsn, who stand. for morals nnd religion, and wino

love reon. *1*
Tis Is en pnrelsnI to redeem tie c tcelut oftile Uenited
Natlns to the high puIrlitm.m for which It Is created.' "

We favor Mr. ltover's nlproaech. that Is to siny. thnt we ieleve the eente
of the Unlted Slate should seriously examine the Idea of villiirnwing froie
tlne
i'lnited Niatlons. rmelndlnl our ralflnt
InTllnee 1 145.and rorgimizllng it
world confedercy of the free mat lons.
We believe farther. that even In slnch a confederany. tine veto lower Shonld
be retained. fRetention of the veto pmwer Is synonymonns with relentlon of tin.
tlonal sovereignty, at least Insofar as control of oun Arnned Porte and onr
weaonls of .-elf-detense Isconernid.
It Is reallmwd, of course. that no nation tolay Is posses.ied of an ansolite ina.

tional soverelguty. Treaties exist, too numerous to cite here, 1In11loIng or anrintg.
litg the freecdon of action of ill
nations In many suheres, such as civil
neronan.
Ileal rIghtsN, marine nights., trade rights, travel rights, custonms and currency
rights. etc.
The important litnt to remember here Is that these multltudlons treaties
were written and are mostly honored, becan.nse a genuine need for them existed,
and a gennlne will to carry out the terms of these treaties existed as atnong the
contracting Iartei.
International law. al has all law, has ar sen as a resinilt of trial and error, wars,

dispulme, and the satisfactory and equitable settlement of disputes, over a period of thousands of years.
One professor of International law soid in effect that International law was
what the nation with the most battleships said It was. Ile was saying gracefully
what hlIstorlans Intmore baldly-that the nation or alliance with the most
power controls the situation. as we have observed with the Pax Romana and the
Pat ltrltannles-the homan peace and the lBritlsh neace-the first lasting for
several hundred years. and the second for lust over 200 vears.
Tb Issne of the veto is highlighted by the fact that for the first time In man's
history, the peoples and nations of the world have divided themselves Into 2
greater power blocs, with no real neutrals, and that the International alms and
objectiv" of these 2 great power blocs are almost diametrically opposed.
The point will be made by some that there are those who call themselves
neutrals., but on analysis, It will be seen that they are not, either from a moral
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or power r oiltlienI sthndill)nt. India, for Intilance, Is not a lnentral. Mile Is a
mli tury nnd econonle Ineffective, nltdmorally, deep with the 8viet Hocinlist
cannip. Mile hats developed tfie "statist" anp;ironei In her lengthy coinntitition,
indicating that her moral concept of thle soluttoun(it mnit's problems In simtilaor to
tut of 1i114
Movit Itrnihuo,
1,Q., hlit fhe Wli Is reluimlsllhe for amil cllrots the
ndllvIml. A similar Ilonnt couldlie mile Ili
regard to Indoncsla, a tato of
enormous econoiJc potential.
'The lIjlllratnto
of thi' retention of the veto bcoines |ilparent when an arnnlyuts
Is madle of thu isiwers who ndhltre to concel.lmininlar to our own. They Include,

roughly, West Olrinnny, Turkey, Jlnlnn, thle l'hlllilin,, Australla, Now Aenluand,
aund the Uniot of Houlh Afrivn, nni mottle
of the Centraln and Houth American
Iteliuhlht.
''hey ahlsnii1cludi tle Itlm'illih,
tof Chim on lorinoma. It liecomes
iiniedlhitely nlpart-tt thnt tli etlmlllg latest who adhere to lite concitt of
mliyvilunl Illierltes, frec e
ririprlse, rllld
(omlet1111 e dvel.pllent contain (fily a
mliourily of the worll's polulatIor, anid own only a initiority of the world's basic
raw re un
rces.
If the vnlo were alllmlhed, these Inltter mwers ecmld conceivably te ordered by
a world orgnnlrallonIto take part in activiles leading to their own dIssolution
ilI diestrictllon. We believe, therefore, on the subtjec't of lhe veto power, that It
shoull lie retail id Inthe Intied Nallons, or In any other type of confederacy of
nallons Into which we mIght enter.
AO1ENC'Zr.a

We lIelieve, secondly, that the United Stalesshould not ratify either the proposed U. N, ilunnn ilighlts Clhrter, or lte (enoctide Treaty, in their present
form, since they both contain provlson tiat invade, our Bill of Rights, and subtract from the liiertles that we now possess as cillun of the United otatem.
These two tr'itis are ite products of the I.N. Economic and Social Council,
and are plainly Indicativo of the "siatlat" concepts held by the majority of the
memlbers of lheUnited Na Ilons.
AWIICI.7.a

Te Milled States Senate should review articles 5151,
WA,and 57 of the present
U. N. Charter. with a view to either their modification or rescission. Their languangr Isas follows:
"With n vi'w to the creation of conditions of sat)lillty
mii well-being which
are necessary for peaceful and friendly relntions among nal
tin based (inrespect
for th prirnhiple (ifequal rights aridself-determinatlon of peoples, the United
Notimns shall promote:
"(a) Higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of
economic nel social progress and development;
"(b) Smlittlons of international econoicre, social, health, and related
prrohlens; and International cultural aid educationl coopratlon; and
"(r) UnIverwil respect for, ant obervance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to rnce, sex, language, or
religion."
Article 156: All members pledge themselves to take point and separate action
fin cooperation with the organization for the achievement of the purposes set
forth In article 55. This articlp Is an admonitory and enforcing clause, comiandling ths signatory nation to take the actions and remedies outlined in
article 5. Under this article, whleb now supersedes our Constitution, the
United States Is already committed to enact legislation insuring full employ.
ment,to assume Federal responsibility for health, housing, etc.
Legislation embracing these Ideas has been repeatedly voted down by the
representatives of the American people in the Senate and House. Yet under
these two articles, 55 and 56 o! the U. N. Charter, the United States has pledged
to do what Congress has on many occasions refused to do.
The full employment bill, debated some years ago, brought ont the fact that
if the Federal Government was to assume responsibility for furnishing full
employment, It would also have to assume the right to dictate the terms of
employment. Confronted with this fact, the representatives of the American
people rejected this bill.
The U. N. Human Rights Charter, produced by the U. N. Fconomic and Social
Council, contains clear Invasions and abrogations of our existing rights, and
the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations has rightly refused to act upon the
proposed treaty.
IP

.
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Yet as long as articles 55 and 50 remain in the U. N. Charter in their present
form, we shall be presented again and again with proposed treaties, written
by the Socialist majority In the United Nations, leaving us in the position of
repudiating this section of the V. N. Charter. And also, we might say, leaving
us In the position where the Soviet Union constantly propagandizes against us
in the U. N. debates by pointing out that we have not Implemented the charter
as we promised to do.
For evidence In this matter of the human rights treaty, we point to articles
13, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 20, 28, etc. They may be found In Department
of State Publication 4307, International Organization and Conference Series
III, 74, released July 1051.
Article 5? reads as follows: "1. The various specialized agencies, established
by Intergovernmental agreement and having wide international responsibilities,
as defined in their basic instruments, in economic, social, cultural, educational,
shall be brought Into relationship with the U. N. In
health, and related fields,
accordance with the provisions of article 63. 2. Such agencies thus brought
Into relationship with the U. N. are hereinafter referred to as specialized
agencies.
There are some authorities In constitutional law who believe that the secllized
agencies mentionedi in this article nre the embryonic world cabinet agencies. The
scope of their activities Is vast. They deal with labor law, such as the Internitional Labor Organization, commercial and military aviation rights, trade
treaties, and about every phase of human endeavor.
So long as the General Assembly recommendations do not become law, the
activities of the specialized agencies, or world cabinet departments, may be
checked by our existing constitutional processes. Our suggestions, of course, are
based. upon the assumption that American citizens, who may change our Constitution at will by the exercise of a universal franchise, desire to retain the rights
they possess today under our Constitution.
Again, article 0, chapter II of the charter reads: "A member of the United Nations which has persistently violated the principles contained in the present
charter may be expelled from the organization by the General Assembly upon the
recommendation of tie Security Counci." The wording "may be expelled" should
be changed to "shall be expelled," and it should lie by majority vote of ti,' generall
Assembly, where no veto exists.
Article 100 (1) of the It. N. Charter specifically forbids employees from receiving orders from any authority external to the U. N. This should outlaw Com.
munist employees from non-Red nations, who nccept instructions from Moscow. A
provision should be added to article 100 calling for judicial review of cases of
Communist enuplowses from non-Soviet nations, and for their automatic dismissal
from their position If the charge is proved.
Article 2, paragraphs 4 ani 5: "All members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial Integrity
or political independence of any state, or In any other manner Inconsistent with
the purposes of the United Nations.
"All members shall give the United Nations every assistance in any action it
takes In accordance wilh the present charter, and shall refrain from giving assistance to any state against which the United Nations is taking preventive or enforcement action." Soviet Russia has breached both of these provisions, and
her satellites, Poland and Czechoslovakia, have breached paragraphs 4 ani 5.
Any nation declared an "aggressor" by the U. N. should be duly penalized. If it
refuses to accept the penalty, it should be expelled.
The right to expel offending nations should reside in the General Asselmbly, and
not in the Security Council, where the Soviet Union has a veto, since under the
existing charter she can veto any attempts to punish either herself or her satellites
for breaches of the peace.
CHECKS

Provisions should be added to the charter so that an impartial investigation
may be made by some neutral body such as the International Red Cross, of cases
where Individuals ate Inprisoned and tortured for no other reason than their
religion or their status as properly owners. Ifsuch a neutral body finds that the
charges are thus an Infringement of the purposes and principles of the charter as
set forth in chapter 1, articles I and 2, then the offending nation shall be penalized,
and warned to desist from such practices.
The most radical approach to amendment of the U. N. Charter consists of
rescinding all parts of the charter dealing with economic and social matters,
and leaving it as an organ strictly for the maintenance of peace and security.
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The oipositiont of ite American Bar Association to the various efforts by
the U. N. economic anti Social Council to write treaties regarding genocide or
human rights, has hitherto been based upon the conclusion by the American bar
that these proposed treaties constitute an attempt to write domestic law in the
United States by the treaty route.
No technically legal opposition has arisen to the acts of the United Nations
dealing
solely
with security
matters, such as the U. N. war In Korea, etc.
It must
be faced
conclusively
that the social and political concepts embraced
t)' a majority of t-e nations constituting tie United Nations have been repudiated by the Congress of the United Slates on a number of occasions. If the
United States is not to tie put in the position of constantly refusing to ratify
treaties designed by the majority of the United Nations, and recommended
iy the General As.sembly, it would be well to consider the question of rescission of tluts- paris of the U. N. Charter dealing with economic and social
mat ters,
III this purview, it Is our belief that the majority of the peoples of the nations now ntenibers of the United Nations are not yet ready to accept a world
government, even of lite most liiled sort. This is certainly true of the Soviet
Union and h er satellite friends, the British Commonwealth, France, and the
South American Republics.
Japan and Germany, wio have not yet been admitted to inembership, 9 years
after the charter was initiated among the nations of the world, certainly have

shown no signs in recent monls of pressing for admission. India amndIndo-

nesia, although members, have failed to participate In the U. N. police action
In Korea, ant have givn other indications that they are unwilling now to
give up the nallonai sovereignty they so recently won. They sem willing to
accept the Socialist concepts of the U. N. majority in regard to their internal
or domestic law, but are nmnifestly unwilling to p.irtlcipate in U. N. military
actions.
Thte United States, Turkey, and the Philippines ire thus most unique in
their attitules townrl tite economic, social, ind military objectives of the
United Nations. They constitute such a small ininority of the world's people
anti resources, that It would be practically impossible for them to influence
tht trend of world developments at this particular point of history.
The (dnt her(, Is that it is more moral for a nation to undertake only what
it actually expects to carry out, and that it is futile and misleading to he legally
hound
by provisions tltat Its own congress is unable to ratify. We signed the
T
. N. Charter after wlhat apparently was an incomplete study of its Implications, and many members of the United States Senate now find that there Is
no disposition on the part of the people of the United States to accpt the
social, economic, or eveni military dictates of the United Nations.
MILITARY

Few American.% have grasped the fact that the Soviet Chief of Staff, and
tihe Chiefs of Staff of tite Soviet satellite nations serve on the U. 14. Military
Staff Committee. The following articles deal with the U. N. Military Staff Committee:
Article 46: Plans for the application of atined force shall be made by the
Security Council with the assistance of the Military Staff Committee.
1. There shall be established a Military Staff Committee to advise and assist
the Security Council on all questions relating to the Security Council's military
requirements for the maintenance of international peace and security, the employment and command of forces placed at its disposal, the regulation of armaments and possible disarmament.
2. The Military Staff Committee shall consist of the Chiefs of Staff of the
permanent members of the Security Council or their representatives * * t
3. The Military Staff Committee shall be responsible under the Security
Council for the strategic direction of any armed forces placed at the disposal of
the Security Council. Questions relating to the command of such forces shall
be worked out subsequently.
Under these articles, it Is clear that all directives of the U. N. command In any
war-whether it be Korea, or Indochina, or wherever else the U. N. may decide to
fight, are available to Soviet representatives under the provisions of the U. N.
Charter. In order to keep secret any directives, should the United States and
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any or several of our U. N. allies decide to resist aggression under the aegis of
the United Nations, we should be in the position of breaching the charter if we
did not reveal our plans to the Soviets or their allies. This Is an absurd position
for any military command, i. e., to be legally obligated to reveal to an enemy its
plans and directives.
So long as the present mood of hostility exists between the United States, and
Its allies and friends In the United Nations, and the Soviet Union and its friends
and allies, the entire subject of the Military Staff Committee and Its dutes should
be reexamined.
For Instance, the United States could not go to the defense of Indochina, even
If it were invaded during the next 6 months by Soviet China, since the Soviet
Union could veto any U. N. Intervention in the Security Council. The same
would be true if France called on the United Nations to help her to solve the
problem of Indochina.
Action taken to save Indochina from Communist aggression would have to be
taken either Individually, or In conjunction with the ANZUS pact or the forthcoming South-East Asia or Pacifle pact. It Is interesting to note that both
Chiang Kni-shek and the Philippines called for the formation of a Pacific alliance In the spring of 1049, and were Ignored by the then United States Governmeat. Had this pact been In effect, as the NATO treaty was, the situation in
Korea and Indochina would probably not have arisen.
SUMMAaT
In conclusion, In the present state of International tension and mistrust, I be.
lieve It is Imperative to retain an absolute veto In nil spheres of action, whether
in the existing U. N. Charter, or in a confederation to be composed of the true
democratic republics.
In the pre-Oeneva talks, it was amply demonstrated how Important It Is for the
United States to retain freedom of action regarding the use of our Armed Forces,
our Atomic and hydrogen weapons, and any other weapons of offense or defense
that we may lssess. Our national security demands that we retain the right
to do-fend ourselves and our strategic Interests until the remaining meniber nations of the Uniled Nations are more thoroughly convinced than they are at present of the importance of collective security, and of taking action against continual aggressor nations.
If Soviet itussla persists in vetoing the application for membership of such
nations as Italy, Japau, Ireland, l'ortugal, etc., she must of course assume the
onus before the world for her course of action. We should not risk any subtraction from our veto power In order to admit member nations who are today doing
nothing in their own behalf to gain admission, and who may be forming new power
blocks or regional alliances more in keeping with their traditions, and their econoac and military calabilitles.
In 19 we shall have another opportunty to observe the functioning of the
United Nations as an agent of collective security. That should give us ample
tine to risk our national sovereignty In the hands of nations who have up to this
date, demonstrated their determination only to defend whatever national interests they consider paramount at the moment.

CHAPEL HILL, N. C., May 14, 1954.
I wish to go on record, at the Greensboro hearings on United Nations Charter
review, as favoring and urging such a review.
I favor (a) A charter amendment to Include all nations of the world In the
United Nations; (b) giving to the General Assembly the principal power now
held by the Security Council; (c) reorganization of the General Assembly on the
basis of population; (d) ending the veto power of big nations.
Thus strengthening the Charter of the United Nations would enable this body
to enact and enforce world law against war and aggression through disarmament.
The United Nations, mankind's greatest united effort toward implementation of
the Sermon on the Mount, could, indeed, and In truth, be the fulfillment of
Christ's promise of peace on earth.
Respectfully submitted.
E NA MILLIKEN LASLEY.
Mrs. John W. Lasley, Jr.
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CLOSnNU REMARKS oF TIME cAIM.A...
1

The CHAIRISMAN. Now, I want to address myself iin the next 6 minutes
to saying something to you, Mr. Mayor, and to Ithe fine people of this
comunlnity, because at 4 o'clock the ]nearing will be completed.
. We have had evidence today that the American people are no longer
content to leave foreign policy siupl to lie consideration of the
experts, and that they know that tie United Nalions is part of our
foreign policy. Why is this? It Itilist be because we are living in an
ago t1at is so ditfere, firoli wlht we lve lived ill before.
When I ran for the Senate of the United States inn1939, Ily State
of Wi consin was absolutely innunie from attack. Now we are only
4 or 5 hours away by fast pl;ane from Soviet bases il Siberia and the
bombs over the Circl'e roite.
A few weeks ago Ml. WileV alitch I 1lew dhOwn1 to l'autanoa in 1 iN.:
that day or tlhe next day, I )h:ave forgot t en wnhtcl, a m:n1 crosseId tlie
Contingent from inthe
Iaciic to tie At Ianitic in less thai 1 hours; and a
monthIi or So before
r
1i :1t 'sseu 1lie Atlan
1:thic ill a liltle over .1 hours.
Wo have the A-bomib and tle Il-1,oiob. This little worll of ours
has been slrunkeni bs" the ingenuity of ioni aidtl nims in gea
n
it'y nust,
under (lie guidance of Godl Almighty. tiid tle,a1SwPrS So We Can Imai,tail peace.
)Oil ICelphe of (;reevsboro have shown t hat Vun :are developing all
is a won lerful t thing, in t-v:htitng the
expertness antI, I think, thuit,
we live.
changed world in which
Nojw, there is tnot aniy i(ist ion but that the stength of this Nation
depends IllUpOn
lhe gleat ..
tiilnl uinahilies which we possess. If we
lmve tile qu alities of tile Spirit, we will have, siejoe has said, tile
coli~i~selnse to do that which is Ilece sar • to i pre-erve the values tiat
we have developed through the years.
We have been )reeipitated 'into the lealdetrlip in this world, and
we have to sit down and lenionst rate now that leadership. day by day.
I)o not get the idea that lealdersliip is found simply in Washington.
A leader is one to whom others look in time of crisis. A leader is one
wiho keeps his feet on the ground when crises arise, but keeps his head
working straight.
Now, we are in a serious world with serious conditions all about us,
but who wants to live where there are no problems? Every one of us
]has been called to a high piirlose. to live olll lives so that we can hand
(i to generate ions that are to come those values that have been handed
10 is, and nuty we hand them on not impaired. but -trengthened.
I aun deeply pleased with the depth nid the breadth of understanding that has been demonstrated eire today. The Good Book sarvs
that without vision tile people perish, and what is vision ? Well, tite
first ingredient of Vision is fearlessness. If we fear or doubt we just
inealiacitate ourselves. If we feel that we are sustained by a force
outside ourselves, we have the basis for reaching ip an' getting
Understanding.
You have demonstrated some of that today. If I may add one more
thought I am deeply pleased with the demoistration of the friendliness and democracy in action, if you please, that is here today.
After all, you and I have the )roudest thing in lie world,'and that
is American citizenship. In the days of Paul, le said lie was a R"omaian
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born, speaking of that citizenship. That was nothing compared to
,%vhat you and I have because we are born Americans or have been
snart enough to come to this country.
We have-had many viewpoints presented, and I was enlightened by
all of them.
I am leaving here, as I know the members of my staff are, enriched
and better for having had this rich experience.
I want to thank you all, and we are going on back to Washington
as I say, enriched by having participated with you in a feast of
reason as well as by having experienced your fine hospitality.
Thank you very much, Mr. Mayor.
(Whereupon, at 4 p. m., the committee adjourned.)
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